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207 01 01 2

pv DAR 1 PR0CEEDINGS

2 Where upon ,
{)

3 WALTER p. HAASS

4 was called as a witness and, having been first duly sworn,

5 was examined and testified as follows:

6 DIRECT EXAMINATION

7 BY MR. LANNING:

8 0 Would you please state your full name?

9 A Walter P. Haass.

10 0 I have marked as Exhibit 1086 a letter from

11 Mr. Rogovin, director, NRC-TMI Special Inquiry Group to

12 Mr. Walter P. Haass, dated August 30, 1979.

13 (N RC- 1086 identified.)

14 BY MR. LANNING:

15 0 Mr. Haass, I show you what Nas been marked for()
16 identification as Exhibit 1086. Is this a photocopy of a

ie letter sent to you oy Mr. Rogovin confirming your deposition

18 here today under oath?

19 A Yes.

23 0 Have you read this document in full?

21 A Yes.

22 0 Do you understand the information set forth in

23 this letter including the general nature of the NRO-TMI

24 Special Inquiry Group, your right to have an attorney

() 25 present here today as your representative, and the f act that

~.

(d
,
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pv DAR I the information you provide here may eventually become

2 puolic? e{}
3 A I believe I do.

4 0 Is counsel representing you personally here today?
[}

5 A No.

1 6 MR. LANNING: I would like to note for the record

I that the witness is not represented by counsel here today.

8 BY MR. LANNING:

9 0 Mr . Haass , if at any time during the course of

10 this interview you feel you would like to be represented by

li counsel and have counsel present, please advise us, and we

12 will adjourn these proceedings to aff ord you the opportunity

13 to make the necessary arrangemnts.

14 Is this procedure agreeable to you?

() 15 A Fine.

16 0 You should be aware that the testimony that you

1/ give has tne same force and effect as if you were

18 testifying in a court of law. Our questions and your

19 responses are being taken down, and they will later be

20 trans cri bed. You will be given the opportunity to look at

21 the transcript and make changes that you deem necessary.

22 However, to the extent that your subsequent changes are
.

23 significant, those changes may oe viewed as affecting your

24 c redi bi li ty. So please be. as complete and accurate as you

(') 25 can in responding to our questions.

oO
,

.

, - , - ,,. ,.
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pv DAR I Did you orin a copy of your resume with you?
~

2 A Yes, I did.

3 0 I have marked as Exhibit 1087 a two page resume of

4 Mr. Walter P. Haass, professional qualifications division of

6 project management, office of nuclear reactor regulation,

6 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

(NRC-1087 identified.)e

3 BY MR. LANNING:

.) Q What is your present position with the NRC?

10 A I am the chief of the quality assurance branch in

11 the division of project manager, office of nuclear reactor

12 regulation.

13 0 How many NRC employees report to you?

14 A At.the present time I have eight professional men

() 15 and two secretarial.

16 0 And what review responsibilities does your branch

17 have? ,

18 A We have responsibility to review the areas of

19 quality assurance conduct of operations and initial test

20 programs, es described in certain sections of applicants

21 safety analysis report submitted in support of construction

22 permits and application licenses -- and operating licenses

23 -- excuse me.

24 0 . Wnen did you assume the position of branch chief?

() 25 A In June of 1978.

't

.
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pv DAR I O Did you work in the area of quality assurance or
1

~T 2 conauct, initial test programs, prior to that time?(J
. 3 A My experience in the quality assurance area was'

4 limited to some early work in approximately 1970-71, when{},
'

5 Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 was first promulgated. I was a

6 project manager at that time in charge of one or more

7 project reviews, and I was assigned to a special task force

d to develop specific guidelines for implementation of

9 Appendix B on CP and OL reviews. That was the extent of my
1

10 working with quality assurance.

11 i had, as a project manager, of course, oack then when

12 the reviews -- when a large part of the reviews of OP and

_, 13 OLs were performed by the project manager, we also had some

i 14 reviews of conduct of operations and initial test programs

()'

16 as well as quality assurance.

16 0 Of the total of eight employees, can you give us a

ie creakdown of how many of those review quality assurance

IS programs, how many review the conduct of the operations, and

19 now many of those review the- initial test programs?

23 A da have a total of five men associated with tn3

21 quality assurance reviews, one of whom is the group leader.

22 de have two men associated with initial review of initial

23 test programs, and one man who handles the conduct of

24 operations reviews.
,

() 25 0 Is the. conduct of operation review the same as

| C)

!
.. . _
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pv DAR I determining the technical qualification of the applicant?

2 A Yes, that is part of the review of conduct of
)

3 opera tions.

4 0 Would you explain which parts of the applicants
)

5 quality assurance program are contained in the SAR, safety

6 analysis report?

/ A de require that the applicant describe the quality

3 assurance program that he prof esses to implement for

9 designing construction under a CP applicant and under an OL

10 application. The program will consist of the part that the

11 utili ty plaf s in that program, as well as his major
,

la contr ac tors. By " major contractors," we define that as the

'

13 reactor vendor, the architect engineer, and construction

14 manager. .

() 15 The commitments that are made by the applicant in that

16 program are also transferred down to other lower-tier

11 suppliers and vendors who contribute to the design and

IS construction and suosequent operation of the plant.

19 0 Is it true that a large part of the quality

23 assurance program is not documented in the SAR?

21 A We require that the applicant provide a

22 description of his quality assurance program and a

23 description is intended to demonstrate that the ultimate

24 program developed will neet the requirements of Appendix B
;

| () 25 to Pa rt 50. The re for e , the program itself, other tnan the

.

.O

'

,
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pv DAR I description, would appear in the quality assurance manual

2 that the applicant would develop at some subsequent time,{}
3 and that manual would consist of all the polic.ies and

4 procedures that would be required in order to implement the{}
o quali ty assurance program.

6 0 Does your branch review implementing procedures

for the quality assurance program?e

8 A We do not.

> 0 Have you ever in the past reviewed any detail in

10 any addinistrative procedures?

11 A You mean quality a ssurance procedures?

12 A Yes.

13 0 To my know.' edge, the branch has not done that..
1

14 Now, we do interact with our I&E counterparts who are

() 15 responsible for reviewing those, the specifics of the

15 quali ty assurance program. And in the context of the QA

.
Il manual, we participate in some of the inspections they

18 perform, and, in that sense, we do get a chance to look at

19 some of the procedures in the- quality assurance manual as

20 it's prepared.

21 MR. PARLER: What is this " quality assurance

*
22 manual"? Has that been clearly identified f or the record?

23 I s that the ' applicant's quality assurance manual or what?

|24 THE WITNESS: Yes, it is.

() '

25 MR. PARLER: Okay.

O

-
.

k
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pv DAR I Bf MR. LANNING:

2 0 Af ter the quality a ssurance branch has

3 revie wed and approved the quality assurance program, would

! 4 you identify the requirements -- what requirements govern

5 the changes to this approved program?

6 A As part of our review, we have -- we require that

/ the applicant commit to a requirement that he inform us of

S programmatic changes that he proposes to make to that

9 program in advance of their being made. Organizational

10 changes that he tell us within 30 days af ter the original

Il change has been announced. These are provided -- this

12 informetion is provided to us in the form of s,endments to

13 the PSAR.

14 rnere is a complication after, for example, after a

() is construction permit is issued. At that point -- in other

16 words , up until the CP is issued, he provides us with

Ie amendments, and subsequenty to that point he is now required

IS to report changes under it. I think it is 5059, changes ;o

19 the constru: tion permit. And his -- the applicant's
-

23 responsibility is to initially. determine whether the chen >e

21 is of safety significance. If it is saf ety-significant and

22 constitutes an unreviewed saf ety question, then he is

23 required to suomit that to us prior to him making tnat

24 change. If it is not, then he is free to make the change

() 25 and proceed as normal.

T

v
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pv DAR I tio w, I think, in practice what we had seen -- and like I

2 say, I have only been in this branch about a year and a half(])
3 -- but what we have seen is when I&E inspectors visit the

4 applicant and perform QA inspections, they sometimes find(}
5 differences between the base for inspection, which is the

6 PSAR, and wnat the applicant is actually doing. And

7 occasionally they have cited the applicant.

3 And to avoid this kind of problem, the applicant of ten

9 informs us by a letter that he has made certain changes.

10 And, in fact, we have established a policy whereby he should

11 submit those changes to us. And that's normally done as

12 part of the OL review, although sometimes before we review

13 them for acceptaoility to assure that what they are doing is

14 consistent with our requirements.

() 15 Q Does the same procedure provide for operating

16 licenses?

17 A Now, for an operating license, again -- and it
.

13 would be submitted during the OL review, suosequent to the

19 OL issuance -- they-would be required to report changes'

20 under 5059,

21 0 Now, are these changes only those that are an

22 unresolved saf ety que stion, or are they changes in such

23 things as the implementation procedures or changes to the QA

24 program as identified in the S AR ?

() 23 A .1911, we are concerneo aoout the -- about changes

O

..
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pv DAR I to the QA program description as ' described in the FSAR. And

2 so if he makes any changes to those, then he has to decide
O,

3 if it is initially -- whether it is an unresolved saf ety

4 que s t io n, and then respond accordingly, if he modifies his

5 proc e dure s.

6 If that e ff ect has an impact upon the commitments mada in

the FSAR, then he would again treat that under 5059.a

8 Otherwise, he is free to make those changest they would be

9 judged to be in his opinion to be less than significant and

10 there fore not required to be reported. Of course, he has to

11 document them, revision to procedures and that sort of

12 thing.

'

13 0 ilould changes to the list of equipment to wnich

14 Appendix B applies, sometimes ref erred to as a "O list,"

(}) 15 would changes to the Q list be reported to the NRC?

16 A Again, they should be -- changes should be
,

il reviawed in accordance with the provisions of 5059. You're

18 talking again after the OL.

19 0 After the.0L is issued.
,

20 A Again, should be in accorcance with 5059 and

21 appropriate notification to the staff should be made.

22 0 Have you processed such changes? Have you

23 reviewed the 0 list or. deletions to the Q list of an

24 applicant?

(]) 25 A I have not, since I have been in the branch. I

O

,

I
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pv DAR 1 have not seen any. I can't verify whether this has come up

2 before. And I guess my opinion would be that it has not,(])
3 but I don't know that for sure.

4 0 After the operating license is issued, should(}
5 there be a change to the quality assurance program, would it

6 require an amendment to the operating license?

7 A No.

8 0 Why is that? -

9 A The quality assurance program is not a condition

10 of the operating license, and theref ore it would not affect

11 the OL.

12 0 In your opinion, why isn't the quality assurance

13 program part of the license or part of the tech spec,

14 technical specifications?

() 15 A I'm not sure I can understand that. My

16 understanding was that there was some eff ort made back two

it or mord years ago to accomplish that specific objective.

18 And I don't think I can answer or provide the reasons as to

19 why it did not proceed that way. I don't know.

23 0 Does the quality assurance program contribute to

21 the defense-in-depth concept?--

- -22 A Yes, I would say it does, in a way. The

23 - def ense-in-depth concept is one in which the staff has

24 required a multiplicity of systems and structures and

() 25 components'i redundancy, to meet the single-f ailure criterion

! (E)
.

.

i

!
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pv DAR 1 that provide high assurance bhat in the event a system is

2 required to perform under certain conditions and failures do
)

3 occur, that the capability is available to accomplish what 1

I
4 is ne cessary to be accomplished.

5 Now, the quality assurance program would provide the-'

6 assurance that indeed the various systems, struc tures, and
;

7 components necessary to be available are indeed available.

8 I think, in that sense, the QA program contributes to the

9 defense-in-depth.

10 0 Does the quality assurance program contribute to

11 the reliability of the equipment to perform their function?

12 A Yes, I would say it does. We don't perform any

13 specific functions directly aimed at reliability, but my
,

14 understanding would be that the provisions of Appendix B,
'

() 15 the QA requirements that we have included in our standard

16 review plan and that we use in regulatory guides as they

11 endorse ANSI standards, would contribute to assurance that

IS systems and components and structures would perform their
,

19 f unctions- under conditions under which they are required to.

2] Q Well, in your opinion, should the QA program be
~

21 part of the operating license? Is it important enough to

22 constitute recognition in the operating licensei
j

23 MR. PARLER: That is, should it be a condition in

24 the operating license , such as, for example, the various

() 25 condi tions that have to be met during the operational
!

.

O

-
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pv DAR I testing phase and the various other conditions that are

2 deeme d by someone, a group in the regulatory process, to be()
3 significant enough so that they are included explicitly as

4 conditions in the operating license?
(}

5 THE WITNESS: I am having difficulty answering^

6 "Yes" or "No." And the main reason is that I have not

really, in the year and a half that I have been in thes

8 branc h, I have not really focused on that issue. So I can

9 see some pros and cons.

10 If you make it a conditional license, then I can see

11 where we would -- we would be informed on a better basis

12 regarding how things were being done , whether changes were

13 being made or not.

14 On the other hand, a con would be that it would -- it
,

() 15 would not require the applicant to report all these changes,;
i

15 and some of which -- many of which -- would not be very

Il s igni ficant. I think it would create a lot of paperwork and-

18 probably be unnece ssary considerations.

19 I guess my bottom line is that- from what I have thought

20 about i t, tnat I don' t see that that would have an

21 overridingsignifica.}ce, when I think of other things that
22 are a part of the plant -- my understanding -- are not part,

23 of license, either.

'

24 50, I am not sure I would be in a position to

() 25 specifica11/ select quality assurance as an item that ought

O
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pv DAR I to os a condition of the license. But I'd like to qualif y

2 that by saying I would have to do some more thinking about

3 it and be f amiliar with all the aspects of it.

4 BY MR. LANNING:

3 0 Wnat other areas are you knowledgeable of that are

6 not included in the license?

7 A Well, again, I guess I'm not qualified to really

3 talk about this, but I would think there are other aspects

9 of system design that we review in the FSAR, other branches

10 review in the FSAR that would not be the details of which
.5

11 would not be specifically included in the license or in the

12 tech specs.

13 3 Can you be a little more specific?

i 14 MR. PARL ER: Well, as one example, maybe you're

(]) 15 talking about or maybe you have in mind interactions between

15 the calance of plant systems that are not reviewed in depth

Ie oy the NRC and the nuclear steam supply system that perhaps

13 such interactions which may be significant may not all be

19 covered by conditions of the license.

T. Would that be an example?

21 THE WITNESS: We ll , I wasn' t thinking of that so

22 much. That could be part of it, but I was thinking more in

23 terms of the details of a system design. I am really a fisn

24 out of water here. I don't think I can answer the question

() 25 too well.

; (2)
-

,

|

|
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pv DAR 1 3Y MR. LANNING:

2 0 Well, what I was ge tting at, were there other(}
3 equipment or other provisions within the provisions of NRC

4 which~ include saf ety-related equipment or equipment which(}
5 perform a safety function which seem to be vital to the

6 staff operation of a nuclear power plant? Are'there other

1 examples besides the quality assurance program that exist?

8 A I don't think I can answer that.

9 MR. PARLER: The re sponsibility for the

10 devalopment of technical specifications, I gather, is not in

11 your branch? r

12 THE WITNESS: No, it is not.

13 MR. PARLER: Where is that responsibilityt can you

14 tell us?-

() 15 THE WITNESS: There is a tech spec group that I

16 oellave is part of the divisinn of operating reactors that

11 handles that.

18 MR. PARLER: And that organization presumaoly

19 would have the responsibility or at least a part of the

20 responsioility for evali:ating whether various things should

2! be included as a condition in the license, at least in the

22 form of technical specificationst is that right?

23 THE WITNESS: I would guess so, yes.

24 Let me add one more things that the basis of our license

() 23 revia w proce ss is that the applicant is responsible f or the

1

O

.
-
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pv DAR I safe design, construction, and operation of his plant. And

2 the reviews that we perform, while we certainly consider
_{ )

'

3 them to ce important, they are not all-encompassing. They

4 don't cover all areast they don't cover f ull depth. It is
{}

5 sort of a -- it's a review of significant areas, r-d the

6 point being that the applicant and/or the licensee is

ultimately responsiole for the safety of 'his plant and manyi

design aspects, ' any decisions that go into the design and3 m

9 construction and operation of a plant are made by the

10 applicant.

11 And through our review process, we feel that we have

12 engendered in that applicant the, significance of

13 accomplishing a safe design and construction and saf e

14 operation of the plant.

() 15 MR. PARLER: I assume from Mr. Lanning's questions

16 to you and from your responses, that the quality assurance

17 requirements are not included as conditions in an operating

13 license, whether or not there are other things that are of

19 com,3araole s ignificance to quality assurance is not

23 i nc lu de d. Is that something that you believe, but as f ar as

21 speci fics you would have to defer to others? Am I correc t?

22 Am I understanding that?

23 THE WITNESS: Yes.

24 MR. PARLER: Now, a question I would like to ask

() 23 you ist Have you, in your capacity as the nead of the

O

-- _
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pv DAR ! quali ty a ssurance branch, received any f eedcack for -- f rom

(~T 2 the NRC inspectors in which these inspectors have expressed
\J

3 difficulty in carrying out their responsibility in the

[}
quality assurance area because of the fac't that quality4

a assurance is not a condition in an operating license?

5 Or , to put it simply, are you aware of concerns being

/ expre ssed that because of the fact that quality assurance is

3 'not a condition in the license, that that makes the job of

9 the inspector much more difficult?

10 THE WITNESS: I personally am not aware of that.

Il Now, like I have said before, that mLy be one of the

12 aspec ts that was considered in the part of the -- my

13 becoming the branch chief. I really can't answer that.

14 Bf MR. LANNING: .
,

() 15 0 As part of reviewing the applicant's QA program,

16 do fou also review the applicant of vendor's quality

Ie assurance programs?

13 A We look at quality assurance programs of the

19 principal contractorsi namely, the NMSS supplier, the

23 arenitect engineer, and the construction manager.

21 0 Now, if equipment is not manuf actured by either of

22 these three principal contractors yet it falls under the

23 critaria of Appendix 3, is that venaor QA programmed review

21 approved by NRC1

/~T
(_j 23 A No, it's not.-

,

O
,

i
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207 01 17 18
8

pv DAR I Q Are you familiar with the I&E vendors inspection
,

i

2 p rogr am?

| 3 A Yes.
,

! - 4 0 Insomuch as the majority of equipment that goes
j

! 5 into construction of a nuclear power plant is constructed
'

| 6 off site ana is constructed at what we would classify as a
1

/ sub-tier con tractor, in your opinion, should these

3 contractors' QA program oe subjected to NRC review?
j

$ )

! la
4

11

12

i I3
1

14

\
| r
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;
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pv DAR I A Up till now, we have --- our requirement is that

2 the applicant and his major contractors determine in their(])
3 purchase specs ano other design documents what GA

(} requirements should be imposed on their sub-tier vendors and4

5 suppliers.

6 In that way, the requirements, the appropriate

requirements , of Appendix B are passed down to thei

8 lower-tier suppliers and vendors.

9 Back several years ago we did initiate a program that was

h) -- that was to request industry, if they were interested in

11 submitting topical reports at that level of activity, to

12 submit them for the NRC staf f for review. So there were --

13 they were permitted to do that at that point, and, as my

14 understanding is, we got two responses, one of which is

n/ 15 still an active topical report. And I'm not sure what'

s_

; 15 happened to the other one.

17 We have had calls -- I have had calls since I have oesn

18 the branch chief f rom several vendors interested in doing

19 that, that our present policy, mostly because of the

20 extensive ne cessity of that work, that there are hundreds,

21 thousands, of suppliers of supplier and vendors that might

22 be interested in doing that. And it would take a very large

23 amount of manpower on the part of NRC to review all their !

I
24 p rograms . |

() 23 Our policy at the moment is not to allow that kind of

|

|

!
!
!

!

l

!
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pv DAR I activity. I would say -- I would say the system we

2 presently have is probably a sufficient system. My{}
3 understanding is that it has worked f airly well and before

4 one decides whether to open the door, so to speak, to a OA
)

5 program of the suo-tier vendors and suppliers, I think that

6 a further study would be required to determine just the

t benefit relevative to the impact on manpower to do that job.

8 MR. PARLER: Is my understanding correct that even

9 though the NRC does not review the QA program of the

10 sub-tier contractors, that it does require its licens ee --

11 that is, the utility -- to assure tna t the quality assurance

12 principles of Appendix B to Part 50 are imposed on the

13 sub-tier contractors?

14 THE WITNESS: Yes. That is what I mean when I

() 15 refer to tha f act that we require the applicant and his

16 principal contractors to pass on to the lower-tier suppliers

le and v endors the appropriate requirements of Appendix B.

18 MR. PARLER: So what the NRC does not do is to

IV revie w the detailed programs- of the sub-tier contractors,

2J which, I assume, in voluminous detail say 'how the principles
~:

21 in Appendix B as well as other principles actually oe

," 22 carried out. Is that true?

23 THE WITNESS: Yes, that's true.

24 No w, I might add that as part of the LCVI program

() 25 conducted by I&E -- licensed contrac tor and vendor

.

O
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(]) 2 -- they visit, for example, ASME snops, and in addition to

3 nuclear systems suppliers and architect engineers, so there

4 is an I&E inspection function of certain vendors and(])
5 s uppl iers.

6 And again, my understanding is that the selection is

I based on the significance of the item that is being produced

8 by that shop , because necessarily the manpower is limited

9 and all such sub-tier vendors and suppliers cannot be

10 inspected.

11 Bf MR. LANNING:

12 C Do you receive licensee's event report?

13 A In our branch we receive a computer printout -- I

14 think it comes from MPA -- that lists the LERs that have
() 15 been received by NRO over a certain period of time. They

16 are categorized by components or systems -- I can't recall

1e specifically now -- and it is a document that comes through

IS periodically. It might be an inch thick.

19 And we use it to review areas where -- that may pop out

23 at us as being areas of weakness that require additional

21 work. If we see consistent programs in CA, then we would

22 like to f eed that back into our process to make appropriate

| 23 corrections.

24 Yes, we oo.

() 25 0 Do you recollect any examples, particular events

()
|
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pv DAR I or shortcomings that have been identified in LERs, that have

2 resulted in a change in review process or review
, ,

3 r equi rements.?

4 A In the year and a half I have been in the branch,

5 I cannot recall any specifics , no.

6 O Are there requirements in Appendix B addressing

maintenance of equipment?e

8 A Yes.

9 0 Would you refer me to the particular criteria in

10 Appendix B?

I !! A If you look at the first paragraph of the

| 12 introduction to Appendix B, the very last sentence -- it

13 runs about 10 lines or so. Toward the end of the sentence

14 it talks about the various activities that may be involved

.( ) 15 in the safety-related functions of structures, systems, ad

16 componentsi and one of those is maintaining.

17 0 That's in the introduction. Now, does an
i

18 introduction constitute the same weight as the remaining

19 criteria?

i 20 MR. PARLER: I think that in part -- asks for a

21 legal-type conclusion on Mr. Hughes' part, which, at least

22 for the record, we shouldn't ask them him to give.

23 But with that qualification, you should answer the

24 question from just your understanding as the head of the

([ 23 quali ty assurance branch.,

:

,

|

|

|
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pv DAR I
- THE WITNESS: We require Appendix B to be

2 implemented on all the activities that are identified in the[]}
3 introduction.

4 MR. LANNING: Let's go off the record a minute.(}
5 (Discussion off the record.)

6 MR. LANNING: Back on the record.

< BY MR. LANNING:

8 0 dould you explain which criteria contained in

9 Appendix B reflect maintenance requirements?

10 A Well, there are several criteria that, in my view,
.

11 would be applicable to mainte nance , the maintenance

12 a c tivi tie s. And they could include items like procurement

13 document control, if spare parts have to be procured. That

14 would be criterion 4.

() 15 There might be special instruments and procedures that

16 apply to thet maintenance activity, in which criterion 5
,

1/ comes into play. Documents would be involved -- that is

la criterion 6. There would be requirements for identification

19 of controlled materials, parts, and components, criteria 8.

2J I If there is a special process involved in performing the

21 maintenance, such as welding or some kind of coating

22 operation, that is criterion 9.

23 Criterien 10 covers inspection activities during and

24 subse quent to the maintenance activities.

() 25 If a test is required, criterion 11 would ceme into play,

O

9
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pv DAR I and so on. There may be othe rs.

2 MR. PARLER: I believe that what Mr. Lanning was
)

3 getting at in the question is whether there are any

4 requirements for maintenance in the Appendix B to the Part
)

5 50.

6 Now, my understanding of the discussion that has just

I taken place is that there are in the Appendix B to the Part

S 50 certain quality assurance principles that would have to

9 be complied with if certain types of maintenance. were

10 carried out.

11 I wonder if the distinction which I am trying to make is

12 a correct distinction?
'

13 THE WITNESS: Yes, the Apr;ndix B would not

14 dictate as to when maintenance functions or what kind of

() 10 maintenance functions shoula De performed, but it provides

16 the criteria that would -- or the requirements that would

le govern the performance of the maintenance so that it is

18 performed correctly.

19 Now, that is true of all the activities, quality

20 assurance only assures that the activities that you're

21 undertaking, that they are performed correctly.

22 MR. LANNING: I would like to mark as Exhioit 1033

23 a memorandum f rom Harold Denton to Commissioner Kennedy.

24 The subject is: " Preventive maintenance. " It's dated

() 25 Augus t 8, 1979.

O
;

.
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2 BY MR..LANNING:{}
3 0 Mr. Hughes, have you reviewed this memorandum,

4 and, in particular, the third paragraph on the first page{}
6 there ? First off, I do not see that you concurred in this

6 me morandu m. " Is that true?

e A That's correct.

8 MR. PARLER: Well, I think that, again, for

> clarification on the record, was the memorandum even
,

;

10 suomi tted to you f or your concurrence ?
i

11 THE WITNESS: No, i t was not.
'

_.

12 MR. PARLER: Okay.*

13 Bf MR. LANNING:

14 0 On the first page, the third paragraph, there it

() 15 states that a detailed preventive maintenance program

15 currently is not required by the regulatory staff. This

1/ implies to me that the NRC does not have requirements for a

13 preventive maintenance program.

19 tio w , am I misinterpreting the context of this letter, or

20 could you clarify what your understanding of this letter is

21 trying to addre ss?

22 A Well, focusing on the third paragraph on the first

23 page -- and let me hasten to add here that I have not*

24 specifically looked at these particular references with

() 23 regard to these -- to the comments that are made here. But

O

>
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pv DAR I my understanding is that the -- apparently the ANSI standard

2 would -- requires: that a preventive maintenance program be
)

3 estaolished f or saf ety-relate d c'omponents.

4 The quality assurance branch, in turn, would require,

5 consistent with the requirements of Appendix B, that those

6 activities would be conducted in accordance with the QA

e programmatic requirements.

3 0 Do you recall, is that the standard review plan

> which addresses maintenance requirements?

13 A I believe the standard review plan again

11 identifies the various activities that could be conaucted at
12 a nuclear power plant, and maintenance would be one of

13 those.

14 MR. PARLER: Let's go off the record while he is

() 15 looking for his document.

16 (Discussion off the record.)

Ie MR. PARLER: On the record.

18 THE WITNESS: Specifically, in sec tion 17.2 of the

19 standard review plan, under subsection ( 1 ), entitled " Areas

20 of Review," at the last sentence in the first paragraph it

21 refers to the various activities to which the QA controls

22 would be applied, and maintaining is one of those

23 activities.

24 BY MR. LANNING:

() 23 0 'Are there also qualification requirements for

n/'s_,

|

|
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pv DAR I personnel performing maintenance?

(]) 2 MR. PARLER: That is NRC qualification

3 requirements.

4 THE; WITNESS: To my knowledge, we require that
{{}

5 personnel that perform maintenance ac tivities -- we are

6 talking now about the QA. aspect of maintenance activities as

I well as the QA aspects of any other activity, would require

3 the use of personnel qualified in the area in which they are

9 performing that work."

10 And I believe there are several references to that. I

11 can't cite them specifically right now, but I believe they

. 12 are in the ANSI stanuard, the 18.7. And I believe that's

13 where they are, yes.

14 BY MR. LANNING:

() lo Q Are you aware of any I&E concerns regarding the

16 requirements for maintenance in an approved quality

Ie assurance program and the lack of qualifications, explicit

18 qualifications, for personnel performing maintenance

19 functions, testing, repair functions?

23 A No.

21 0 In other words, you have not been contacted by I&E

22 headquarters, for example, to resolve any issues raised oy

23 regional I&E inspectors?

24 A Regarding qualifications of people?

() 23 0 Regarding qualifications of people or regarding

nv
|

- !
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pv DAR I the need for explicit requirements for maintenance.

2 A No, not to my knowledge.

3 0 Is there a requirement in the standard review plan
i

4 or the standard format or any other regulatory guidance-

5 requiring licensees or applicants to provide a list of

6 equipment on the 0 list, to be included in his SAR?

e A Ye s, . sir.

8 0 Wnere is that requirement?

> A Requirement is identified in the criterion 2 of

10 Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 s specifically, the third

11 sentence of the first paragraph.

12 0 Would you read that?

A "The applicant shall identify the structures,13 '

|
i 14 systems, and components to be covered by the quality

() 15 assurance program." And then it goes on to another subjecti

i
16 and major organizations participating in the program

il together with the designated functions of these

:
18 organizations.

,
. ,

19 0 And this listcare identifications of the

23 struc tures, systems, and components, are submitted to the

21 NRC as part of Chapter 177'

i

: 22 A Most generally, the listing is provided in Chapter

23 3, and it is referenced, that list is ref erenced in Chapter

24 17.

() 23 2 What is the criterion for equipment or systems to

O

,
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pv DAR 1 oe included on this list?

2 A Ine criterion we use is, again, contained in(])
3 . Appendix B, which states that Appendix B applies to

(} saf ety-related -- to saf ety-related f unctions of systems,4

3 s truc turs t, and components. And " safety-related" is defined

a as those systems, structures, and components that are

required to. prevent and mitigate or mitigate the eff ects --i

d to prevent or mitigate the conseugences of postulated

9 accidents that could cause undue risk to the health and

10 safety of the puolic.

Il O Is that a definition of saf ety-related equipment?

12 A That is the definition of the staff and industry,

13 to my knowledge, have utilized in determining what items are

14 included on the Q list.

() 15 0 Well, what would constitute undue risk?

16 MR. PARLER: What was the question ? What would
'

1, constitute an undue risk?

18 MR. LANNING: Yes.

19 MR. PARLER: Again, that is a question-that-could

20 involve legal considerations. But taking the statement I

21 Just made into account, what, from your perspective and

22 responsicility could constitute undue risk, strictly from a

| 23 technical standpoint?

24 THE WITNESS : Well, in the context of.the sentence

() 25 I just read out of the introduction of Appendix B, I would

O
_
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pv DAR 1 interpret undue risk as being related to accidents -- and we

(~% 2 talk here in terms of significant accidents -- that could
V

3 result in dose levels to the public that may approach

4 part-LOO limits, and therefore I would say tnat undue risk
)

5 here is related to those kinds of accidents,
w

6 Now, again, don't feel particularly qualified to respond

I to that.

3 BY MR. LANNING:

9 0 Did I understand you correc tly to say that the NRC

10 and industry have been using this definition that you

il quoted?

12 A Yes.

13 0 Is it your understanding that that's a uniformly

14 accepted definition within the industry and the NRC?

() 15 A I don't believe it is. I have been involved in

15 this now for a year and a half, as I said, and I talked to

1e quite a number of licensees and applicants in the context of

13 the Q A program. And this topic has come up in several

19 conve rsations, and based on those conversations I would say

23 that is pretty uniformly accepted.

21 rnere is a dichotomy in the staff, however, where -- in

22 which there are some segments that oelieve that Appendix B

23 applies .to a11 systems and components and structures that

24 coula be identified from the general design criteria given

() 23 in Appendix A.

I (1)

4
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pv DAR 1 However, since.the promulgation of Appendix B

2 approximately 10 years ago, it is my understanding that thispg
J

3 -- that the NRC staff and industry have implemented the

4 requirements of Appendix B in the context that there was a

5 diff erence between saf ety-related systems, struc tures, and

6 components, and the systems, structu?es, and components

identified as important to saf ety under Appendix A.e

! 8 And therefore, the Q list has grown out of that
i

9 definition, and it is now the listing of systems,

10 components, and structures to which Appendix B applies.

Il MR. PARLER: The diff erence between the various -

14 or the two views of the -- within the NRC, I guess, what the

13 two positions are, and tne reasons f or those two positions,

14 as you understand them -- I am not too sure that I

() 15 understand that.

16 Go off tne record, please.

l/ (Discussion off tne record.)

; IS MR. PARLER: Back on the record.

19 M2. LANNING: Back on the record.

23 Bf MR. LANNING:

21 J The words that you have oeen quoting f rom Appendix

22 B, is tnat a definition of saf ety-related eculpment which'

23 perform a safety function, or is that a statement of what

24 Appendix B applies to?

(}) 26 A Tne introduction to Appendix 3 -- specifically,

:

|

1
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pvi DAR I the f irst paragraph -- talks about saf ety-related functions

2 of structure s, systems, and components that prevent or
)

3 mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents. And I am

4 paraphrasing here a little bit.-

5 But when you read the introduction of the first
~.Y

5 paragraph, section (b), this is the gist of what you get out

s of it. We are talking here specifically about systems,

S s truc ture s , and components that are necessary to prevent or

9 mitigate the consequences of an accident.

10 That paragraph now talks in terms of the safety-related

li functions of those structures, systems, and components. And .

12 my understanding is that if a system has a safety-related

13 f unction, it can now be considered a saf ety-related system.

14 And therefore, I dont' distinguish to any degree between the

() 15 functions and the system itself.

16 If a system has a function that is sarety-related, then

the system is saf ety-relatyd; and therefore, looking at thele .

IS context of that whole paragraph, it's my understanding -- is

19 my understanding of how Appendix B come to oe applied to

20 safety-related systems, structure, and components and

,

safety-related is specifically identified as those items21

|
' 22 that prevent or mitigate the effects, the consequences of

23 postulated a ccidents.

24 0 As a participant in the NRC interoffice task

| (]) 25 force, wasn't one of the duties to define what is meant by

,,)(_
- ,
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pv DAR I "saf e ty-rela ted" or "important to saf ety" or "saf ety graded

2 equipment"?
[}

3 A I celieve that was one of the issues raised at

4 some earlier meeting, prior to my coming to this Joo. de/';
5 have had one meeting of that task force since I have been on

6 the Joo, and that was the subject at that meeting.

7 MR. LANNING: I would like to mark as Exhibit 1089

6 a memorandum.from Walter P. Haass to W. M. Morrison, the

9 suoject is: "0AB Comments on Proposed Regulatory Guide

10 1. X XX ( RS- 70 404 ) . "

11 (NRC-lOS9 identified.)
4

12 BY MR LANNING
;

13 0 Does this memorandum in eff ect provide comments as

14 a result of that last meeting of the task force ?

() 15 A Th i s c o mme n t -- this memo comments on the -- on a

lo proposed regulatory guide, which was advanced at the meeting

1e of the interoffice QA task f orce on June 6, 1979, as an

IS approach to resolving the dichotomy that exists between the

19 applicability of Appendix B to--items identified-in Appendix'

23 A. -

21 0 That would imply to me that it does not -- that

22 there does not exist a formal definition of what is meant by

23 " safe ty grade" or " systems which perf orm saf ety functions."'

24 A I think one can say there is not a clear

() 25 definition of what is meant by " safety-related" and what is

,
-

(

|
!
i
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pv DAR I me an t by "important to safety." In other words, there is no

2 specific line item in the regulations that says
[}

3 "saf e ty-rela ted means ," "important to saf ety means." One

4 has to read from the various portions of the regulations in

5 order to make the interpretation as to what those specific

6 terms mean.

e O Exhibit 1089 commented on the guide in attempting

S to establish equivalency between the definitions of

9 "important to saf ety," which appears in the first paragraph,

10 introduction to Appendix A, and "saf e ty-related," which

11 appears in the introduction to Appendix B.

12 Can you distinguish your understanding of the diff erence

13 between the definitions of "important to safety" and

14 "saf e ty-related" in Appendix A and B?

() 15 A Ye s . I think that -- well, we went through the

16 definition as one can derive from the introduction of
'

17 Appendix B.

18 If we now go to the introduction of Appendix A, again

19 referring to the first paragraph -- specifically, the last

23 sentence of that first paragraph -- which says that the

21 principal design criteria establishes design, f a bric ation ,

22 construction, testing, and performance requirements for

23 struc tures, systems, and components important to safetyi

24 that is, structures, systems, and components that provide

() 2a reasonable a ssurance that the facility can be operated

O
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pv DAR 1 witnout undue risk to the health and safety of the public."

2 MR. PARLER: Of course, that definition would

3 appear to be es broad as the basic finding that has to be

4 made to permit a plant to be licensed.

6 THE WITNESS: Yes.

6

i

8

9

10
,

11

12
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mgcDAR I MR. PARLER: In other words, the reasonable

(]) 2 assurance of no undue risk finding that those that have been

3 involved in this regulatory program are f amiliar with, so I

(]) 4 guess a question that could be asked is, is such a

5 definition f rom the practical standpoint useful?

6 THE WITNESS: N' ell , again, you read the provisions

of Appendix A and Appendix B which basically provide thee

8 regulatory support for the staff review process on -- in the

9 various areas that we have determined are necessary for

10 revie w as de scrioed in an SAR.

11 In other words, Appendix A covers all those areas, and,

12 yes, important to safety would be judged as a broad, or the

13 definition of Appendix A would oe judged as an all

It encompassing kind of definition that covers all the systems,

( 15 structures, and components that one coulo say -- use for

15 want of other terminology -- that aff ects safety.

Il MR. PARLER: Excuse me, go ahead.

19 THE WITNESS: And what has happened now since the

11 promulgation of Appendix B is that people have read tht'

23 definition of "saf ety related" as being some elite grouping

21 of systems, structures, and components which have some

22 greater significance t saf 3 ty because they are required to

23 prevent or mitigate the effects of an accidant as opposed to

24 other items in the plant, that mayoe they' re just -- because

() 22 that we are concerned aoout them because they af fect safety

O
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mgcDAR I and i t could be at some lower level, so that you have a two

2 levei kind of system -- safety-related being the more{)
3 significant to safety as opposed to the remaining items in

4 Appendix B as being not quite as important to safety, not}
5 quite as significant to safety.

6 MR. PARLER: Now where are these items, the items

that are more significant for safety than otners? Where are
a

d they identified? Are they the items that are identified on

9 the Q List?

13 THE WITNESS: Yes.

11 MR. PARLER: Now ceyond the words that are

12 associated with safety-related in the Appendix B to Part 50,

13 are there any other criteria that you are aware"of which are
,

14 associated with the identification of items that have this

() 13 special safety significance? Is my question clear to you?

16 THE WITNESS: Maybe we could repeat it again.
,

14 MR. PARLER: n'e ll , what are the criteria ceyond

13 the words in the Appendix B to Part 50, which relate to the

il identification and the choice of those systems which do have

23 special significance from the standpoint of safety?

21 THE WITNESS: I don't think --

22 MR. PARLER: In other words, those that arise

23 aoove all of the systems that are covered oy the Appendix A

24 to fart 50 which are important to safety, which I understand

() 25 you hava been saying is for Appendix A purposes. There are

O
:
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mgcDAh I some systems which are more important to saf ety than

2 others. And what I'm trying to ask you is where are the
({}

3 criteria which will identify such systems which are more

(} important to safety than others?4

3 THE WITNESS: I would cite the --

$ MR. PARLER: I'm f amiliar with the general words

7 that are in the Appendix B regarding safety-related and the

8 general words that are in Appendix A regarding "important to
9 safety", but beyond that what are the criteria -- let's go

10 off the record while he's looking for this.

11 (discussion off the record.)

12 MR. PARLER: Back on the record. I would cite the

13 regulatory position given in the Regulatory Guide 1.29

14 entitled "531smic Design Application" as being an additional

() la guidance to determine those systems, structures, and

13 components that would f all under Appendix B.

1, BY MR. LANNING

13 0 Is that guidance, or is that the only definitive

19 Oriteria that you know exists for including equipment that

23 is subject to the requirements of A' pendix B?p

21 A Well, the Regulatory Guide is guidance. Other

22 than my c'iting the initial paragraphs lof Appendices A and B,

23 I cannot cite any other definition.

24 0 Ware you implying that there exists a graced 0 and

() 23 A program?

([)'
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mgc0AR i A Yes, the applicant is free to grade the QA

{) requirements for specific systems, structures, or components2

3 in accordance with the importance to safety.

4 MR. PARLER: In whose judgment? The applicant's
[

6 judgment or the NRC's judgment?

6 THE r(ITNESS: In the applicant's judgment.

e MR. PARLER: Excuse me.

3 Bf MR. LANNING: '

9 0 Are you saying that Appendix B is applied to

10 equipment, other than the equipment which satisfies the

11 definition which you previously stated?

12 MR. PARLER: Which definition, ''saf ety-related" or

13 "important to safety"?'

l-i St MR. LANNING:

() 15 0 Important to safety.

16 A Le t's see. I'd have to hear that question again.

Il Can you repest that?

IS Q Let me state it differently. It was my

19 understanding that Appendix-B-only applied to those

20 aquipment or components or systems which were important to

21 saf ety, saf e ty-related.

22 A Safety-related.
,

23 0 S5fety-reited. Okay. My question is, does

24 Appendix B also apply to other equipment and systems 'which

() 22 are important to saf e ty but which are not sa f ety-rela ted?

t

,
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mgcDAR I A Tne QA requirements for itens whi'ch can be

[]) 2 identified f rom Appendix A as important to safety but are

3 not included on th- 0 List are called out in General Design

4 Crite rion Number i of Appendix A.{}
2 MR. PARLER: Did you say " called out" or " culled

6 out"?

4 THE WITNESS: Called, C-A.

3 Bf MR. LANNING:

> d In other words, Criterion 1 states that everything

10 in the plant -- there should be some suitable quality

li assurance applied?

12 A Ye s, yes. See, you can see -- maybe I can add

13 nere that what has happened over the years is that this

14 elite class of systems, struc tures, and components has been

() 15 culled, c-u-1, culled out of tt.e listing of Appendix A items

16 and Appendix B requirements have Deen applied to those items

1/ Decause they are more. significant to saf ety than others,

la But yet there still remains a QA requirement for the
c

19 remaining items, namely that given in GDO Number 1.
.

'

*
,

23 0 How do you review the degree of the QA program

21 which applies to all those other components?

22 !4R. PARLER: That are covered by Criterion 1 in

23 Appendix A.

24 THE WITNESS: Up to now, that has not been

() 25 r ev ie wed. We are now in the process of developing a

O
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mgcDAR I specific QA umbrella of requirements that we believe to De

2 appropriate for those Appendix A items that are not covered(])
3 by Appendix B.

4 MR. PARLER: Who is that, your Branch, or
(}

5 Standaros, or Task Force?'
f

!

o THE WITNESS: It would be a combination of

I Standards and QAB.

I 3 MR. PARLER: Is that what's starting, or well

9 along tne way?

la THE WITNESS: It is starting.

Il MR. PARLER: Something, say, within the last

12 several months or this year?
1

13 THE WITNESS: Within the last several weeks.

14 MR. PARLER: Within the last several weeks?

[ () 15 THE WITNESS: Yes, yes. We have obtained

16 agreement from Standards based on the memor you cited

14 before, Exhioit 1089, to proc eed in that direction.

IS MR. PARLER: Who is heading that ef fort? Is that

11 /ou or Mr. Morrison's people?
:

i 23 THE WITNESS: It is Standards --

~ 21 MR. PARLER: That is Mr. Morrison?

22 THE WITNESS: It comes under Bill, Morrison, yes.

'

23 Ne have volunteered to make some -- to oegin the eff ort in

24 defining what the umore11a requirements will be for those

_ ( ). 23 Appendix A i tems. !*.'e recognize that we will be heavily

() ;.

.

J
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mgcDAR I involved in any regulation change or regulatory guide or any

2 other criteria that might evolve from this area, and so we(])
3 f eel -- we see a need to initiate an effort in our branch to

(]) 4 define these areas.

5 MR. PARLER: Although the regulatory e ffort in the

6 area that you are talking aoout, that is the qualf ty

e assurance program, that is referred to in General Design

3 Criterion Number 1, although the regulatory effort to define

> that program is just beginning, do you nave any information

13 or knowledge as to how the nuclear industry, say for example

il the vendors, have applied this General Design Criterion I

| 12 over the years?

13 I realize that is a general question, but the point is ,

14 there has oeen a lack of activity in the regulatory arena,

() 15 presumaoly up to now, and the point of my question is, I'

:

16 wonder whetner there has oeen a similar lack of response in;

17 the nuclear industry?
"

13 THE WITNESS: I believe I addressed that issue in

1) Exhioit 103), and in our conversation with several of the-

23 applicants and licensees, we have determined that there is a

21 wide spectrum of what they.are doing in that area that

-22 ranges from very little to something which they have not

23 really defined.

| 24 The answer that I can give you is that we have no details
f

| ([) 22 regarding that.

(2)

3
-

!

4c.
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mgcDAR I MR. PARLER: Okay. Fine, fine.

2 B( MR. LANNING:
),

) 3 0 Are you familiar with efforts made several years

4 ago oy Westinghouse and Commercial Engineering to formulate

i 5 or estaolish a graded QA program?

6 A From what you have said, it doesn't strike a
,

s bell. I don't know anything about it.

3 J Exhi bit 1089 indicates that the proposed guide
)

9 attempts to modif y the meaning of the regulations by

10 changing the meaning of the perceived definition. Is not

il the lack of specific definition for " safety-related" and

j 12 "important to' safety" one of the major shortcomings in the

13 applicability of Appendix B?

| 14 A I would say yes. The lack of clear definition is,

| () 15 or the lack of a clear intent on the part of the regulation,

15 is to say,that Appendix B, indeed, applies to all Appendix A

1/ items, is a difficulty.
;

13 0 00 you forsee a need to change the regulations in'

;

j 19 order to clarity --

20 A Yes, I do.

21 MR. PARLER: Now is the regulatory change a part
;

22 of this recently initiated task that you have been talking

23 aoout?

24 THE WITNESS: Yes.

() 23 MR. PARLER: I see.

| ~
:

O

'.
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mgcDAR I Bf MR. LANNING: ,

2 0 Wnat organization has the responsoility of
(])

3 approving the O List?

4 A QAB is responsible for assuring tnat the quality{)
5 assurance program description, a3 given in Chapter 17 of

6 NSAR, has tied in with it a 0 List. Howe ver, the details of

/ determining whether that 0 List itself is adequate,
e

3 acceptable, what have you, is really a function of the

9 review areas who review the specific items within their area

10 of risponsibility as they appear on that 0 List.

11 tie have recently initiated -- this goes cack to early

; 12 this year and discussion late last year regarding a change
4

13 and how we accomplish the determination of whether that Q

14 List is acceptable or not.

() 15 Our present process now requires that we ask several of

15 the review oranches to review the items on the Q List that

Ie f all within thdir area of re sponsibility to make that

IS determination as to whether that list is complete or not,

1) and that's the way we are Joing things now.

2) If you go back prior to that initiation of this new

21 program, the list, it's my understanding, was basically

22 reviewed within the QA Branch by comparing the applicants'

23 list against the list which had been developed within the

24 branch as being an acceptable list. Prior to that time, and
2

() 25 I can't really say how long that particular review process

("N'

v'

t

i

|

,
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mgcDAR I was in vogue, but prior to that time there seems to be a

(v')
question as to whether the O List was really reviewed in^

2

3 detail at all. I can't give you anymore specifics on that,

Ask 4 so it has evolved from that early time to the present time
W

5 which I personally believe is the proper way to do it.

6 It asks the people who are most f amiliar with the

I fun:tions of the systems, structures, and components in the

3 context of their safety functions to determine whether the Q

> List is acceptable or not.

10 MR. PARLER: When was the present practice

!! initiated of having the technical, or reviewers presumably

12 who are in the Division of Saf ety Systems -- when was that

13 practice initiated approximately? Do you have any idea?

14 THE viITNESS: It was -- it was formally identified
,~

(_) 15 as a problem in a memo dated February 8, 1979, from

15 Mr. Skovholt or Mr. DeYoung and Mattson, where a procedure

il was i dentified -- the procedure was identified for

15 accomplishing the review of the O List f or acceptaolity.

1) '1R . P ARLER: Do you have it? Could I make a copy.

23 of tnat, please?

21 Bf MR. LANNING:

22 0 33'11 mark that as Exhibit 1090.

23 (Exhibit 1090 was marked for

24 identifica tion. )

() 2; Does this procedure apply to new applications that are

i

[ |*

LJ |
_

1

|

|

|
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mgcDAR 1 docketed, or does it also apply to existing plants? Review

() 2 of the Q List?

3 MR. PARLER: What are you talking about?

4 Backfitting the Q List? Is that the point?
{}}

6 THE WITNESS: Mayoe I can explain it. We -- by
,

6 the way, let's first of all say that the proposed procedure

e as described in this memo has been acceptec for use, and we

3 are now using the procedure. It applies to new

9 applications as well as applications that are in-house at

13 the moment. And necessarily judgments have to be made if we

11 are about to issue an OL or a CP, the review is basically

12 c ompl e te . We have not applied it, but those as f ar as the

13 latter with ANSI are complete because we have had delays due

14 to the TMI accident. We have gone back to the procedure --

() 15 MR. PARLER: But would this procedure have any

15 applicaoility to a plant which has already been li:ensed to

11 opera te ?

13 THE WITNESS: No. That would not be our

19 prerogative. We con' t handle those plants.

23 Bf MR. LANNING:

21 O Wnen you say, "we don't handle those plants" --

22 A QAB does not.

23 0 It does not address operating activities?

24 A No, they come under DOR.

() 25 MR. PARLER: You mean that once the responsibility

'
(:)

.
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mgcDAR I for a plant is transf erred to DDR that the Quality Assurance

2 Branch has no f urther involvement with that plant at all?{}
3 THE WITNESS: Only when requested.

4 MR. PARLER: Only when requested by DOR?{}
5 THE WITNESS : Yes, it has its own capability. To

5 my understanding, they have refe rred most of their QA review

I questions or review areas to us for review, and I can recall

3 two instances which involved a full term operating license

9 determination where we raised this very question, whether

!

10 the -- to DDR -- should we be looking for guidance to them,

11 should we be applying this procedure for the review of the Q
;

12 List in that full term operating license?

13 And I, know on one occasion the response -- and mayce on

14 ooth -- was that it would be considered in the context of

() 15 the systematic evaluation program.

la Let me clarify here. We are not talking about

Is backfitting. We are talking about f uture activities, and in

13 the :ontext of an operating plant, it's activities involved

1/ in maintaining and.mocifying, repairing items, that are

23 presently in the plant.

21 We're not proposing that a licensee go back and. develop

22 the pedigree for a particular item, which we are now, under

23 the new proc edure , have been including on the Q List. And

24 up to them was not included. de are not asking for that.

() 23 We ere saying, in the future, if you do any work, you have
.
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mgcDAR 1 to replace that item, maintain the repair, what have you,

/~3 2 any. work on that item. If it is now on the Q List, i t now
V

3 f alls under the Appendix B QA program.

4 MR . P ARL ER: Well, with that explanation, the

5 explanations you have just given, it's. rather puzzling to me

d why the issue that we are talking aoout, that is that is

/ covered by this Exhioit 1090, should be associated with the

3 systematic evaluation programs for operating reactors.

9 I would just make that comment. It is rather puzzling to

IJ me.

11 THE WITNESS: dell, my understanding is tnat the

12 DOP1s saying that there are certain issues that would be

13 addr3 ssed in the context of the SEP, and I am not privy to

li how these deci.sions are made. All I can tell you is -- I

() 15 raised the question in QAB when we aid those reviews for

la DOR, and that was the response we got. And as far I'm

1/ concerned, they are responsiole. And I raised the issue.

13 Bf MR. LANNING:
.

19 2 Back to Exhibit 1089, would you explain your

23 recommendation concerning a graded quality assurance

21 program? I guess, primarily, how would one determine which

22 equipment is more important than others, yet all equipment

23 are considered important to safety? How do you determine

24 which systems, components, are more important to safety than

() 23 others?

O
:

I
'

! |

l.
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mgcDAR I A Well, first of all, under this proposed approach,

2 we wo jld be categorizing all systems, structures, and

3 components that affect safety into two areas. One would be

4 those that we now call safety-related and to which Appendix

3 8 applies. And the other would be those remaining items

6 from Appendix A, not on that 0 List, but judged to ce

impor tant to safety and to which GDC-1 would apply.e

3 And a we discussed before, we are proposing that we

9 develop an umbrella of QA requirements for those items which

13 remain in Appendix A that are not on the Q List, in

11 accordance with GDC-1.

12 Now within the context of those two umbrellas, the

13 Appendix B on the one and Appendix A on the other hand, the

14 applicant is f ree to apply a program which we would call a

15 graded progh am to a specific item that falls either under

16 the Appendix B list or under the Appendix A list, dapending

Il upon the importance of safety to tnat particular itam, and

13 that is identified - that concept is identified in Appendix

19 B, specifically under Criterion 2.

20 And I will read the sentence. It says "The quality

21 assurance program shall provide control over activities

22 aff ecting the quality of th? identified structures, systams,

| 23 and :omponents to an extent consistent with their importance

: 24 to sa fety. "

: O 24

O
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| mgc DA.? I Q That implie s to me that Appendix B was intended to

r^) 2 apply to various levels of equipment?
V

3 A Let me continue. If I go now to Criterion I of

(m 4 Appendix A, again the first sentence: "S truc tures, sytems,

\,

~

3 and components important to safety shall be designed,

5 faoricated, erected, andtestedtoqualithstandards

/ c omne nsurate with the importance of the safety functions to

a be parformed."

> In other words, in both Appendices A and B, there is the

10 concept of applying QA requirements consistent with the

11 impor tance to safety of that item, and we term that a

12 " graded" approach -- applying QA requirements so the

13 applicant is f ree within the context of these two umbrellas,
.

14 ana we don't have it yet, of course, for the Appendix A

() 15 items to apply the QA requirements that in his judgment are

13 consistent with that item's importance to safety.

Ie 2 Wnen a system, as a reactor coolant system,

13 reactor protection system, is identified on the O List, does
s

19 this mean tnat all the components of the system are safety

23 grade?

] 21 A Not necessarily. There may be certain aspects of

22 thosa systens that in the applicant's determination, cased
;

23 on nis application of the commitments that have been made in

24 the SAR as a result of our review, basically Chapters 4 and

f (]) 23 15 and 7 -- others are involved -- whereoy the functioning

O

...
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mgcDAR I of that system with regard'to safety is clearly identified.

2 There may be items on that system that one 60uld judge are[]}
3 not safety-related. An example.might be the loose parts

{} monitor, part of the reactor coolant system. That is an4

5 instrument that up to now has not been a 0 Listed item. It

6 is part of the system, but in the judgment of the staf f, at

7 the moment, has 'not been judged to oe an item that is a

3 saf ety-related item that is necessary to prevent or mitigate

> the e ff ects of an accident.

10 Now that could change in the f uture, but up to now it has

11 not been that way.

12 BY MR. LANNING:

13 0 Have you been involved with any discussions

3 14 between I&E personnel who have raised the concern aoout the

( 15 flexibility of the applicant or the licensee has with regard

15 to changing the quantity or the list of components or

il systems that appear on the O List?

13 A I don't recall any conversations along those

19 lines.

23

21

22

23

24

() 25
,

O

|
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Tapa4.1 1 0 Have you been involved in any discussions
d^iDAR
(_) 2 addressing consumables as to whether or not th'ey should be

3 included on the O List?

4 A Yes.
,

I

5 0 Can you explain under what circumstances?

6 A Yes, It was in the context of the revised procedures

7 for determkingthe acceptability of the o List. We had identi-

8 fied items other than specific systems, structures and

9 components that ought to be on the Q List. Consumables is one

10 of those.

11 There were also items such as data taking, when the

12 applicant is investigating a site, determing the meteorology,
i

() 13 the geology, the seismology, the foundation characteristics of

14 the site, all of which can be related to, are used in the

15' design of structures of the meteorology, for example,affects

16 how you design your emergency plans. The geology, seismology,

17 determines how you design your structures, what kind of safety--

18 what kind of initial assumptions are assumed. These are impor-

19 tant for the design of those items and, therefore, the obtaining

|
20 of that data. We feel, and of course the final judgement is not

21 ours -- it belongs to the reviewing branch -- we feel those

() 22 items ought to be part of the Q List.
,

23 0 How was the issue brought to your attention?

(~} 24 A Well, as I said before in the context of our
| Accurs Reponers, inc.
L 25
|
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mgc DAR I establishing a revised procedure for determining the

2 acceptability of the O List.{}
3 0 This is the procedure identified in Exhibit 10907

("T 4 A Yes.
\_/

5 0 I want to mark as Exhibit 1091 a memorandum from

6 Harold Denton to Commissioner Kennedy. The subject is.

/ " Quality Assurance Programs for Nuclear Power Plants", dated

3 April 16, 1979.

9 (Exhibit 1091 was marked for

10 identification.)

11 Jid you originate that memorandum?

12 A I originated part of it. I t was actually a

13 comoination of input from Quality Assurance Branch which, as

14 I recall, was basically the first pege and inputs from IAE

() 15 which I think were basically the rest of it -- certainly the

15 second page and maybe some more.

17 0 0'< ay . Was the first page -- I would like to

13 discu ss -- i t states that --

19 'IR . PARLER: Excuse me. Do you have a copy of.

23 that before you, or do you want a copy before you as he is '

21 reading that?

22 THE WITNESS: Let me figure it out here.
;

23 VR. PARLER: Off the record for a second. |

24 (Discussion off the record.)

() 23

CE)
'

.

>
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Tapo4.3
1 BY MR. LANNING:

dnrDAR

() 2 G This memorandum states on the first page that

3 " sufficient quality assurance programmatic requirements and

() controls are already imposed on applicants." What is the4

5 basis for this conclusion?

6 A The basis for that conclusion is our extensive

7 knowledge of the QA programmatic requirements and the review of

8 I& E inspection reports and licensee-vendor reports given to ts 3

9 us in the computer printout, which indicate to us that there's

10 really -- there is no need for additional programmatic

's requirements in the areas where we find difficulties -- that

12 they're primarily a matter of implemention, that the applicant

13 has not implemented the programmatic requirements properly.{)
14 That there are errors in procedures or maybe design review aren't

15 conducted properly, or inspections are not done right.
.

16 But we have not found' the need for identifying any more

17 programmatic requirements.

2
18 MR. PARLER: At this point, what do you mean by

19 programmatic requirements?

20 THE WITNESS: The 18 or so criteria in Appendix B, as

21 expanded by the acceptance criteria in Standard Review Plan,

22 section 17-1 and 17-2, and the Regulatory Guides and enforced

23 standars that are referenced in those Standard Review Plans.

24
icev(' ..i n.porem. inc.

25

I
!
|
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mgcDAR I B( MR. LANNING:.,

2 0 Does the oasis for this conclusion also include

3 being able to ascertain the effectiveness of a quality'

4 assurance program? In general?

3 A No. I would say -- well, other than -- I have to'

6 say no, other than a qualitative assessment of
~

e e f f ec tiveness. Effectiveness of a quality assurance program
!

S is ra ther difficult to quantify. But we can take -- make an

i 9 assessment of how the program is being conducted by our

10 review of I&E inspection reports and licensee event reports,

11 discussions with I&E inspectors.
!

i 12 Basically the f eedback -- that is basically the f eedoack

13 that we get that tells us how things are going.

14 0 Well, shouldn't tne LERs and the reliablity data

() 15 collection system for equipment failures provide you a casis

'

15 for judging the e ffectiveness of the program?

le A I guess I don't feel qualified to respond.to

13 that. I would say in a qualified way that I'm sure that

l> those pieces of information would help, out to my knowledge,

23 nobody has actually gone that f ar to actually say what'

21 the -- to assess 'the effectivene ss of a program.

2> '4R. PARLER: .I gather that an assessment of the

23 e ff ac tiveness of the quality assurance program of any

24 particular licensee f or a nuclear power plant or types of

(]) 25 licensees is not a part of the responsibility of the Quality

;

4

0
.
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mgc DAR I Assurance Branch? Is that right?

(]) 2 THE WITNESS: I would say, that's correct without

3 looking at a detailed description of responsibility of the

(} 4 QAB.
,

5 M1. P ARLER: I'm talking about in practical terms

6 as that branch understands and carrie s out its

I responsiblities on a day to day basis. It doesn't really

3 get into the area of assessment of the effectiveness of
9 quality assurance programs too much. Is that right?

10 THE WITNESS: That's r ight . That's right.

11 MR. PARLER: I wonder who does that?

12 THE niTNESS: Well, I have heard -- what I can say

13 is that I have heard people in I&E --

14 MR. PARLER: Yes?

() la THE WITNESS: -- talk about attempting to do this,

15 and they're sort of searching for ways to do it.

1/ MR. PARLER: Yes?

IS THE WITNESS: And to my knowledge, nothing has

11 been done in that regard.

23 BY MR. LANNING: .

21 C On page two of Exhibit 1091, it states, in effect,

22 that the balance between regulatory e ffort versus industry

23 effort has been considered acceptable by the Commission and

24 staff in view of the Three Mile Island accident. However,

() 22 the a cceptacility of this balance has clearly been upset,

%

<
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,

mgcDAR I and additiona,1 high level reviews appear to be immanent.

2 Can you explain the meaning of those words or what has{}
3 resulted from the Three Mile Island incident which tends to

4 upset the balance between regulatory and industry's e ffort?{)
5 A I guess what I can say at this point is that this

6 was provided by I&E, and recognizing the dates, this was

written probably within a couple of weeks af ter the accidente

3 at Three Mile Island and at which time not a lot was known,

9 and maybe this was more speculation than fact, because since

10 that time, we're not aware of any specific -- well, let me

!! say not aware of any specific of any 0 and A programmatic

12 deficiencies that could be one of the root causes of the

13 Three Miles Island accident.

14 What this is trying to say. here is that there was a

() 15 calence, there was a balance between what NRC does and what

15 the industry does with respect to inspection activity and

il verification, that kind of thing. And they were speculating

13 at that point that maybe something has to change in that

19 balance that's. not correct, out I'm not aware at this

20 point -- and this is several months since this -- that there

21 would be any significant change along those lines.

22 0 Are you aware of any quality assurance

23 deficiencies which impacted on the recovery from the

24 accident as opposed to causing the accident?

() 25 A Gee, I don't know of any. You said deficiencies

O
,

.:
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mgcDAR I that impacted on the recovery?

2 0 Yes. Previously you had stated that you had not
(])

3 determined - you had determined that there were no QA

4 deficiencies which caused the accident. I'm just following{}
5 up on that to determine if there were QA deficiencies which

6 may have either contributed or hindered recovery efforts.

s A Well, we did have a man up at Three Mile Island.

3 John Gilray was up there to work on the alternate cooling

9 sys tem which was, I guess, eventually installed. So he

10 covered the 3A aspect of it. So he was reviewing what

11 .Vestinghouse and others were doing with regard to the
|

12 activity. And we were satisfied with what they were doing.
,

13 MR. LANNING: Okay. Shall we take a short recess?

14 MR. PARLER: If you don't ming.

() lo (Brief recess.)

13 MR. LANNING: I'll mark as Exhibit 1092 a le tter

le from Dave Maeller to Marcus A. Rowden, who's the Chairman of

18 the U.S. NRO. The subject is " Report on Nuclear Reactor

1) Inspection Data", dated May 19,1976.

2J (Exhibit 1092 was marked for

21 identification.)

22 3Y MR. LANN ING:

23 0 Mr. Haass, have you seen that letter previously?

24 MR. PARLER: Let him examine it.

() 25 THE WITNESS: This is an ACRS letter?

O
f

1
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agcDAR 1 MR. LANNING: Yes.

2 THE WITNESS: I don't recall seeing this. No.
}

3 BY MR.. LANNING: ,

4 0 Un page three of that letter, it recommends
[}

5 increased ef f orts to develop better criteria and codes for

5 standards for electrical systems and other safety-related

I components.

3 In addition to this QA Task Force, are you aware of any

9 other staff action which has been initiated in response to

10 ACR3 concerns?
:

11 MR. PARLER: You mean in the area that you're

12 talking about?

13 MR. LANNING: In the area of QA, yes.

14 MR. PARLER: Not in the area of ACRS generally?

() 15 THE WITNESS: No, I'm not.

16 BY MR. LANNING:

le 0 Are you knowledgeable of any issues raised by the

IS ACR5 concerning quality assurance requirements?

19 A No.

20 0 The next paragraph there on page three discusses

21 the concept of a third party inspection program. Criterion

22 10 of Appendix B has a similar requirement for an inspection

23 of processes by an independant person.

24 Would you review that discussion and see if it is the
,

() 23 sam's'as contained in Criterion 10?
,

O
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mgcDAR I A And then compare this with 107

2 MR. PARLER: Sure. Just take your time.(}
3 THE WITNESS: Well, if I understand your question

[]} correctly, you're asking -- does this third paragraph in4

5 this letter reficct the requirements of Criterion 107 Is'

5 that basically tha question?

4 MR. LANNING: Yes.

8 BY MR. LANNING:

9 0 Is that a new concern that is being raised by the
;

13 ACRS? Or in your opinion does Criterion 10 adequately
.

Il reflect this third party inspection requirement, quality

| 12 e ssur ance progr c:.4s .

13 MR. PARLER: Why d,on't you just look at it whilst
14 he is out?

() 15 THE WITNESS: Let me go off the record. here for a)

15 minute.

Il MR. PARLER: Off the record.

13 (Discussion off the record.).

:

1 19 MR. PARLER: Sack on the record inow.

23 THE WITNESS: The dirference I see between the

21 Criterion 10 and this third paragraph in Exhibit 1092 are

22 that the Criterion 10 describes the principles that should

23 be opplied to the performance of inspection ~ activities and

24 for the personnel selected to perform those activities,

() 2a whereas this third. paragraph is -- I don't celieve quarrels'

'

C)
.
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mgcDAR I with that at all, with the Criterion 10, but seems to add

2 another aspect, and that is that the results of inspections(}
3 ought to be analyzed with regard to their frequency of

4 occurrence of unacceptable results, repetition of{}
5 substandard results, in order to assess that the QA program

6 is operating properly or is defined properly.

/ BY MR. LANNING:

8 0 As part of the review of an applicant's QA program

9 for conformance to Criterion 10, how is the review pe rformed

10 to ascertain that inspections for such activities as

li surveillance testing, returning from a locked out status of

12 e quip ment , in service inspection or plant modifications,

13 performed?

14 A The question is how are.the inspections performed?

() 15 0 In your review of applicants' QA programs, do you

16 require a commitment from the applicant to identify the

ie activities the inspections are applied to, or do you just

18 get a commitment in general terms to Criterion 107

- 19 A Our standard review plan identifies several

20 acceptance criteria that we utilize in judging the

21 acceptability of the applicants' commitments with regard to

22 meeting the requirements of Criterion 10.

23 As examples, we require that the applicant describe tne

24 scope of the inspection program and that he has establisned

() 25 an effective program, that the procedures p ovide criteria

o
d

.--
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mgcDAR I for. determining the accuracy requirements of inspection

() 2 equipment and criteria for determining when inspections are

3 required or defined how and when inspections are performed.

4 de look f or the organizational responsibilities for()
3 inspectior.s, and here we get specific ally into some of the

6 items in Criterian 10 -- the f act that the individuals that
/ perform the inspections, otner than those_ who perform or

9 directly supervise the activity being inspected -- we look
9 for commitment regarding the qualification program for

10 inspectors, such as NDT personnel, and that the

il qualifications and certifications are kept current.

12 We look f or inspection procedures, instructions, or

13 chec:clists to be sure they are provided and include items

14 suen as identification of characteristics and activities to
() la ce in spec ted, the description of the method of inspection,

16 the identification of the individuals or groups responsible

le for performing the inspection, the criteria for acceptance

IS or re jection,*, the required procedures , drawings, and

11 specifications that should be-utilized in the inspection,

23 recording of i nspector data and results of the inspection

21 opera tion and equipment that is required including accuracey

22 requi rements .

E 23 Ne look for procedures to establish and describe that,

24 . identify the documents, the mandatory inspection hold point,

() 25 and the f act that finally the inspection results are

O

.

4
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mgcDAR I evaluated and their acceptacility dete1 mined by responsioic*

(]} 2 individuals or groups.

3 0 How does the reviewing of QAB determine which

4 activities criteria can apply? Is there a list provided by(}
3 the applicant . identifying the activities with which this

5 third party inspection will be performed for?

e ?or example, specifically, is there a requirement for

8 inspection of surveillance testing?

9 A I believe that there is a requirement for -- yes,

10 there would be a requirement for inspecting and auditing

11 inspection requirements, but it may not be done specifically

12 by QA personnel. It may be done by other personnel within

13 the organization of the person who is actually doing the

14 surve illance -- but not by the person who did the

() 15 s urve illance , somebody else in accordance with Criterion 10.

16 0 , You're talking about the applicant's personnel
11 now?

18 A Yes, yes.

19 0 I'm still having a problem understanding how the

20 NRC reviewer ascertains what activities these inspection

21 crite ria apply to.

22 A de look for a commitment that the . applicant will

I

2? apply the -- all the commitments to all the activities
i

24 identified in the introduction to Aa59hdix S, but the

() 23 applic/ tion of criteria to a s~3d .it 5:tivity on a specific

;
!

|

RJ

!

|
|
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mgcDAR I component would be lef t up to the discretion of the

(]) 2 applicant or the licensee.

3 0 So in other words there is really no effort to

(]) 4 identify the specific activities with which inspection

5 criteria apply? Is that true?

6 A de do not go through the specific OA requirements

e for a specific component, let's say, with regard to all the

S activities that may be conducted on that component. The QA

9 program description is intended to convey the concepts to

10 the applicant that the criteria, that the application of all

11 the criteria and all the commitments that it makes in the-
12 S AR 'are considered and appropriately applied to each of the

'

>

13 activities that would be performed on each of the systems,

14 structures, and components that are identified in the Q

15 List.

13 And finally the determination of what the applicant

ie actually does is his discretion and, of course, subject to

18 inspection by I&E.
.

19 0 Since assuming the position of Branch Chief, do

20 you recollect any comparison being made to the Standard

21 Review Plan quality a ssurance programs for existing plans or

22 plants that have already been licensed or for plants which

23 have not been licensed but are submitting an amendment. to

24 the S AR, prior to receiving the operating license?

() 25 MR. P ARL ER: Do you understand the question?

O
.

.X

_
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mgcDAR 1 THE WITNESS: I'm not sure I understand if.
ir

2 BY MR. LANNING:
[}

3 0 Has there ever, during your position as Branch

4 Chief, been an attempt to compare the requirements set forth{)
5 in the Standard Review plan --

6 A Which one now are you talking about? The original

/ or the revision?

3 0 Ei the r.

9 A Either one, okay.

10 0 Comparing those requirements to previous

11 r e qui re me n ts .

12 A dell, go ahead.

13 J For any plant.

14 A For an operating plant?
_

() 15 0 Any plant.

16 A No, no. de have the -- let me elaborate on that a

le little bit. The QA requirements, I can say with almost 1 00'

13 percent assurance, have never been osckfi tted. I think you

19 are referring to backfitting. With the exception of the

20 original promulgation of Appendix B, when tnat came out, my

21 understanding is that we did go back to the plant and assure

22 ourselves tnat the proper QA programs were ceing developed

23 and implemented in _ accordan:e with Appendix 3.
,

24 But over the years ne'w regu,lations have oeen issued, new |

() 23 standards have come out. We have come out with a Standard

(E)
~

.

f
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mgcDAR I Review Plan. We have modified it each time additional GA

(-) requirements have been developed and included, and we have2

3 never gone cack to older plants -- and by that I mean plants

4 that are either operational or for which reviews have been

5 completed -- to implement anything new, because, in our
~

6 judgme~;, tnose new things were not determined to be of such

s ignificance as to require backfitting.e

8 MR. PARL ER: Well, I thought the question went to

9 whetner there was a comparison made in the quality assurance

10 area between the requirements of the Standard Review Plan

- 11 and, say, some other requirements that had been imposed.

12 First of all -- is that right?

13 THE WITNESS: Previously, right.

14 MR. PARLER: Now in the aosence of such a

(]) 15 comparison Deing made, what is the basis for one's

16 conclusion that the differences in the quality assurance

17 requirements are not of such significance as to require

18 cackfit? Is it something that people just know without

19 actually making a comparison, or wWet?

20 THE WITNESS: Yes, I guess you can say it's an

21 educated determination in the view of the experts that are

22 involved in these review that the significance of the new

23 requirement is not that great as to warrant making this

24 c ompa ri son.

(]} 23 I think people alreaoy understana that there are

.

;

|
.
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1

mgcDAR I diff e rences, but I'm not going to go back to a specific

2 plant to say, " Hey, this plant does not meet this

3 requirement and doesn't meet this requirement." But people

4 know that the vintage plants did not generally mee t theg
(G

5 category requirements, but it might add that.

6 Of ten the se -- like topical reports and amendments come

in that we -- and I&E is active in this area where news

8 requirements are pointed out to applicants, and they very

9 of ten are willing to update to the new requirements.

10 Now there is no requirement to do that. So there has

11 ceen some updating, out I can't say it is consistent.

12 MR. PARLER: What do you mean the regional

13 inspector will bring some new provisions or new development

14 to the attention of a licensee, and at that level or under

; ()' 15 those circumstances the licensee may agree to go along with

16 it?

Ie THE WITNESS: Yes, yes.

13 MR. PARLER: Why?

19 THE WITNESS: You recognize that we do have the
,

20 Regulatory Requirements Review Committee, and all new

21 requirements come -- new regulations or revision to the

22 existing ones pass through that Commi ttee. And the
\

23 determinations result from those determinations that decide l

24 whether a new requirement is of sufficient importan:e as to
,

() 23 warrant oackfitting or not.

(E): .

.

>
\
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ROSE

t-5&6 mte 1 1 MR. PARLER: Excuse me. Generally, I think records

(]) 2 have been made elsewhere as to what the Regulatory Requirements

1

3 Review Commit tee does. But without getting into that general
^.,-

4

) 4 background, since you have mentioned that Committee, are there'

5 any items that relate, let's say specifically or predominantly,

6 to a new quality assurance program that have come before that

7 Committee that you're aware of?

8 THE WITNESS: Yes. Before we issued Revision 1 to
;l

; 9 the Standard Review Plan, which included several changes

10 resulting over what, three, four years of the use of the

11 original SRP, provision was sent to the Regulatory Review

!

12 Committee, but the recommendation was that they did not see;

13 significant changes that would require backfitting. And as

14 a result of the discussion, they agreed that that was correct,
4

j 15 and that's the way that we have been implementing Revision 1.
1

~

16 We have not gone back to backfitting.

i

17 BY MR. PARLER:

|
18 4 Revision 1 covers things other than the quality

19 assurance?

20 A Yes. I am only talking about 17-1 and chapter 17-2.

21 g And in chapter 17 of the Revision 1 that you are

22 talking about, that the staff's recommendation was, backfitting

23 wasn't required, and I gather that the Review Committee vent

gr 24 along with the staff's position? |
- AL)serd Reporters, Inc.

.

25 A Yes.
~,

Y

I

,
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1 O Now, are there any other examples that you know about

/^N(,) 2 in the quality assurance area where some issuer has been brought

3 before the Regulatory Requirements Review Committee?
,

' 4 A Yes, I believe all new reg guides and revisions to

5 existing reg guides that endorse ANSI standards have gone

6 through the Regulatory Requirements Review Committee, and none

7 of those have required backfitting.

8 O And Regulatory Requirements Review Committee's

9 decision in that regard, that is, not to require backfitting,
I
i

10 was in accord with the staff's recommendations to that Commit-
'

II tee?

12 A Yes, yes, that is my understanding, without going

(~3 13 back to specific cases. But I don't know of any QA new
gj

14 requirement that was of significance that it required back- 1
i

15 fitting.

16 BY MR. LANNING:

i

17 g Has the draft guide which provides guidance for !
|

18 implementing Appendix B been reviewed by -- the draft guide --

19 I'm sorry. It's my understanding that there has been a draft f

20 guide on the applicability and implementing -- j

!
t

21 A No,it has not. !

!

['') 22 MR. PARLER: The draft guide that you are talking
|R.:

23 about has been marked for identification as Exhibit 1089, isn't

24
gCI Reporters, inc.

that right?
|A

25 MR. LANNING: That's right. j
.

!

l >
.
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1 THE WITNESS: No, this is the memo that refers to

,a
(,! 2 the draft guide.

3 MR. PARLER: But the draft guide is referred to in ;
!

r~3 !

\ ')i '
4 that memo that has been marked for identification 1089?

5 BY MR. LANNING:

6 0 How long has the effort on this guide that you are

7 aware of --

8 L I think it goes back, I guess, I would guess two or
i
'

9 three years, maybe longe'r, four years. I'm not sure.

10 0 Are you familiar with the major obstacles of getting

II this guide out for comment?

12 A I guess vaguely. There was a task group established

13() to develop a guide, and I'm not familiar with all the aspects

Id of it. One area they bogged down in, I think, was in develop-
|
0

ing a listing of items, systems, structures and components. I15

16 I really can't add any more to it.

17 0 This is a list of components which should be included,
!

18 on the o list? |
!

A Yes, yes, yes. And you see, the complication arises |l9
!

20 because you have several different reactor vendors and i

!

21 architect-engineering firms, so all plants differ somewhat, |
1

.

(~} 22 and they come up with -- and to come up with a generic list
|

%,)

23 is difficult. i

24 g Are you aware of any other efforts to develop aAjggerd Reporters, Inc.
f

25 generic list of equipment which should appear on the Q list? |

!

| 1
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1 A Well, there was a reg guide at one point, XYZ, that

) 2 was being worked on. Also, I think that was involved in here
,

,

3 also, but I can't really give you the details of how it was

a worked.

5 g Are you aware of any efforts of staff members within

6 the QAB to upgrade the quality assurance program at

7 Three Mile Island Unit 2?

8 A Not since I was at the branch.

9 4 What is the relationship between the technical

10 qualifications of the applicant and the QA programmatic

11 requirements?

12 A Well, technical qualification of the applicant

|
-

13 covers many areas. I think we made a listing of about seven, |(')x- ;

14 as I recall, seven areas. And the quality assurance program

|15 is one of those.

l

16 MR. PARLER: Why don't you consult your documents? i

17 Take your time.
.

18 (DiscSssion off the record.) ,

!

|19 MR. PARLER: Back on the record.
!,

|
20 BY MR. LANNING:

f21 4 I'll mark as Exhibit 1093 a memorandum from

I

{^} 22 Walter Haass to Roger Boyd, assignment: to assignment and
|v

23 documentation of review responsibility for technical qualifica-

:

24 tions, dated December 15, 1978. I
AcLI Reporters. lm. !A

25 (Exhibit No. 1093 identified.) >

d i
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1 BY MR. LANNING:

() 2 4 As I understood your response, the QA program is

3 included as part of determining the technical qualifications

4 of the applicant; is that a correct understanding?,_

5 A Yes. Attached to the memo is a table that gives a

6 listing of 11 areas of review that comprise the determination

7 of technical qualifications. And on that list, Item 6 is

8 identified as the scope and content of the applicant's quality

9 assurance program, and it's the responsibility of QAB to do

10 that review. And we basically use Section 17-1 and 17-2 of

11 the Standard Review Plan to conduct that review.

12 g In other words, if he has an acceptable QA program,

13 that is one acceptance criteria for determining that he's
)

14 technically qualified --

15 A Yes.

16 0 -- to operate the nuclear power plant?

'

17 A Design, construct and operate.

18 g What are the other criteria for determining the

19 technical qualifications of an applicant?

20 A Well, as I mentioned before, we have identified 11

21 on this table. The first one talks with the completeness,

{} adequacy and basis of the technical design and related infor-22

23 mation described in the SAR.

24 O And how does your branch make that determination?gS
ave *st Reporters. Inc.

25 A We're not responsible for that. That is done by
i

-
I

_

-v-, w
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I the licensing project manager of DPM.

2 O Okay.

3 BY MR. PARLER:

4 0 What is the licensing manager of DPM, do you know?

5 A. He, during,the course of the review of a CP or an OL,

6 he would, the licensing manager would have to make a determina-;

7 tion regarding the completeness and adequacy and basic design

8 of it and the information described in the SAR. It's conducted

9 over the whole period of time, which normally takes about two

10 years for each of those.

II BY MR. LANNING:

12 0 What other responsibility does the project manager

13 have with respect to determining the technical qualifications?

14 A. The other items that he has to look at are -- we

15 have identified an area which is called an applicant's compe-

16 tency in technical discussions with the staff. Again, this is

17 an implicit finding by the LPM which is based on his daily

18 interface with the ioplicants at the meetings, on telephone

I9 conversations, his submittals to him.

20 L' Again, he has to make an evaluation and include that in
:

21 his final determination.

22 Another item is the applicant's responsiveness and resources

23 in the resolution of technical issues that come up during the
,

i <

(~Y licensing review process, and that is conducted in a similar !24

A b ia. Reporters, Inc.

25 fashion. |

|

| '

_
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1 So it is those four areas that we identify in this table as

() 2 being the responsibility of the licensing project manager.

3 Now, in addition, there are other items that QAB does and
g3
kJ 4 some that I&E does, and also there's the potential for input !

|
5 from DOR. All of these are fed into the project manager and

'

6 it's his responsibility to make an overall assessment in the

! 7 safety evaluation report of the applicant's technical qualifica-

8 tions.

9 0 The exhibit recommends that the areas for which the

10 livensing project manager is responsible be documented either -

II in the project manager's handbook or in the Standard Review

12 Plan, which implies that these responsibilities of the project

(~) 13 manager have not really clearly been defined and acd3pted by
's /

,

Id the project management. Is that a true statement?

15 A I would say that they have not been, at this moment !
i

16 in time they have not been specifically defined other than !

|

17 what this memo says.

18 G In other words, you have attempted to -- |
|I9 A But I have no knowledge that they have not accepted. '

i

20 I think they do accept these requirements, but they have not |
i

21 been implemented in a formal document. !
i
I('') 22 O In other words, do you know if there exists acceptance

\_/
|

23 criteria for which the project manager uses to make his deter-

24 mination? !

A4erci Reporters, Inc.

25 A I'm not aware of any particular documented acceptance |
I
i

i
'

- _ _ _--______ ____ _
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1 criteria. !
!rw

(-) 2 O Well, prior to this memorandum dated December 15, '78,

3 how was the technical qualification of an applicant determined?-
g,3

4 MR. PARLER: By the NRC doing this review of the'

5 application.

6 THE WITNESS: Well, I can -- I guess I can respond

7 to the QAB responsibility and say that basically we used our --

8 _ we use our Section 13-1, which consists of two parts, 13-1-1

9 and 13-1-2, and Section 17-1 rnd 17-2. And those are iden-

10 tified as Items 2 through 6 of this table attached to the memo.

11 I really don't think I'm qualified to talk about how other

12 people have done their portions of it.

( )/ 13 BY MR. LANNING:
n.

14 G Well, doesn't your SER input for chapter 13 essen-

15 tially ap' prove the technical qualifications of the applicant

16 in general? i

17 A It addresses the aspects that we review as identified

18 in SRP Sections 13-1-1 and 13-1-2. And the QA program, excusei
I
:

me. I think maybe what you are referring to is the fact that |19

|
|

20 I this was not particularly well organized previously, and that |
|
''

21 perhaps these other items that we're identifying here are not

( ) 22 really included in that technical qualification. I
1

|

23 I really don't have specific knowledge, but I suspect that j
i 1

24 the QAB input on technical qualifications basically served as
At er;t Reporters, lm.

|

25 the input'into the safety' evaluation report. And other items !
!

f.

b

1
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I were not included. but when we finally went into -- we looked
p
V 2 at it in a more organized way, we identified other areas, and

3 now are saying that these other areas should be factored into i

() |
'

I''' 4 an overall assessment of the technical qualifications.

5 BY MR. PARLER:

6
Q. Well, in any event, even -- either before December

7 the 15th, 1978, which is the date of your memorandum which
I

I8 has been marked for identification as Exhibit 1093, or after

9 that date, in the area of technical qualifications it's my '

10 understanding from what you have said that the Quality

II Assurance Branch only provides input on technical qualifications

12 and does not itself reach a decision one way or the other .

|

(''^) 13 '

regarding the adequacy of the technical qualifications of an
v

l# applicant. |

15 1 3. e s .
I

16
Q. Is that what you have said? !

I7 A. Yes. .

I

18
G Now --

A. In other words, QAB by itself cannot draw that final

20 conclusion.

21
Q. But I realize that in areas that are not your

js

( ') 22 responsibility you may not be familiar with and you may not !
v i

23 care to speak to. But is it your understanding now that, with

24
Agv the input that you have talked about from QAB and perhaps

eral Reporters, Inc.

25 input from others, such as inspectors _or maybe other people

:
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1 in NRC, that it is the project manager that is supposed to

([]) 2 make the determination about the adequacy of an applicant's

3 technical qualifications? Is that your understanding?

/7
(_) 4 A Yes, yes. The project manager should -- I think that

5 is described in this summary paragraph in the memo. It says,

6 "QAB will provide its conclusions to the LPM regarding the

7 technical qualifications of the applicant for the areas so

8 identified in the attached table. Utilizing the QAB conclusions-

9 as well as I&E and DOR inpute, the LPM can develop its findings,

!
10 including the basis for presentation in the SER."

II BY MR. LANNING:

12 G How is the applicant's experience considered in

13(^) determining its technical qualifications?
v

14 A Okay. That is described in SRP Section 13.1.1,

15 entitled " Management and Technical Support Organization."

16 Specifically, in subsection 1(a) it talks about staf f review

17 of the applicant's past experiet.ce in the design and construe- 1

18 tion of nuclear power plants and past experience and activities

19 of a similar scope and complexity. |
;

20 And for cases where the applicant may not have been involved

21 in a nuclear power plant, we look at the applicant's management,

22 engineering and technical support organization, the charts,(~)
V

23 that the organizational charts that reflect his headquarters
I
t

24 and engineering structure, the modificaticn that would result ;
A&'eral Remrters, Inc. ;

25 because the nuclear power plant have been added. Well, it's
;

,
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1 these kinds of things th.it are described in this section that

(n) 2 we look at,
w/

3 BY MR. PARLER:

p
(/ 4 G Before you move on into other areas, I want to ask

.

5 another question or so about t'is Exhibit 1093. That exhibit

I

6 may be self-explanatory as to why your memorandum was written,

7 which provides further guidance on the various items which

8 should be considered in the area of technical qualifications.

9 Is, or are the reasons for that memorandum set forth in

10 the memorandum? For example, the issue of technical qualifica-

11 tions being raised in hearings and things along that line?

12 A Yes.

/~] 13 G Now, others have represen'ted to us that I believe
xj

14 about this time, because of the issue of technical qualifica-.

15 tions being raised in hearings, such as the Pilgrim hearing, -

'

16 if my recollection is correct, that the work was initiated to

17 try to provide better guidance in the area.

18 Now, would my understanding be correct if you assume that

19 this Exhibit 1093, your memorandum to Mr. Boyd, is the product !
!

20 if a suggestion that either you or someone else made for i

i

21 additional guidance in this area? i

!
:

(^j3
22 A Well, as I recall the history here, there were

m

23 some hearings where this issue came up. Pilgrim, I believe,
:
!

24 was one of them. And Shearon Harris came up subsequent to |
A er;l Reporters, Inc.

25 that. And prior to my coming on the QAB scene, there was an !

*
.

I
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1 ef fort to try to organize and Structure this in a better way.

[N.
(_,) 2 And as far as I was concerned, it was bogged down because we

!
l

3 were attempting to convince people that they ought to do certaig
,

''' 4 things. And in my discussions with my boss, Mr. Scovholt, I
i

S convinced him that I would like to take the monkey off my

6 back by simply writing this memo to people who are affected and

7 tell them where their responsibilities are and what QAB was

8 going to do.

9 Everybody agreed on that anyhow, and this was the mechanism

10 that did it. In other words, now the ball is in LPM's lap and

II I&E. We have done our part.

12 If you look at this table, the parts that we are responsible ,
I

f''; 13 for are described in appropriate documents, SRP sections, and
v

14 we are doing them. We are implementing them. So we are doing

15 our part.

16 You will notice in other areas there is no reference docu-

17 ment. Something is required. And it is not our QAB responsi-

18 bility to do that.

19 g What has happened in these other areas, as far as

20 you are aware? That is, these other areas that are not QAB's

21 responsibility.

(') 22 A Okay. We followed up with a meeting with I&E people ,

is .-

23 subsequent to issuance of this memo. I believe it was early
;

24 in 1979, where we were asking I&E to develop a specific proce-
A . ere' Reorters, Inc.

25 dure that would address how they would gather information I

! |

| '
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1 from the numerous inspectors that are involved in the design

'(]) 2 and construction o f a power plant or the operation of a plant.

3 They rotate their people so that an inspector may be on the

() 4 job no more than two years. That's my understanding. So that

5 during the course of the design and construction, and because

6 you have several disciplines, you could have as many as 30 or

7 40 inspectors involved in the design and construction of a

8 plant.

9 Now, one of the items we looked for in this table is

10 feedback from implementation of the applicant's quality
|

11 assurance program as determined by I&E. So they would have

12 to, I&E people would have to talk to their various inspectors

O and get their views as to how the applicant was conducting his13
.

14 QA program.

15 So a procedure was needed to gather these~ views and assimi-

16 late them into a single view that could be used in assessing

17 the overall technical qualifications of the applicant. So we

18 had that kind of a meeting. We had several discussions with

19 DPM personnel who would be -- where the LPMs reside, because

; 20 QAB is in there, also. But to inform them as to what we

21 thought their areas were. And I have had requests from several

Os
and they ind:cate they were going to use this procedure22 LPMs,

23 or these requirements to write their..overall technical quali-
24 fications. But that's the extent of it.OA ,arol Reporters, Inc.

25 g .How about.the I&E meeting? Which part of the I&E

e

. . . . . , -, . . - - -
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I organization was that with, or which individual, if you recall?

m
2 A That involved Frank Nolan of the operations end, and( ,) ,

3 I believe Mark Perinich was there from the design and construc ,

(q) 4 tion end.

5 Now, in the meantime, of course, the Three Mile Island

6 accident intervened. So I'm not sure what has happened in

7 that regard.

8 0 Your memoranda which has been marked as Exhibit 1093

9 was issued in early December of 1978. You had the meetings

10 that you referred to early in 1979. The Three Mile Island

II accident happened on March the 28th, 1979. And as far as you

12 are aware, there hasn't been much else, if anything, done on
.

I3
(~^N your memorandum other than these meetings that you refer to?
\ )

Id A Yes. And other than statements by LPM where they
,

15 intended to address all these issues in their determination

16 of technical qualifications --

I7 BY MR. LANNING: I

18
G Has the applicant's capability to respond to an emer-j

i
I9 gency situation been part of the requirements for determining |

f

20 the technical qualifications?

21 g gp ,til now, no.
!

22

(a~}
BY MR. PARLER:

23 0 When you say up to now, do you mean now or March 28,
.

!

24 |1979?
A n:t Anenus, Inc, !

25 A No, up to the present time. You are aware that we

|
'

I

i
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I are embarking on a program to evaluate their capability to''

(n) 2 respond?
v

3 0 Right, right.

{Nx_) 4 BY MR. LANNING: i
'

5 0 Part 5034 --

6 A Let me qualify that prior comment. They may be

7 part of the emergency plans that get involved in an applicant's

8 response to accidents. But your question was in terms of

9 technical qualification?

10 0 Yes.

II A Yes, that answers it, then.

12 G 10 CFR 5034 requires that SARs include the technical

13 qualifications of the applicant to engage in the proposed(j}t

I4 activities in accordance with the regulations in this chapter.

15 What specific activities are requested? Would you just

16 clarify what is meant by that language in 5034?

17 A Could you locate it for me?

18 0 50 34 (b) (7) or -- just a second. One is (a) (7) ,

I9 paragraph (a) (7) .

20 A (a) (7) is the QAB program.
;

1

2I MR. PARLER: That is WA program.

i

22 '

(~} THE WITNESS: Now, wait a minute. What page are you
'J<

23 on?

MR. PARLER: Let's go off- the record. I24

A M:1 Reporters, lm.

25 (Discussion off the record.)
- !

a

s.,
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1 THE WITNESS: The activities would be those described
,,

(_j 2 in the safety analysis report, namely, in the case of 54,

f3 5034 (a) (9) , would involve the activities, all the activities

(~) !

'/ 4 in design and construction of the plant; and in the case of

5 5034 (b) (7) , would be involved in the activities involved in

6 the operation of the plant.

7 BY MR. LANNING:

8 g That implies to me that the NRC makes a determination

9 about concerning the technical qualifications of all activities

10 related to the design, construction, operation of power plants?

e-5 II A. Yes.

12 0 I personally don't see how that's accomplished.

(^} 13 There must be some activities which are more important than
v

14 others, which would review the technical qualifications of the

15 person involved. And I was just trying to get to some examples

16 of the activities which the QA -- the Quality Assurance Branch

17 reviews in determining the technical qualifications of the

18 applicant.

I9 A I think we are talking here basically about a dif- !
}

20 ference in level of detail. We are not going back to each of j
|

21 the specific activities, say a design function or a procurement |
!

(^) 22 function or a construction function or -- when we look at the !

v
23 technical qualifications, we are looking at the applicant's

24
Ac6er9 Reporters, Inc.

overall experience in the design and construction of nuclear
|

25 power plants: What part did he play in it, how well did the

i
4
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1 job come out --

? I! )j 2 G Suppcse he had no power?

3 A That's basically --
'

(_]-
/

4 G Suppose he had no prior experience, no nuclear power ,

5 plant experience?

6 A That's what I addressed before. We look at his

7 past experience in activities of similar scope and complexity,

8 and this demonstrates to us he has the capability, the quali-

9 fications to handle complex design, construction and operation

10 activities.

'll G Is it correct that there does not exist a list of

12 activities which are considered by the NRC staff in determining

13 the technical qualifications of the applicant?
(v~N3

14 A Yes, I would say there is no specific listing I

15 can point to, other than to say the activities that are

16 basically described in the report, which cover many, many |

|

17 areas. '

18 G That could include anything from meteorology to |

|

19 water samples to -- |
I

20 A Yes.

21 0 -- to --
,

;

(') 22 A All the things necessary to design, construct and ! i
qi

23 operate the plant, yes. Many things.

24 BY MR. PARLER:

|!Ac wai Reporters, lm

25 G I think a question that could be asked as a follow-up i

i,

| i |
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1 question here is similar to th'e exchange which occurred
,

(G) 2 earlier, I suppose, in the quality assurance area, in which

3 there was a comparison of what was meant by " safety-related"

b,,) 4 in the Appendix B to Part 50 and "of importanca to safety" in

5 the Appendix A,

6 And during that discussion you pointed out that in the

7 safety area there were some things that could be viewed as

g more important than others. And I think that the same sort

9 of question could be asked here. The language that Mr. Lanning

10 has referred to, which appears in Section 5034 A, could be

11 interpreted very broadly, and probably is, as meaning every-

12 thing that is involved in the design, construction and opera-

rN 13 tion of a nuclear power plant.
(_)

14 But in our review or in the NRC's review, are there some

15 things in this overall process that are more important than

16 others, which the staff singles out and takes a real hard

17 look at in assessing the technical qualifications of an
.

18 applicant?

19 I believe in the final analysis, that is where the question

20 is directed and is headed.

21 A Well, I guess I can refer to our table in this

(~) 22 Exhibit 1091 that identifies specific areas. We point out
\)

23 the quality assurance program as being a significant area.

24 We point out the organizational structure of the applicant as
,

(A eral Reporwrs, Inc,

25 being a significant area. We identify the technical staff,
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I the breadth and level of experience and available manpower

,\,.

C 2 as being a significant area. His past experience in the

3 design and construction of projects of similar scope, including
p
V 4 nuclear power plants.

5 g Does that past experience mean also past performance,

6 prior performance? For example, if the prior performance of

7 a utility in the nuclear area was not so good?

8 A. Yes.

9 0 W.11d that make a difference?

10 A. Yes, I think it would.

II
O In the evaluation which QAB conducts?

I2 A. I think that comes more into play for I&E.

. 13 g And their input to the project manager?

I4 A. Yes. But also, I think it would be hard for us to

15 avoid any knowledge of prior experience -- let's say, on a

16 past nuclear power plant that a utility has designed and -

I7 constructed, and as we now know,.:there is deficiencies or

18 I think we would be in a position to raise questionswere,

l9 regarding how those deficiencies were corrected and can we

20 expect them in the future, and that sort of thing.

2I G I would assume that would be the case. I suppose

{} what I was trying to get to was whether in fact in such cases22

23 that was done, as far as you are aware. I realize we could

24
Ageral Reporters, Inc.do it and perhaps it should be done, but is it done?

25
A. Well, I guess my experience in the branch is not
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I that long to be able to answer that, other than tc, say it's
o

2 in our Standard Review Plan, so the guidance to the reviewer

3 is that he should consider that.
p,
U 4 G The Standard Review Plan provides that what past

5 performance should be taken into account?

6 A. Yes, applicant's past experience in the design and

7 construction of nuclear power plants.

8 0 Would you happen to know whether the Standard Review

9 Plan also provides for the past performance of vendors and

10 architect-engineers? For example, I can recall in the

II architect-engineer area, there have been some performances

12 which, at least on the surface, would appear to be not as good

T'') 13( as other performances.

Id off the record.

15 (Discussion off the record.)

I0 THE WITNESS: Yes, it includes the management and

I7 technical organizations of not only the applicant, but also

18 major contractors, including the reactor vendor and architect-

" engineer.

20 BY MR. PARLER:

2I O And their past performance, is that right?

^

22(' )' A. I don't see a specific item here that says past

23 performance.

Just a moment.
A erei m ooners, Inc.

25 It's not clear to me what the policy is regardingg

i
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I the consideration of past performance. It's my understanding

(n) that you have said that the Standard Review Plan does say to2

3 take that into account.

(m' 4 Off the record.
\

A'

5 (Discussian off the record.)

6 MR. PARLER: Back on the record.

7 THE WITNESS: Now, in the last paragraph of

8 subsection 1(a) of Section 13.1.1 of the Standard Review Plan,

9 the CP review stage of the NSSS and AE organizations and

10 applicant's for a manufacturing license and the review of

II standardized design, includes a review of their technical

12 staff to perform the activities related to the application.

N 13
~

(J "21e information submitted should include a descriptiony
~

I4 of the specific activity, including scope, to be engaged in,

15 organizational description and charts reflec' ting their lines

16 of authority and responsibility for the project, the number of

I7 persons assigned to the project, and qualification requirements

18 for principal management pos'itions related to the project.

" For those NSSS and AE organizations with extensive experience,

20 a detailed description of this experience may be provided in

21 lieu of the details of their organization as evidence of

22("') technical capability."
v

23 BY MR. LANNING:

24
G Are there acceptance criteria for determiniag the

A eral Reporters, Inc.

25 acceptability of these personnel?

I
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1 A Yes, but they are rather subjective. We look for

,- m
2(,) substantive breadth and level of experience, available of

3 manpower. That's basically it. There is really not too many

q
V 4 acceptance criteria.

5 g There is no minimal qualifications, for example?

6 A No, no.

.

7 BY MR. PARLER:

8 g Have you ever received anything from Inspection &

9 Enforcement which comments on the past performance, say, of a
,

10 vendor or an architect-engineer and recommends that that past
~

II performance be taken into consideration in any future reviews

12 of applications involving such parties?

13 A No, I don't recall any. The subject came up in the:('}
U

Id context of the Shearon Harris hearing, where I believe there

15 was a construction company that was involved and they had some

16 -- I guess questionable performance on another project for a

17 different utility.

18 And as I recall, the determination at that point was that

l9 we didn't feel it was appropriate to consider what happened on

20 another project, because the situation was different. There

21
| are different people. They might be doing different work.

/~) 22 You would have to look in the contract to see what they were
LJ

23 involved in.

24 We were concerned only with their commitment and how they
bmt Rmonen, Inc. IA

25 were performing on he project we were now looking at.

|

'

\

|
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1 O Well, that means to me, then, that past performance

g)t 2 of a contractor, and perhaps even of a utility, would not be
_

3 too much of a factor?
/~'s
'l 4 A Yes, yes.-

5 G Certainly it would seem that the language that you

6 quoted from the Standard Review Plan would leave it to the

7 utility and the vendor and the architect-engineer in the first

8 instance to provide themselves the information on their past

9 performance, and I would assume, generally speaking, that that

10 input would usually reflect a good- performance, and the input

II the below average performance, whatever that means, wouldon

12 be from our inspectors, an Inspection & Enforcement person,

(~') 13 and it might be input from other projects that may involve --
v

14 however, the same utility, or may involve a different utility,

15 but the same architect-engineer or the same vendor or the

16 same constructor.

17 A Well, I t hink our Standard Review Plan is f airly

18 clear. It does say that we should consider that experience,

19 and I guess what I'm saying when I talk about the Shearon Harris

20 hearing is that there seems to be a question as to what was

21 appropriate to consider. I really -- I guess my experience

( }) in this area, since being with the QA Branch, is that I can't22

23 really cite specific instances where we have gone back to

24 look at those areas. And I have to say, of course, there has
A er:) Reporters, Inc.

25 been no -- I guess there have been no new cps that we have

I
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{

I|workedon.
i _,) 2 The issue never came up since I have been here.

3 G And in any event, along with that, the only policy
,

| 1
d''' guidance that you are aware of on the question is the Standard'

5 Review Plan that you referred to earlier and quoted from, is

6 that right?

7 A Yes, yes.

8 BY MR. LANNING:

9 0 You indicated earlier that your branch had the

10 review responsibility for the preoperational and start-up

'I start programs?

12 A Yes, yes.

13(j 0 Are these plans reviewed in detail to determine the

Id adequacy of the programs or is it more an audit review to

15 , confirm that certain tests be conducted?

16 A Well, the applicant provides descriptions. He

17 identifies tests that will be performed during preoperational

- 18 and start-up, and.he describes the tests that will be done,

I9 including the acceptance criteria. And we. review those.

20 We don't review the specific procedures that will be subse-

21 quently written to conduct the tests.

22
| [) So again, it's analogous to our review of the quality

23 assurance program, where we review a description of the
.

;

24*

program and we don't look at the details of the procedures.
A etet Reporters, Inc.

25 ,

|

'|
4
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I BY MR. PARLER:

() 2 G Yes, but unlike the QA program, where you do have

3 the principles or the criteria in'the Appendix B, are there

) 4 such criteria to evaluate the adequacy of the operational

5 test program?

6 A. Basically, we use the information that's being

7 provided by the applicant in the SAR. For example, we rely

8 heavily on chapter 15, which talks about accidents and other

9 malfunctions, that kind of thing, to help us and assess the

10 adequacy of acceptance criteria. The applicant's conduct in

II the tests, is he subjecting the temperature to the proper

12 range or limits of the exposure that should be -- in terms of

13
) flow and temperature and that kind of thing.

Id So we can assure ourselves that the system will indeed

15 perform as the applicant claims it will in order to handle

16 certain events that he describes in chapter 15.

I7 So no, you won't find any specific criteria in the regula-

I0 tions other than that the applicant musthave test programs

I9 and that our review assures that the testing is appropriate

20 to the expected performance of that system.

21 O Would such guidance be found in the Standard Review

22('' - Plan?
v

23 A. Yes, the Standard Review Plan would certainly --

24
O So you did intend specifica'ly to refer just to

A eral Reponers, Inc.

25 regulations?

I
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1 A. Yes, other than identify the area of review in the

) 2 regulations. But there is extensive guidance in Sections 14.1

3 and 14.2.

4' '
G Of the Standard Review Plan?-

5 A. Of the Standard Review Plan. And they in turn

|6' refer to Reg Guide 1.68, which goes extensively into the iden-

7 tification of areas of testix; that have to be accomplished

8 during the various phases, preoperational through start-up.

9 BY MR. IANNING :

IU
C In your current position, has there been a review of

II the preoperational testing programs and start-up for an appli-

12 cant?

r^} 13 A Yes.
C/

Id 0 There are several pages of preoperational startup

15 tests identified in Three Mile Island Unit 2 license as

16 outstanding issues which require completion by certain phases

37 of the start-up program.

18 My question is, do you have a feel for the number of

19 preoperational and start-up test programs that are normally

20 identified in the license when it is issued and which are not

21 completed prior to issuance of the license?

(^' 22 A. I guess -- I don't have any direct experience in that
; -

23 area, but my understanding is that there are sometimes a few

24 of the programs, a few items that remain that have to be done
|A er) Reporters. Inc.

| 25 by certain -- before they reach certain power levels . But

! i
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I I couldn't go beyond that.
n

(_) 2 0 Just for discussion purposes, I'm going to use as a

3 reference the licenses for Three Mile Island Unit 2, License

r''' 4
1

No. DPR-37, in Appendix 2, the operating license, to examine

5 the number of test procedures that are identified there. And

6 in comparison with the applications that you have reviewed,

7 how does this list compare to other licenses with which you

8 are familiar? Is it a normal list? Is it an excessively

9 large number of test procedures which needed to be completed

10 after the issuance of the license?

II A See, this is a list that is made up at the time the

I2 OL is issued. And we have not -- since I have been in the
,

f, 13 there has not been an OL issued that I would have beenQAB,
v

Id
'

And so I really can't answer the question. Iinvolved in.

15 don't know.

16 g I guess I misunderstood you previously.

I7 A We have been involved in reviews, but there is a

18 bunch of the license reviews that are so-called near-term,

19 | ready for issuance, and had the Three Mile Island not come

20 along, they would have been issued, in which case these lists

21 would have been made up. But they have not been issued at

22
( ]) this point and so I have not gone through that exercise.

23 So I really can't answer that, because we have a lot of OL

24 reviews, but this is at the end. They are ready to issue the
A erce Repnrters, Inc.

25 OL, and before you proceed to operational mode 4, you have

;
1
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1 to do the following.

,

(_,) 2 4 Who develops the list? Not which individual, but

3 which organization at NRC develops the list of preoperational
7
(J 4 tests, start-up tests, and other items which must be completed?

5 Is it your branch or is it -- or is it an area handled as

6 technical specifications by some special group someplace

7 else?

8 L Well, QAB would identify all the testing that had to

9 be done, wherever it would be in the SAR, and we would review

10 it to the point where we can agree with it.

II All right. Now, the applicant proceeds and performs those

12 tests. Now, when you get to the end, you are ready to issue

(~x 13 the OL. It would be I&E's function to notify us, and I presume
L'

I4 we would be involved in it, because we would have to assume

15 somehow when they would be done. I&E would have those tests

I6 that haven't been completed. That is their function. But I

17 think we would be invo]ved in deciding when they should be

18 done before you can go to a point in the start-up, before they

l9 should begin.

20 G I am kind of confused. Maybe I'm mixing up different

21 things in my mind.

22 I understood earlier there was the comment in areas suchf')v
23 as the Q list that the adequacy of that list is not t. deter-

|24 mination that is made by QAB, but they have to rely very
A4eral Reporters, Inc.|

I 25 heavily on the input of the technical reviewers.

|

| t
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1 A Yes.

/ \

(s_ ) 2 G Now, if that is the case there, why does not QAB

3 have to rely on input from some other place for the tests that

{')
x_/ 4 are required for realistic time periods to conduct these tests,

5 et cetera?

6 A I understand youl problem. Like when we first started,

7 identified how many people we had in the different areas, we

8 have three different areas in QAB. We have two people that

9 are involved in the review of the preoperational startup test

10 programs and these people are knowledgeable in systems,

11 structures and components that make up the nuclear power plant,

12 and therefore are in a position to assess the adequacy of tIhe

(~'s 13 test program. They have to be knowledgeable in that area.
U

14 The -- we had five people involved in the quality assurance

15 reviews, and those people are basically ~ quality assurance

16 experts. They know about QA, but they're not experts in the

17 functions of systems, structures and components.

18 O Now, if we had enough people in the initial test

19 program area, I suppose we could rely on those to help us

20 determine the adequacy of the Q list. But we don't have that

21 luxury, and they help us out when they can, but they are up

(~} 22 to their ears in their reviews.
U

23 So now -- we have taken the approach for the Q list review

24 to go to other branches that are also reviewing their systems.
A eral Reporters, Inc.

25 So I can. understand where you are coming from, and that's the
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1 answer to it.

(_) 2 MR. PARLER: Right, right.

3| I have a number of questions on the start-up program. Do

( ') 4 you want me to them?~

5 MR. LANNING: Go ahead and take them up now.

6 BY MR. PARLER:

7 g I gather from what you have said that the -- in

B essence, does the preoperational testing program, the start-up

9 testing program, are proposed by the applicants, is that

10 right?

II A Yes.

12 g What benchmarks, if any, are there which would
.

f'') 13 suggest to the reviewer, to the NRC reviewer, whether these
v

Id tests and start-up programs are realistic, whether they are

15 within the ballp, ark.

16 When somebody evaluates something, I would assume they

17 would have something to evaluate that something against.

18 A If I understand you right, you're concerned with --

I9 let's take -- consider a specific test, say the containment

20 test.

21 g Yes.

f'} 22 A Your question, as I understand it, is what guidance
s_-

23 or what guides the reviewer, in determining whether the

24 applicant's description of that test is really sufficient with
A erd Reporters, Inc.

25 regard to the intended capability of that containment system;

.

I

L
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I is that true?

7-
(_) 2 G T'h3E is a part of what I'm gettir s at, but also

3 whether the time that is allowed for the tests, the evaluation

4 of the test results, are adequate. It may well be that about'
' -

5 the time that these tests are being conducted, that the utility

6 is nearing the end of an 8 to 12-year process and may be very

7 interested in having the project, which has been constructed,

8 be placed in operation.

9 And so I'm interested not only in the aspects that you

10 mention, but the other aspects also, such as regarding the

Il adequacy of the tests, but the timing -- but the time that is

I2 set aside for the tests, how the test results are evaluated,

(; 13 and that sort of thing is what I'm getting at. Is that clear
RJ

I4 to you?

15 A Yes, yes.-

16 G All right.

I7 MR. PARLER: Off the record.

18 (Discussion off the record.)

l9 THE WITNESS: With regard to the test requirements,

20 our reviewers, as part- of their review process, must

21 consider all the related information that's provided in tre

() 22 SAR. They look at the system description, j'es normal function-
~.s

231 ing as described in the individual chapter , and they go to the

24 chapter 15. It talks about what unusual conditions it would
A eral Reporters. Inc.

25 have to be subjected to. And they make an evaluation of the

|
1 i
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I applicant's test program for that system, to make sure it
,,

2(_) demonstrates that the system will indeed perform as it's

3 supposed to perform under the wide range of conditions.
/ 3

_) 4 With regard to the performance of the testing at the site,

5 we look under SRP Section 14.2, and again I'm referring to

6 Subsection 1, areas of review. We have requiremente for

7 review of the applicant's organization and staffing to make

8 sure he has got the proper people -- well, of course, he

9 identifies responsibilities and authorization and levels of

" staffing, the qualifications of principal participants, tne

11
participants of the operating and technical staff in the test

12 program.

13

{~') So we assure ourselves that he has got the right number of
m

Id people and the right kinds of people involved.

15 Now, we also have a review area which addresses the test

16 program schedule and sequence. That is, again, that is

I7e-6 Item No. 10 in that same subsection.

18

19

20

i

21

22,s

U
23

~

,

,

24

A erst Reporters, Inc.

25
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1 MR. PARLER: This is the standard review plan, right?

2 THE WITNESS: Yes. We review the schedule for'

3 conducting each phase of the program relevant to the full date.

4 So we are looking at how much time the applicant provides tov

b accomplish certain things. We look at the anticipated schedule

6 overlaps of the test program with test programs for other

7 reactor facilities at the site to make sure you don't have a lot

8 of things going on at once, you have enough people to handle all

9 these things.

10 MR. P.iRLER : Does that go on to provide guidance also

- Il for the various levels or mods -- m-o-d-s -- for the power

12 ascension program?

'~
13 THE WITNESS: Well, my understanding is, in theory,

/ ')sL
I4 you should accomplish certain tests prior to issuing an OL, and

15 there are some, of course, that need to be later. You need

16 fuel present to do the test. But my understanding is we

I7 sometimes issue an OL that is conditioned on performing certain

I0 items. In other words, he's ready to load fuel, but there are

U other things that he hasn' t done because of the time, or what

20 have you, so we will allow him to load fuel but not progress |

21 any further until he has performed some of these other items.

22(~'; MR. PARLER: So that is not an unusual occurrence?
's

^3 THE WITNESS: I think that happens fairly frequently.

And, you know, it can be accommodated. |2#
AceGrol Reporters, Inc.

f20 MR. PARLER: Now going on from there to power

!,
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power ascension levels, is there any guidance in that standard;

review plan on that?
2

Off the record 3for a second.
3

O < Discussion off the recerd.),

THE WITNESS: To the best of my recollection, those
5

kinds of issues are addressed by Reg. Guide 168, which goes
6

through the various phases of conducting preoperational and
7

Start-up tests.g

MR. PARLER: And that reg. guide, as you already said,
9

to the best of your recollection, and you don't have the reg.
10

11 guide here, is the guide, the document that we have -- the

12 guidance document that we have on the various power tests.

Is that right? -

13

THE WITNESS: Yes.ja

MR. PARLER: And as far as you know, there is nothing
15

16
else that NRC has, or nothing else that stands out in your

37
mind at the present time?

THE WITNESS: Yes. I would say that is true. That
18

19 reg. guide is referenced in section 14.2 of the SRP.

MR. PARLER: Now from the document that you're looking
_ 20

21
at, is the standard review plan. Do you have anything else

to add about these tests -- the start-up tests and so forth that
22

we have been talking about?23

. 24 In other words, have you completed what you were looking at

Ai,_.eral Reporters, Inc.

25 in that standard review plan? If ther is any other relevant
,

I

t
,
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information that you happen to be able to recall right now, itj

) may be useful il you would mention it.
(G 2

3
- THE WITNESS: No, I believe *. hat is the extent of it.

7_
MR. PARLER: I would like to mark for identification() 4

as Exhibit 1094 an article oy :. Mr. W. H. Spangler --
5

S-p-a-n-g-1-e-r -- manager, Nuclear Plant Start-up Services,
6

Nuclear Powel eneration Division, Lynchburg, Virginia.
7

The article is entitled start-up services and training
8

activities during 1977.
9

xxx (Exhibit No. 1094 was marked for
10

identification.)ij

MR. PARLER: I cannot tell from this document that I
12

13 |' have, whether the article from Mr. Spangler was published, but
s,./

in any event, the article discusses -- the Babcock & Wilcoxja

Compar.y's start-up services participation during 1977 in the
15

16
start-up of three plants : the Crystal River-3, Davis-Besse-1,

and Three Mile Island-2.j7

18
Now, I realize, Mr. Haass, that this is not your article or,

19 as far as I know, you have ever seen it before.

Have you ever seen it before?
20

THE WITNESS: No, I have not.
21

MR. PARLER: All right. With that understanding , IO 22
V

w uld like to use the article as a point of reference for some
23

24 questions.

Ace r3 Reporters, Inc.
i

At the time this article was written, it's my understanding
|! 25

-

t ,
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1 from page 29 of the article, under Three Mile Island-2 start-up,

2 that the start-up test of Three Mile Island-2 had not been()
3 completed. The article says that the RCS, which is what --

() 4 reactor coolant system, hydrostatic test, was completed on June

5 6, 1977, and fuel loading was scheduled for February 1, 1978.

6 As a matter of fact, I think the operating license was

7 issued on or about February 8, 1978.

8 So with that background, I will proceed to the generic

9 conclusions that Mr. Spangler reaches that are covered by page

10 30 in the lower right-hand column.

11 Mr. Spangler says that, " Based on experiences in 1977 - "

12 And now he's talking about the experience with the three

-~s 13 Babcock & Wilcox plants, the start-up of those plants at his'
.

14 Crystal River -- that is Crystal River-1, 3, and Davis-Besse-1,

15 and Three Mile Island-2. He says that, "Two conclusions
TJ

-

16 generic to the start-up of a nuclear steam system can be drawn."

l
f 17 And for the record I will read those, and after I read them,

18 I will ask you for any comments that you may have on these

19 conclusions.

20 From the regulatory perspective, it says, The first
,

21 conclusion is "that the need for additional manpower at the

fs 22 job sites in the start-up period is continuing to grow because

b
23 of expanding documentation requirements and the more extensive

24 tests and programs now being required. Babcock & Wilcox is
(ac3het Reporters, one.
! 25 continuing to meet utility needs in these areas by making

|
,-
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I available increased numbers of personnel with broadened scope of

Q 2 capability."

3 And then there is a reference to various tables which show

4 the start-up assistance personnel assigned by the Babcock 6

5 Wilcox Company for these start-ups of three of the plants that I

6 have already mentioned.

7 And another conclusion of Mr. Spangler's is that, " utilities

8 continue to become committed to start-up schedules prepared

9 earlier in the project that later prove to be unrealistic because i

10 of construction restraints. Loading fuel in the core prior to

II the time the plant is ready for criticality, severely limits

12 access to complete construction.

13 "In addition, pressure on start-up personnel to achieve un-
O.

Id realistic schedules often results in serious mistakes being

15 made that ultimately cause additional delays. Two recent

16 examples of this type of mistake are flushing a demineralizer

17 resin bed into the cooling water system, and contamination of

18 the reactor vessel, internals, and transfer canal while

l9 shot blasting containment concrete surfaces. There needs to

20 be an industry-wide effort to establish and maintain realism in

21 project scheduling."

22 Now with regard to the adequacy of people, I believe, if my

23 recollection is correct, you have already commented on that
i

24 '
aspect of the situation. Isn't that right?

kr 'a n. porters, ene, |
n

J
25 |THE WITNESS: Yes.

1
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1 MR. PARLER: And the thing that I'm interested in is,
,-

2 Mr. Spangler's observation about the pressure on the start-up

3
personnel to achieve unrealistic schedules. And what I am

( 4 interested in is, from the regulatory standpoint, what is done

S to try to assure that the schedules are realistic?

6
I suppose that we have already discussed that to some extent,

7 but, at this point, in view of Mr. Spangler's comments,

8 presumably based on his company's experience with these three
9 plants, do you have any comment from the regulatory perspective?

10
Realizing, I'm not asking you to endose what Mr. Spangler has

11
said, but just let's assume for the moment that his representa-

12
tion here is correct.

/~\ 13,

In that context, I will ask you for your comment.

14
THE WITNESS: Well, let me say that I am not overly

15
.f amiliar with this area, but my understanding is that the later

16
stages of design and construction, when they're trying to

17
complete certain construction activities and also perform certain

18
preoperational testing, those-stages are rather hectic and there

19
are significant pressures to complete the work and get the plant

on line.

21 i
Our review is concerned with assuring ourselves that the

|

) applicant has established a reasonable schedule, and I guess I
1

23
have to say that we don't have acceptance criteria with regard

(~) 24
to that. We don' t have a document in the SRP. Our reviewers )Ace >~ erd Reponen, Inc,

1

! 25
look for certain durations, and I don't have that information'

!

I
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1 at my fingertips.

() 2 We also look for numbers of people -- how many people do they |

3 plan to assign and what -- what level. So we attempt to get

4 some kind of confidence that the applicant is going to satisfy

5 enough time and enough people to do these tests.

6 On the other hand, as Mr. Spangler points out, very often

7 these schedules are unrealistic, and because -- he talks of
- .u

8 construction restraints. I presume there are delays in

9 construction. So now things are going on simultaneously that

10 weren' t planned on initially, and yet they still try to maintain

II the same end date. So you are trying to squeeze things in when

12 other things are going on. And, like I said before, it is a

13() hectic period.

Id We, to some extent, rely on our I & E inspectors to be present
i

15 on some of these -- during some of those periods, and I believe

16 I have seen some inspectors' records of that, again, citing the

I7 same kind of difficulties.

18 MR. PARLER: The quality assurance branch people are

I9 routinely not at the site during these, are they?

20 THE WITNESS: No, they are not.

2I MR. PARLER: So we rely, as a regulatory organization,
|

22
f')g completely or certainly almost completely, on our inspectors.
~ ,

23 Is that right?

#
- 'T THE WITNESS: Yes. Though we are going'to modify our

' Ace (q/31 Reporters, Inc.
25 , program; we are going to send people to the site. We have plans

i
,

| t

. - . . _ . _.
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1 for dhat during the next fiscal year, which starts, I believe,

(]) 2 October 1.

3 MR. PARLER: During the phase that we are talxing

4 about?

5 THE WITNESS: Yes, some of our test program people

6 are at the site when tests are going on.

7 MR. PARLER: I wonder if doing these tests, if, for

8 example, there is an. equipment f ailure such as , oh, safety

9 valves or something such as that, which have to be replaced,

10 and then corrective action is undertaken and I suppose as a

11 part of that corrective action, which may involve a replacement

12 os the valve,&'the replacement valves may have to be sent
.

13 someplace to be tested.

14 I'm just using this as an example. Who, if anyone, in the

15 regulatory organization, would look at the r.easonableness of

16 the actions being taken from that standpoint? In other words ,

17 the time that is allowed for the replacement and the test for

18 the replacement valve and things such as that?

19 THE WITNESS: I believe that would be, first of all,

20 I think, depending on the significance, could be a licenses of

21 events report. And, secondly, I & E would be involved, but

22 there would be no direct involvement unless -- by QAB, unless

23 called in by I & E.

24 MR. PARLER: So if there was a licensee event record,
f3

SceG2 Ceporters, Inc.
25 or I & E called in, or there was some eventual transfer of

i

m
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1 responsibility from I & E to NRR?

2 THE WITNESS: Yes, because as far as we are concerned()
3 in OAB, we have reviewed the test requirement for that program,

() 4 and if something goes wrong because the applicant has to fix it

5 and applies the QA program to fix it and then resumes the test,

6 as originally committed. So he has already made the commitments

7 on what to do. It's a matter of going ahead and doing it.

8 MR. PARLER: All right. Now, off the record.

9 (Discussion off the record.)*

10 MR. PARLER: Back on the record.

11 BY MR. LANNING:

12 g Has there been any significant changes in the test

13 program requirements in recent years?

14 MR. PARLER: As far as you are aware.

15 THE WITNESS: I am aware of a question with Reg.

16 Guide 168.1 and 168.2. I think 168 has gone to a second

17 revision. It's probably the most significant ones; they are,

18 basically, prior to my time,

19 MR. PARLER: The review of the Three Mile Island-2

20 application for -- from the standpoint of the adequacy of the

21 initial test program, start-up tests and the like, I gather

22 occurred prior to your assumption of responsibilities for the

23 quality assurance branch in June of 1978. Is that right?
,

24 THE WITNESS: Yes.S
M-GJ Reporters, Inc.

25 MR. PARLER: Since the Three Mile Island accident on

! ,

- _.
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' ' March 28th of this year, have you had the occasio to go backj

2
over all those -- well, the records that were involved in the

3 review of this application?

O 4 o tuer worde, the re u1t of the araoon' revie of tuet

5 application?

6 THE WITNESS: We looked back in the quality assurance
.s

area to identify any specific items that we thought might be --
7

8
well, just to take a quick look at the program and see whether,

9 how does it stack up. And we found it stacks up pretty well.

10 MR. PARLER: Right.

11 THE WITNESS: I myself did not look back at the

12 initial test program ared, but I suspect Bob McDermott did, but

13 I don't have any firm knowledge of that.

i 14 MR. PARLER: Now, Mr. McDermott addressed a memo to

15 you on May the 22nd, 1979, subject: rect:mmendations for

16 improvements to initial test program review in light of the

17 Three Mile Island-2 incident.

18 I will mark -- I will mark that memorandum for identification

lo as Exhibit 1095, and you responded to that memo in the form of

20 memorandum for Mr. Donald J. Skovhalt -- that's S-k-o-v-h-a-1-t,

21 on May 24, 1979.s

22 I will mark your response as Exhibit 1069 for identification.

(Exhibits 1095 and 1096 marked for identif 3. cation.)xxx 23

24 MR. PARLER: Now, the question that I want to ask
Ok. ,.! a.no,ters, inc.

| 25 you -- you have a copy of each of those memorandum right?

'

i
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1 THE WITNESS: Yes.'

() 2 MR. PARLER: Is, in general -- what is your under-

3 standing of the significant points that Mr. McDermott was

() recommending to you regarding the initial test programs?4

5 THE WITNESS: To answer that, let me go back a little

6 bit into the history. Bob McDermott was assigned to work on a

7- task force connected with the Three Mile Island accident a few
,

8 weeks af ter the accident occurred, and he was heavily involved

9 in analyzing the performance and design requirements of certain

10 systems that were involved in the accident. And, in fact, he

11 looked at -- he and others -- looked at similar -- the same

12 systems at other nuclear power plants.

13 So, when his work was completed, he wrote down what he viewed{},

14 to be necessary improvements for the review of the initial

15 test programs, other test programs for other projects. And

16 so these are basically his view of considerations that came out

17 of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident.

18 So my memo now has taken it one step further, and that is, I

19 have analyzed each of the items present and placed them into

20 categories, and it is described in my memorandum. So, basically,

21 these items are recommendations that the QAB branch says should

22 be ' considered in the review of initial test programs or all
[}

23 projects.

| (-] 24 MR. PARLER: Off the record.
AesAQwl Reporters, Inc.

25 (Discussion off the record.)

I

c.
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1 MR. PARLER: Back on the record.
,

,

i ,/ 2 Your memorandum to Mr. Skovhalt, which was marked as

3 Exhibit 1096, refers to initial test program / conduct of operation
,,
( )
\s'' 4 group within the QAB. Have you already commented in what that

5 group was engaged in?

6 THE WITNESS: Yes. That is a -- when Bob McDermott

7 was here, he was the leader of that group. We combined two of

8 the three areas into one group. The third area was QA. We

9 have three areas, but two group leaders.

10 MR. PARLER: Oh, this just describes an operational

Il function within your branch. Is that right?

12 THE WITNESS: Yes.

(~\ 13 MR. PARLER: Is that what it describes?
s_ '

14 THE WITNESS: Yes. This is Bob McDermott's group

15 which has developed.

16 MR. PARLER: I have that. Now for that exhibit, the

17 1069, after you wrote the memorandum to Mr. Skovhalt, what

18 happened next on Mr. McDermott's recommendations? Can you tell
,

19 me?
,

20 THE WITNESS: I believe Don Skovhalt factored this

21 into the lessons learned task force, but I'm not certain. on
.

(~, 22 th a t.
v

4

23 'MR . PARLER: You haven't seen any document -- |
|

24 THE WITNESS: No, I don't recall seeing any return on
A ud Recortus, Inc, ,

25 it. It certainly is appropriate to lessons learned. I

i

I ,
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1 MR. PARLER: Okay.

,~. 2 BY MR. LANNING:''

Q.)
3 G In the past, have there been preoperational tests

en
4 required for the auxiliary feed water system?()
5 A Yes.

6 G What parts of the system did that test procedure

7 exercise? What purpose?

8 A Well, without going back into the details, and I don't

9 think Reg. Guide 168 would satisfy all the details, but

10 basically, we would require that the applicant test the entire

11 system to demonstrate its performance requirements, redundancy,

12 capability of producing the required flow within the required

13 time, that kine of thing.,_
! 6v

14 O Mr. McDermott's memorandum indicates that Reg. Guide

15 168 does not state specifically what tests should be performed

16 for auxiliary feed water system?

17 A Yes. That is what I was just saying, that the Reg.

18 Guide 168, I would guess, simply identifies the auxiliary feed

19 water system as a system that should be tested; but in his

20 prior statement, prior to what you're quoting from, he is |
|

21 identifying other details like the full flow tests, low flow / I

22 high head or shut-off. In other words, he's going into the~~

( )''

23 details as to specifically what should be done, because he is

|
24 saying, in the auxiliary feed water systems, those valves were

Acojgg' Re:mnm. ine. |

i closed. |25

|
.

I

I
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I Now, when you turn on a pump, you want to make sure you

2 don't ruin the pump. So you have to shut off the head, make

3 sure it still runs, so when you finally open the valves, you
,

,

'v'# 4 haven't ruined the system.

S Q. Does Reg. Guide 168 lack specificity regarding the

6 types of tests required for the certain systems?

7 A Yes. In fact, let me check here again. I might have

8 that here.

9 MR. PARLER: Off the record for a second while he is

10 checking.

II (Discussion off the record.)

I2 THE WITNESS: Well, let's take an example. Here's

( ') 13 one on residual or decay heat removal systems. It says,
a

14 " Verify operability of systems and design features provided or

15 relied on to disipate or channel thermal energy from the reactor

16 to the atmosphere or to the main condenser or other systems

17 follow;.g off-normal conditions or anticipated transients,

18 including reactor scram; verify operability of systems and

19 design features provided for makeup of coolant to dissipate

20 residual heat, to cool the reactor down to a cold shutdown

21 condition, and to maintain long-term cooling. *

22 " Tests should be conducted as appropriate to verifyI )

23 redundancy and electrical independence.

24 "The following list is illustrative of the systems and
A sa neponm. inc.

25 components that should be tested.
!

.
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1 1)'turbirse by-pass valies; 2) system line atmospheric
~ ~

() 2 dump valves; 3) relief valves; 4) safety valves; 5) decay

3 or residual heat removal system; 6) reactor core isolation

4 cooling system; 7) main system isolation valves, branch system

5 isolation valves, and non-return valves; 8) auxiliary feed

6 water systems.

7 Testing should include demonstrations that the systems will

8 meet design performance requirements at approximately normal

9 operating primary and secondary coolant systems pressures and

10 temperatures and over the range of expected system generator

11 levels.

12 Operation of - " and they list a bunch of components --
'

(} 13 "should be demonstrated."

14 See? It doesn' t get into the detail of saying that you

15 should have a fuel flow test and you should have a low flow /

16 test. He is saying that is an outcome of Three Mile Island and

end T-7 17 let's modify whatever lists we have to include that.

18
>.

19

20

21

(:)
23

(~) 24

Ae. ,_ms n ponen, Inc.

25
~

!
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1 Item 3, I have incladed even part of my' memo, which says,

7,(,) 2 " Hey, we have to develop a technical position," and then, that

3 is documented either' as branch or a modification to a reg.

,-,

(_) 4 guide. So we are saying there is a potential here for

5 modifying Reg. Guide 1. 6 8 -- to modify that.

6 BY MR. LANNING:

7 G You previously stated, I believe, that Reg. Guide 168

8 served as your primary tool for determining acceptability of a

9 preoperational start-up program.

10 A Yes. It is one of my primary tools. Yes.

11 0 And, just based on the example you chose, in the

12 decay heat removal system, that description of the preoperational

(~3 13 test doesn't really include any performance requirements of the
U

14 system. I guess I'm wondering --

15 A Well, you mean specific perfonmance requirements or --

16 G Yes, you are going to do a test of the system; it

17, would seem to me that you want to test it to determine its

18 performance with respect to something.

19 A Well, see, that would be covered in +.he standard

20 review plan. This simply says, this is guidance as to what you

21 should test for.

(~') 22 4 Okay. I understand.
v

23 A Now, when you get to a specific test criteria, you

24 either have to go back to SAR, which says the system is supposed
net Reponm, inc.

25 to produce so much flow --

,

4
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1 0 Or a cool-down rate?
,m
6k, ' 2 A Yes. In other words, specific numbers have to come

3 out of the SAR, and the standard review plan would say, when
, '
('l 4 you review this particular test, you should assure yourself that-

5 appropriate criteria tests are met.

6 So it is a combination of all these things.

7 MR. PARLER: Do you happen to know the extent to

8 which the experience of the intial test, the start-up test of

9 TMI-1, the extent to which that experience was taken into

10 account in reviewing and approving the san.e tests, or the same

II kinds of tests for TMI-2?

12 THE WITNESS: Gee, that's again before my time. I

() 13 would guess that even though the OLs were issued at different

14 times for Unit 1 and Unit 2, the test programs, aside from

15 scheduling requirements, were probably reviewed as a single item

16 for both units. And, in other words , they provided one

17 description of the test for both units, and we reviewed it,

18 and it was applied to both units.

19 I would guess that was the way it was conducted. Obviously,

20
|

there would be different requirements.

21 MR. PARLER: Are the test programs largely the product

( ) 22 of the vendor? Is that the way it works?

23 THE WITNESS: Yes, yes. Well, do you mean the NSSS

24 vendor?Aceeerst Reporters,Inc.
25 MR. PARLER: Yes. .
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1 THE WITNESS: Well, it depends on the system. If it

,.

(,) 2 is a. reactor system, then it would come from B & W, the

3 reactor vendor. But if it is a feed water system or a turbine
, - -,

!N ') 4 by-pass system, something in the balance of the plan that

5 could come from the architect-engineer, the containment would

6 come from the engineer.

7 MR. PARLER: I asked the question because you said

8 these tests may well have been presented as one program, I

9 ga ther?

10 THE WITNESS: Yes.

11 MR. PARLER: For both of the plants? Especially

12 since it is my. understanding that initially these plants were

(J~') 13 supposed to come on the line in a much more narrow -- in time

14 than they actually did, because of other events.

15 But I gather that the test program, as far as the NRC is -

16 concerned, regardless of who supplies the various components of

17 the test program, it is a program which is submitted by the

18 applicant, that is, by the utility?

19 THE WITNESS: Yes, yes.

20 MR. PARLER: How about any information that you

21 might be familiar with as to how test programs are handled in

() 22 some foreign countries, particularly France? Have you -- are

23 you aware of that at all?

24 THE WITNESS: I couldn't address that, no. Some of
erd Reporters, Irc.

25 my people might be aware of that, but I am not.
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1 MR. PARLER: I understand that.

-s

(v) 2 BY MR. LANNING:

3 G Does your branch review the objectives of the

7--
km,) 4 surveillance testing requirements? Or is that part of the

5 technical specifications?

6 A No, that would be part of the tech specs.

7 MR. PARLER: So that's not within your branch?

8 THE WITNESS: No, no.

9 MR. PARLER: Does anyone know who reviews that? It

10 would not be -- even though it's within tech spec, it would not

11 be the little group in DOR that is responsible for the test?

12 THE WITNESS: No, I'm not f amiliar with how they are

,'' 13 tested, but I think back to the various review branches , it
C

14 would go back to the reactor systems branch, and make sure --

15 they have a standard tech spec, and they would go back to that

16 branch and make sure everything is okay, and what the numbers

17 are and that sort of thing.

18 MR. PARLER: During your tour of responsibility as a

19 branch chief of quality assurance, are you aware of any

20 directions from the commissioners being received which dealt

21 primarily with the subject of quality assurance?

(~i 22 I'm talking about policy-type guidance.
R.)

23 THE WITNESS: None come to mind at the moment. I know
-_

24 we responded to several questions on QA from individual
A ei n ponen,inc.

25 commissioners.
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1 MR. PARLER: h.lat I'm talking about is a -- something

() 2 such as how we are doing in the OA area, or what is your

3 opinion Lbout the level of quality assurance in the industry

? ), and the adequacy of manpower or people power and all that sortL
_ 4

t

5 of stuff.

6 THE WITNESS: No, no.

7 MR. PARLER: The same sort of question for the advisory

8 committee on advisory safeguards? .

9 THE WITNESS: No.

10 MR. PARLER: During the period of your responsibility

11 in the quality assurance area, are you aware of any briefings
.

12 of the committee in tb: area of technical qualifications,

(', 13 quality assurance, start-up procedures?
V

14 In other words, in the areas of your branch, that your

15 branch has some responsibility for?

16 TFE WITNESS: No, no, I'm not.

17 MR. PARLER: All right. Off the record.

18 (Discussion off the record.)

19 MR. PARLER: Are you aware of any quality assurance

20 requirement that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission imposes on

21 its own regulatory review and operation?

rN 22 THE WITNESS: No, not specifically identified as a
L -)

23 QA program. I think there are periodically -- I presume there

| 24 would be checks by management levels as to how tLings were going
| Aa. :) Reponen, Inc.

25 on, but it is not identified'as a specific Q&A program.

,
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1 MR. PARLER: In any event, as far as you're concerned,

() 2 there is nothing, as you have said, that identifies specifically

3 as a QA program, a'nd there has been, to the best of your

o
lxJ 4 knowledge, no organizational. unit within the NRC which has

5 such a specific responsibility?

6 THE WITNESS: I do not happen to know. No.

7 MR. PARLER: Okay. Go ahead.

8 BY MR. LANNING:

9 G Okay. Mark for identification Exhibit 1097, a

10 1 report entitled, "A Study of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

11 Quality Assurance Program," conducted by Sandia Laboratories.

12 The report number is PB-272 040. It is dated August 1977.
.

~'Kxx 13 (Exhibit 1097 marked for(JL
14 identificat ion. )

15 BY MR. LANNING:

16 G Mr. Haass, are you familiar with this exhibit and its

17 contents?

18 A Yes, I am to some extent.

19 G This study made a number of recommendations concerning

20 changes to the way NRC reviews and implements the quality

21 assurance programmatic requirements as set forth in B.

1

/~T 22 What I would like to know is, of the many recommendations
'

L.)

23 they made there, beginning on page 8 -- are you f amiliar with

24 that some attempt has been made to respond to the recommenda-
Ace si Reporters, Inc.

25 tions?

|
i
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I A Well, let's see. We have -- recommendation 1 talks
p

2 about standard review plan, and so we have updated our Chapter'_

17, Section 17.1 and 17.2, to reflect the latest guidance that
( ,\
-

'v* 4 we have available for program reviews.

5 Recommendation 2 -- so we were involved in that.

0 Recommendation 2 talks about the -- as I understand it, the

Appendix A, Appendix B issue. Again, I think we discussed that

8 extensively today, and we are clearly involved in that.

9
MR. PARLER: Right, right.

10
MR. LANNING: Let's go off the record for a second.

11
(Discussion off the record.)

12
MF. LANNING: Let's go back on the record.

I*) 13
x_ - BY MR. LANNING:

14
G Mr. Haass, I see you are reviewing some piece of

15
documentation from your notes. Could you explain the subject of

16
tha t?

17
A Yes, what I have before me is a commission paper dated

18
February 14, 1978, the subject of which is planned staff

19
actions with respect to the Sandia study of the NRC quality

i

20
. assurance program.

21
This commission paper was prepared by Mr. Skovhalt, and --

I') 22
is as far as I'm able to tell at this brief review, the only areas 1

23
!I have been involved in are recommendations 1 and 2, as I

.

Previously described.
Ac erst Reporters, Inc.

25 !

G All right. Let me mark that as Exhibit 1098. '

| '
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1 (Exhibit 1098 marked for,

x(,) 2 identification.)

3 MR. PARLER: I will make a copy of it.

O
(_) 4 Off the record.

5 (Discussion off the record.)

6 MR. LANNING: Let's go back en the record.

7 BY MR. LANNING:

8 G Besides the first two recommendations, are you

9 knowledgeable in any efforts regarding including qualification

10 tes' ting required for design verification?

11 A Off the record again.

12 (Discussion off the record.)

r^N 13 THE WITNESS: No, I'm not.
(.J

14 BY MR. LANNING:

15 G Are you f amiliar with any NRC efforts to adopt a

16 method to address che human and hardware performance character-

17 istics that are important to safety?

18 A No, I'm not.

19 G Are -- the last recommendation in the report was that
q

D

20 the quality assurance planning and evaluation function in NRC

21 be assigned to a separate group.

~

22 Now, is the existence of your branch that separate group( ;')x

23 that they're referring to or is this more of a consolidation

24 ' effort between the of fices of standards and --
A eral Reporters, inc.

25 A No, it would not be represented by any group. What j

!! '
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1 that recommendation covers is "the performance of continuing

n
'x_) 2 reviews of all assurance measures and standards, regulatory

3 guides, and standard review plans for consistency and adequacy,
/^%
* sx> 4 and evaluating overall QA effectiveness, and recommending

5 programmatic improvements when indicated and, also, developing

6 and implementing quality assurance techniques."

7 Let's see, maybe I have to qualify my prior answer. As I

8 recall, this response here, it's saying that it has already

9 been dovered by the QA branch, and there is no need for

10 additional organization.

11 off the record a minute.

12 (Discussion off the record.)

("} 13 THE WITNESS: Okay, back on the record. -

x/

14 The response in this commission paper points out that the

15 recommendation does not consider the existing coordinating and

16 concurrence mechanisms established to assure consistency, such

17 as regulatory guide review process, inter-office QA task force,

18 NRR-IE interface agreements and meetings, formal coordination

19 .on the development and interpretation of standards or the

20 extensive discussion and coordination that occurs among the

21 offices.

22 Additionally, it fails to note that a number of independent()
23 organizations, such as the ACRS , individual licensing boards,

24 and the GAO, have looked at QA activities from an overview
A w;f Rep ers, lm.

25 perspective.

! i |

;
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I Yes, as I understand the response here, it is saying that

2 the proposal is.to defer action on this recommendation in

3 connection with its reference to recommendation 15, which

O 4 talks about QA effectiveness through _ reliability studies.

5 And so this apparently is going to continue, but I'm not

6 aware of how this is -- what's going on in this area.

7 MR. PARLER: Which organization in the NRC, in your

4

8 judgment, has the primary responsibility to assure that

9 licensees for commercial nuclear power plants appreciate the

10 importance of meticulous attention to detail and the importance

II of safety from the top of the organization to the bottom?
.

12 Is that your branch, or is that some other organization?
'

(]
13 THE WITNESS: I would say that's a responsibility of

Id the entire review process. I don't think it can be assigned to

15 ~

one particular branch.

16 We, of course, look at those aspects from the quality

17 assurance point of view and conduct of the operations. But it

18 has to be -- has to come also from other review branches, who

I9 have their particular areas of responsibility.

20 MR. PARLER: In certain organizations, industrial or

21 utilities , I,would assume that there is something like a safety

O office or a safety officer who has that mission. Is that22
.

23 right?

24p THE WITNESS: Yes, I believe that's. generally true, but
Aiderd Repenen, Inc. .

25 NRC is concerned with overall safety, so we ca".' t have a

i
;

,

I
,. .,.
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T 1 separate safety office. It would be NRC.

(~~ 'i
)

2 MR. PARLER: Now, do you have any other questions?N_.

3 At this point, I usually ask whether you have anything else to
O
( \

4 add which you think is a matter of substance, and the only'--'

5 reason why that has not come out in the interview thus far, is

6 because of the question not being asked, or because of the way

7 certain questions were asked.

8 Now with that little preliminary, do you have anything of

9 ycur own that you would like to commerit on in the quality

10 assurance area or in any area about the licensing and

Il regulatory process, or, indeed, about commercial nuclear power?

I2 THE WITNESS: No, I don't think at this time.

N 13 BY MR. LANNING:y
- j

I4 G Do you feel that quality assurance and technical

15 qualifications of the applicant have received the attention and
;
.

the review process that it deserves? j16

I7 A Well, I think I could always identify areas that --
i

|

and maybe this is because I'm fairly new in the branch, a year |
18

l9 and a half; I don't have all the background that some other

20 people would have.-- areas that I would like to look into and

2I that I am planning to in the future --

() 22 MR. PARLER: Are those the areas that you have already
w>

23 mentionec earlier, like the ongoing task force to try to

24
Rer',1 Reporters, Inc.accommodate the language and Appendix A and Appendix B and thatAc

25 sort of thing?
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1 THE WITNESS: Those we have already identified, and

( 2 we are working on those. But there may be others.

3 MR. PARLER: All right. There are others that you

O
\_/ 4 have identified? Would you mind mentioning them here?

5 THE WITNESS: Well, let Tne~inentioriiome ~ work we did
~ ~

6 in the last year on CA controls for computer programs. We

7 have -- there was a. task force established to look into the

| 8 specific QA controls that vendors and other contractors were

9 employing on computer programs, and so we were part of that.

10 It was really run by the analysis branch, but we had some

II QA representatives on it. It raises the question -- and among

12 other projects in my mind as to the adequacy of design reviews

13) that are being conducted by people, by various organizations,

14 What is the depth of the reviews, what people are doing them,

15 what organizations are they coming from? And so I'm proposing

16 that we look into that in more detail.
,

17 BY MR. LANNING:

18 G And so you're proposing to look into more of the

19 quality control aspects?

20 A Yes. How has it been implemented?
-

21 Q And implementation?

(-} 22 A Yes. Another area that comes to mine is something- wei

23 skirted on before, and that is what kind of criteria should an

I
24(~) applicant have to guide his people with regard to how he applies

Adjeral Reporters. IN.

25 the graded approach.

- _. . . _ .
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I In other words, you have a specific component. What QA

2 requirements should be applied to that particular component?

3 How does the engineer or QA man that's i'nvolved, how does he

(n)'' 4 decide what QA requirements are appl.ied?

5 I would like to look into that criteria applicants give

6 their people. Do they have any? Should we have any? Things

7 like that. There are several that -- others don' t come to mind

8 offhand, but I'm involved next week in a panel session with

9 ASQC, and it is called a look-ahead panel, and it -- these

10 are the things we talk about.

Il G Do you feel that the quality assurance branch is

12 properly located in the right division within NRC to be most
.

13 effective?()
I4 MR. PARLER: Off the record for a second.

15 (Discussion off the record.)

16 THE WITNESS: On the record again.

>17 Quality assurance branch is another review branch similar to

18 many that exist in DSS, and I guess I would -- it would seem to

I9 me more appropriate to include QAB in that area, although I

20
|

don't really have any strong feelings. We operate basically as
|

21 another review branch, although we report to a different
i n-

| ( }' 22 division director.

23 I guess operationally, I don' t really see a significant

24 difference.
A eral Reporters, Inc.

25 BY MR. LANNING:

|
| i

_
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I G Do you have other information that may be of

( 2 interest to the special inquiry group?
~

3 A Not that I am aware of.

$_) 4 MR. PARLER: How about have you happened to think

5 about anything else in the start-up tests area? I'm sure that

- 6 my colleagues that are particularly interested in that issue

7 will want to be sure that the record does reflect all matters in

8 that. area that you think are of significance, especially in the

9 context of the kinds of considerations that we discussed

10 earlier, that were alluded to by Mr. Spangler in his article

II about the pressures and realistic times for the completion of

I2 the tests and some of the things that I guess I referred to,

13 benchmarks for tests and the like?g
Id I don' t want to repeat any of that stuf f, but have you --

15 do you have any -- did anything in addition occur to you?

16 THE WITNESS: No, I don't think I can add anything.

17 We did mention briefly in another area the evaluation that we

18 are doing now of utilities, management, and technical services.

I9 That's directly connected with Three Mile Island, and we are

20 heavily involved with it, and it will be going on for the next

21 several months,

f'S 22 MR. PARLER: Other than the Exhibit 1095, which is
{ w.)

23 Mr. McDermott's memorandum to you about recommendations for

24 changes in the initial test, in the light of the Three Mile
.A r:l Remnters. Inc. ,

I25 Island-2 accident, are you aware of anything else that Mr.
1
|
|

|

|.D |
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1 McDermott might have prepared for you after March the 28th,

2 1979, which is concerned with the TMI-2 start-up test program?$g
3 THE WITNESS: No, unless there was something in the

/~N
(_) 4 one memo he wrote in response to Denny Ross's request. I don't

5 recall anything else specifically.

6 MR. PARLER: We have that, but other than that?

7 THE WITNESS: No, I don't. He wrote many things.

8 MR. PARLER: Well, the specific --
~

9 THE WITNESS: But this exhibit you're referring to is

10 a summary of what he considered to be significant, presumably.

11 MR. PARLER: I grant, from earlier discussions in

12 the interview, that after the accident on March 28th, that

13 there was a look-see, say in the quality assurance area, to see

14 how -- to see how in the judgment of the responsible members of

15 the quality assurance branch staff, Metropolitan Edison, for
~

16 Three Mile Island-2 stacked up in the quality assurance area,

17 and I gather that your answer was, they were good, or, in any

18 event, certainly there were no noticeable deficiencies.

19 Now, what I want to ask is, was there a similiar look-see in

20 the start-up test area and the results of the start-up test

21 that you are aware of by QAB?
,

I

| (~N 22 THE WITNESS: I think I mentioned previously that
)v

23 Bob McDermott may have looked at this. I'm not aware of the

24p details on that.
'Acd j et Reporters. Inc.

25 MR. PARLER: So any documents that you're aware of

I

)
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1 would appear to deal with any such look-see by Mr. McDermott,

jg 2 would be either in this Exhibit 1096, or in the other

3 documents that relate to the work of the bulletins and orders

(~h
(jl 4 task force. Is that right?

5 THE WITNESS: Yes.

6 MR. LANNING: In conclusion, let me say that this is

7 an ongoing investigation, and although we have completed the

8 questions we have for you tbday, we may need to bring you

9 back for further depositions.

10 We will, however, make every effort to avoid having to do

11 so.

12 We will now recess this deposition rather than to
.

13 terminate it. I wish to thank you for your time in being with

14 us here today.

15 (Whereupon, at 2:15 p.m., the deposition was

end T-8 16 recessed.)

17

18

19

20

21

('S 22

'\~/
23

2"
|A ral Reporters, Inc.

; 25
t

!
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August 30,1979
In Reply Refer to:
NTFTM 790830-05

Mr. Walter P. Haass
Quality Assurance Branch * .

Division of Project Management
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

.

Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Haass: -

I am writing to confirm that your deposition under oath in connection with
the accident at Three Mile Island _is scheduled for September 10, 1979 at 2:00 -

p.m., in the Arlington Road offices of the TMI Special Inquiry Group. This |

'

will also confim my request for you to bring with you a copy of your resume
and any documents in your possession or control regarding THI-2, the accident
or precursor events which you have reason to believe may not be in official
NRC files, including any diary or personal working file.

The deposition will be conducted by members of the NRC's Special Inquiry
Group on Three Mile Island. This Group is being directed independently of
the NRC by the law firm of Rogovin, Stern and Huge. It includes both NRC,

personnel who have been detailed to the Special Inquiry Staff, and outside
staff and attorneys. Through a delegation of authority from.the NRC under
Section 161(c) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,' the Special
Inquiry Group has a broad mandate to inquire into the causes of the accident
at Ihree Mile Island, to identify major problem areas and to make recommenda-
tions for change. At the conclusion of its investigation, the Group will -

issue a detailed public report setting forth its f.indings and recommendations.

Unless you have been served with a subpoena, your participation in the deposi-
.

tion is voluntary and there will be no effect en you if you decline to answer I

some or all of the questions asked you. However, the Special Inquiry has I

been given the power to subpoena witnesses to appear and testify ur. der oath,
or to appear and produce documents, or both, at any designated place. Any
person deposed may have an attorney present or any other person he wishes
accompany him at the deposition as his representative. The Office of the
General Counsel of NRC has advised us that it is willing to send an NRC .

attorney to.all depositions of NRC employees who will represent you as an I

individual rather than represent NRC. Since the NRC attorney may attend only
at your affirmative request, you should notify Richard Mallory (634-3224) in
the Office of the General Counsel as soon as practicable if you wish to have
an NRC attorney present.

You should realize that*while we will try to respect any requests for cob-
fidentiality in connection with the publication of our report, we can make no
guarantees. Names of witnesses and the information they provide may eventually
become public, inasmuch as the entire record of the Special Inquiry Group's
investigation will be made available to the NRC for whatever uses it may deem
aDorooriate. In tLaie . thin in f o -int inn a.av he t-n da avn41mble en the nnh11e

i
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voluntarily, or become available to the public through the Freedom of
Information Act. Moreover, other departments and agencies of government may
request access to thia information pursuant to the Privacy Act of 1974. The
information may also be made available in whole or in part to con;sittees or
subcocimittees of the U.S. Congress. '

If you have testified previously with respect to the Three Mile Island accident,
it would be useful if you could review any transcripts of your previous
statement (s) prior to the deposition.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,
.

.

.

Mitchell Rogovin, Director
NRC/DfI Special Inquiry Group |

_
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WALTER P. HAASS

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
DIVISION OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

My name is Walter P. Haass. I am Chief, Quality Assurance Branch,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). My duties are to direct, supervise,
_

and coordinate the review of nuclear power plant license applications and

topical reports to determine compliance with the Commission's (1) quality
.

assurance criteria stated in Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 for plant design,

construction and operation; (2) preoperational and startup acceptance test

program criteria; and (3) technical and administrative criteria for nuclear

power plant operating organizations in order to promote protection of public
,

health and safety..

I received a Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering from

Stevens Institute of Technology in 1952.

Upon graduation, I joined the Westinghouse Electric Corporation with an

initial assignment on the Graduate Student Training Program. As part of this

program, I spent one year at the Oak Ridge School of Reactor Technology.

My next assignment was at the Atomic Power Division where I was engaged in
'

the thermal-hydraulic aspects of the design of proposed nuclear power plants.
_

'
In 1959, I accepted a position at the Martin Marritta Corporation,

Nuclear Division. My activities included project engineering work on the

mechanical design aspects of the PM-1 and PM-3A portable nuclear power plants'

at Sundance, Wyoming and McMurdo Sound, respectively; and program management

work for several radioisotopic SNAP programs including SNAP-11 and SNAP-13.

.
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In 1968. I joined the Atomic Energy Commission's regulatory staff
.

(now NRC) as a licensing program manager (LPM) responsible for overall

management of the staff's review of several nuclear power plant applications

for construction permits. I was al.so involved in the development of guidance

for the review of quality assurance program descriptions based on the QA

criteria given in Appendix B. In 1972, I became the Technical Assistant
_

-

for Boiling Water Reactors, reporting to the Assistant Director for BWRS.

In 1974, I was assigned to the position of Special Assistant for Standardization

with the responsibility for developing the programmatic requirements for the |
~

1

1licensing of standardized nuclear power plants.

In June 1978, I was appointed to my present position of Chief, Quality
.

-

.

Assurance Branch, DPM.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Commissioner Kennedy-
,

THRU: Executive Director for Operations (sign:d)1.es y, c:::,:a

FROM: Harold R. Denton, Of rector
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

i

Victor Stello, Jr., Director !
Office of Inspection and Enforcement

SUBJECT: ?REVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Your mencrandum of April 24, 1979 to Lee V. Gossick expressed concern that I

the preventive maintenance programs identified by two NSSS vendors as being
inadequate for certain safety related equipment may be symptomatic of a l

generic weakness. You also mentioned that some of the surveillance require-
ments of the Technical Specifications may not encompass the full range of
conponents and that augmented surveillance may not be the best way to improve

,

the situation. You requested the staff's views on this and an assessment of '

the feasibility and desirability of requiring licensees to have a preventive
maintenance- program that has been approved by the staff.

With respect to the specific NSSS vender concern, while we agree with the
NSSS vendors that the proximate cause of the failure of the circuit breakers
was inadequate preventive maintenance, we believe the breaker design was not
the best and was also a contributing factor. The causes for failure were
attributed to either binding within the linkage mechanism of the undervoltage
trip device and trip shaft assembly or cut-of-adjustment conditions in the
same linkage mechanism and in each case cited by I&E, cleaning and relubri-
cating the trip shaft mechanism within the circuit breaker corrected the
problem. The preventive maintenance programs were judged to be inadequate
because some programs did not identify these breakers as requiring maintenance
and other programs did not have the-level of detail new believed necessary.

.

,, c a . . , c ... a . . . . e , . c . . creg r iscwever, tne neec ror

%...-u y tne s aff and typical implementing procedures for perfoming
maintenance are described in Section 9 of Appendix A to Regulatory Guide 1.33,
" Quality Assurance ?regram Requirements (Operation)". This regulatory guide
also enderses an ANSI standard (N 18. 7-1976) ANS-3. 2, " Administrative
Controls and Quality Assurance for the Cperational ?hase of Nuclear ?cwer
Plants". Licensees have made a cor.itment to comply with the regulatory
cosition of the regulatory guide Or equivalent which states that a preventive
maintenance program shall be established for safety related canpanents.

g * *
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.

The staff through the Quality Assurance Program which is required by Appendix
B to 10 CFR Part 50 assures that the technical disciplines and licensee organi-
zation exist that develop the programmatic maintenance requirements for the
plant. The endorsed ANSI standard provides procedural control requirements.
NRR currently does not verify or review the program or the detailed procedures
during the licensing process. In general, the licensees' preventive maintenance
schedules are expected to follow the vendors' recommendations for frequency
and extent of maintenance. Implementation of the preventive maintenance program
is verified by NRC inspections, both before plant licensing and during routine
operations. Inspection o,f the preventive maintenance is included in the
inspection procedures for review of licensees' maintenance programs.

At present, f.echnical specifications with a specified testing frequency
(surveillance requirement) are used to detect malfunctions and need for
possible corrective maintenance. The inter-relationship of the testing
frequency, time required to perfom the test, the component or system
configuration required to perform the test, and the desired reliability are
all considered in establishing surveillance requirements but the emphasis
has thus far been on perfomance rather thap method. Attempts are being
made to detect degraded or inferior perfomance of components or systems but
quantification of failures is very difficult. You are aware of the discussions

;
concerning the NPRDS, the LER system and the ' ongoing work by Research toI

estimate failure rate trends.

NRC approval of preventive maintenance programs for safety-related equipment
would require verification of completeness of the licensee's list of components

I and then review of the appropriate vendor's manual to assure that the recom-
mendations for each component had been addressed. Placing the NRC in an approval

| mode would require a substantial increase in NRC effort in this area fra the
present audit program. NRC approval of the preventive maintenance program
would also complicate the licensees' ability to change component maintenance |

schedules and procedur es based on operating experience or changes in vendors'
'

recommendations. The scope of an NRC approval of preventive maintenance
programs of each reactor licensee is estimated to be greater than the current'

effort on Technical Specifications at each plant.;

One possible variation of reviewing the entire preventive maintenance program
would be to have the staff identify during the review process those particular
components which are believed to require augmented surveillance or preventive
maintenance. This would be different than the present philosophy of the
technical specifications which is to require s7 stem operability (as an LCO)
and identification of only the perfomance acceptance criteria for key
parameters. We believe that it is best to define the general perfomance
requirenent and give the licensee the flexibility to select the means of
satisfying the requirement. We do not believe that it is practical or
necessary to place a Technical Specification surveillance requirement on
eacn safety-related component. However, we will consider a more detailed (

review of.the preventive maintenance program during the CP and OL reviews.

!
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Comm. Ahearne from Hugh McCullough of " Logistic!We read with inte' rest the letter to ~
l'anagement Institute" which he i sent to us. We sould ilelcond ~the . opportunity j

to learn ~about establishing "a'n' effective maintenance program, butfwe believe ,. ;

the potential lesson is better learned by the licensees. Convincing the i
;

licensee that adopting a good maintenance program will reduce any reactor
downtime and/or maximize plant availability (with the corresponding improved
profits) might reap safety benefits core efficiently than by imposing an

.

!aC requirement. We plan to contact the Atomic Industrial Forun and ,

'

encourage them to a'r, range a briefing with LMI.

Cur future action in the area of maintenance will be predicated on our
assessment of the briefing by Ui1 and our evaluation of operating reactor '

Since we recognize that sone components which are not specifieddata.
as safety related in the design may play an important role in off-nomal
events, we expect we will encourage licensees, through the AIF neeting, -We will keepto apply preventive maintenance to all plant components.
you infomed. , ,

,. .

Cdgia:1 Signad by

H. R. D anten

Harold R. Denton, Director
Of fice of !Juclear Reactor Regulation

.

Victor Stell o, Jr. , Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
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MEMCRANDUM FOR: W. M. Morrison, Assistant Director for General Engineering
Standards, Divicion of Engineering Standards , SD

a

FROM: Walter P. Haass, Chief, Quality Assurance Branch,
j Division of Project Management
1

SUBJ ECT: QAB CGiMENTS ON P ROPOSED REGULATORY GUIDE 1.XXX (FS-704-4) __

" drppUcdNh .4 Appolly 3 " ' bdr 4
At the meeting of the Interoffice QA Task Force in my office on June 6,1979,
you provided copies of the subject proposed regulatory guide for task force
review. This guide is intended to resolve the dichotomy that has developed
since promulgation of Appendix C to 10 GR 50 regarding the applicability of
the QA criteria in Appendix B to all the structures, systems , and components
addressed in the GDC of Appendix A. The QAB has reviewed the guide and offers

| the following comments:

1. The guide attempts to establish equivalency between the definitions of
"important to safety" (see second sentence of first paragraph of the
Introduction to Appendix A) and " safety-related" (see third, fourth,
and fifth sentences of the first paragraph of the Introduction to
Appendix B) as applied to structures, systems, and components of in-
terest to JtRC that are included in nuclear power plants. While it
may not have been the intent of the writers of these regulations to
establish a difference in the meaning of these terms, users of these
regulations, namely NRR reviewers and industry personnel, have per-
ceived a difference and have based many decisiens regarding the need
and extent of QA requirements for specific items in a nuclear power
plant on this difference. One major result of this -perception is the
establishnent of a list of specific SSC's (i.e. , the Q-list) to which I
the provisions of Appendix B are applicable. At this point in time,
we find it extremely difficult to see hcw NRC, thmugh the mechanism
of a regulatory guide with its inherently lcwer stature, can obviate-

these perceived differences in definitions without a corresponding
change in the regulations. The proposed regulatory guide does not
merely provide guidance en how to implement the regulations, which is
its normal function, but-rather attempts to modify the meaning of tha

|
--

regulations to be different than they have been perceived to be for
several years. 1 -

- ,4
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2. The approach proposed for resolving the Appendix A/ Appendix B problem in the
subject regulatory guide is viewed by the QAB to be excessively simplistic
and, consequently, of little use to QAB reviewers and, we think also, to IE
inspectors. In discussions we have had with QA representatives of utilities, '

A-E firms, and reactor vendors on this subject, it is our understanding that
presently very little QA is imposed on items derived from Appendix A but not
on the Q-list. Their response,s to our questions on how much QA is applied
generally are like, "We don' t know," "Very little," or " Commercial practice"
Lalthough the staff would generally agree that, at a minimum, the require-
ments of GDC #1 (Appendix A) are applicable]. As an example, when we asked
a formal question on the QA requirements imposed on the Offsite Power System .
(i.e., the electrical switchyard located onsite but outside plant buildings)'

on a particular project, we were far from satisfied with the formal response.
_

Therefore. QAB is concerned that, absent more specific guidance on the QA
requirements for non-Q-list items, utilities could, under the proposed ,.

regulatory guide, simply add the new items to the Q-list and justify no -

further QA requirements by citing application of the graded approach (see
lines 117 and 118 of the proposed regulatory guide). Conversely, some
utilities would escalate the QA requirements to the point where all Appendix
B requirements would be imposed (as you state in lines 45 through 47 of the
subject guide). What we really believe~ to be necessary is a QA program with
requirements somewhere between these extremes and we believe the quickest
and surest way to achieve this is by establishing clear guidance that defines
the level of QA requirements necessary. Otherwise, the utilities and their
contractors would establish a wide r_ange of QA requirements for a specific
item that only after years of jawboning in meetings, discussions, and inspec-
tions would converge to the level we believe is appropriate.

3. The proposed regulatory guide gives no guidance regarding the determination
of what additional SSC?s should be included on the Q-list. We have no specific.-
suggestions to offer at this time, but we believe a set of criteria defining
"the SSC's that provide reasonable assurance that the facility can be operated
without undue risk to the health and safety of-the public" needs to be developed
and included in the guide. The general, nonspecific nature of the wording in
the GDC's of Appendix A establishes a clear need for such guidance. Fu rther,
the items to be added to the Q-list are not always simply SSC's; we strongly
believe that pertinent design data (e.g., " ology" measurements derived during,

site investigations), consumables, and other such items should be included.
This is recognized to some extent in lines 111 through 115 of the proposed
guide.

We believe the criteria for determining those "SSC's that prevent or mitigate
the consequences of postulated accidents that could cause undue risk to the
health and safety of the public" are fairly well in hand (Regulatory Guide
1.29), although some may disagree. The criteria presented in proposed

i Regulatory Guide 1.XYZ are more definitive, however.
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4. Other questions that come to mind and appear to require investigation when
" safety-related" and "important to safety" are equated are:

_

a. Is the scope of the reporting of defects and noncompliances under
'

Part 21 affected?

b. Is the scope of the deficiencies reporting rule under 10 CFR 50.55(e)
affected?

c. Are the SRP, standard format guide, and other regulatory guides affected?

5. Other comments of a more minor nature have not been identified in this memo.
They will be provided when the issues. we censider to be more significant,

~

as described above, are resolved.

Alternate Approach

In lieu of the approach to resolving the Appendix A/ Appendix B problem presented
in the subject regulatory guide, we reconmend that an alternate approach be con-
sidered that retains the existing definitions for "important to safety" and ". safety-
related" and provides a clear definition of the QA requirements we believe are
appropriate for non-Q-listed Appendix A SSC's to be added to the program. The
latter definition would serve as a QA programmatic " umbrella" for the Appendix A
SSC's from which the requirements for a specific SSC could depart, as appropriate,
using the graded approach in a manner analogous to the current use of the Appendix
B " umbrella" for safety-related SS C's. This approach would provide a more defini- -

tive target for utilities in establishing QA requirements for these kinds of SSC's
and would also assist our IE inspectors in determining whether NRC requirements
were being specified and met. The new SSC's frem Appendix A could be included
within the Appendix B program but subject to the QA pragrammatic requirements
defined by the new " umbrella."

In the past year or so, QAB has developed considerable background and experience
in developing graded QA programs for various activities and items for which NRC
is responsible. Primary examples are QA for radioactive material transportation
containers (for NMSS) and QA for research programs (for RES). In each of these
cases, we have utilized the acceptance criteria given in SRP Sections 17.1 and

~ 17.2 as a starting point and, based on the objectives and characteristics of
the activity / item under consideration, made judgment decisions regarding the
need for each acceptance criterion in the QA program. We believ.e a similar'
approach could be applied to developing a QA " umbrella" program for "important
to safety" SSC's and, with the agreement of the Interoffice QA Task Force and
other NRR management, are prepared to undertake such a development. This QA
" umbrella" or checklist could be part of a new regulatory guide that would
provide guidance to industry. The new guide would also include criteria for
detemining the SSC's that should be subject to the requirements of the check-
list as noted in comment 3 above.

,
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.

Um are available for additional discussion on our cocments. We suggest an early
meeting of the Interoffice QA Task Force for this purpose.

l
-

s.
'

.
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Division of Project Management
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| MEMORASCU:t FOR: Richard C. DeYoung, Director, Division of Site Safety
' v

1 and Environmental Analysis
;

.

.

Roger J. Mattson, Director, Division of Systems Safety '

,

tm
.

TliRU: Roger S. Boyd, Director, Division of' Project Banagement
.

FRO:i:
'

Dcnald J. Skovholt, Assistant Director for Quality
Assurance & Operations, Division of Project Management

SUBJECT: REVIEU OF APPLICANT'S Q-LIST FOR ACCEPTABILITY
.

During our recent efforts to upgrade Chanter 17 of the Standard Review Plan,
I we identified a need for clarification of assigned branch responsibility to

revieu for combleteness and accuracy the list of systans, components, and|- structures (Q-List) to which the quality assurance program, developed in
accordance with Appcndix B to 10 CFR 50, is applicable. The need for such
a Q-List is a requirement of Appendix 8. SRP Secticns.17.1 ar.d 17.2 recuire
the QAB reviewer to assure that a Q-List is either included in Chapter 17
of the Stir cr appropriately referenced therein. Howeve.r, the assignment
of responsibility to assure that the Q-List is complete and accurate is not j

well in hand. Unm r present practices, the QAB developed a Q-List based on ,

past SAR reviews against which each applicant's Q-List is compared. Appli- '

cants are then requested to resolve any discrepancies.

We believe that this, practice needs revision. Within the staff, the persons
best qualified to dctormine the safety significance of plant items are the
technical reviewers that perform the safety evaluations of each plant.
Therefore, we believe that these reviewers should be assigned primary respon-
sibility for determining the adequacy of each Q-List, and ccaparisen with a
checklist by the QA3 reviewer should be a back-up check for apparent incon-

!sistencies or omissions.
'.
! l

Accordingly, we recc=end that the SRP be modifled to identify the need for,

: |'

review of the Q-List and to assign responsibility for the review. Specifically,we recomend that: !
'

'.

.

|1. Section 3.2.1 of Rec. Guide 1.70 (Rev. 2) be revised to request .

applicants to provide a Q-List which would be referenced in Chapter 17. i
|Guidance to the applicant should also indicate a suqqested tabular
!format, the criteria for determining whether an item is safety-related,

j and the level of detail to which an iten should be specified. *

!

2.
SRP Section 3.2.1 be revised to include the review of the Q-List as

1
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' Pagar J. Mattson -

.

j branch revicu responsibilitics to assure the accurac/ and ccmnleteness
of the items cn this list. The latter responsibility should Le consis-:

i tent with the areas of review assigned to the branches through other
i SRP secticns. This change in review respcasibility is not meant to

infer that the scope of the Q-List should be changed.

3. By memorandum to the Q/.8, each technical reviev. branch should indicate
that the adequacy of the Q-List has been verified within the assig::ed
area of responsibility.

As an interim tecsure, to accc=adate the current projects undar revicu,
we have pro;osed that each cognizant LP!! issue a memorandum to the assigned

_

revicuers requesting that the Q-List presented in the S/.R be reviewed for
comaleteness and accuracy in the areas for .thich eEch revic'.*?r is cognizarit.

At the January meeting of the LSRC, this prc"oscl vas considered. The
Coriittee considers it to be an improvement to the revieu process with
very nominal staff finpact and raccrmnds that the Cicectors of OSS, CP"
and CSE approve the procosal. ;

Your aporoval is rcquested. Uc are availat.le for further discussica of this
matter at your earliest convenience.

Original Si, ned by. I

Done.ld J. Sko.tolt,

:

Donald J. Skovhol t |
| Assist 3nt Director for Quality |
'

Assurance and Operations
i

Division of Project Management i
'

'

cc: D. B. Vassallo
F. Schroeder, Jr.

D. R. Muller-

U. P. llaass
J. U. Gil ray .

R. L. Caer
0. D. Parr
J. F. Stolz -

S. A. Varga
a

i
l Dis tr,ibution:
| Central File RSBoyd, PM:D FLiederbach, PM:QA3
i NRR Reading File Dross, PM:DD

Q/J. Projects DJSkovhol t, PM: ADQA0
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;i MEMORANDUM FOR: Commissioner Kennedy

.. .:r.-~.

M FROM: Harold R. Denton,. Director -

% Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

{ THRU: Executive Director for Operations " T ".

SUBJECT: QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAMS FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

m In your memorandum of March 28, 1979 to Lee V. Gossick, you requested
- our views as to whether quality assurance programs for nuclear power

plants require additional staff attention as a result of (1) the
recent shutdown of five nuclear power plants and (2) the recent
chain of events related to North Anna Unit 1. In addition, you
requested us to include any recommended action in this area.

.

It is our present view that sufficient quality assurance program-
'i matic requirements and controls are already imposed on applicants

and licensees through their commitments to meet the provisions of h--

Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50 and the amplifying guidance presented
-+ E i ' in regulatory guides, endorsed ANSI standards, and other criteria
N in tne Standard Review Plan (Sections 17.1 and 17.2). The concern

you have expressed more properly lies in the implementation of- -e

these requirements and controls, and the events you have cited
j in your memorandum, among others cited by I&E as a result of
Tif inspection efforts, are examoles of imoroner implementation. ,

Implementation, it should be noted, includes the translation of
_

QA prograrxiatic requirements and controls, specified in the
applicant's SAR and approved by NRC, into the specific policies
and procedures that comprise the QA Manual, and the proper
utilization of these policies and procedures by the QA and QC;

N personnel and other personnel ar assigned within the applicant's ,

organization and the organizations of its principal contractors
and other suppliers.

. . . .:

.s

Contact:>

'j W. P. Haass , NRR.

y 49-27741

Q.| -'
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$5
~~M As you know, the volume and variety of activities performed by the

- nuclear industry are imense and the resources of the Commission
. . 25 available to police these activities are limited. Consequently,
CEd the IE inspection program must, of necessity; utilize a sampling

system for verifying implementation. Inherently a sampling system. . .

5c cannot cover every detail; thus the program inevitably will not
XJ independently identify every problem that arises. Consequently, -

M substantial reliance must also be placed upon the licensee and
,' its agents for identifying problem areas and for conformance to
f, requirements.

.

To date, the balance between-regulatory effort vs industry effort
, has been considered acceptable by the Commission and the staff.

In view of the Three Mile Isla..d incident, however, the accept-
ability of this balance has clearly been upset and additional-m

- high level reviews appear to be iminent. These reviews will
undoubtedly address many factors, including not only the general~

QA requirements and implementation aspects but many specifics
as well. The staff concurs in the need for these reviews and

. expects to participate as necessary. Even though such reviews
usually result in recommendations for added and more stringent

L requirements, more inspection and enforcement, and more regulationc
M in general, it should be noted that no program, government or

private, will be absolutely effective in preventing every per-
. .. sonnel error or equipment malfunction. Perfection, although

;.gd a goal that is continually strived for, is not an absolute
-W1 necessity for the protection of the health and safety of the
93 public. The realization that deficiencies will occur led to

the defense-in-depth concept in the design of nuclear facilities.,:

6i Quality assurance is only one of the several lines of defense
'

- provided under this concept.

In a directly related activity we are close to completing, the
NRC staff, at the request of Commissioner Gilinsky, has under-'

taken a study of the acceptability of QA practices in the devel-
opment and use of computer codes for nuclear power plant design.

' ] This study was prompted by the identification of errors found
in computer programs, and was initiated even prior to the,

identification of the discrepancy in computer programs thatc.,

. resulted in the recent shutdown of five nuclear power plants._

.; The findings and recommendations resulting from this investi-
gation will be documented in a separate report due to the
Conmission approximately June 1,1979.
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In sumary, the i;RC staff shares your concern regarding the adequacy_;.

?.-9 of quality assuranco programs for the design,. construction, and
i ~.'. operation of .iuclear power plants, both in their fomulation and

in their inplemontation. '!e vill consider the need for re-evaluation-a .-

- of current QA requirements and inspection practices as a result of
-qd recent events and keep you inforrad of our plans on this matter. -

.m
::A

Original Signed By.-~

- Boger S. Boyd

arold R. Denton, Director
.

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Ecclosure:
NRC Review and Inspection

Practices for Quality Assurance
s; ,,2

G4 cc w/ enclosure: i

Chairman Mendrie |,

'Co;.:aissioner Gilinsky
|E,Q Comissioner Bradfcrd :

Ccraatssf oner Ahearne |
"~

S muel Chilk, SECY |w.

.
Albert Xenneke, OPE

.
Leonard Bickwit, OGC
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%
flRC REVIEW AND INSPECTION PRACTICES FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE

SQ
.

NRC has several specific QA responsibilities. First, it has a responsi-
-~

" ' . bility for developing the criteria and guides for judging the acceptabilitySecond, it has a responsibility forof nuclear power plant QA programs.
reviewing the descriptions of QA programs of the licensee and its principal

"-

j contractors to assure that sufficient management and program controls are
provided. Finally, MRC inspects selected activities to determine thatm

21
the QA programs are being implemented effectively. In the detailed review -

y} and evaluation of the description of the QA program of the applicant andr4 its principal contractors, including the reactor vendor, the architect-V,.
engineer, and the constructor, a determination is made of program
acceptability based on defined acceptance criteria. The staf veriffes

-29 that:

7-
The organizations and persons performing QA functions have the' (1) required independence and authority to effectively carry out

'the QA program without undue influence from those directly
responsible for costs and schedules, and

.

_.

The QA program descriptions contain requirements and controlsa - (2)
J which, when properly implemented, comply with the requirements
fs; of Appendix B.

,
'

'

The NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement (01E) conducts periodic
scheduled and unannounced field inspections of the applicant's QA program

Theseg,.g,; implementation as well as those of its contractors and suppliers.M inspections start prior to docketing of the application and continue3

-9 throughout the construction phase, the preoperational test program, and |

'9 the operating lifetime of the facility. These field inspections during !
'

the construction phase are extensive and cover: (1) a review of the9) applicant's QA performance, including audits of the applicant's QA
records and documentation; (2) a witnessing of the construction practices. _ .

r' -'

and an inspection of the facility at various stages of construction;
and (3) a review of the qualifications and training of the construction~S '

personnel as well as those of the quality assurance and quality control
(QA/QC) personnel. The review of the qualifications and training of'

the QA/QC personnel is conducted for all types of personnel at the
site, including the specialized subcontractors and at the manufacturing

-

y: facilities of the vendors and suppliers.,

52 7,
During the operating license review phase, the staff reviews the description

'

w-G
of the operational QA program in much the same manner as the QA program
description for construction was reviewed earlier. The NRC maintains its |.
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$4 QA responsibilities throughout the operational lifetime of a
' M nuclear power plant. These responsibilities are discharged

3g-'|| through frequent and regular inspections of operations and
~:- records for compliance with NRC requirements. Also, the NRC

must review and approve any change to licensed operating.e

.$ conditions. -

.

~Asi NRC looks to the power plant owners, the utilities themselves,
to take the leadership role in assuring the quality of their,. 2

44 plants and operations. This requires careful attention to the
.

7 selection of engineering specifications and QA procedures and
T practices for each task and their implementation by the workers""

on the job. And, most importantly, there must be adequate resources
of qualified personnel at management, operating, and staff levels.--

The NRC places the highest emphasis on the active involvement of
top management in QA programs. The NRC evaluates those programs,
the licensees execute them, and the NRC assesses performance.

. The effectiveness of licensee quality assurance progra;ns cannot
be directly measured. A qualitative assessment, however, is made
by NRC on a piant-by-plant basis by comparing performance against-- L

.f the requirements imposed. NRC's conclusion about the effectiveness
e of a licensee's ongoing quality assurance program is based principally
'R on NRC inspection findings. The NRC inspection program is an audit
=d or sampling of licensed activities to test tbc effectiveness of

1-icensees' control programs, including specifically quality assurance,
,a in meeting NRC requirements. Deficiencies in licensee performance

' ~~"j may also be identified through the review of events which ared.
required to be reported to NRC.

.~

Licensee quality assurance programs are believed to be effectively -.

, .;;.j implemented for plant construction, testing, operation, maintenance,
- and repair. From time to time, significant weaknesses have been

-i identified in a particular ifcensee's quality assurance program.
When this has occurred, NRC has required prompt corrective action.

,.,

In cases where deficiencies or noncompliances are found, NRC requires
. the licensee not only to fix the specific deficiency, but also to

re-evaluate and to correct the quality assurance program as necessary
-

to preclude further deficiencies. Activities carried out during the..

period of program weakness are given more thorough checks to determine_.

'-1 that they were not adversely affected. The overall trend in items of
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Ni nonccmpliance by a licensee is important to NRC as an indicator
. of trends in control or quality systems. A trend toward numerous

.Z or repetitive items of noncompliance is viewed as a signal that
.y may indicate a deterioration of licensee management control systems.
-H Stronger enforcement actions may ba taken if needed to cause licensees

to correct deteriorating programs.
_

.. .

~T] The NRC inspection and enforcement program basically is preventive -

in nature--aimed at achieving implemented licensee control and quality''

systems to assure proper protection of the public health and safety.._.

_. The requirements that are included in the approved quality assurance
program description as a result of detailed staff review are used
as signals to identify deteriorating quality systems so that corrective
systematic action can be taken to upgrade control thereby preventing
serious situations. Enforcement options available to NRC are such
as to provide incentives to correction as well as deterrents to
degradation.

None of the licensee programs are absolutely effective in preventing.

every personnel error or equipment malfunction. Perfection, although
the goal continually strived for, is not required for the protection
of the health and safety of the public. The realization that defi-

;;; i ciencies will occur led the safety design of power reactors to bea

j based on the defense-in-depth concept. Quality assurance is only
~

- one of the several lines of defense provided under this concept.
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cccl COWISSIONE R

't '

. . . ,

.mr Memorandum for Lee V. Gossick
'N, Executive Director for Operations
.. 1 -

;] From: Richard T. Kennedy g' '
,

ik Subject: QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAMS FOR
c' ' NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS,

. . , .

i -

Events related to the recent shutdown of five nuclear
a power plants for seismic-related concerns and the
- recent chain of events related to North Anna Unit 1

"#- - suggest that the quality assurance programs for
nuclear power plants may require additional staff

. attention. In particular, errors associated with such
.2 a simple matter as the weight of a check valve raise
]; doubts regarding the adequacy of such programs.

t , .
' '

I would appreciate receiving staff's views on this
1.::.; subject, including any additional actions which
'~}~j staff may recommend.

cc: Chairman Hendrie
$. . . A'h Commissioner Gilinsky

- Commissioner Bradford
-

" ' ' ' Commissioner Ahearne'

c. i S. Chilk, SECY '.
:c4 A. Kenneke, OPE

. . - L. Bickwit, OGC
.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARD

[[QNUCl. EAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
; wAsMNGTON. D. C. 20555

May 19, 1976

.

Honorable Marcus A. Rowden -

Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccmission
Washington, DC 20555

SUBJECT: REPORr CN NUCLEAR REACIOR INSPECTION
.

Dear Mr. Rowden: -
,

In response to a request from the Comission in early 1975, the Advisory
Com.ittee on Reactor Safeguards established an Inspection and Enforce-
ment Subcomittee to review and coment on the adequacy, scope, and possible
redirection of the Nuclear Regulatory Comission's Office of Inspection
and Enforcement (NRC-IE) . B is action was also in response to recognition
of a need for greater attention to these matters as a result of the boiling
water reactor (BWR) pipe cracking problem. We scope of the Subcommittee's
evaluation program was directed primarily to those matters pertaining to
portions of comercial nuclear power plants covered by the ATerican Society
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Sections
III and XI. '4111e an attent was made to develop some information pertaining
to fire inspection practice, the depth of the review was somewhat lindted.
De Comittee'also had limited opportunity to review inspection and enforce-
ment aspects of instrumentation and controls, concrete containments, rotating
machinery, heat transfer equipment, and preoperational testing.

A review of these matters was coupleted by the Comittee during its 193rd
meeting, May 6-8, 1976. S e subject was also a matter of discussion with
the NRC Staff during the 191st meeting of the Comittee, March 4-6, 1976,
and at meetings of the Inspection and Enforcement Subcomittee held in
Washington, D. C., on August 13, October 1, and Udvember 21, 1975. Members
of the Subcommittee and invited experts visited the pressure vessel facilities
of Conbustion Engineering, Inc., in C21attanooga, Tennessee, on January 23,,

1976, and a Subcomittee meeting was held that same day. A Subcomittee
meeting was also held on February 20, 1976, in Chicago, Illinois, to discuss
inspection procedures with personnel from Commonwealth Edison Company and
Region III NRC-IE. During this review, the Subcomittee had the benefit
of discussions with representatives from code groups, insurance companies,
electric utilities, nondestructive testing organizations, the National
Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspect' ors, and of the documents listed.

%e problem of terminology in the inspection and examination of nuclear
components is recognized as roletively complex. Berefore, the Comit-s

'

tee is attaching a glossary of terms used, or directly interacting with
e

,

e
'# # '
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Honorable Marcus A. RoWen -2- May 19, 1976
'

terms cited, in this report to minimize confusion concerning the meaning
intended for specific ter:rs. Most definitions were derived from the ASME I

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, but are considered applicable to other
areas of concern in electrical coraponents, instrumentation, structures, ,

1

and fire prevention. Were should be a clear differentiation between exam-
<

ination and inspection. Se Comittee will use the terminology indicated '

in the attached glossary, where the " examiner" conducts the nondestructive |

or destructive tests whereas the " inspector" is responsible for scch items
)as the validation of test methods and calibration procedures, qualifica-

tion of examiners, monitoring and/or auditing the tests, and reviewing -

the records. Miile terminology such as testing, checking, etc. is used i
in lieu of examination by other groups, "exdmination" will be used herein !regardless of the conponents considered. '

:

2e Comittee recognizes that the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis- |

tration (NASA) and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and various other
federal agencies use combined examiner-inspector approaches. However,
this type of arrangement is ineffective unless the inspection agency can
provide its own examination facilities at the point of inspection. In
the case of the nuclear industry, this is impractical because of the need
to utilize the owner's operating personnel and equignent for the examination
pecgram. It is possible for the inspection agency-to perform some types
of examination, but these should be primarily confirmatory actions to
establish that the examination procedures are appropriate to the need.

In evaluating the requirements for inspection and examination of nuclear
facilities, the Comittee considered the relevance of the practices of
NASA, FAA, and other organizations who have rigorous requirer *_nts for
environmental testing of conponents, including extensive life testing
under environmental conditions, as a part of their inspection require-
ments. For short-lived space vehicles and high speed aircraft, where
there is no latitude to determine performance adequacy prior to use under
extreme conditions, stringent performance verification is necessary before
operational use. In the case of nuclear power reactors, performance veri-
fication is achieved partly by envirormiental tests, partly by a series
of plant preoperational tests, and partly by clo,sely controlled. tests
during, low power operation and the period of gradual increase of power
to the cperating level. B is procedure allows ample opportunity to expose
most inadequacies of design or construction.

,

An examination of various foreign codes re5evant to the inspection of
pressure boundary components did not reveal substantive differences or-

potential irprovements that could be incorporated into appropriate

.

.
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I Honorable Marcus A. Rowden -3- May 19, 1976

United States codes or standards. Se fundamental differences between
| codes are too great to permit a quantification of the pluses in one code

versus the minuses in another. thtil differences in pnitosophy can be
resolved, there appears to be only limited opportunities for coebining
the best features of the relevant French, German (Federal Republic of
Germany), Japanese, Chited Kingdom, and United States codes.

An increased effort between the NRC and appropriate code or standards
groups to develop better criteria and codes or standards comparable to
the ASME Nuclear Codes for fire prevention, for electrical systems, and -

ifor other safety-related co qonents, is desirable. Current requirements 1I '

often are ill-defined and amorphous so the 9insoector" lacks adequate ;criteria to determine acceptability. Until these criteria are better
defined, there will continue to be confusion concerning acceptable limits
as evaluated by the NRC-IE crganization.

,

7
A well-defined Cuality Assurance (@) Program developed by all responsible
parties for design, construction, and operation is essential if there is
to be a coordinated and meaningful inspection program by the Bird Party
(authorized inspector) and the Fourth Party (NRC-IE). Such a program pro-
vides criteria for the evaluation of the relevant conponents or systems.
An inevitable result of a good @ program is the identification of some
inadequate quality or erroneous work by an effective inspection and
enforcement activity since lack-of-perfection is implicitly indicated by
the need for inspection. Se adequacy of workmanship should be evaluated
on the basis of frequency of occurrence of unacceptable results and repe-
tition of substandard results rather than on the basis of isolated incidents.
S e principle of in-depth safety protection is predicated on the assumption
that even though one or more lines of safety defense may break dcwn, sistul-
taneous failure of all lines of defense has a sufficiently low probability
of occurrence to make its consequences an acceptable safety risk. Coopera-
tive efforts leading to an improvement in m such as the activities of the
Coordinating Agency for Supplier Evaluation (CASE) should be encouraged. j
te Committee recognizes the need to validate @ programs through review | Jof appropriate documentation. However, inspections should represent a,

jbalance between direct inspection of equipment and facilities and review:
+ of documents since the best way to assess an organization's attitude is

|through direct observation during construction or operation of a facility. I

ith regard to the problem of detection of stress corrosion in piping!
'

that initiated this report, its ultimate solution *will depend to a major
degree on better nondestructive examination techniques and on more clearly

.

I
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Honorable Marcus A. Row 3en -4- May 19, 1976

defined standards for such examinations. The Comittee is aware of the
joint efforts by industry, the Electric Power Research Institute, the
Nuclear Regulatory Comission, and the Energy Research and Develegnent
Administration to improve nondestructive examination procedures on aus-
tenitic stainless steel and hopes such efforts will lead to appropriate
improvements. With regard to examination procedures, such as those pre-
sented in the American Society for Nondestructive Testing document, SNT-
TC-1A, modifications are desirable but may need to await the results of
experi.: ental programs.

me Comittee believes that the NRC Office of Inspection and Enforce-
ment can be more objective if its personnel, while being responsible'for

~

inspection, are not responsible for the performance of the examination
and testing activities. It is not necessary to perform the work in order

i

!

to establish that examination practices are appropriate. We Comittee
1

believes that if the NRC-IS organization has a suitable staff of experts l

in inspection and examination practices and monitors the use of these prac-
tices at important installations, it will provide the most effective inspec-tion program. Further, ccM11 cts between the NRC Staff and other government- i

authorized inspectors required by randatory codes followed in the Chited )
States will be avoided. I

For example, the cases of intergranular stress
coprosion cracking (IGSCC) in BWR piping were identified by operating per-
sonnel retained by the licensee and used during routine plant operation.
It would be totally irpractical to obtain corparable timely response under
such conditions if the NRC Staff had to perform these examinations and
inspections before the safety inlications could be evaluated.

It is necessary to recognize that the qualifications of both " inspectors"
and " inspection specialists", whether employees of an " authorized inspection
agency" or NRC-IE, will vary with the type of inspection. For example,
the qualifications of an " authorized inspector" on a construction project,
where ASME, $ action III, is applied, will differ markedly from the qualifi- i

!
cations of an " inspector" on an , operating nuclear power plant who is required
to audit and evaluate by ASME, Section XI. Because this difference is not
generally recognized, some " inspectors" may lack necessary qualifications.

In the inspection of the pressure boundary, where AS:E ,' Sections III and
XI are co g rehensive codes with well-defined responsibilities for exami-
nation and inspection, it should be possible to enhance NNC-IE activities
by giving ASME more authority while holding them accountable. A specific
suggestion would be to modify Article NA-4000 of AS:E, Section III, to
conform more closely to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, and by requiring an upgrading
of the qualifications of.the " authorized inspector" through rigorous appli-
cation of the American National Standards Institute, ANSI-626 series on

,

e
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Honorable Marcus A. Ibwden -5- May 19, 1976

02ality Assurance. To a degree, the preceding has been accomplis'hed, but
further irgrovements may be possible and should be explored.

A fertile area for improving the reliability and scope of inspections
is through improved interactions between Bird Party (authorized inspector)
and Fourth Party (NRC-IE) inspectors and acceptance by Fourth Party of
Wird Party inspections, subject to audit. Each of the levels of inspection
and each of the inspection parties would have its capabilities strengthened
and its duties better delineated. Se NRC-IE Staff could concentrr:e its
efforts on making certain that'this is the case so that it can use the -

results of these inspections as a basis for, safety' evaluation.

" Authorized inspectors" employed by inspection agencies, inspectors
employed by the owner or his agent, and NRC-IE personnel have different
levels of capabilities and responsibilities. To some degree the respon-
sibilities overlap and this situation has some advantages as well as
disadvantages as applied to the ASME codes. S e situation is less clear
with respect to operational inspection, fire prevention, and instrumentation
and controls. B e level of expertise available to the several inspection
sources is not fully defined and may be inaiequate. We responsibilities
and capabilities of the various inspection organizations need further review

; and evaluation.

W e enforcement policy of the NRC-IE should be such as to encourage
' '

responsible reporting of unsatisfactory conditions of significance to
public health and safety. Penalty systems should be directed toward
those having responsibility for organizing and inglementing inspection

i and examination functions (e.g., owner-management, architect-engineer
(A-E) management when designated under owner-A-E contract, insurance
agencies when designated by owner-contract, constructors and suppliers
when designated by recognized codes, standards, and regulations or by
owner-contract) .

*

A potential limitation pertinent to both tird Party (authorized inspectors)
and to Fourth Party (NRC-IE) inspection personnel is the inability of a
single person to cope with the tremendous detaiI in a code such as ASME,
Section III, where familiarity with design, construction, caterials, and
examination is required. A viable solution is a strong cadre of " inspection
specialists" in both the " authorized inspection agency" and the NRC-IE
organization. Such specialists are essential where problems arise that
exceed the capabilities of online " inspectors". Competencies anong
" authorized inspection agencies" vary with'some being stronger than

'

1
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Honorable Marcus A. Rowden -6- May 19, 1976

others. 2e Comittee believes that the NRC-IE organization needs to
increase its Staff in this area through direct hires or through increased
ese of consultants. H

2 e existing level of staffing and capabilities in the NRC-IE organiza-
tion probably needs to be expanded. 2 e capabilities of NRC-IE could
be used more effectively if some of the duties now performed by its
personnel were performed by " inspection agencies" not in the enployment
of the NRC. However, regardless of this, there appears to be a definite
need for nore expertise in the NRC-IE organization to serve as a cadre
of supporting personnel when inportant safety matters arice requiring
resolution. Further, the inspection capabilities need to include fire ~

protection, instrumentation and controls, rotating machinery, and various
-

operational test activities as well as mattdrs covered by the ASME Boiler
-

and Pressure Vessel Code.

We Comittee believes that the problems identified above are amnable
to solutien, and positive programs leading to resolution of these items
should produce substantive i::provements in the inspection procesa.

Sincerely yours,

hk - Y

Dade W. Moeller
Chairman

Attachment:
Glossary of Terms

References:

1. Letter, dated February 17, 1976, E. L. Kemler, The Hartford Steam
Boiler Inspection and Insurance Conpany, to the Honorable Abraham Ribicoff,
concerning the inspection of nuclear plants by insurance co::panies

2. "NELPIA and MAERP Inspection Guide for Boiler and Machinery Inspection
Property Insurance Association," Burt C. Proom, July 1975,. Nuclear
Energy Liability Property Insurance Associa'ien and Mutual Atomic Energyt
Reinsurance Pool

3. American National Standards Institute (ANSI), " Qualifications ard Duties
for Authorized Nuclear Inspection," ANSI N626.0, 1974

4. " Qualifications and Duties for Authorized Nuclear Inservice Inspection,"
ANSI N626.1, July 2, 1975 -

5. " Qualifications and Duties for Authorized Nuclear Inspection (Concrete),"
ANSI N626.2, July 1975
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ATTAcaENT

GICSSARY,

he following definitions are those used in AS:E, Section III and AStE,
Section XI; however, they are considered to be generally applicable to all
classes of components, examinations, and inspections. (Note: "NA- _ _ _"

,

refers to AStE,. Section III, "INA- *~ refers to AS;E, Section_XI, and
"*" refers to usage by C ' ACES Inspection and Enforcement Subcocmittee)

. AUDITS - NA-4900

A comprehensive system of planned and periodic audits shall be carried out
by the Certificate of Authorization holder's organization to assure compliance
with all aspects of the Cuality Assurance Program and to determine the effec-
tiveness of the Program. ~

AUTHORIZED INSPECTION AGENCY - NA-Sill *

'

An Authorized Inspection Agency is one designated as such by the appropriate
legal authority of a State or Municipality of the United States or a Province
of Canada. We agency employs the Authorized Inspectors who perform inspec- |

tions required by this Section. We agency may be a State of the United
States or a Province of Canada or an insurance company authorized to write
boiler and pressure vessel insurance.

CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORIZATION - NA-8112

An Oaner, Engineering Organization,, Manufacturer, or Installer may apply to
the American Society of Mechanical Ehgineers, "pon forms issued by the Soci-
ety, for a Certificate of Authorization for the scope of work which he intends
to perform.

i

CIASSES - CODE *

Construction rules are specified for items which are designated Code Classes
1, 2, 3, CS and MC. tese ccde classes recognize the different levels of
importance associated with the function of each item as related to the safe
operation of the nuclear power plant. Ebr example, Class 1 includes, but
is not limited to, components making up the primary coolant boundary.

'

|CCDE* 9
;-

Rose safety laws, rules, and regulations pertaining to systems or compo-
nents (e.g., pressure vessels) contained in the laws of States, Municipal- :ities, Federal Government, etc. Se AStE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Codes '

are a specific example. Bey are mandatory.
!,

CODE - ASIE III - NA-1110 l

J

te rules of this Section constitute requirements for the construction ofs

nuclear power plant items such as vessels, storage tanks, piping, pumps,
valves, and core support structures, and component supports, for use in
or containment of, portions of the nuclear power system of any power plant.

.
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CCCE - ASME XI - INTRODUCTICiVECTC.'ORD

Section XI, Rules for Inservice Inspection of Nuclear Pouer Plant Compo-
| nents of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code is addressed to provide

rules for the examination, testing, and inspection of Class 1, 2, and 3
components and systems in a nuclear power plant. Application of this Sec-
tion of the Code begins when the requirements of Section III, Rules for
Construction of Nuclear Power Plant Components, have been satisfied.

CCNSTRUCTION - NA-ll10 EDCmDIE

Construction is an all-inclusive term comprising materials, design, fabri-
cation, examination, testing, inspection, and certification required in the
manufacture and installation of itercs.

ENFORCE *4ENT AUTHCRITY - IWA-2110(e)

Denotes a regional or local governing body such as a State or Municipality
of the United States or Canadian Province empowered to enact and enforce
boiler code legislation.

EXAMINATION - IWA-2110(a)

Denotes the performance of all visual observation and nondestructive
testing such as radiography, ultrasonic, liquid penetrant, and magnetic I
particle methods. I

EXAMINATICN TECHNICUES - E%-2200
|

|Methods, techniques, and procedures for the inservice inspections are l

titled visual. surface, and volumetric. Each term describes a general
method permitting a selection of different techniques or procedures
restricted to that method to accomodate varying pegrees of accessibility
and radiation le rels, and the automation of equip::ent to perform the
examinations.

|

EXAMINER - IWA-2110(a) *

The individual (s) performing all visual observation and nondestructive
testing such as radiography, ultrasonic, liquid penetrant, and magnetic
particle methods. -

~

EXAMINER - QUALIFICATICNS - Ba-2300 i

a) Personnel performing nondestructive examination operations shall
ibe qualified with a procedure prepared-in accordance with

SNT-IC-1A for the applicable examination technique and methods. |
1

|

.

I
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b) For nondestructive examination methods not covered by SNT-K-1A docu-
ments, persdnnc1 shall be qualified by the Owner or his agent to compar-
able levels of competency by subjection to comparable examinations on
the particular methods involved; for example, leak testing. We '

practical portion of SNI-IC-1A shall be performed using the Owner's
procedure (s) on part(s) representative of the Cmer's plant.

FIM INDICATION -DTA-2110(c)

Denctes the evidence or signal obtained by application of a nondestructive
examination that may reveal the presence of a flaw. Flaw indications
include cracks, slag inclusions or segregates, aligned or clustered poros-
ity, lack of weld penetration, lack of weld fusion, and laminations or
combinations thereof.

INSPECTICN - IWA-2110(b)

Denotes verifying the performance of examinations by an Inspector represent-
ing a State, or Municipality of the Chited States, Canadian Province, Author-
ized Inspection Agency, or other enforcement authorities having jurisdiction
over the nuclear power components at the plant site.

INSPECTION AGENCIES - NA-3520

Crganizations having agreements with Owners, Ehgineering Organizations, Panu-
facturers or Installers to provide inspection of nuclear power plant items or
their installation.

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCE!CTI*

te office under the Nuclear Regulatory Commission responsible for inspection
of nuclear facilities (see Regulatory authority) .,

INSPr"CTION - FIRST PAR"Y (CHNERS) *
,

9

Denotss verifying the performance of examinations by an inspector who represents,
.

and is employed by, the owner of the facility.

INSPECTIbN - SECOND PARIY (MANUFAC'IURERS)*
..

Denotes verifying the per,formance of examinations by an inspector who represents,
and is employed by, the manufacturer.

INSPECTICN - THIRD PARIT *
'

Denotes verifying the performance of examinations by an inspector as defined
| in IRA-2130.
|
I

-

.
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INSPECTICN - FCURTH PARTY (NPC-IE) *

Denotes verifying the performance of examinations by an employee of the
Nuclear Regulatory Comission's office of Inspection and Enforcement
as distinguished from an Authorized Inspector.

INSPECTION SPECIALISTS - NA-5113
~

Any Inspection Agency which has contracted to perform inspections -

required by this Section shall, in addition to Inspectors, maintain
a staff of Inspection Specialists, each of whom has demonstrated his
qualification by passing an examination acceptable to the Society in
one o'r more methods of nondestructive examination and, in addition,,

the tests for Inspection Specialists given by the National Board of-

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors for knowledge of ard familiar-
ity with this Section.

i INSPECIOR - IIG-2110(d)

Denotes an " Authorized Inspector" as defined in INA-2130.

INSPEC'IOR - DUTIES (INSERVICE) - Ilm-2120

a) It is the duty of the Inspector to witness or otherwise verify
all the examinations and pressure tests required by this Divi-
sion for Class 1, and for Class 2 components where required.
S e Inspector shall also make any additional investigations
necessary to verify that all applicable requirements have been !
met. J

b) It is the duty of the Inspector to assure himself that the
i

nondestructive examination methods used follow the techniques j
specified in this Division. He Inspector shall also assure
himself that the examinations are performed in accordance
with written qualified procedures and by perspnnel employed
by the Owner or his agent and qualified in accordance with
SNT-TC-1A and Ila-2500. B e duties of the Inspector include
checkingwithhisInspectionSpecialistsfo(thetechnical
content and requirements of the examination procedures and * i

'the qualification procedures of nondestructive examination
personnel,

c) It is the duty of the Inspector to assure himself that the
inservice tests required on pumps and valves (IWP and IWV)
have been coupleted 'and the results recorded.

d) It is the duty of the Inspector to assure himself that the
examinations and tests required for Class 3 components

,

and systems (IWD-1000) have been conducted and the results
,

recorded.

'

DD
,
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e) te Inspector has the right at any time to require requalification
of any procedure or operator when the Inspector has reason to
believe the- requirements are not being met.

f) te examination records shall be certified by the Inspector only
after he has satisfied himself that all the requirements have been
met and that the records are correct.

g) te Inspector shall review the repair program to deter =ine com-
pliance with the requirements of this Division.

_

h) It is the duty of the Inspector to assure himself that the welding
procedures employed during the repair ahd the welding operators
are qualified in accordance with Da-4000 and that all nonde-
structive examination methods used comply with requirements in
EG-2200 and DR-2300.

INSPECICR - DUI'IES (CCNSTP1JCTION) NA-5210

a}- te Inspector who performs the detailed inspections in compliance j
with this Section shall witness or otherwise verify all examina- 1

tions and make all inspections required by this Section. He I

shall also make any other inspections and witness or verify |

(including making measurements) any other examinations and addi- )
tional investigations which, in his judgment, are necessary to ,

'ascertain whether the item being inspected has been constructed
(NA-1110, Footnote 1) in compliance with the rules of this Sec-
tion. Parts and piping subassemblies shall be in accordance
.with the accepted design drawings.

b) te duties of the Inspector shall not be interpreted by virtue
of these rules to extend to any construction requirements
beyond those of this Section which may be set forth in the i

Design Specification or on drawings. Howevet, such require-
ments shall not result in construction which fails to conform
with the requirements of this Section |NA-3252) .

1 -

|INSPECTOR - THIRD PARIT (AUTEORIZED) - EG-2110(d) .

Cenotes an " Authorized Inspector" as defined in EG-2130.
1 ..

INSPECTOR - QUAIlFICATICNS - EfA-2130(b)

Any Inspector who performs inspections required by this Civision shall
have first been qualified by written examination pursuant to the legis-i

lation or rules of a State of the United States, the legislation of a

~

| D**3 *]DfT h
~
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Canadian Provin,ce, or the rules of another authority having jurisdiction
over a nuclear power plant at the installation location and that has
adopted thi . Division. 'Ihe Inspector shall r.ot be an employee of the
CW.er or his agent.

JURISDICTIG:AL AUTHCRITY*

2at body in the State empowered by its legislature to enforce the laws
of the State with respect to boilers, pressure vessels, and nuclear -

reactors. We title of the Chief Ehforcement Officer is usually Chief
Inspector. *

MANUFACIURER - NA-3310

te organization or corbination of organizations which constructs (NA-ll10)
any item to meet the Design Specifications and the requirecents of the
Code.

OPERATICN*

Denotes status of a nuclear powr system during the power generation (and
''

ascent to gwer) stages.

order - IWA-1400 FCORDIE

We organization responsible for the operation, maintenance, safety, and
power generation of the nuclear power system.

CCALITY ASSUFAtCE - NA-4121

All those planned and systematic actions necessary to provide adequate
confidence that all items manufactured or installed are in accordance
with the rules of this Section.

Quality Assurance includes: { .

1) Quality Control Examination (MA-4122), which comprises the exami-
nations of the physical characteristics of a caterial, components,
part, or appurtenance and the acceptance standards associated with
those examinations;

^

.. 2) Quality Control Administration (NA-4123), which is the management
e and documentation which assures that the specified Quality Control

examination is carried out.
.

A g
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RcTxHAICRY AUNORITY - ItG-2110(f)

Denotes a Federal Governe:ent agency, such as the Chited States Nuclear
Pegulatory Comission, empowered to issue and enforce regulations con-
cerning the design, construction, and operation of nuclear power plants.

STM;DARDS*

@.ose test tethods, definitions, reco: rended practices, classifications,
specifications, and other related material representing a common viewpoint
to those parties concerned (producers, users, general interest group) .
Uhlike codes, standards are voluntary. ,

.

', ,

.
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f:E."0PXiDUM FOR: Roger S. Boyd, Director, Division of Project
!*.anagement

THRJ: Donald J. Skovholt, Assistant Director for Quality
Assurance a Operations, Division of Project l'anagement

FRO.": '|:lter P. !!aass, Chief, Quality Assurance Cranch,.

~ivision cf Project i:cnacc Snt;

SU3 JECT: ASSISE*~" A:0 :7"":' ATIO:: 0F P.E'iIEU-RESP 0.' SIBILITY .

FOR : CHI;ICAL QUALIFICATIu.o
4

Findings relative to technical qualifications are made for all CP and OL
applicants in accordance with 10 CFR Sections 50.34 (a) (9) and (b) (7).
Appendices M, ii,and 0 to Part d0 also require the Cor .ission to make a

.

i
'

finding relative to technical qualificatiens of applicants involved in
standardization. However, hearing testimony, questions from OELD,and
intervenors' contentions on this subject have identified the necessity
to clarify the information needed and to clari~fy the assignment of respon-
sibility for detemining such findings.

.

The staff's findings regarding technical qualifications of the applicant are ,
normally prepared by the LPM and presented in Chapter 21 of the SER. The mME,

N9'@jWbasis for the findinas, however, as presented in other sections of the SER,
has been rather minimal for some of the areas of review considered in g
evaluating technical qualifications. The QAB proposed procedural modifica- 4|*tions to correct this situation in early 1973 that received agreement in
principle within DPM. One relevant task, the modification of SRP Section
13.1, has been com;,leted. - A second task, the instituting of a procedure
for I&E input, is well underway. One major task that remains, among others,
is the clarificatich and documentation of the LPM's, responsibi.lities.

The QAB has prepared the attached table as a su=ary of the specific areas
of review identified as pertinent to the determination of an applicant's
technical qualifications. Those areas for which QAS is responsibl6 are
already documented, or will be shortly, in SRP Sections 13.1- and 17.1. We
suggest that the areas for which the LPM is responsible be documented eithe:r
in the LPM's Handbook or in,a new SRP Section 13.7 to be created. i'ote that
for items 10 and 11, we recomend that the I&E and DOR inputs be sent to
the LPM with copies to the QAB reviewer for use in developjpg the QAB portion
of the findings as.necessary. This is analogous to the present method for .

handling the I&E input for item 7. ~
.

-
__.
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Rogfr S. Boyd -2-.

. - . . -.

In su rary, GAB will provice its conclusicns to tne LP:t recardin the I

tecanical qualifications of the applicant for the :reas so identified in
the Ott:d.kd t: hie. U:ili:ing the OAB conclusicr.s as well as I;E :nd DD?.
in? 2ts, the LP;l can develop his findings, including the basis, fcr presenta-

.

tion in the SER. It is succested that the LPM's review res onsibility be j

d:cc : .ted either in the L.Mi's E:ndb:ci: or in a ne'. SRP 5ection 13.7. He
'

wil'. c:ntinue our present eff:rt to work with It.E in developing the procedural
ar.d infor stional needs to sati:fy !;RR re:;uirements for items 1D and 11. !!e
c..p :: the LUR Group to initiate efforts along similar lines with DDR for
ie li inru .

"2 * :uid te happy to psrticipate in further ciscussi:ns of this tatter as
n.:: .:, s a ry .

.

-

,

Original signed by ,

y! alter P. Haass '

Ualter P. Haass, Chief -

Quality Assurance Branch fDivision of Project ::anagement i

'

Enclosure:
Table: Determination of -

Technical Qualifications i

&
. - |

cc w/ enclosure:
D. Ross

' ' '

D. Vassallo
3. Ga=1i11
D. Seckham
L. Crocker -

*-

F. Uilliams
.

H. Berkow
'

-

i

DISTRIBUTION:

Cent [n,1- F.il e
'

,

Q W rojects
HAB Chron. File -

NRR Reading File
iDJSkovholt, DPM.
l

,

.m__ - . ,
. -

FAllenspach, QAB
RMcDermott, QAB' . ,

i

|
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Determination of Technical Qualifications ; ,

Reference
Area of Review

-

Responsibility Document Conrnents

1. The couipleteness, adequacy, and basis of the technical LPM, [,PM None This is an implicit part of the review process done
design and related infonnation described in the SAR. by the LPH.

2. The organizational structure of the applicant. QAB SRP Section 13.1

3. Ihe applicant's technical s taff including the QAB I SRP Section 13,1'

breadth and level of experience and available manpower. I h__

4. The utility's past experience in the design and . QAB SRP Section 13.1 This area of review will be included in the revision
3 'construction of projects of similar scope including to SRP 13.1, has been approved by the R C, but has

nuclear power plants, not yet been published.
_

S. lne experience level of the applicant's principal QAB SRP Section 13.1 Same as 4 above.
(ontractors, including the NSSS vendor, and A-E e

and in wme cases the constructor.

6. the' scope and content of tne applicant's quality QAB SRP Section 17.1 fassurance program. or 17.2 as -

Q applicable

7. the implementation of the applicant's quality assurance I&E SRP Section 17 The conclusions of I&E are incorporated into the SER
p g program as determined by the Office of Inspection and input for Section 17 by QtB.

Enforcement. 6 *

The applicant's competence in . technical discussions LPM, DPM None This is an impIlcit finding by the LPH based on his
with the staff. daily interface with the applicant.

9. fhe spplicant's responsiveness and resources in the LPM, DPM None Same as 8 above. .

s esolution of technical issues that come up during the *

licensing review process. -

bb
v0. The ' implementation of the FSAR organizational and 1&E None We intend to revise 'SRP Section 13.1 to include

' administrative coimnitments. this item; no pdc review needed.g
_

h l. The applicant's past history with cperating nuclear I&E, DDR None This input should be provided to the LPH.to be used -

plants (nhere applicable) in his evaluation of technical qualifications.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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W. H. Spangler
Manager. Plant Startup Services
Nuclear Power Generation Division
Lynchburg, Virginia ';

ia,

.

During 1977 B&W's Startup Services organization DAVIS BESSE 1 STARTUP
assisted in the startup of three plants, Crystal
River 3, Davis Besse-1, and Three Mile Island-2. Major milestones of the DB 1 startup are shown in

Figure 2. As points of reference, the hydrostatieThis paper provides a brief recap of the completion test of the Reactor Coohnt System was completed
of the CR-3 startup and discusses the progress
of startup activitics at DB.1 and TMI 2, along on September 9,1976, and the unit acceptance

test was selleduled for March 1,1978.
with generic conclusions that can be made re.

f garding plant startups. Also includ.:d is a descrip-- compiete too , test.ngiunit :: ptance
I tion of what B&W is doing to qualify its personnel complete 75r. testing

to meet new regulatory requirements made ef.
corno;eie 4ae. testing-

fective in 1977. In addition, new developments in
complete ist, testing-

simulator training are presented. Comoiete ZPPT--,
- RCS hydro - Initial criticahty-

--Comp |ete HFT
Fuel lead

CRYSTAL RIVER 3 STARTUP i
* ,

- to -3 6
4.s i 7.1 a7e itz.41

Major milestones of the CR-3 startup are shown 4a to

in Figure 1.The Reactor Coolant System Hydro. |

static Test was completed on Novernber 23,1975. M ("5 ,"g' '* . g Qap5g'r,

Fuelloading was completed on December 4,1976,
"'"'. 2 cav4Buse .1 oiant sianuo rnanionn.and criticality was achieved on January 14,1977.

With successful completion of the Unit Acceptance
Test, power escalation testing was completed on Figure 3 shows the makeup of the overall startup

task force overlayed on the major milestones ofApril 26,1977.
startup. Note that personnel reductions began just

Complete 100r. testing' unit ac:ectance* after fuelloading, however, the major reduction ,

Complete 75f. testing- in manpower did not occur until three months !

Complete 40r. testing- following fuel loading. The dotted line in Toledo t

complete 15r. testing- Edison Company (TECO) statistics shows the
1

Complete ZPPT- anticipated staffing for normal operation. Thus,
Initial enticality- those in excess of 194 are considered to be dedi-

RCS hydro Complete HFT Fuel lead cated solely to plant startup and then only because |
iof startup.

| , ,, , , ,,,
,

, a 6 . ...

1.3|8 3.32.8| 3.8
6 - 3.8 0 4.6 The breakdown of responsibilities for the ,-12 2 1.

Istartup is shown in Table 1. TECO retained overallMonths enor - Montns after-

responsibility for the startup, for those activitiesto fuei toacing i tuel icacing

associated with normal plant operation, and the ;
n,u,. t crysias a,ver - 3 o ant stanuo maestones.r

|

l27
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conduct of startup testing. TECO contracted B&W
personnel for tasks associated with startup plan-

.

'

in,1,g ,,,,,, ,a ning and startup test management, for technicaljg
cuet icad |

-

Beg n W-~r-- advice and consultation on the SSS systems, and
RCS nydro-m M overall plant startup. TECO contracted the assist-350..

Y300 .
ance of,others for those tasks associated with* ' "* ~~

constmetion acceptance checkout, cleanup, andgg /
y 250 - testing. '

m

b _ _ _ _ _--. Figure 4 shows a breakdown of the types of
E 200- 8',#V startup activities and the assistance of B&W andy Anticio ted others to TECO in those activities. (The per-
g 150~

Others - normal

y, g., * D,',r, a tin g centages for each type of activity add up to greater
.-.?

^

than 100Te because of the combined involvement
,

;

jso - I'i' * Ed's n C meany in many activities.)
TotaisActivity

78.6T. 4 6T,332.9 T.7
O'

. ' '

1973 1974 ' 1975 ' 976 1977 RWA 280
'

Tests
y 76.7T.

C!eaning & flusNng ]- 6.7 7. 3g

d
Figure 3 Da..tBesse -t sta tuo cersonnel. '53.3r.

O[ 99j Inspection & checkout
l70.77.\ 41.4T.

38
Table 1 Davis-Besse 1 plant startuo responsibilities installation @N79g

SOT.E .3r, say55

TECO Note: Totals of percentages acd us to more than 100f.
because of comeinec involvement in many activities' Overall clant startuo .

. Acminister QA/QC program . i iTECO C:|g Others i2223 BsW

. Administer safety tagging and clearance program Figure 4 Davis Besse 1 rilant startun activitics.

. Operate and maintain oermanent plant equipment

. Calibrate all instruments Figure 5 shows the participation of TECO and

. Develop startup crocedures B&W in the preparation of procedures.
,

. Perform startus testing
Total writtenTypes of procedures

saw i 914Ter 11.9%
"m 464. Test program manager Operating

. Schedule startup and test programs 89 BT. /- 21.87.

. Provide tecsnical advice. consultation, and
Surveillance & test 0'w1 499

direction on all NSS systems
' 99 6r, t- 0.4 7.

. Provide technical direction and assistance r" ''''' W 991
in p: ant startus Emergency and

announcator alarm 99.3 r,
. Assist in individual component and system

- 129checkout, testirq. and turnover hmme ,

if 2 0f. 98 0r.
i . Guidance on instrumentation and controts

calibration and tuning Com:: uter alarm : 1 1506
*

; . Deveios startuo procedures point
tra4TECO i iBsw

. Perform startuo testing
Note: Totals et cercentages add uo to more than 1Cor.

Others
. because of combined involvement

1

. Provice technical direction and everall coordination
of construction testing and plant startup Figure 5 Cavis Bessel startuo orocedures.

1

. Perform construction testing Table 2 identifies the major difficulties en-
Countered while comp eting each startuP milestone.. Assist in incividual component and system checkout. l-

testing and turnover These difficulties did not have equal delaying
; * Assist in conduct-end documentation of plant system effects and it is not practical to assign a delay

i riusning and ceaning
period associated with each. They do, however,

J | aid in explaining particularly long phases in the
startup.

4
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12 34 s
saw s.a aec s:are vo seeen 1

,
i :24 s

| Taele 2 Davis Besse-1 oroeiems curing startuo cean .g
s tsa .s

I
ocoaee 2

j u..estene . Proo. ems .n coroietine m..estone , , ,

RC$ nycro e Turnover of incompiete sys: ems rnru wae asund 1 ^

i 2 3a s
HFT . HPl cumolume oil system 4,,,,,,,g,,,,,,g,,,g

* Plant construction not complete g,3, 3

-FuetIceJmg * Survesancespecimen hoider tunes ocoaee 3 , CC
* Internals guide niocks sMuc Rancno b ! !
* Au J aryteedaatersystem 1 2 Hs
* Reactarvessetneado rmss crystar R er.f * * I , i

* Ausihary muildmg cenetration sealant i 23 a s

* Fuet handimg eouioment Daves Besse 1 1 . . i

* Startuo source Mandkng tool 1 2 3
Thrw ude Istand 2 C" m+ Station groundmg

MoetPs enor p ,',, Montns after
. * Nuclear mitrumentation L *,eae

'' '**' '08 8 fw* '**8
e Radiation rnonitoring system acen..*esn w w. io a

+ E ntremefy coid weatner - lost time @*$! h*".*,**' '" | . 1s 10 s 0 s 10 1s 20 252s 20 . .
- . . ,

* **+ v i.e..ainitial cr!!icahty * Incore detector guide tubes s u .u .su
e P? ant construction not complete *

-- - Het weatner - tack cf system power Figure 6 B&W NSS startuo history.
. Design of oressuruer rehef watve loop seats

Unit acteotance * Steam teed.ater ructure contre! system Complete unit acceptance test
. Main tees ater cumos and controis.. . .

e Ausikary leedwater pumos and controts
. Turome stop valves and controls initial criticality-
. Condenser tuce seem icrain inningements

.. . . . . - _ . .. . Coid weatner need for power from 081 Complete HFT-
* Electromatic rei.et valve
e Main steam code safety valves RCS hydro]
. Pioms and valve viorations I Fuel foa_d
. Turoine bypass valves | | { {,
. Feed.ater system piomt - 7.0 - 3.5 0 (1.5) (6.0)
. Interface eetween custom ces. geed

secondary orant and ICS tuning
|

*

+ On hne cornoute' Months prior - Months after
to fuel loading | fuel loading

Figure 7 Three Mile Island-2 olant startuo milestones.*

Figure G shows a comparison of the startup of
DB-1 to previous B&W NSS startups. This startup
was particularly long in the phases between hot so - RCS hydro
functional testing and initial criticality (7.5 -- g,,in gg7-

4

power physics testing and the completion *of the g(j/_
End HFTmonths); and between the completion of zero 50~

,,

157e power testing plateau (2.3 months). The re- ! 4og M j/saw

maining phases look very similar to previous R
-

l ,

startups. The primary reason for lengthy delays isof ~ #"*"**didentified were construction problems. The y others
difficulties in completing the 157. plateau testing 3 20~

"'

were primarily with the Steam /Feedwater Rupture
- -

Control System and the Auxiliary Feedwater 10-
\ U

'

System, which are both first-of a kind systems. A mN
~

' '
1977 1978

THREE MILE ISLAND-2 STARTUP

Startup of TMI 2 has progressed as shown by the F;,u,e s Tnree uiie is:ano.2 swtuo personnei.

major milestones presented in Figure 7 The RCS
Hydrostatic Test was completed on June 6,1977 The breakdown of responsibilities for the
and fuelleading was scheduled for Febnzary startup program is shown in Table 3. GPU retained
1,1978. overall responsibility for the planning, manage.

Figure S shows the numbers of personnel ment, and direction of startup testing. Metro.

tnVolved solely with plant startup from General politan Edison Company (Met. Ed.) will be-

Public Utilities (GPU), B&W, and other support operating the plant and was therefore given the
or;2nizations. responsibility to operate all equipment during

29 %
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i Treeset: c:e=a es - 6 9 5 "a Total *ritt e-c

! M* 116Tacie 3 Three We is:anc opera ,cg
-unit 2 plaat startup resconsioilities 9 75 2 ". 2 " 2 ~. .

* f- 330Survenia ce & test '

.

GPU MET EO Eme*genef ( - 34
i. Overal; plant startup

Maintenance 7 loor, 34
. Test pregram manager y g ,,
. Ac :in. ster QA QC cregram Centroi redm ! 97 II' \

*

,

* Administer safety taggmg and C'earance program alarm response r " / / / u - / ' ' /J 1250

* Operate and maintain permanent p! ant equipment 6 I

+ Cancrate allinstruments atter turnover
i i Etw A GPUandothers. Perform startup testing

. Schedule startup and test programs " " ' " '''"2'I''*0"'**""''
a Caliorate and tee instrumentation and controls
e Ccordinate startup procedure develcoment

BsW Table 4 Three Mile Island-unit 2 prettems during startup
. Provide technical advice. consultation. anri

direction on all NSS systems Milestene Prcblems in comoleting wiestone
a Provide technical direction and assistance in RCS hyoro a Pressurizer neater c!csure 0. rings

plant startup . Controf red drive cicsures
* Assist ir. individualcomponent and system a Surveit!ance spec. men noicer tubes

cBeceout. testing. and turnover * Internals guide !ccks

e Deveico startup procedures HFT . Plant construction n:t com:lete
* Reactor vesselhead 0 rings

Cthers # I

e Provice tecnnical direction and overall coordination * act a esup y d demineralised water
of construction testing and plant startup e RC pump sealdamage

+ Perform construct.on testing . Demineralizer resin recovery
umDcasmg(2s ets I*

. Assist in individual component and system checkout. . Auxiliary steam system shared witn unit 1
testing and turnover + Change in prime construction contractor

a Assist m conduct and documentation of plant system ruelloacing . Reactor coolant pump casing gaskets.

flushing and citaning
+ Plant cleanup anc cair: ting *celayed until

. Perform pre coerationalcalibration of allinstruments busy ocst HFT pericd
. Fuelhandling equicment* Develop startup procedures

startup. GPU has contracted the assistance of GENERIC CONCLUSIONS
B&W in the preparation of a large portion of the
NSS related procedures and surveillance related Based on experiences in 1977, two conclusions

procedures necessary to meet requirements of the generic to the startup of a nuclear steam system
Standard Technical Specifications, in addition to can be drawn:
providing advice and consultation on the NSS
systems. GPU contracted the assistance of other . The need for additional manpower at the
support orcanizations for those tasks associated job sites during the startup period is contin-
with construction acceptance checkout, cleanup, uing to grow because of expanding documen. /.

and testine. tation requirements and the more extensive
testing programs now beine required. B&W _

Figure 9 shows the assistance B&W and is continuint: to meet utility needs in these -

others provided to GPU in preparation of the areas by makint; available increami numbers of
.

various types of startup procedures. persont$el with broadened scope of capability.
.

Table 5 shows B&W startup assistance personnel
Table 4 identifies the major diff.iculties en-

.
assigned for the three most recent plant start-

countered in completing each startup milestone. ups at various periods.
The plant startup at T. I 2 is not far enoughM

. Utilities continue to become committed to start-along that many conclusions can be drawn or
that effective comparisons with previous start. up schedules prepared early in the project that j

later prove to be unrealistic because of construc- /
ups can be made.

tion constraints. Loadine fuel in t!w core prior /

I
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A formal screening procram to assure the
to the ti:,e the plant is ready for criticality reliability of all B&W personnel permitted un-
severely limits access to complete construction. escorted access to nudear power plants. The pro.
In addition. pressure on startup personnel to gram is managed by the B&W Security Depart-
achieve unrealistic schedules often results in ment and meets the requirements of ANSI N18.17.
serious mistakes being made that ultimately All B&W personnei subject to field assignment are
cause additional delays. Two recent examples given th,orough physical examinations to assure
of this type of mistake are: flushing a demin. their suitability to work in the nuclear power plant
etalizer resin bed into the cooling water syster 1, environmest'. including medical certification to
and contamination of the reactor vessel, work in environments where face masks are re-
internals and transfer canal while shot blasong quired. The examinations meet the requirements
containment concrete surfaces. There needs to of NUREG 0041 and are documented as shown
be an industry. wide effort to establish and in Figure 10.
maintnin realisrn in project scheduling.

ed~".I: IN ii:::t
Tab'e 5 BsW startup assistance pe'sennal am i w .. ~.o.m . % m.

Plant w n s.ute . :.iu:s,. . .xx usu o. m.py,.

Discipline CR.3 081 TMt.$ |. , m ,,,,, , , _ _ , _ _

Startup test prei; ram manager 1 1 u.m..

Reactor ceriormance engineer 3 5 t ~m

Senior startuo censultant -

, , ,

Test coordinator 2 4 -" .

Test engineer 8
** ~~

,,

Shitt augmenter 4 . . . , ,,

Scheduler 2 2 ' " . . ,

-

Chemo nuc! ear engineer 1 1 1 .* .. . . .

' '"*''**4"'"'"*''"EReactimeter operator 2
Instrumentation and controls engineer 1 1

-
_ , ,

Procedure writers 3 3 s. we

' ' * ' ' ' 'PERSONN E L QU Al.lFICATIONS . _. , , _ ,,

.. ..
*

. . um. . w..

New personnel qualifications are cont.inuing to
be imposed upon the industry. Some of the more "'~~"- ~~ - - - " " -

, , , _ , , , , , . ,

{ recent are:
. - - . .-- .

, - .,_ _
,

; . . .. a w n i.,
'i . Security Requirements NUREG0000 ANSI p g ,';; ;,7,i,ig . ._.

-

.

c. w ino = v'=: ~ i . ~ ~ .~.. . C ~ -N18.17 Reg. Guide 1.17,
umni _ _ - _ . . . . . . -;

Operating Plant Personnel Qualifications ANSI - - - - - - - -

""' "*
18.1 1.8

Figure 10 Medical certefication record..

Qualifications of Inspection, Examination, and A program has been instituted to certify,

Testing Personnel fnr Construction Phase B&W personnel to the highest possible ANSI
," ANSI N45.2.6 Reg. Guide 1.58 qualifications commensurat'e with educational -

',, A background and experience. Each individual
Requirements for Special Physical Examinations will have a summary of his/her history readily*

for Those People Who Are Expected to Work available along with documentation certifying
While Wearing Face Masks (NUREG 0041) the expertise and level to which he or she is
(Reg. Guide S 15) qualified.

The following actions are being taken by Formal training programs are being instituted
B&W to train a.Td qualify personnel so as to be to qualify people for the various levels of Non-
of maximum assistance to utilities during start- Destructive Testing work to meet the requirements
up, refueling, or maintenance outages, of ANSI N45.2.6.
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TRAINING SIMULATOR IMPROVEMENTS and to replace the current Integ-sted Control
System and its analog equations with digital

Trainin; on the B&W Simulatorisin heavy demand. equations in an on ime computer.
The fa:C;: is essentia".y booked for the first two
shifts dur:ng 1975. To maintain and improve the TRAINING VIA VIDEO TAPES
quality of training avaCable with the B&W Simula-
tor, we are currently in the process of making We have. developed nine video tapes under t} e
major changes to improve the accuracy of repre- sponsorship'of the Operator Licensing Branch of
sentation of the Rancho Seco core during Cycle 2. the Nuclearaegulatory Commission. These tapes
These revisions will enhance the ability to demon- represent the B&W plant response to various
stato axial power imbalance control, core quadrant methods of control and to certain casualty condi-
power tilts from asymmetrical control rod cond!. tions. Specifically , they include the plant response
tions, the different reactivity effects resulting from to automatic Integrated Control System action
a single control rod movement as compared to a plus the three major manual modes of operation.
group of control rods and the reactivity differ- The casualty tapes cover loss of a single feedwater
ences reflected from a dropped control rod versus pump, loss of all reactor coolant pumps, and stenn
an ejected control rod. generator tube lenk. Each is approximately twenty-

minutes long and is provided with an instruction
Using an auxiliary computer in the Simulator, manual tor assistance to the student. The tapes

we will implement a back-track capability which are fast moving and will maintain the student's
will allow the Simulator to be restarted at those interest while they are in use. We are continuing
conditions that existed during the time from 1 with this serics on control and casualty tapes, and
to 30 minutes prior to reset. This reset func- are beginning a maintenance series starting with
tion will allow students to repeat operations reactor coolant pump seals and control rod drives.
with different actions or to repeat the same actions
with a different operator. The auxiliary computer
will implement expanded plant computer capa-
bility including the plotting of eight selected
variables on a strip wart recorder, color CRT Acknowledgements
display of plant status and alarms, and new
alarms and event recorders. The simulator pro- The author gratefully acknowledges the
gram will be further revised during a summer contribution and support of 31r. Jach
outage to implement a more complete repre- Evans, Davis-Besse-1 Station Superintendent,
sentation of the Rancho Seco secondary plant in the preparation of this paper.
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"E40RAtSJM FOR: Walter P. Haass, Chief, Quality Assur nce Branch, D?.'!
'

FROM: Robert J. McDermott, Ouality Assurance Branch, DPM

SU5 JECT: RECO.'NE!;DATIONS FOR IMPR0"EMENTS TO II;ITIAL TEST PROGRAM
REVIEW IN LIGHT'"0F THE THREE MILE ISLAND 2 INCIDENT

"

1. Require all applicants whose SER is not issued to address Regulatory Guide
1.68, Revision 2. -

2. Require all P'R's not yet licensed to conduct natural circulation tesss.
Include in the next revision tc Regulatory Guica 1.~3. Jcstific;tior.:

(1) Regulatory Guice 1.ES allows credit for tests conducted on prototyce
plants. However, few plants are truly identical and plants referer.ced as,

prototypes may differ in many ways frcm the piant being raviewed (e.g.,
core size, reactor internals.. geometry, coolant loop pipe diameters);
(2) performing a. natural circulation test on each plant would be a check
on the procedures used to start and maintain natural circulation; (3) the
test would familiarize plant operators and supervisors with these procedures;
(4) the test would require a delay of cnly a few hours in the plant startup.

^6A
3. Review auxiliary feedwater descriptions for all PWR's not yet licensed to3

verify that full flow tests and lov. flow /high head (or shutoff head) tests
have been performed. Require applicants to perform these tests, if not
already planned or conducted. Justifica t.icn: Regulatory Guide 1.6S does
not state specifically what tests shculd be performed for auxiliary feedwater.
Further justification for icw flow testing: pumps are generally not designed
to run for long periods under low flow /high head conditions; they may be
required to operate under these conditions following some accidents and
transients. Modify Regulatory Guide 1.6S at tha next revision to include
specific statements'of auxiliary feecwater system tests.

4. Review ECCS test descriptions for all riants not yet licensed to verify that
tests include denenstration of pump capability to operate at low ficw/high
head (or shutoff head) conditions. Require applicant to do so, if necessary.
Jus tifica tion: pumps are generally not designed to operate for long periods =
under these conditions but would be required to do so for scme accidents
(e.g., small break LOCA). Modify Regulatory Guides 1.63 and 1.79 at their
next revision to specifiy these tests.

5. Require all plants not yet licensed to conduct tests to demonstrate the
capability of all systems (which are designed to do so) to automatically
, - 1 ; ~ 4 ., . 3 .y .3 5 - --% ., _. -s - , ~. - _ma .,. ~'

.. ~ , . - . . . . .. .
-. .. .
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to DSS that they consider requiring this in design cf eil systems d.ich
ere assumed to mitigate the ccnsea.ences of accisen:s (dhis would include
such systems as emergency core cooiing, residual heat renoval, fuel Suilding
ventilation. and emergency service water) and gming surveillance requice-
ments for these featuras in the technical specifications (including plants
which now have these features).

6. Require all plants not yet licensed to perform leak tests of the folicwing
systems (or portions of systems) if they are locned outside containment:

a. hydrogen recombiners -

b. decay heat reccval systems

c. ECCS
_

d. reactor coolant purification system

e. closed c:' cling water systems that have interfaces with resctor cociant

f. Other systems unique to plant design

Require these plants to establish acceptance criteria, or review existing
criteria, in light of the problems with leakage from systems outside contain-
ment at Three 14ile Island 2. Recommend to DSS and DSE that they re-evaluate
design criteria and accident analysis assumptions for leakage from these
systems and for the ventilation systems for buildings which house these
systems, in light of the TMI-2 incident. QAB should recommend tnat technical
specifications be established to require surveillance tests for leakage from
these systems. Modify Regulatory Guide,.l.63 at the next revision to include
leak tests from these systems.

7. Review test program descriptions for all plants not yet licensed to see if
adequate tests are performed for "non-safety" systems (e.g., auxiliary
feedwater systems, turbine bypass system, pressurizer power operated relief'
valves).

.

8. Recommend QAB & DSE clarify esting required for environmental monitoring
systems. (See Regulatory Guides 4.1 and 4.15 for existing requirements.)

9. QAB should ' recommend that D0R consider items 1 through 8 for applicability to
operating reactors.

m
10. Because modifying regulatory guides requires a fairly long time, we should

consider other short-term measures (e.g., Branch Technical Positicas) for
getting these chanhes into the regulatory process.

11. k'e recommend that these improvements be given high priority in the Initial
Test Program and Conduct of Operations section. All plants whose OL reviews
:'. n: u r m c, :: :_ __ . -A -

'
.

02;cd on the;r proxi ..i;y a f ae, i :2 u. ;; i_ ; _ . . x; . .s .. . .ns. ,.

whose OL reviews have not yet started can be handled during the course of the
normal review.

.

. - * * * * ' ' * * * e+ me % e e -,.,p % -e% e,g., ,,,. g. w pm ,g m .y, ,
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12.. Estimated manpower recairements (af ter . mar.dctment app-oval |.
~

a. Submitting recommended changes to Re'gulatory ' .

Guides 1.68 anc 1.79 to 650. 3 man-days -

b. Submitting recommendaticr.s to DSS, DOR, and DSE. 2 man-days

c. Performing re-review of plants whose OL reviews
are already started (Q-l's already issued):

..
,

Bellefente 12 man-days
Byron /Braidwood 5 man-days
Comanche Peak 12 man-days'

Diablo Canyon 12 man-days
Fa rley-2 12 man-days'
Fermi-2 ~7 man-days -

Granc Gulf 4 man-days.

t.aSalle 7 man-days
McGuire 12 man-days

. Midland 12 man-days
North Anna-2 12 man-days
Salem 12 can-days
San Onofre 2/3 12 man-days-

' ' Sequoyah 12 man-days
Shoreham 7 man-days

! Summer 12 man-days

| _

'r:P PS S-2 7 man-days
Susquehanna 4 man-days

1|atts Bar 12 man-days
i Zimmer 7 man-days

j
Total '192 man-days

i

} Incorporating these changes in reviews which have not started would take
| no more than one-man-day each.
.-

These concerns / considerations were raised in a meeting of the Initiel Test Program -

and Conduct of Operations section on May 10, 1979. -

.c
.

:r
/~ p/ev./ ~j,

:;
m
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[{77-QualityAssuranceEranchRobert J. McDermotu-
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,. ;, Division of Project Mariagement
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iGCP/f DUM FOR: Donald J. 5Lovholt, Assistant Director fc- Quality Assura1cc
& Operations, Divi:,ian of Freject **.nagement

FRO::: , Walter P. Haass, Chief, Quality Assrance Branch,
Division of Project Maasgement

SU3J ECT: REC 04 MENDED GiA*;GES TO QA3 REVIEW C.: Iti1TI AL TEST

PR03PA!iS RESULTING FROM THE TMI-2 A:CIDEliT
\

s

As indicated in the enclosed memorandum,, the Inicial Tast Progra2/ Conduct cf
Cperhtions Group within QA5 has developed a set'of rec:=endatiens to supplement ,

tne normal review of test orcgrams described in F5AR's. The recc=endations
are base:i en cur present knowled;9 of the TMI-2 accidcnt. Mith your approval,
I recommend that the following ccJr:e of actions be adcpted:

a. For those itemst that affect the QAB review only, cevelop a technical
position that has QA Branch and your appreval, at a minimum, and is
documented as either a BT? and/or a modificacion to a regulatory guide.
This would apply to iteras 1,. 2, 3, 4, 5 (first sentence), 6 (initial

~

portion), and 7.
'

b. Transmit new techn'ical positions as they are developed and approved ,

to OSD for fonnal ccdification, and to the " Lessons Learned" task
force.

Prepare specific recccmandations for transnittal to other NRR divisions,c.
as appropriate. This would apply to items 5 (second sentence), 6 (latter
portion), 8, and 9. Again, the " Lessons Learned" task force would be
kept infonned.

.

d. Implement new technical positions resulting frcm a above in OL reviews
as outlined in item 12c.

.

We are prepared to discuss the above recommended course of actions and the
recomended changes to the QAB review process with you at your c:arliest
convenience.

.-

.,_

&^t i tGfo, -*

Walter P. Haass, Chief
Quality Assurance Branch
Division of Project Management

B:' :nr:- .

..=m , u. ~ ., r. .. . t .:. . .L :
'

da tcd liay 22, 1979

cc: R., :cDarmott
* d. Ci1 ray-

3. Clayton

.c_. . . . . _. _ . _.

L
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; . 'Dtis rep' ort was pr.: pared as an account of werk rpenscred by
I ' the United State: Gove nrnent. Nei:her :he United 5:2:es nor
i the United States Nuclear Regulatcry Cernmirsion.n: any of
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ABSTRACT
|
.

This repart contains recocnendations from a three nonth study of quality
assurance in nuclear power plants as it is practiced in bdustry and regulated by
the NRC. Requested by the NRC, the study was accomplished through on-site visite
by Sandia personnel at NRC offices and industry locations and through discussion
with relevant technical society groups and interested individuals. The study group i

1

recnsumended changes to improve QA regulation by the NRC, to improve industry
i

application of 10CFR50, Appendix B criteria, and to extend and expand the scope of
QA activit'es by both industry and NRC.
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SUMMARY

At the request of the Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC), a Sandia
Laboratories study group has investigated the Comission's regulatory activities
pertaining to quality ' assurance. for nuclear power plants. The study analyzed.

representative aspects of the NRC quality assurance (QA) program, evaluated the
*

program's philosophy and practices, and id'entified ' potential program improvements.
Ibe study group evaluated the' quality .sssurance activities of both the NRC and the
nuclear power plant industry, for consonance with NRC's definition of quality
assurance as "all those planned and systematic actions necessary to provide
adequate confidence that a se accure, system, or component will perform

-

satisfactorily in service." The study did not evaluate the safety of nuclear power
-

reactors.

I
,

i The group gathered information through: (1) discussions wi.th representatives
of K1C and industry organizations,. professional societies, 'and industry standards
development groups, aad also with selected individuals; (2) observations of

t

| industry and NRC activities; and (3) reviews of documentation and literature
pertaining to nuclear power and its reguIation.

e

!
; The addition of Appendix B to Title 10 cf the Code of Federal Regulations,

1 i
'

|
Part 50 (10 CFR 50, Appendix B) has established requirements for administrative

I systems perr.inent to quality assurance, and thereby has ensured consistent

| recognition and application of quality assurance practices in the nuclear industry.
L In our examination of quality assurance activities we observed that as su ranceL

neasures have been applied to the design, construction and operation of all nuclear
power plants, and that the NRC continuously strives to improve and expand these
measure %

The beneficial impact of existing NRC quality assurance activities is
|

| 7
apparent. Hos.ever, based a the results of our survey and the stringent demands
for reactor safety (and, therefore, on quality assurance), 'we conclude that further _.1 *

improvements are warranted in both industry quality assurance programs and NRC'

regulation of these programs. For the NRC program these improvements involve (1)
the cocsnunication of regulations and guidance, (2) the definition and comunica t ion

;

7
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ef responsTtrrlicies aa6 3Urhbrities or artices an:1 other organtTaTions, arid D) th'e '~

capability for inspection and enforcement. For industry, these impr'ovement s '

include more intensive application of measures req. ired by 10 CFR 50, Appendix 3,
particularly by strengthening planning ictivities a$d'hy increasing emphasis on
certain aspects of testing and auditing.

.

We not'e thet the NRC has not required the' use of certain techniques which have-

been found valpable in other quality assurance programs. These techniques include
the application of reliability models and analysis of unreliability modes and

' rates. The use of these techniques can provide a systematic structuring of the
I quality assurance program, and thus strangthen the program. Additional benefits, -

{ such as the provision of bases for utilizing test and operating experience for
determining quality assurance effectiveness, can also result from the use of these

{ techniques.
-

; In accordance with these conclusiens, we recommend that:
!.
!

', The NRC st engthen, through its communications to industry, recognition of the.

*

Standard Review Plan as the basic source of guidance on quality assurance
.

requirements.

10 CFR 50, Appendix 3 be used in the regulation of all areas of power reactor.

design, construction, and cperation which are judged to have suf ficient
,

.

importance to safety to fall under other NRC regulation. The selective
! application of QA elements now applied to safety-significant items not
i
g interpreted as falling under Appendix 3 should be replaced by an approach in
f which the degree to which the 18 criteria of Appendix 3 are applied would
s

: reflect the safety significance of the item.
( l

i ~ |

|I '

The Transfer of Lead Responsibility Memo be revised (or that some supplemental '.

6
be astablished) to provide a schedule for co=pletion of activities andmeans a

3 status reporting mechanism, for problems requiring action by both the Of fice
7

of Inspection and Enforcement and the Of fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.
_ , ,

.,

t
The NRC take steps to assure that each vendor inspected under the Licensee-

.

Contractor and Vendor Inspection Program (LCVIP) is aware of 'the continuing

|
8 ''

&

t
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$"' responsibility and authority of the licensee with -espect to veddor qGHTity
- - -

~ ~-

a

N
.

assurance.

IE headquarters clarify responsibility for inspection of quality assurancei

) .

activities of utility-run architect-engineers as belonging either to the1

program cr to the Licensee Contractor and: ,

|
regular inspection and enforcement
Vendor Inspection Progdam (LCVIP).

Licensee Coctractor and Vendor InspectionVendors to be inspected under the
every vendor has.

Program (LCVIP) be selected on a basis which ensures that
some likelihood of being inspected. -

,

g
IE inspection of material produced under the ASME Code provisions be

| .

f
eliminated, but only if the ASME requirements are expanded to include

this recommendation
* operation. Since efforts in this direction are under way,

is intended to encourage such ef forts.

staf f strengtnea its review of theDe Inspecti:n and Enforcement
..

inspectability and enforceability of. Technical Specif,ication requirements.

increased , and that
Routine direct NRC inspection and testing of hardware be

to quality decisions made in the construction and operation of
.

f
data pertinent

(This includes thea plant be evaluated by the NRC on a routine basis.6

data.)evaluation, for example, of radiographic and ultrasonic test
!
:
'

IE inspections for QA program implementaLios during construction (Modules
.
.

! frequently during.

j 357005 through 35736B of the II Manual) Le conducted morei

! the period of personnel turnover prior to operation.

|
Qualification testing be required for design verification when practicable.

.

andi
IE inspections "QA Program (Receipt, Storage a.d Handling of Equipment

; . and _

Materials)" (Module 35720B of the IE Mr .ual)_ and "QA Program (Test
Measurement Equipment)" (Module 357363) be cochiucted more frequently during

;

construction. -
|
.
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for comprehensive qualification
*

**-the'tfRC-irsfat ttstr re itements and guidance
programs, similar in detail to the reqairements and guidance .

" .

and proof test
~

The guidance should include
for precperational and startup testing programs.
criteria for practicability. d

I
- ,

;

The NRC actively continue support of cooperative ' audit programs in the
', ;

i

industry, especially programs for the sharing of audit data among licensees
. ,

i

I
,

for the conduct of joint audits.and contractors, an,d

simple method,

for nuclear power plants, a more systematic, yetThe NRC adopt,

of representing hardware and human performance cha-acteristics CPtt
. ere

I
to safety of .;

This method shou'Id address the importan:e!

i significant to_ safety. d
I these characteristics and should also consider their unreliability modes an

rates, in order that a more comprehensive quality assurance program can be
;

models and
Toward this end, we recommend the use of s'implified avent

.

; applied.
equations within the industry and the NRC.1

}
;

The quality assurance pisaning and evaluation function in the NRC be assigned
,

.

This function would include:to a separate group.

in standards,,

Parforming continuing reviews of all assurance me'asures1)
Regulatory' Guides and Standard Review Plans for consistency and

adequacy,

Evaluating overall QA effectiveness (ultimately by comparing'

2) from all ,

assessments of the reliability of reactor safety features l
'

1

plants with established goals) and recommending programmatic.
1

,

j
improvements when indicated, and 1

j l

i

techniques.!

!
3) Developing and implementing improv.d quality assurance

i I

I
I l
* ; I

's

?

:
t

I

: I

10'

*
,

1
L I

I
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4tse-st4dy-groep.-praviously haddy minor contact wi.th cosumercial nuclear
. .

;
-

- -

Power plants and, as a result, had few preconceptions concerning either the statusHowever, members of the
or form of quality assurance in the nuclear in'dustry. lied to nuclear
group have had* a substantial background in quality assurance as app

4

.

i ,

A brief description of Sandia 1.aboratories quality assurance
I

- .
'

ordanace systems.
i d~in-

activities and resumes of the major contributors to the study are conta ne i.

Appendix D.
.

'

,

1

-

Nuclear power plants and 'the nuclear weapon ordnance system. hardware which~-attributes
Sandia Laboratories is coccerned with dif fer significantly in important

However, nuclear weapon system reliaoility can besuch as complexity and size. Some power
compared to the reliability of safety reatures in rn. clear power plants.

'

in each
plant synce s operate continuously, but many of the systems of interest,This leads to

er.Ll d upon to function af ter long periods of inactivity.
icase , art

correspcuse ce, in concept, between safety features of reactors and reliabil ty
i d from one

. Evaluation techniquas and insights ga nefeatarer or nuclear ordnance. Because of the similarity in requirements and
program are relevant to the other. .

for

concepts noted above, it was considered that the practices of quality assurance
in the

nuclear ordnance would (with ciodifications to accocatodate the dif ferences
I

for the
character and context of the two industries) provide a reasonable base.

Consequently, in evaluating NRC and
evaluation af nuclear power quality assurance.
industry activities and develaping reco-smendeticns for potential improvements, we

f some of the techniques that have been found' useful in outhave attempted to appi
nuclear ordnance quality assurance program experience.

i

the course of the study, the study group developed a general understand ng
It Within

of the nuclear power industry and the regulatory activities of the NRC.
i i lly in the

this general context we addressed those regulatory activities - pr nc pa
Of fices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), Inspection and Enforcement (IE), and
Standards Development (SD) - which are related to quality assurance for the

By agreement with
design, construction, and operation of nuclear power reactors..

;

I study has not addressed the following areas:' ; NRC, the

i !
'

,

e

4

i
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An evaluation of the safety of'nucla st power plants.
. - - . - .

|- 0- fo'r other parts of the nuclear fuel cycle, such as the
.!

,

Quality aasurance
regulation of enrichment or reprocessing facilities or the transportation

t .
t

i
of new or spent fuel . _ . _ _ _

_ _ _ .

!
'.

f
Quality assurance for activities having to do with the physical protection.

f e' '.

of fac.ilities or with the control of.special materials. i
- I

'

Because of the limited resources and time to perform the study, we did not

learn eg,ough of the technical details of nuclear power plant design, construction,f idered to
and operation to address all specific technical aspects that were cons

In such areas the study group --

fall Lato the proviace of quality assurance. '
i d.

examined the pertinent regulations and practices to determine emphas s an

direction.

Quality Assurange Defined
.

The definition of quality assurance given ,bi the i troduction to 10 CFR 50,n

"compsises all those planned. and systematic ^ actions
is thtt itAppendix B, nt will

necessary to provide adequate confidence that a structure, system or compone
This broad definition.of quality assurance is

'
,

perform satisf actorily in service."i

for use" (see'

compatible with Juran's discussion of quality in terms of " fitnesst

} " Quality of conforma'nce" (to
Juran, section 2, pps. 2-1 through 2-12).

for use , and an equally important; is osa parameter of fitness
f

specifications) i

is the " quality of design" which considers the adequacy of specificat ons
I paramete'r it is intended to

and any implied requirements necessary for the product to do what1

with both of thesa parameters in its regulation of qualityj

do. NRC has dealt ily by 10 CFR 50.;

.nssurance, but quality of conformance is addressed primar
Appendix B and quality of design is addressed primarily in other parts of the

;

| regulations.

reactor facilities -- safety,
There are a number of aspects of nuclect fitness for use.

reliability, availability, capacity, cost, etc. -- which af fect 7 ..

13 )i

!

I

I
|
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,fMbst of the'se aspects are of principal interest to the industry and are not
addressed in this s'tudy, except where attention given them may af fect reliability j ,

.

of safety systems. Quality assurance activities provide industry's assurances that~

safe'ty, availability, capacity, and cost objectives will be met, but we have
~

_ ,

; ,

concerned ourselves only with quality assurance related to safety features, since : -'

t.safety is the primary concern of the NRC. ! .

' . . ~

s

The study group used the definition of quality assurance given in 10 CFR 50,
_ _

Appendir b as the referent for evaluating the QA program for nuclear power ,
plants. Although this broad definition 2ncreased the scopa of the study, it*

,

| permitted an evaluation of activities in terms of the overall goal of assuring the

|
reliability of the safety features of nuclear power plants. Such a scope for the

study was felt to be more meaningful than a narrower scope using a definition of QA
as conformance to specifications. Appendix B of this report amplifies on the

-

,

definition of QA, and ideatifies the functions necessary to achieve this broad
assurance.

.

Nuclear reactor safety depends upon features of nuclear plants which prevent

! or mitigate the consequences of accidents 4 It is to assure -the desire . performance

i features that activities pertinent. to quality of design and quality ofof those

conformance are required. Thus a restatenent of the definition of quality'

assurance which was used for the study would be, "all those planned and systematic
actions necessary to provide adequate confidence that the features of nuclear power
plants 6hich prevent or nitigate the consequences of accidents will perform
reliably in use."

Conduct of the Study

-

!
! The first effort of the study was to learn bow the NRC conducts its

operatiots, and how the various organizations ha d$e NRC contribute to the

assurance of quality.~Three two-man teams spent two or more weeks at NRC

headquarters interviewing personnel in all NRC orgaoizations that appeared to
be directly involved in assurance activities. Most of this time was' spent in the
Of fices of Standards Development, Ruclear Reactor Pegulation, and Insp;ection and
Enforcement. The Of fice of Nuclear Regulatory Pesearch (RES) was not visited :

1
I

ik

-
-

-e-- - .
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}i h RFS prograss

bhcrus'e some members of the study group had become. familiar w t .
.

;
-

]

- (WASR 1400).drevianlof she 2aagor SafetyJu y ~ - -. .

I- A""--
-,

,

Other offices and organizaticas visithd inciated: |
i.

- . * s

Of fi 4 of Inspector and Auditor
'

.

Off. 6 of Planning and Analysis
Of fice of Management information and P:ngram Control

.

.

Office of Policy Evaluation

' Statistical 'Staf f for the Technica1' Adviser to the
.

.

Eaecutive Director
s included in our. -' l

Some dtscusston with legal and public af fairs pecaonnel a so wa
.i

! faces in these areas.
NRC :ontacts to identify the particular problems MRC

;
forr

of' documentation was collected at NRC headquacters
A considerable amount d associated

included regulations, Regulatory Guides an d Final
inte*nal NRC guidance and procedures, exa pes of Preliminary an

Deselater study.

i u Plans', statusettndards ,[ Sefety Analysis Raports (PSARs/FSARs or SARs), St.andard Rev e
~!

I documents, etc.
$

I d the material obtained from
With the backgroucd provided by the KRC visits anclear industry were selected for!

i h

the NRC, representative organizations with r. t e nui h QA was practiced ia the
,

visits to determine the menner and extent to e c Meetings were also held

industry, and to judge the ef fectiveness of that ef fort. technical and industrial societies
.

!

| l
with iMustrial groups, concerned individua s, ffices. A list ofI

engaged in standards a.:tivities, and four NIC Regional O
;

! f acilities visited and persons interviewed is giren in Table !-1
,

'

a

i ;
to

! l accompanied us

!' The visits were arranged by the NRC, but na KRC petsonnethat more 'c'aodor was possible if only the stu y
,

d -.

It was feltthe places visited. :nonymity would be preserved 1

and if it was agreed ghat |

group nenbers were present, Unless a secious safety problem was observed (none
'

I
1j

fullest extent possible. !i to the
,

|
| 1
4

i

s.
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TABIZ I-1
_ . _ _ . t

!
-

,

Contacts .Made During Study i> _ _ _
3

.

1

IITILITIES_
--

-
4

.
!___

Hartford, CT I

North East Utilities
.

| ,,"

Charlotte, NC ie'

D2ke Power i

Philadelphi,a, PA . :

Philadelphia Electric Co. 'f ,

Ben' ton Harbor, M1
Indiana & Michigan Power Co.

j St. Petersburg, FL
Florida, Power Co.

PLA*' ~

iNew landon, C
I di11 stone 1,2 and 3
: Terrell, NC
1

McGuire 1,2
Senton Harboc, MI,

,

.

D. C. Cook 1,2
Crystal River FL

Crystal River 3
,

A-Es
Boston, MA

Stons & Webster
Charlotte, E

Duke Power Philadelphia, PA
United Engineers & Constructors

NSSS
Lynchburg, VA-

Babcock & Wilcox
Windsor, C

Combustion Engineering '

San Jose, CA
Ceneral Electric

.

e
6

*

i

.
.I
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TABLE 'I-1 (Cont'd)
,'

,_

'

~
.

...

VENDotS_ Sales, MA

Atw'ood & Morrill (valves)
We:tirghouse EMD' (Pumps)

. Pittsburgh, PA

Chattanooga, Th
'Combuttien Eng. (pressure vessels) Pittsburgh, PA9

I.*1agheny Ludium Steel Lynchburg, VA'
-

.

Babceck & Wilcox (fuel) San Jose, CA

General Electric (instrumentation) )

Southwest Research (vendor services, Nuclear San Antonio, TX . I~

Platt Reliability Data System) i |

|

_ REGIONAL OFFICES _
)

I, II IV, and V '

.
R1gions

INDUSTRY CROUPS & AS!.OCIATIONS
|

Edison Electr'ic Institute (EF.I), QA Ngrs. I

Atomic Industrial Forum (AIF) ) Nuclear Division .

Aretican Society for Quality Control (ASQC I

!

Conferen.ce !f ence
Ase'ritan Nuclear Society ( ANS) Executive Con er

LS_
_ SELECTED INDIVIDUA }

Don Ford (Union of Concerned Scientists).
)

Edward A. Reynolds (QA Consultant)

STANDARDS ORGANIZATIONS _ )
American Society of Nechanical Engineers ( ASME |

I) 2

American National Standards Institute (ANS(IEEE)
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

- )

T |

.

e
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.4,9ervations verer only to b used- in ' support of general findings fe

-) , Tiit. m^ ^

and recommendations addresse'd towards improvements in the NRC regulatory process. ,

These visits', varying in length from a few hours to a week at each place,
.

,
,

.occaspied the study group for about thr.ee months. Two-man tear.s, generally
,

and another ;

coesisting of one QA engineer versed in audit or survey practice,
i

representing a background in QA prograte evaluation and advanced planning, vis tad
An ef furt was made to expose each team member to all types of ,

,

each site. architect-engineer
organization in the nuclear industry, i.e., utility, plant,

(A-t.) , nuclea~r steam system supplier (NSSS), and vendor.
- -

While the visits involved only a small percentage et the overall nuclear power
the places visited and

iWrry, the combination of discussions and observations at ~

f the
the' additional study of documents and literature provided a reasonable grasp o
industry in general and the. aceivities pertinent to quality assurance in

A description of those characteristics of the nuclear industry and theparti.cular. is presented in Appendix A
NRC Mich we believe are pertinent to quality assurance

familiar with the processes by which nuclear powerof 12 mis report. Readers not dix
plaats are designed, constructed, operated and regulated are referred to Appen

.

i A.

.

industry is broad and
is important to recognize that the nuclear powerIt

Not all of tne cbservations in this report which prompted recommendationsdiverse,

are unifortaly characteristic of the industry, but they indicate the need for
we have focused our recommendations onadditional NRC control. In this report, and likely

[
those areas where, to us, the need for further improvement was apparent

;

We neither stressed in the study, nor reported in detail, areasi
to be significant.

ffective.j
where the NRC and, industry quality assurance activities are strong and e

|
.

i
! In general, our re.connendations ari directed to achieving' QA goals; thus ,

is needed.
recosamendations have been placed in the context of identifying whati

Examples of how;

|
rather than offering specific details for accomplishment.

given, but we have attempted to avoid
._

-
i

recoesmendations might be implemented are
!

encroachment on NRC options, especially in the area of organisational adjustments.l
g

..

I

.

b
e

4
'
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5
ideas present'ed in this report reflect the study group's independentTh2
but are not necessarily novel or origin 51. We have examinedJqmt. earlier

.

Ijudgment, for potential
'ovelustTinTh the NRC QA program, and have noted similar idecs

here has been 1

irpe2v:ments. We are aware that at least part of what we present
.

bibliography list _s ,some _ studies. and reports dealingrnticipt.ted by othcts. L. .

with regulatic,n and. quality assurance.
. e

43 wish ta acknowledge here the assistance of both NRC staf f and others who
freely given, and the cooperationTheir assistance wasptrticipated in this study.

which we received was invaluable in achieving the study goals.
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CENERAL MPECTS OF IASSURANCE REGUI.ATION
Y

.

Le scope and ' complexity of The Nuclear Regulatory Commision's activities
several years.. pertisect to quality assutance have grown rapidly over the past *

for initiating and communicating
'' This p.wth has resulted in iscreasing demands

quality assurance require *ments , and alms .is...inspeeieg and enforcing compliance .
,

;
Althocg2 tbe NRC has taken positive steps to accoasmodate these demands, .there are

the NRC can take to im; rove the ger. ral characteristics ofadditixsi steps that

quality assurance regulation. * Recommendations for improvements to those _

characteristics are described below. -

Provision of Cuidance

The EtC quality assurance program depends on licensees meetics requirements
which hne been established by regulation. Thus , clear. and understandable

,

c Omti.sizs of requitements @om the bRC to licensees are vital to QA program
5The regulations themselves - IQ CFR 50.34 and 10 CFR 50, Aspendix B -- .i

i succeu.
Eleven of the j.

are br-A acsi are oriented toward results rather thas eethods.
eightees A;9endix 5 criteria begin, " Measures shall be established to ...."

The

to the licensee , subject tochoice of specific measures to be employe'd is lef t
|

approval by the NRC staff.

implemented several channels of guidance defining acceptableIbe 32C has
mre than 100 Regulatory Guides covering specific topics have been issued

lmethod s.
i

by the Office of Standards Development, following review and concurrence by the
cther affected NRC Offices. These guides of ten endotse industry standards

Branch Technicaldocoments. with or without modifications and/oc exceptiora.
in the Of ficePositi:x2 papers are published by individual techt.ical review branches

of Nuclear Icactor Regulation (NRR). Three documents (WASH-1283, WASH-1284, and'

WASH-1M) were published in 1973 and 1974 to provide guidance on quality assurance
-

'

These books collected various sourc'es of guidance together.requirraects.

Although they are now cut of date, they are still referred to because of their
usefulsess as a single source of QA guidance.

21
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ne Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation -(NRR) has prepared a series of .

*

=- - c'MU - Pfeiedf%ns-tSRPs) fBr~the gufdance'of 'its' staff in reviewing SARs. ,I-

i
These SRPs spell out guidance directly in addition to referencing Regulatory ;

Caideo, industry stand &rds, Bracch Technical Positions, and, occasionally, other ,.

Be.various SRPs are keyed to sections in the SAR format standardized by
*

sources. ,

Reptatory duide 1.70. hus , the set ,of SRPs covers all guidance pertinent to the.

SA2 and is indexed to the SAR table of contents.
i

NRC guidance documents, in general, bear more weight than the word " guidance"
would normally imply. De following quotation from the Introduction to the
Standard Rc*iew Plans refl.ects a significant impediment to approaches other thau

.

those contained in NRC guidance. "Like Pegulatory Guides, the Branch Technical
-

Positions and Appendices represent solutions and approaches that are acceptable to
the staff, but they are not required as the caly possible solutions and approache ..
However, applicants should recognize that, as in the case of Regulatory Guides,
substantial time ,and effort on the part of the staff have gone into the development
of the Branch Technical Posit ons and Appendices and that a correaponding amount, of~

time and effort will probably be requited to review and accept new or dif ferent
solutions and approa.-hss". Discussions with a number of industry representatives
led to the observation that, % view of this unavoidable increase in review. ef fort ,

i
; utilities of ten conclude that proposing alternatives to solutions and approaches

identified in NRC guidanca would be too costly. In these cases the NRC guidance '

serves as de facto regulation.

To evaluate what licensee activities fall under the individual criteria. of 10
k CFR 50, Appendix B, the study group reviewed the NRC guidance documentation
s

| relating to each criterion. Tables 11-1 and II-2 illustrate the difficulty in
identifying various sources of guidance for two of the Criteria: X (Inspection) and
XI (Test Control).

Table 11-1 begins 1.ith criteria I and XI of 10 C7R 50, Appendix B in the
center and follows two separate routes toward more specific guidance. To the -
right of the criteria, we have listed those Regulatory Guides which we identified
(through review of all Regulatory Guides) as pertaining. to inspection and/or -

, testing. Several of the listed Regulatory Guides refer in turn to industry
8 .

:
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TAB 12 11-1 1

\-
_

.

Cuidance for Inspection ad Test Control
,

Determined From Review.
.

I

Determined From Review
-- - - of Regulatory Guides .

I -

-.
~

! of Standard Review Plans ~ . . INDUSTRY
~

REGULATCRY
APPENDII 3 STANDARDSCUIDESI STANDARD CRITERIA - .,

REVIEW P!.ANS
j -

:-1.10
| .

' 3.8.1 -: :
i

,

j | : :-1.15
1

See Table 11-2 f 3.8.2 -: :
: :-1.18.

| For Re.ferences j
',

From Tasse 4 3.8.3 -: :-1.19 --- ASME Code
:

| :
Standard III & VIII -

3.8.4 -: :,

i Review Plans :-1.20 ':
I

| ( 3.8.5 -: : N45.2:-1.28 --- ANS':
! 3.9.4 -: :

:-1. 30 -- ANSI N45.2.4~!'' :
(IEEE 336)3.11.2 -: :

:-1.33 --- ANSI N45.2:
:- I -: "

4.2 -: :
-----:-1,34 --- ASME Codet ::

:---:6.3 -:- :
: :: :-1. 41
:- II-:6.6 -: :

: :- 1.52
7- :

:-1. 56
6.. -: :

: :-1. 63
. 14.1 -: :

: :--1.68
14.2 - : :

: :-1.68.1
16 -: :

: :-1.70
17.1 -: :

: :-1. 79
17.2 -: :

:-1. 80
:
:-1.89 - -- IEEE 323
:
:- l.90 :
:
:-1.94 -- ANSI N45.2.

.
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TABLE II-2 .
_

_

. . . .
|

*

1

r

References From Selected Portions of the Standard Review Plaa|,
**

}
*

STANDARD INDUSTRf AND REGULATORY 10 CFR 50
'j

REFERENCES
;

GOVERNMENT CUIDESREVIEW ,

; _ ' PLAN STANDARDS f
4

!
Appendix A Criteria 2, 4 '

1.10 j
3.8.1 ACI 359 1.15 16,50 *

i ( ASME Boiler & Pressure |
,

,

1.18( Vessek Code, Section III, ~ 1.'19 2 ' lI

Division 2) '

1.35
I 1.55i

1.70
1.93

. -

Appendix A Criteria 2, 4,1.57
ASME Boller & Pressure 1.70 16, 503.8.2 Vessel Code, Section III,

Division 1, Subsection NZi

l

Appendix A Criteria 2, 4,

1.10
3.8.3 ACI 318 1.15

ACI 359 1.55
ASME Boiler & Pressure 1.57Vessel Code, Section III,,

1.70
Division 2 ( ACI 359) &
Subsections NE, NF

ALSC " Specification for the
Design, Fabrication, and...
of Structural Steet..."

ANSI N45.2.5
,

._

=

Appendix A Criteris 2, 41.70 -

3.8.4 ACI 318
AISC " Specification for t'ae

,

Design, Fabrication, and...
of Structural Steel..."

Appendix A Criteiia 2, 41.70
3.8.5 ACI 318

AISC " Specification for the
Design, Fabrication, and...
of Structural Steet..."

ASME Boiler & Pressure :Vessel Code, Section III,
*

Division 2 ( ACI 359)

ACI - American Concrete Institute nstruction
AISC - American Institute of Steel Cs

24
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To the lef t, we have
-h table.

s}tandards! some' of this guidan-e is also shows in t eGuide 1.70 (Stand ud
I

'

.

listed the Standard EvEPl~ans Chi ~ch'r,7e' view 'of Regulatoryinspection and/or testing.
[ Format and Content of.SAR's) Ident'ified as pertr.ining tod d Regulatory

in the case of Standard Review Flans, the refereness to stan ar s,i hi tabulation in .

Cuides, and portions of 10 CFR 50 are too extensive to pers c . e rDerefore, Table 11-2 lists, for some of the Standard Review Plans
j

in5

| i portions of 10 CFRTable 11-1.
Table 11-1, the references to standards. Regulatory Guides, am-

in these tables are
should be noted that the listinZe of guidance provided

.

dards and weIt

complete in the sense that standards of ten reference other stan
50.

;-

|
not

have not pursued these references.
.

I Es tensiveindustry.

The volume and variety of guidance place a burden on the
e

firme to find all of the
;

research is required, on the part of each applicant,
*

Also, since~

is pertinent to his situation.
guidance, ana"then to determine what dif ferent aspects of
different forms of ' guidance on a given topic usus11y emphasize;

i
even contr'adictory.,

| the topic, the guidance sometimes appears confus ng orii control of
These characteristics of the guidance system limit the eff c ent

NRC.
. industry quality assurance activities by the

.

there should be
,

For the efficient coassunication of guidance, we believe thatBis basic source should contain, or reference
*

one basic source for all guidance. lia:ce, pertinent standards,
other sources which contaitu optional methods of comp i lar copic will be
clear definition of all terms, inforeation on how the part cu ceptabilicy. Since

i

reviewed by NRR, and the criteria the 'GtC till use is judg ng acNRC treats
characteristics, and is available to the public, the Verecoe:jasthe SRP has these i ts.

it as the basic source of guidance on qzality assurance requ .enenions to ind.astr*, recognitica of the
that the NRC strengthen, through its cc m nicat lity assurance _
Standard Review Plan as the basic source of guidance os cua

requirements _.

idance courts would
Although such increased emphasis are the SRP as the basic guincreased ef fort within the

reduce the dif ficulty in understanding the guidance, an d adequacy is also
NRC in reviewing all forms of guidance for consistency an

'

fa
Such a review effort could be obtained through the assignment o

in a later section.desirable.
planning and evaluation function, which is discussed

.

_

*. . .
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Applicability of QA to Other Frant Systems -
'

-
.

}
Appendix B of 10 CFR $0 is not used in the regulatio'n'of 'several steas whose j*

[ j fo'portance to safety has been acknowledged by 'the NRC by issuing specific j

|
regulations and prescribing inspections. These areas include the handling of spent j~

'
s

. fuel and radioactive waste at reactor facilitis:, occupational exposures, and 1

-
e

} .

on-site. radiation monitoring and meteorological instrumentation, In .these cases , j,
-

,t

which the NRC has found to be of less significance to cafety th' n some other. a*

reactor features', only selected elements of a QA, program are applied. For example. t

.

-

the calibration of meteorological instn,meoratin.ris covered in Regulatory Guide- '

1.23 and section 2.3.3 of the Standard Raview Plan, both of which treat'

..
mateorological instrument.clon. IE persorael provided examples relatics to'

radiation sanitoring instrumentation to illustr, ate the dif ficulty with this ,

{
I approach. Specifically, enforcement actions considered necessary by IE to solve

'

instrument problems at neveral plants could not be taken since the Appendir B1

|
I criteria were not considered applicable and since alternate requirements do not
k address all areas normally addressed oy the Appendix B criteria.
e

?

I
k'e reconenend that 10 CFR 50, Appendix 5 he used in the regulation of all areas

oL power reactor design, construction, and operation which are 'iudeed to have

f sufficient important!e to safety to fall under other NRC recylation. The selective*

t interpreted

{
application of dA elewnts now applied to safety-sig:iificant .itecs, not'

as f alling under Appendix 3 should be rerlaced by an sooroach in which the degree
to which the 18 criteria of Appendix 5 are aeplied v.ntd re(leet the safety

F
'- sienificance of the item. Adoption of this recommendation would change decisions

| from "whethet" a criteria should be applied to "how much" it should be applied.

l.
I Problem Response System'

I
,

,

f i
n

f
Ef forts to improve the overall quality assurance program are evident in the

manner in which ERC responds to problems which occur in the field. A review of NiLC
| t

f ! responses to r.uclear power plant problems such as those revealed by the Browns
- Terry fire (See, for example, NUREC 0050). and the set point drif t problem (See* ,

t ;
USAEC publication 00E-ES-003) shows that the responses brought improvement both in

! the :otC QA program and in the implementation of that prograar.
I
:
*

! 26
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some problems require may be' only an enforcement
Although' the response that

arough ,an investigation / action type of
.

A-H awrsgree .ingovement come s,ab,out , investigations in^ &
The KRC uses several types of responses including:

t

f f reviews of |response.
the field by IE teams, bulletins distributed to the industry, sta

i d cted>

problems, a' signment of special study groups , data analysis , and hear egs con u.

{
-

by NRC baseds..
.

least from the examples ,
. ~

I The actions resulting from investigations, at
in the. implementation of the NRCj .

reviewed, tenJ to concentrate on improvement.

improvement in coverage of| quality assurance program (for example, the
*

In addition, instances!
instrumentatico resulting from the set point drif t study).f

(forj were miso noted of changes to the progran itself as part of the response
,

result of thej
cv ==ple, the asta'blishment of an Incident Management Center as a

.

,

;

Browns Terry experience).
.

One dif ficulty observed in the NRC problem response mechanism is determining
Although a large number of problems are brought

to

which problems need response. C Some

each month, few of them require more than routine reaction by the NR .
light tion

are reported by licensees in required Licensee Event Repcets or ConstrucStill other
Others. are found and reported by IE' inspectors.Deficiency Re' ports. The imp'.ementation .

problems are identified in reports from a variety of sources. il
of some means of sorting reported problems according to their potent a

is important.
significance to safety (such as described in Chapter IV)

Some of the problems require cooperative action by more than one group or
In recognition of this situation, some NRC offices have developediLdividual. The Action Item Tracking System (AITS) ,

Isystems for ensuring appropriate response. for example, assigns responsibility. I
in the Of fice of Inspection and Enforcement,

for completion, and requires periodic status
for action, establishes a schedule

These systems have been ef fective in improving the response to routine \

reports.
within the organizations. where they are applied.problems

For pachlems which catail cooperative or coordinated actions between the
Of fice of Nuclear Reactor' Regulation and the Of fice of Inspectioe and Enforcement, !

27
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nas been developed for identifying ~ responsibilities for action by means of {- afnem
hit .r of Lead Responsib'ility Meso, This meno includes a description of the f

t (
*" -oposebactions to-be takeeProbaa requirine invutinartem 4 4 rnan helaa ""'

,_ _

by* eacn of fice. Coauments tiy NRC personnel indicate that the proposed actions a6e
ioccasionally not completed in a timely, fashion or that NRC personnel are not a' ware;

of the status of the actions. Our.. experience and- IE's experience with the AITS

indicate that cooperation and coordination are improved if a schedule of activitiesl~,
and a' status reporting mechanism is established. We recommend that the Transfer of

,, o
Lead Responsibility Memo be revised (or that somc supplements 1 means be
established) to provide a schedule f'or comotetion of activities and a status
reporting mechanism, for proMens requiring action by both the Of fice cf Inspection
and Enforcement and tne Office cf Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

LCVIP/ Licensee Relationship
.

At the present time,10 CFR 50.34 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix B hold licensees
accountable for the quality assurance of all activities pertinent to the design,
construction and operation of nuclear plants. The licensees are, therefore,
responsible for requiring and auditin;; quality assurance activities of applicable

{
contractors and vendors. In addition, the Of fice of Inspection and- Enforcement has

j instituted the Licensee Contractor and Vendor Inspection Program (LCVIP) to' check
- f urther on the adequacy of the quality assurance ptograms of those involved in!

} design and construction of nuclear power plant compone,nts. (See Append.ix A-of this
,

report for further details'of the- LCVIP).

Since the LCVIP is a relatively new progr,am, its relationship to the IE*

i

licensee inspections and the required licensee auditing 'of vendors is still not. .i

6

i vell understood by some industrial organizations. For example, we were advised of
a

j two cases in which a company, af ter being inspected under the LCVW concluded that
; it was exempt from both licensee audits and compliance with I 2nsee requests f.uf

t
corrective action. We recocnend that the NRC take steps to ssure that each vendor
inspected under the Licensee Contractor and Vendor Inspection Program (LCVIP) is

j aware of the continuing responsibility and authority of the licensee with resoect
' to vendor quality assurance.

T

|
It was also observed that the LCVIP activities caver all active independent

s,

I
+
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least one case, the quality~

that, in at
cechitect-engineering companies, but ' i p withiis a. utility had

_
_

' i

aburance program of the architect-engineering organ zac ol IE Region. -We -understand--4 hat
not been inspected by either the LCTI~- or the loca nce for all' architect-

,
'

-

the intent of the LCVIP is to address q.ality assuraLCVIP and the routine IE - .I

engineering work, but the responsibilities el the mend that IE
inspection program are not clear la the case mentioned. ' We recomassurance activities _

responsibilite far answetton of quality
i her to the regular inspection _' headquarter.s clarifyI

of utilit?-run architect-engineers a Scia ring e t d Vendor inspection Program
'

^

and enforcement erocram or to ske 1.ieenee Contractor an*

,

' T14 VIP) ._
.

the licensee audits in
The function intended for the LCT!? (to supplement programs'in NSSS, A-E, and

verifying the probe implementation of gaality assurancell vendors of all -

i

vendor plants) would be ideally served by inspect ng aIn the practical ;erformance of this function, however, IE
!' safety-related items. Generally, all NSSSs and A-Es are inspected,>

l must use a more restricted approach. d tion' volume,

but vendors are selected for inspectian oe. the basis of pro uc;
This vendor!

importance of prMuct to reactor safetv ami quality history.LE resourcea in areas where
{

selection system is intended to utilize che, availableAlthogh all vendors ate theoretically subjectto

they would be most productive. i h le's.er importartce
inspection under this selection syster. venders of product w tto be inspected.pect

to safety or vendors with low pradcetioc. wlume do not es
of diminish.ing

Frequent inspections at r.ny locatica rend to reach a point
significant improvements have been

'

Af ter a few inspections, the mest
inspections tes* to concentrate on less important aspects |returns.

effected, and subsequent is usual ta exteod the interval between inspections ;

It

i load at those locations. On the Iof the quality program.
i

when this occurs, thereby reducicg rbe iispect on is never inspected, serious r

other hand, den a group of contractors or vendors ii l amount of inspection

quality problems can remain undetected, even though a m n maAlso, it is not necessary to inspect all vendors in a
would find the problems. is a possibi'.ity that any

given grouping, as long es they are all asare that thereThis possibility supplies a motivation for se'.f
of them may be inspected. systes which makes every vendor obviously subject

A vendor selectiort ll effectiveness for theevaluation. !
to ins'pection, then, should provide a feater overa l inspection
inspection program, but need not require significant additiona |

|
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recommend that vendors to be inspected under the Licensee Contractor
.

.

resources. 'E
7 entir in$pecfToIProgram l12 VIP)~be s' ele'eted on a basis which ensures that~ -

' ^
'm ru,

~ every vendor has some likelihood of being inspected.
.(-

A selection system which would provide such, inspection possibilieles is one {

Since it seems desirable to have a greater probability { ,

which uses random samplint '

importent to |
of selecting those vendors which, for one reason or another, are most 6

i
. . |

nuclear plant safety, a stratified or weighted sampling plan might prove ef fective. '

Fce such a plan, all of the MSSSs, A-Es, and sendors might be .placed in "stra'ta," ,

I

cr classes, in accordance _with: (1) the importance of the product or service to '
safety, (2) the quality history of the ,vro, act or service, (3) the relation of thc
prodnet or service to the total quality assurance program (i.e., will it be tested -

.

Each stratumer Leepected later, etc.), (4) the time since last inspection, etc.
. _

then be assigned a sampling rate, as necessary to provide a desiredsight

probability of selection (e.g. , if it is desirable to inspect all NSSSs and A-Es,
these organizations could be placed in a stratus which is completely inspected --

.

100% inspection).

t Quality Assurance of Code Material
:

There is a partial duplication of ef fort for material covered by both 10 CFR
50, Appendix B and the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, which appears to be

Some industry organizationsdetrimental to the industry quality assurance program.
and also by ASME

inspected by NRC to ass'ure compliance with Appendix B,are
These two documents haveauthorived inspectors for compliance with the Code.

in some important respects --quality assurance requirements which are different
In addition to the obvious

e.g., operacion of hardware is sat covered by the Code.

f
waste of resources this dual inspection causes, the confusion due to partially

,

|
overlapping responsibilities can lead to omission of issortant parts of the QA

i program provisions. ,

t

IE inspection of material produced under the ASPE Code ~
.

Ve recommend that
only if the ASME requirements are expanded to includeI

provisions be eliminated, but'

this recocmendation is 7operation. Since efforts in this direction are under way,
intended to encourage such afforts.i

i
[ 0

*
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. Inspectability of technical Specificution Requirements - ~ . . . .

>

_ f
*

Industry and MRC personnel'co:snented on situati'ons in dich design
requirements in SARs had not included provisions for inspection and testing,

,

although such inspection armt testing $as c'equired. A Technical Specif 8. cation that
prohibits operation of a polar.c'aoe over the reactor vessel while the vessel was

~

In this case, no interlock arrasgeeent was erpressurized furnishes an uasple.
ree,-ited to assure this prohibition, and no documented evidence was required,to

To minimize the possibility of
provide the basis for inspection armi enforcement.'

stich uneatorceable requirements, we recommend that the Insoection and Enforcement
staf f strehrthen its wwiew of th'e insoectability and enforceability'of Technical _

g

Syecification requiremaats. .

Direct Inspection and Testing by NRC
-

.

Evaluation of the centrol of an obration (e.g., a manuf acturing process)
involves two essential elenents: te verify that a control system is being

,.

implemented (auditing), and to verify that the output of the operation is correct ,
'

!

(inspection of product). Since a function of the NRC Of fice of Inspection aad !
;

is to. evaluate the control of reactor construction and operation, the i

Enforrecient '

That is , II should both
IE inspections should L-clude both of these elements.
evaluate implementation of the quality assurance prograst and directly inspe.ct the

"produ:t" produced under that program.

We noted that lidted direct inspection ud testing is presectly conducted by
the Office of Inspection and Enforcement. Large-scale direct testing actions by the

However, an increase in directNRC present cost (and perhan legal) problems.
testing or inspection of the " product" in the IE inspection progran could be

Also, is a related area,
expected to' inct *sse confidence in the total evaluation.
increased use of direct exa:mination of test data to verify evaluations (such as
radiographic or ultrassaic test data interpretations) by the IE inspectors would

test data.encourage increased attention, on the part of industry, to the
we recommend that reutine direct NRC inspection and testing of hardwareTherefore:

be iecreased, and that data certinent to quality decisions made in the constructics
--

and operation of a plant be evaluated by the NRC on a routine basis. (This
'

. data.{includes the evaluation, for examsle. of radiographic and u' trasonic test

31
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with the general
The recommendations is'cluded in this chapter have deal: *

The ais !
,

aspect.a of the NRC's replation of. nuclear gewer plant quality ass 6rance. *

regu12: ion and to
ef tbs' recommendations is both to i:sprove the ef fectiveness at ;*

increase the ef ficiency of NRC's operations. 1
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-
THE CRITEit1A O'F 10 CFR 50, APPENDIX B

2diz 3 -

This chapter is concerned * with the eighteen criteria of 10 CFR 50, Appe:
,|

(individually or in related groups) and the NRC and industry activities pertiment
De recommendations ate for potentia 1' improvements in theto each criteries.

Reconnendations concerningindustry application of specific Appendix 5 critoria. * |

the general characteristics of the current industry and NRC quality assurance
activities dad potential additions to these activities 'are contained in Chapters II ,

and IV. ,
.

De additica of Appendiz 5 to 10 CFR 50 illustrates the continuing ef fort b'y ~

the NRC to achieve greater assurance of the reliability of nuclear reactor safety
,'

and implementation of this regulation has reduced thefeatures. The development
for assurance.variations in emphasis and application of admi.aistrative systems

activities in the nuclear industrye Through Appendix B, the importance of
administrative systems and 'the need for specific policies and organizations to
address them have-been identified. As a result, a substantial consistency is

{
administrative cuatrols has- been achieved.

'
I .

!

Industry reaction to the requirements established by 10 CFR 50, Appendix 3
to be largely positive. ' Although we noted a variety of complaints abo tseems

specific provisions or interpretations , the utilities and their major contracters
Where the requirements need

appear to recognize the need for these requirements.
additional definition, there is substantial industry cooperation in the development

of-standards.

requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B are policy statements rathatSince the
specificatious, the study group's evaluation of Appendix B criteriathan detailed

included the NRC guidance and the related industry standards which have been

developed to elabor-te and clarify the requirements.
O

W
e
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Organization and Progran

_ . _ _ . _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ -

5', Ondi. ; isetudw Telpifnments which have to do $
, '

it2nJ._and IfM f o PF" Criterion 1 (Organization):i ,:

.tih administration and definition of the QA program.
1) piteco responsibility for establishnest and execution of the program with the i '

~ |le:nsso (cpplicant), (2) distinguishes between those functions which achieve
functions which |

untity cbjectives through their correct performance and those -

|crify that the quality objectives have been achieved (the quality assurance
,.

uncticas), and (3) requires independence; for those ' performing QA functions. ( ,

.|aitarico II (Program) requires a documented program for quality assurance ,
:v: ring til quality assurance activities and providing' t'or the conduct of these

Further emphasis on
ativitics under controlled condit[ons by qualified personnel.
iltaning is' contained in the introduction to Appendix B which identifies quality

-

.

irsurstco as planned and systematic actions.

Obssrvations of a limited number of QA progracs in the nuclear industry showed
Programs are

thst th2y comply with the, requirements of Criteria I and II,
independence of QA personnel, and cover all activitiesdocum ntsd, ensure the

However, problems in the continuity of theincludsd in 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.
3regres ware observed _ during the changeover from construction to operation.

implementation problem observed during the turno'ver period involved twoOut

completely independent warehousing operations going on in two dif ferent buildings.
The contractor-run wareSouse was an ef ficient operation with an experienced staf f.

and were stillthe operating warehouse staf f were new to the jobIn contrast,

srtting up their procedures, although they had been responaible for material
for msysral months. They had established a recall procedure for periodic
arsvantive maintenance only s week before our visit and had just begun preventive
asintenance on material which had been in their warehouse for a period cuch longer
52n its requi.*ed maintenance interval. Another example of confusion resulting
from tha turnover to operating personnel was found in a standards calibration

b f instruments
(boratory where a new recall system was being introduced; a num er o
'cro found whose calibration status was unknown to any of the staf f, all of whom

cre nsw to the plant.
,
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Inquiry at other utilities revealed that the change of personnel which had _..

*

.

contributed to the observed problems is the rule rather than the, exception. It is,

'

common practice in the commercial power industry for plants to be operated by an
organization withis the utility which is dif ferent from the organization which is ;

c'esponsible for building the plant. Even.when construction activil*es are
performed by the utility itself, functions generally are transferred to a different

stility organization when the plant becomes operational and, therefore, most* of the
personnel'are changed. Control of quality-related activities during the phasing

4out of design and construction and during preoperational testing and plant turnover
'' is a spec'ific Criterion for QA program- acceptability giv~e'n in Standard Review Plans

17.1 and 17.2. Implementation is verified by IE inspections which determine that
activities are' under control st the time of inspection. To reduce transition
problems, we recommend'that IE inspections for QA program implementation during- *

,

_

construction (Modules 357005 through 35736B of the IE Manual) be conducted more

frequently du' ring the period of personnel turnover prior to operation. We

anticipate that licensees would' respond to the recommended increase in NRC
' inspections by increasing their own ef forts to smooth the transition from
construction to operating ' personnel. In any event, confidence in industry QA would

i
' be increased.by the lessened opp'ortunity for problems to go undetected.

Design Control

Criterion III of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B deals with the administrative centrols
to be applied to the design process, but does not explicitly consider design
ctrategies or design criteria (design input requireeents). These design criteria

are presented in other portions of 10 CFR 50.(50.34a, 50.55a, Appendix h, etc.) and
amplified in other documents, such as ANSI NIS.2 and the ASME Boiler and Pressu're

Vessel Code. Quality assurance pertinent to the process of translating these
criteria into a final design is addressed in Criterion III.

ANSI N45.2.11, Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Power
Plants, is endorsed by Regulatory Cuide 1.64 as being descriptive of a design
control program acceptable to the h*RC for complying with Criterion III. The

requirements of Criterion III (proper translation of regulat~.ons end design bases
into definition decuments, identification and control of design interfaces, design

verification, and control of design changes) are all covered in N45.2.11.
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; The, design ' philosophy applied to all reactot s has been to anticipate potential *

problems and to both prevent- their occurrence and miti' gate their consequtaces. The
~

- . -- -
_ n ___u^
-

designs have been characterized by substantial redundancy and large design margins

'
to acroemodate potentia! problems.

. .

- i
i

~ Design control is an interdisciplinary function in that control procedures are
established and implemented by a design enginee' ring group, while the quality

~

assurance organization's function is to insure that the proper controls are
implemented. The overall goal of design control is avoidance of errors in the
desi'an proce'sa which might affect fitness for use of the product. There is a dual
quality assurance function in this area - first to insure that the controls are

proper, and second te insure ' that the controls are implemented.

Appendix B of 10 CFR 50 allows three optional methods of design verification
'

e
(design review, altern/te calculations, and qualification testing)'. Criterion III,

, ,.

Regulatory Guide 1.64, and ANSL N454 2.11 all indicate that there is no preferred
method. On the other hand, Regulatory Guide 1.89 (Qualification of Class IE
Equipment for Nuclear Power Plants) endorses IEEE Standard 323 as an " adequate
basis for complying with the design verification requirewents of Criterion III."
The IEEE Stindard 323 indicates that qualificatida testing under simulated service
conditions is a preferre'd nethod of design verification. Since testing is a well-
established method of developing objective and pertinent QA data (see Appendix B of*

this report), it should be considered an important component of design strification
(particularly for components required to function under acetdent conditions) and
should be required wherever practicable.

The industry prograss we examined all contained systems for design
verification. Ho'vever, among the methods used to verify design in accordance with
criterion III, there was not an emphasis on qualification testing.

We recommerd that cualification testing be recuired for design verification

when practicable. Some discussion of practicability is given in a following
section on Inspection and Test Control.

The three approaches to design verification identified in Criterion III are C

not direct substi-t'utes for one another, but rather compleme.nt one another. Each is
,
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that the others do not
'

i

verification of some aspects of des gning will aormally provide litt.ecapable of providia's
provide.- For..eAAsple. qualification test survive or be maintained ld 'a ' state of' ~

4-

I

i ~
l

information regarding an ite'a's abil ty to ted for nuclear power plants; clear y
I

ii
readiness for the forty _ year life now ant c paaddress this aspect of design| t

f i

design review or alternate calculations mustThe need for design reviews and alternate ca cuibution to design verification that they
. lations, thereb re,g *

l
d

1,
verification.

{ should be determined by the unique contr hich may be available through s
i

, can provide over and above the contribution w
I

qualification testing.

Decumentation Controls
|

lied in all of the|
u

for documentation is either expressed or Lapl) V .

The requirement Cetteria IV (Procurement Document Contro
.

10 CFR 50, Appendix B criteria. (Document Control) and IVII (Quality
(Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings), VI ts for the use and control of

j
s

Assurance Records) contain specific requiremento these requirements is conta ne| i d in
r

Guidance with respect d in the industry standards which
doc umentation.

,

Standard Review Plans and Regulatory Guidea, anThe principal standard for Criteria IV,For Criterion XVII, exten. ive guidance
V and VI is ANSI N45.2,

I, is
s

they reference.*

A number of other(endorged by Regulatory Guide 1.28). l tory Guide 1.88).
contained in ANSI N45.2.9 (endorsed by Regu a ntation requirenents for specific'

Reg'ulatory Guides and stan!ards address documelity assurance.
types of activities relattl to qua

to quality assurance
and cocmunication of measures pertinentthese measures, the

The establishment The procedures required to implementand the results of the activitiesrequire documentation. i d out, As a
evidence that procedures have been carr e must be recorded.

if they have more than transitory significance, ired for quality assurance isinvolved , include
consequence, the volume of documentation requthat the quality assur.nce program

is important
necessarily large, and it nd control of documentation.
provisions for the proper iaitiation, use a

focuses strongly on the presence and
'

The effort of Inspe:tton and Enforcement l s and

The eritten description of quality assurance p and the records of assurance activities andadequacy of documentation. !

programs , the implementing procedures, antial degree in the inspection program.
resulting data are all examined to a substan
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The quality assurance program provisions for document co:rrel, proccrement control.,
; , _|

' ~

{12 tae construction .sad records are specifically addressed in IE inspections.
|

*

.

- phase, inspections are designed to determine the adequacy c! procedures and quality
fa.asurance records, as we'll as the work performed. i

,

;,

i
i -

Comments received froc industry representa'tives indica:e a fregent concern
j
I"owever, si=ce the

that there is an overeophasis by the NRC on paperwork. !
'

I documentatiort involved in %uality assurance is necessarily extensive, it appears
|

-

reasonable that a substantial regulatory ef fort would be devoted es it.I

b The docunectation of industry quality aisura:ce progrmes a.zi program
| Programs and proced=res are generally wellactivities appears to be satisfactory.f
! Dere seems to be a _

defined,. and records of activities are complete and available.i *

!

Zeneral understanding of the requirements for decr= mtation, evem snare there is
,

! We conclude that NRC regulatio2 has been eifective indisagreement with the need.

this area.

Hardware Prccessing Control

The quality controls appliad to the manufacturing /cocstraction process (i.e.. .
process control) include those dich naintain identificati:n cf a*E saterials and
parts used is the procegs, and anscre that actions performd a these materials and
parts are due hy qualified people using proper equipment and following approved

/qpendix B of 10 CF2 50' requires these controls tSroegia Criteria' VIIprocedures. and Services), ?!II (Identification and
(Control of Parchased Material, Equipment,
Control of Materials, Parts, and Components), IX (Centrol of Special Processes),
XII (Control of Measuring and Test Equipment), HII (Handli:g, Storage, and
Shipping), IIV (Inspection, Test and Operating Status), and ri (5cecouforming

Some of the controls develsped is the ASME BoilerMaterial, Parts,or Components).
The require erts

and Pressure vessel Code are also required through 10 CFR 50.55a.
and guidance given in 10 CFR 50 and the supporting standards are gite comparable
to those in other industries, as is illustrated is the ASQC *'htrix of Nuclear
Quality Assurance Program Requirements."

?

The nuclear industry, as we c%erved it, has some general characteristics
i De

which affect the nanner in which these process controls may be appl ed.
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installations are large, complex and costly, but the quantities of most components
_ _ . _ _ _ _ . . . .

-

, . are quite small. The size of some of the components also increases the
._ % __-

i *

difficulties of maintaining control. However, in an overall sense, the uses of
I

~

\, process controls in the nuclear industry are quite typical of those in other' |
'

Problem areas noted (not necessarily unique to the nuclear ' industry)industries. ,

-are as follows:
. .

*
.. ,

A. Material Control. Maintaining control of caterial at a large construction . . <
4, ,

d

site is typically a problem because of the large quantities, tempotary sturage
We ob' served a number of, , ,

locations, and the non-uniform flow of the material.'

instances of lack of control La this area. Observations included lost
identification, safety-related and non-safety-related material in close proximi;y ~

;

in violation of company QA procedures, cut-off ends of material in stock without
identification, pipes not capped, unidentified nonconforming material, and

personnel responsible for an environmentally controlled storage area who were
unfamiliar'with the environment controls. Based on the number of problems observed

in just a small sample, it appears that material control needs improvement.i

I

! There are many areas in the nuclear industry which
5. Calibration control.

Even if only a
require a calibration progras for tools, instruments and gages. '

small number of instrumente and standards are needed, the basic elements of a
calibration program are required. We obse ved some instances of labk of control,
including discontinuous control between the construction and ' operation phases ,
inadequate calibration stickers on equipment, inadequate envircnment controls for

under strictstandards labs, and the use of " dual" programs (one set of equipment
~~

control and another under no control, with the possibility of interchanging
equipment between the two sets). These observations indicate that calibration
controls need Emprovement.

We conclude that increased effort should be applied in the areas of material
We recommend that IEcontrol and calibration control by the IE inspection program.

inspections "QA Program (Receipt, Storage and Handling of Ecuipment and Materials)"
and Measurement Equipment)"

(Module 35720B of the IE Manual) and "QA Frogram (Test
| T

|
(Module 357365) be cohducted more frequently during construction.t

|
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| Criteria X and XI of 10 CFR 50. Appendix 3 set forth requirements for l
'

.

^ ~

inspection and test cont rol' . These criteria establish two tJpss of requirenc '.cs. t

[ First they require that administrative systems be edopted 'to assure that the j ,

i
* necessary tests a$d inspections are adequat'ely accomplished. Second, they indicate .

i

I

,

in general terms what tests and ihspections should be performed.' The associated

f guidance provides additional detail for both types of requirements.~

-
.

t.
-

,
~r . .

' - One source' of guidance is the Standard Keidew .'1ans (SRPs). The general

'[ characteristics desired in the administrative systems for testing and inspection
included in SRPs 17.1 and 17.2 (Quality Assurance). A second group of SRPsare

F

{ provide general information on the testing and inspection to be perforned. These. _

h include 3.11.2 (Qualification Testing), 6.6 (Inservice Inspection),14il and 14.2 ,

f
) (Preoperational Testing), and 16 (Serveillance). We have attempted to illustrate

-.

t
; the relationship of the various sources of guidance for criteria X and XI in Tables

,
:
! 11-1 and 11-2.

~.

i
'

'.

! The regulations establi,' * .g the first type of requirement have resulted in.

the developoe'at of industry. administrative systems for inspection and testing which

I seem to be uniform and consistent. Ia all cases ob' served they (1) are based on the
"

}_ Appendix 3 Criteria,-(2) require thst testing and inspection be~ done in accordance
t
I with established procedures, and (3) identify the responsi'oility for assuring that
I

) procedures are developed and followed. So far as we observed, the implementation
6 of these ad=inistrative systees also appears satisfactory..

' *
.

The second type of requirement, established by Criterion XI, the requirement
i
! for adequate application of testing, has not been sufficiently detailed, for some

ypes of tests, to assure a consistent industry response.
,
i <

i |
i.j i The importance of inspection and testing to quality assurance has been

I generally recognized (for example, Juran). The primary advantage of testing and'

1

i ! inspectioa over other methods of verifying design and production is provisian of I

direct evidence that assumptions involved in the design and production process are _ {
, . .

I. .

valid, and that all recognized considerations significant to safety have been
,.

adequately addressed. These advantages suggest that testing an t ins pec tion j

!

! | 40 |
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Further,_

industry quality assurance program..

should be empha'alted la the nuclest the, ability of components aseI*

! d=c%the safety pLope_r. king. facilities _ depends upon ironmental testing
|

cystema to survive and 'cy.. ate in rigot;ous environments, env7- i

should be employed. wherever practicable.
j idance.

of the five major types of testi'ng considered in NRC regulations and gu-

|;
* tup testin;,,

(qualification testing, proof testieg, preoperational and star ll defined and well.
f

f inservice int pection, and surveillance), the 'last three are we
;-

the activitica
Common features of these ihree types oi testing are thatin detail, either by r*gulation or by

|

regulated. j

to be performed are established clearly andinspection and enforcenent ef fort
*

is extensive. He i

!

licensee coussiements, and that tiocal and startup testing,
industry definition and implementation of preopera 1,een very ef fective. . I

, ,De

inservice inspection, and surveillance activities have4ero the licensee requirements
i I

NRC inspection progra's is naturally most ef fect ved that is generally the case with respect
/

and commitments'are cicarly set forth, an
to these test categories.

tests (tests to verify
i

Requirements are not as detailed for qualificat onerify adequacy of productior-) as
adequacy of design) a'nd proof tests (tests to vCriterion Il ren,uires that testing be
they are for other types of testing.Ho'vever, the definition of appropriate qualificat on

i

| Further, for practicalemployed "as appropriate."|

i guidance.*

and proof testing is cot given in regulat ons or required in the SAR, and ,
reasons, detailed description .of these tests is notAs a consequence, neither
therefore, not subject te review for adequacy. isf actory basis for inspectica
regulations nor licensee cocunitments provide a sat
and enforcement.

lied to testing, becomes a

Rus, the determication of "as appropriate," as appFor example, in the case of most types of nuclear har ware,
d

inspection, and surveillance providesignificar.c factor.
preoperational and startup testing, inserviceactivities have been satisfactory.

i

the needed assurance that design and product on survive ands which mustt

Specifically, these are the types of compo%ces and sys emHowever, for hardware which crust
.

function under normal operating environments. ification testing and/or
function under accident conditions, we conclude that qualD e Office ofance of safety.
proof testing csa contribute strongly to the assurt dies of methods fori

Nuclear Regulatory Research is currently conduct ng s u
. kL
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i j
t qualification testing.

- -

|. .
- - -

'

Since the coat of testing is high, indiscriminate application ~ of qualification* ~ ~ ~

and proof testig should not be required. Instead, the criteria for application !, .

should be carefully and clear?.y developed, as they have been for preoperational and {

startup testing, insekrice inspection and surveillance, so that testing cill be ;

applied where it is practicable and avoided where it is na t . ;

I *.

Consideraticas of practicability must afdress such aspects' as the availability
of suitable test facilities, the cost of the test, both in terms of time and money,*

and the ability ta instrument the tests well enough to obtain meaningful test-
inforiation. Ctz the other hand, the safety significance of the ites and test or'

operating experie sce with simil'ar items under service conditions should be major -

factors in decidig whether a given qualification test is practicable.

Based on the above, we recomend that the NRC establish requirewents and
for ec:terchensive qualification and croof ' test pr:Herans similar in detailcuidance

to the requiremen:s asd guidance for preoperat'ional and sesreuo testing proerams._
3e guidance shecId include criteria for practicability.

+

t.: rective Action
.

Criterion r.*; (Corrective Action) re. quires tnat conditions adverse to quality
be promptly identified and corrected, and that the causes of significant conditions
adverse to quality be determined so that they can be eliminated. Be pertinent

the Standardguidance U#.5.2, c:darsed by Regulatory Cuides 1.23 and 1.33; and
Ieview Plans for SR Chapter 17) restate the reqairement wither.: elaboration.

The observatices :nade in this study suggest that situations requiring

inprovement in corrective actions still exist, but that regulation has focused
ceasiderable atte=tica on this area. Inspection ind enforcement efforts emphasist
corrective action resposes to problems in the industry. De IE program places
ecosiderable emphasis co the timeliness and siequacy of these responses, aM
i:volves licecsees i:1 problems occurring at suppliers. Ihis asphasis is an

I
important and beneficial aspect of the NRC ef fort, nr.d is elevating the status of
quality assurance throughout the industry.

:s:
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Audits*

I
l

.

=. , . .

R . . . . .

f for audits is contained 'in Criterion XVIII of 10 CTR 50,
4 '

The requirement
A need for external audits is also implied in Criterion VII as part of

|} Appendix 5.
for' assessing the control of quality by contracto'rs andI

6 the requirement*

. 1 Standard Review Plans 17.1 and 17.2 identify the scope and -

t subcontractors.
audit programs, and reference ANSI N45.2 (endorsed1

fe,atures required in applicant
Some additional standards suchby Regulatory Guides 1.28 and f.33) and N45.2.12.

as N45.2.9 (endorsed by Kegulatory Guide 1.83), N45.2.11 (Regulatory Guide 1.64)
' sad N45.2.13 (Regulatory Guide 1.123), contain Liformation on auditing of specific

' quality aasurance activities.
.

They .

Audits are a useful and necessary part of quality assurance programs.
have inherent limitations, however, in their ability to evaluate either the

One limitation of
implee----don or effectiveness of quality assurance programs.
audits is that the body of evidence with regard to program implementation is often

I, quite large, involving many thousands of individual actions and similar numbers of
; adit can examine caly. a sdall percentage ofI As a practical matter, andocuments.

information pertinenc to impt'ementation can bea
;

the total ptogram, and aignificant
A secoed limitatioa is the variation in ef fectiveness among auditors, even

,

missed. Notwithstanding these limitations,
those with substantial background and traicing,
audits da find problems in quality assurance programs and cause corrective actions

to_be taken. Another positive result of audits is the psycl}ological Lapace on
While

organizations or individuals w5o know that Obey will, or may be, audited.
audits are necessary for nuclear industry quality assurance, we believe that they
should be regarded as a means of supplemc7 ting more positive assurance measures

such as testing.

The Standard Review Plans, Regulatory Guides and industry standards provide

suf ficient guidance retarding the type of administrative system required and a
general description of the mechanics of audits. Inspection and enforcement
activities include extsining the adequacy of administrative systems for audits and
reviewing audit documentation to ascertain whether the systems are being

__

implemented.
.

~
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The structure of the nuclear industry creates a . chain in with lower-tier !
,

.

.suppliernareicactr.Aadtu LlyabLigated -ts-hi t.er-tier suppliera , so , 'in turn, are '
4 ,

contracted to constructors, architect-ecJ:izeers and/or steam systes suppliers, who
are contracted' ta applicants 'or licensees'. bese contractual obligations include
quality ~ assurance programs. The regul'atory process imposes on applicants / licensees | '

a requirement t.a assure that all applicable psality assurance activities are
,

satis factorily , conducted. Generally, the typlicant attempts to discharge part of
this requirement by auditing both his on qpality assurance program and, where
appropriate, the programs of his dajor coctractors. The total cumber of industries

,

involved in the design and construction of moclear plants is so rarse. however,

t ha': it is impractical for a single auditing organization to susnitor all of the
quality assurance programs of subcentractors and suppliers. As a result, .

* ~
_

applicants are forced to rely, at least ta some extent, on the auditing activities
! ' of quality assurance programs distributed tirough the contractual chain.
! *

A single nuclea'r-industry supplier may have, at one time, contracts to .tapply
,

many different custceers. Each of these ccetracts will involve quality assurance
I cocmitments . As a consequence, a supplier say be subjected to a large numbe'r of

audits in a short period of time. We were aivised of cases dere major suppliers
were audited cwer 200 times in one year. bis proliferatica constitutes a
significant burder. on both those auditsd and the auditors without providing a
significant improvement in quality assuraa:e.

.

In recognitics of the audit proliferati:s proble:n, the NRC av Ne indus.ry

ata examining cooperative auditing methods fer reducing the asous: 8- duplicate

auditing. One method being studied is the ::se of industry-based audat data sharing
programs, such as CASE (Coordinating Agency for Supplier Evaluation). The NRC has
accepted the CASE QA Topical Report for review. Another method, which has been
used on a trial basis, is the joint audit of oce supplier by a group of customers.

.

We recommend that the NEC activelv conti=ue suppcgr of coooerative audit
programs in the industry, especially.protrivs for the sharing of audit data among
licensees and coetractors, and for the conta: of ioint audits.
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The recomendations given in this chapter have been based on obsdevations of
i the NRC and industry activities pertinent to the. eighteen criteria of Appendix B
l and the associated guidance. Moption of these ' recommendations should improve the, .

industry application of Appendix 3.- ~
,
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CHAPTER IV
. - - - - _ _ _

'

.

ASbCRANCE PROVISIONS NOT COVERED BY 10 CTR 50 APPENDlX S
.

Chapters II' and III of this report discuss current industry and NRC quality
.

occurance activities and make recotunendations for adjustments or modificaticas to
atbose activities. La this chapter, we recnemend additions to the NRC quality

The pdepose of thede recomeendations is to make the planningcccurance program.
and implementation of quality assurance functions rare esasprdhensive, and to
provide a more objective basis for evaluating the ef fectiveness of assurance
activities. While the scope of the recommended additions is extensive, their
incorporation would permit the quality assurance program to deal more ef fectively -

with the complex and stringent quality requirements of nuclear power plants.
We believe that the initiation of measures to implement them is the most important
ctcp toward improvement of quality assurance which NIC could take at this time.*

J Use of Reliability * Techniques .

The introduction and Appendix B of this report note that 10 CFR 50, Appendiz 3
provides a broad definition of quality assurance that " comprises all those planned
and systematic actions necessary to provide adequate confidence...." The

recommendation presented in this section is intended to extend the progragmatic
coverage of quality assurance by adding recognized reliability analysis techniques
which the study group ccasiders best able to improve the structure of the quality
assurance progran under this broad QA definition.

.

To a
~

Nuclear power plant design has incorporated many safety features.
substantial degree, safety is achieved by active, operating devices rather than by
dsvices which rely on passive resistance to potentially unsafe coodicions.

* As used in this report, reliability relates to the probability that a device will
cperate properly upon demand, and therefore includes considerations of
availability. Thus, causes of unreliability include both failures and other
conditions which make an ites unavailaole for use, such as being off line because

ef inspection or maintenance.

k7
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Consequently, we note that while , the reliability of a. nuclea'r power plant tros the
t

- *- e ~ ;:endpeef-powee-euitability.,42pacity,-etc., may not' be of pri=ary concero t2 [
t

NIC, the r'aliability of safety features is a legitimate and primary concern.
'

,

8' Reliability technology, including the use bf reliability data, can be applied
|-.

directly to the NRC task of structuring *ndustry QA progr'ams and should be a part }..
'of quality programs relating to , components of the engineered safety systems.
.

'

Some of these modeling techniques are discussed in Appendix C of this report,
and examples of their use in a simple app 1'ication are shown. Their essential '

element is the formal modeling method used to represent the reliability of
subsystems in terms of single components. In this manner, quantitative estimates
can be made of the reliability of safety features based on their coeponent

reliabilities or requirements. for component reliabilities can be derived from the
-

requirements for oper4 tion of safety features. In either case, the modeling *

technique fosters a methodical, detailed consideration of the interaction of

components nich allows incorporation of important modes of unreliability of
subsystem components. It is this rigorous examination of unreliability modes which

provides the structure .for a stronger aad more comprehensive QA proNrem. -

Therefore, we recommend that the NRC adopc, for nuclear power ela.tts , a more

swstematie, vet simple method'of representing hardware and' human perforaance
characteristics that are significant to safety. This. method should address the

i=3ortance to safety of these characteris;ics and should also consicer their
,

unreliability modas and rates, in order that a more co=orenensive cuality assurance
program c'an be applied. Toward this end. w= recommend the use of sir 31ified event
models and equations within the industrv and the NRC.

,

!

Senefits

|It is expected that the adoption of this recommendation will have a positive i

Lapact on nuclear power plant QA programs and on confidence in the performance of
quality assurance in the industry. This positive impact will be achieved by: ;

*

A. Inclusive identification of the hardware and human performance 1

1

characteristica significant to reliability of safety features.
'

; - \

|
:

L3 -

t
I.

!
;

..

|
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,
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8. Identification of the importance of performance charac'teristics to safety.-

.

.

. _ . _ - . . .

-

C. Prevision of a comprehensive planning basis for QA activities. | .

-
s i

.

D. Provision of a basis for utilizing te,st, and _ operating expertence. '

.

E. Provision of additional bases for design review. '

~ u.

F. Provision of additional bases for making or reviewing decisions.

C. Provision of a basis for 'NRC determination of QA ef fectiveness.
.

H. Improvement of communication within the industry.

Detailed discussion of each of these 'senefits is provided in the following
sections, in order to establish the basis for the recommendation and to indicate

th2 overall desirability of this proposed addition to the NRC QA program.

A. Inclusive Identification of the Hardware and Human Performance
Characteristics Significant to Reliability of Safety Features - Many design,
production, and operating activities af fect the reliability of safety features in
nuclear power plants. The basic role of quality assura'nce is to assure that these
activities needed for the required reliability are adequately implemented. In
ordet to assure the adequacy of the quality function it is necessary to determine
that it is comprehensive, i.e., that all of the hardware and activities which may
significantly affect reliability of safety features 'have been addressed.

The need for comprehensive treatment of these safety-significant items of a
nuclear power plant is acknowledged by the NRC and is explicit in the NRC
regulations and guidance. Because the quantity and variety of nuclear plant
components and their variation in function are so great, the distinction between
those that do and do not have safety significan.ce may not be readily accomplished
by g neral definitions. Currentlyr 10 CFR 50, Appendix 3 is considered applicable
to a list of safety-related systems %Aose identification is based, in part , upon
cnslysis of accident sequences required to desonstrate that the design of safety
systers is adequste to cope with events which have the potential of causing

49
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, accidents affecting the public health and safecy. The SRP for Chapter 1$ of the

<

'

~SAR cakes 154 pages to cover 39 different potential accident sequencis. ' ,- '' '
.

- |--

An accident analysis addresses system level considerations, and the !
t

, identification of safety-related items is reviewed at that t .

level. . The industry i

develops more detailed lists at the component level. They do not, however, have a.

-

uniform and consistent method of identifying the safety-related components. For.

example, we were informed of jnstances where safety related lists developed by A-Es
i

were modified by utilities without discussion with the A-E. While this would not bei
prevented by adoption of the recommendations given above, modeling is likely to
minimize the uncertainties reg'arding which items are safety-related.,

*
. .

Additionally, as mentioned in Chapter II, a number of items are not includad
in the list of safety-related items, but are deemed significant to safety.

Modeling of all such items would provide a basis for ensuring the appropriate
applicatism of quality assurance to all items signific. ant to safety.

, 5.
Identification of the Importance of Perfor=ance C:.aracteristics to Safety -

Simplified event equations, described in Appendix C of this repott, can provide a

general todication of a component's or subsystem's importance to safety. La a
reduced f=ta. the equations can be presented as the' sum of a number of
multipii:stive terms. In this form, each cultiplicative term describes the lines of
defense .mich are involved. The number of factors (events) in the teen corresponds
ta the a=15er of lines of defense. Terms consisting of a single event (called
"first order" terms) are most significant to the reliability of the safety feature

,

,

involved; terns consisting of two or three events (second or third order terms)
{normally identify events relatively less important to safety.
i

'
,

The a!!ocation of unreliabilities to the varia t events and the consideration
1

of coamca mada potentials provides a precise indication of an event's importance to
safety. Is fac t , they may indicate occasions where events in a higher order term
are more iiportant ;

than those in a lower order term by virtue of the unreliability ~

rates or canzon-made potentials .invo' v'ed. Generally, however, the " order" of aI

term provides adequate definition of importance for purposes of QA.
- j
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- + lbs."hpotiage of an jes, mat be uv.d to identify the degree to %ich pality
,

assurance measures should be applied. For er. ample , it may be used in connection

{
with the planning matrices discussed in C below, to verify that hardware containing

i first order unreliability evente or expected nigh rates of unreliability are
9

j accorded extra emphasis in establishing requirements for qualification and proof
j testing, frequency of tests and inspections during operation, asi maintanence

policies.

4

j C. ' Provision of a Comorehensive Planning Basis for QA Activities - One
I important aspect of quality assurance for large complex programs is that the
y

[ planning of the- assurance program must itselt be done in a systematic way. 'For
~

*
*

nuclear plants some systematic approach must be taken to make ssre that all"
-< .

'

f safety-related. compenents and activities are addressed and that ai? appropriate
} assurance measures are applied.;
E
i -

f The kay to,such cocprehensive assurance planning is the identification of all*
t i

! of tne QA measures which are' required or applicable. Failure to properly identify
.'

|

|
and plan for a certa n type of concern can have a major impact on as.surance. The~

|
need to eliminate this possibility constitutes the strongest argument for

j systematic and thorough assurance planning. For example , if the need for testica

! under vor.sc-case environments is not recor,nized and addressed ' L2 the planning
' ~ for those components and systems which mast functios underprocess , the assurance

accident conditiens will be diminished. The systematic identification of .asts to
be conducted in relation to each failure, event provides a basis for detersinisz (1)

;

whether the associated items have a demonstrated capability to operate or servive.

under all service conditions, (2) whether opportunities have Seen provided for
observing interactions between the various parts of the system wnich might affect a

given event (common-node consideration), and (3) whether the hardware tested is
I representative of the hardware to be used in the plant.
' :.

Assurance planning also should address the degree to which inspection and
_

_ maintenance considerations are built inte the operating QA program, since this will
influence the need for preventive measures to be taken during dasign and ;

production. To illustrate, if the individual failures of redundant items can be

| quickly detected and corrected on a continuing basis, a somewhat higher failure
rate (and less restrictive QA measures in design and production) for these itees
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will provide 4 :stwork which is 44 available as_ one containjng_it. ems 'with_a lower.

failure rate (asd a more stringent QA program), but a longer "down time."

One approach to crzprehensive QA planning, used successfully by ERDA and DO3,
is to use plannisg natrices. The basic intent of the matrix approach is the
identification of the appropriate assurance activities for each mode of
usreliability associated with a component. In the following hypothe'tical example

y

(figure IV-1) two safety-related components of an accunnulator subsystem shown la * |
Figure C-2 of Appendix C are listed in the lef t-hand column of a matrix, and the !

ipertinent environments are listed at the top. Columns are provided in which to
..

Iidentify the ites's unreliability modes and allocated rates as discussed in the
.

i

following section. it this simplified illustration, the Accumulator Tank 1A and ' !

Motor Operated valve M096808A are shown. In practice, all of the concerns in the
Figure C-2 model would be listed. In addition tc the matrix itself, Figure IV-1
lists the kinds of assurance activities which could be specified in the plan.

,

The matrix is filled by determining, for each block in the matrix, what '

activities (if any) are planned to assure that design and production activities
have adequately addressed each concern for each of the percipent environments. '

These planning decisions are identified in the matrix by symbols corresponding ts
the tests, audits, etc., selected. The cumpleted matrix should provide evidence
that, to the extea practicable, all concerns have been addressed by QA
activities.

|

|

D. Provisias of a Basis for Utilizing Test and Operatint Experience - It is i
1

necessary to accunulate data relative to compocent reliability from all nuclear i
p>wer plants to establish a meaningful data base to support the application of
reliability tech iques for assessing unreliability modes and rates for all l

safety-related features, and for evatuating whether unreliability events are
correlated. The NIC cu.rently supports the operation of the Nuclear Plant
Raliability Data System (NPRDS), an industry-wide data collection effort to

a: cumulate test and operating experience with reactors. While industry
participation is N?ROS is presently voluntary, the NRC is atrongly supporting full I
industry participation. The NPRDS ef fort is a start and, with more involvement oy
the NRC and the isdustry, could be developed into the necessary data base. Clo se

interaction between the data collection effort and the proposed reliability
_
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Worst Case Environments Normal !

Component Unreliability Unreliability Operating ;
Made Allocation Pressure Temperature vibration Environments

j t
i
'Accumulstor 1. Ruptures 0.0001 Q,P A - PO Q P0,1,5

Tank 1A
2. Water low 0.0002 ' ' lA

\-
.

. ..
Motor Operated 1. Plugged 0.005 P0,1,S ,,

Valve MOV8808A
~ $

. )
2. Ruptures 0.0001 Q,P.A PO Q P0,1,S l

i

3- Closed 0.0001 PO,S I,.

inadvertently i

faulty signal j
e a

4 Closed for 0.0014 A
maintenance

'
i

.

!
i )
i, t. . . . . . .

l. . . . . . .

!. . . . . . .

*t
.

Assurance Activities Q - Design qualification test PO - Preoperational system test 'g
P - Proof test I - Inspectiori
S - Surveillance test A - Audit

,

,

,

Figure IV-1. Illustrative Example of Cornprehensive Planning Matrix -|
4 .
'
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In particular.
modeling ef fort would result in maximum benefits from each.

.

descriptions of unreliability events should ir,41uence the manner in which data are
- - . . . . .

-= m - - . . - - -ue ,-

j
collected and ttie 4,ind of data avai' able from the industry should limit the degreel

'

of detail incorporated into m>deling efforts.
.

of
Provision of Additional Bases for Design Review - The establishmentE.

simplified reliability models and rate allocations for reactor safety features
in desigo reviews. During the

provides a desirable basis for QA participatiott
study we found that design measures for accoc:modating errors (i.e., use of
redundancy, design margins, etc.) in reactors are based on (1) deterministic

, , ,

criteria whose blanket application does not consider, for the hardware involved,*

factors which might af fect either the tailure rates or cocsoe-mode failure .

potentials (such as complexity or dif ficulty of fabrication), or (2) a qualitative
approachi ta reliability. .

One example of the deterministic criteria approach is the " single failure
criterion" (10 CFR 50, Appendix A) used for establishing redundancy requirements.-
In implementing the single failure criterion, the ace' dent analysis required for

failure in
Cnapter 15 cf the SAR examines the ef fect of a single active component

All other components are arsoed to work.conjunction with an initiating event.'

This imposes no amount of redundancy that, depending upon the various factors
~

;

! mentioned above, might be inappropriate. For example, three or more devi:es should
failuresbe used if two could not be made to perform reliably enough or if the

Design review based on unreliability rate analysis cantended to correlate.
is only geneaic data to assess

generally identify such situations, even when therei

!
- failure rates.

as theAnother related example is the " defense in depth" concept of ten cited!

basis of ' reactor safety. We found that it is sometimes interpreted as means.ng that
a design should be such that a number of dif ferent things must occur before ani

This is a qualitative interpretation of the probabilisticaccident will result.
| notion that by providing a design in which a number of improbable, uncorrelated
t events must occur to produce an accident, the probability of an accident can be
,

I:
A design review based on the results of relisbility analysis canmade very saali.

help in s.ssuring that unreliability events are both improbable and uncorrelated.j
.

.
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for Haking or Reviewing D2cisient - Miny

..

Provision of Additional Bases d on qualitative evaluations ofF.
industry and the NRC are base,decision's by both the d ideration of

-

importance to plant safety, without explicit identification. an .consthat both NRC reviews of
It is our judgment

the reliability factors involved. tification of
' industry decisions ~ and NRC decision raking would benefit fr m the quanThis includes decisions

'

contributions to reliability of reactor safety features.
*

it ess of
regarding the acceptability of SARs, judgments regarding appropr a eni hificance of
corrective actions, requirements for backficting plants, and the s g

-

fciture to comply with specifications in particular instances.
4 2

a A most>

f C. ' Provision of a Basis for NRC Determinard.a of QA Ef fectiveness_ -
function of quality assurance as defined by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,

the many activities which affect quality andsignificant
;

Juran, et. al., is to determine that Juran defines quality assurance int

I its assurance are accomplished effectively. nt responsibility
-

precisely this way, stating that quality assurance is the manageme
)

l rformed. The KKC has
,

| to determine ihat the quality function is adequate y pe ffectiveness, as is
recognited the r.eed to address the question of QA program e d by the solicitationI i
eviJenced by numerous ad hoc studies by various NRC groups an

*

. .

of this study.

hich are based on
Reliability modeling, and assessment of unreliability rates, wl ate'the effectiveness Df

the use of' test and operating data, should be used to eva uUnless this is done, it is necessary to utilize conservatise
assurance activities. That is, quality prdctices
approaches to the implementation of quality practices.they are needed, but rather
are of ten utilized, not because it is known that The application ofthey are not.
because there is no convincing way to show that

i l basis for the
experience data in reliability nodeling may provide a rat ona
relaxation of quality requirements.

appealing to experience data, the effectiveness of a QA4

i
often onlyfurther, without

program can only be judged in relation to substitute criteria wh ch aref featur es .
indirectly related to the goal of assuring .the reliability of sa etyf
Such substitute criteria as " good quality practice," and the numbers oh " yardsticks" for
noncompliances, findings, and corrective actions, become t e Eh!1e the

should be expended in a given area.
caging whether more or less ef fort iteria should be 7

use of sucn substitute criteria may be warranted, these cr
t

i ..._ _ . _ ..
4
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calibrated frequently against'the degree to which the overall objective of quality j
,

,

assurance is being. achieved. Formalizing the assessment of reliabilities of safety !
r

. - -

featuram nFano4 ear power y[ ants would Tac. . .ilitate this calibration. j,

..

z.*

iThe st'udy group was asked te assess the ef fectiveness of the NRC QA program. ,__ -|
,

Bowever, without dicect me'asures of reliability attained we could only apply some ,'

additional substitute criteria in attempting to answer this question. We made
cwiarisons of 'the assurance activities in the nuclear indurtry with other quality

~

i
~ as surance pr'ograms, but with the recogniti'on that this is not automatically a valid
! basis for recommendations. For exanple, it is not obvious that the ac,tivities in

'

widely different industries should be alike, or that being alike (in those
characteristics we have been able to observe in this brief study} they will ~
necessarily be similar in effectiveness. In previous chapters we have of fered a _

oumber of recr<smendations in areas where we believe the translation from one
isdustry to another to be valid, but we are unable to make any claim of
comprehensivene ss. Consequently, we believe that the major recommendations of this

study are those which will enable' the NRC to evaluate assurance activities

routinely, objectively, and comprehensively, based upon analysis of test anu

operatic *, experience.

H. Improvnent of Communication Within the Industry - The clear communication

of quality assurance requirements, and their impottance, to all those in the
industry and the NRC whose ae'tions- can af fect the reliability of safety-related
barlware provides the opportunity for each person to perform his QA function
kacwledgeably and responsibly. This is particularly important since the ef fect of
individual activities on the performance of reactor safety features is often
difficult to discern. Consequently, event equations, the definitions of the
events, their allocated reliability goals, and their assessments should be widely
distributed and used. These serve as identification of items significant to safety
(thereby requiring QA), the extent of their significance, and their quality
status.

.

IroIceentation of Reliability Analysis Techniques "

,

e. !
"The foregoing expression et need to use the techniques of reliability analysis

and the benefits to be derived from such analysis by the quality assurance prog r'am

56
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Provides little insight of the prog' ram's scope and the resources to be comm'

large extent-these features
i S :

+
-should-NRC m te -Esplemeat-tMs-recommend,st- c:. Given the internal structure

*

depend upon the philosophy of the program instituted.E

of NRC and its interface with the nuclear power inde stry, the study group cannot
.

|
be. adopted o'r evaluate the full program

fully anticipate the program that might h

costs. However, we can of fer our visualization of a program and evaluate t e
resources necessary for its execution.

.

it

The basic philosophy of the program visualized by the working group is that
l d use the

should be the responsibility of the nuclear power industry to deve op anThe scope of the
reliability analysis techniques in support of their QA programs. levt.1 at each
analysis should include plant-specific items up to the subsystem

The corresponding NRC responsibility should be to specify, in general, -

h industry QA programsreactor.

the techniques and applications to be used and to exaeine t e
Thus the NRC through its SD, NRR, and IE Of fices must becometo assure compliance. formulate

suf ficiently familiar with reliability techniques to be able to
i Manuals.

appropriate Regulatory Guides, sections of the SRP and Inspect on

I
The reliability techniques required to achieve the above are within the graspIn fac t , these

of the , technical people already within the NRC and the industry. the
a formalized way of structuring the concerns that

techniques merely represent
While we visualize the need to

industry now addresses in power piant design.
utilize plant specific models , we ar'e not suggesting an ef fort comparable to the

The reliability techniques advocated here are
Reactor Safety Study for each plant. The intent of the modeling
simpler and apply only to subsystem levels and below.to consider only the reliability

is not to provide fo r risk assessment, but s Foreffort

of hardware and human performance which is properly addressed by QA program .
simplification of the analysis can be achieved with conservative

I

this purpose ,
for example, would not acknowledge improbable or uncertain waysmodels which,

Only in those exceptional cases where the
system operation might be achieved. it be

conservatism itself appears to be responsible for excessive costs would
necessary to resort to more detailed representation.

.

ih
Applicants can, we believe, prepare the necessary models in conjunction w tii l

analysis now required in Chapter"15 of the SAR with some add t ona
,

~

the accident might deen
We also believe the N2C can review whatever codeling it

effort.e

57
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appropriate for the SAR wi. h the addition of one or two specialists to th2 staf f. , j
"

,

t

in QA prograg |The deve'lopment of detailed models within the industry, and their. use
- '

'
'

IE framework. JAlthough- the-,

p1'annibg. can be inspected within the present ,'t
,

cppropriateness of the models might be verified with little addition to the
{iispection ef fort.-it is expected that an increase in inspection e'f fort would ' be
f |rsquired to verify that QA planning and implementation address appropriate measures t

;
fer safety significant items identi"ied through the modeling process. ;

[
'e

We visualize phasing-in the q[ogram by successive implementation of three
dlstinct levels of reliability analysis. The simpleat., or lowest, level would
cctail the development and use of formal models to describe relationships among the

-
ccuses of systen unreliability. In particular, symbolic expressions would be
d;veloped which identify the significant aspects of hardware (or human)

inspection, and maintenance policies; and describe their 'performance, and of test,
Many of thelogical relation $ hips to the reliability of the safety features. ,

bsnefits to the QA program discessed above can be obtained by implementing only the
level (benefit A can be realized completely; and benefits B, C, E, F, and Hfirst

pcrtially). The renaising benefits require that the second or third level be
j inplemented.
!

*i
I The second level would add:'

The collection and analysis of data reflecting test a'nd operating
.

exp.riecce sich failure modes, test and maintenance downtimes, etc.,e

which Are associated with the elements of the reliability models,

Assessments of the reliabilities of the various safety f&atures and their
.

components, and finally,

3

The continuing evalustion of the QA activities in light ol-'the need to,

.

maintain a balanced overall QA effort.
*

--,

i
Adopting the second level appears feasible for the industry, since they arei

already largely ceamitted to support.of NPRDS and possess the necessary expertise+

for performing data analysis. The major impact will be the additional data' '

collection, particitlarly at lower contractor levels, and dedicating some additional'

o
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effort to data analysis.

-- - .a. . . . - . -- . . - -

_ _ . . +j Within NRC, additional ef fort will be required to verify that suitable ;

*

programs are'being implemented to achieve the long term objectives of thisI

activit'y, to pertorm the necessary analysis of results to measdre QA program
performance in the industry, and to develop recommendations for adjustments . to the
regulatcry process. The first activity could be achieved within the IE structure ,

I

with, again, some increase in inspection ef fort and with some support from data
^

analysts, while the remaining activities could be achieved ef fectively by a smal.1
branch or subbranch as recommendad in the following section.

The third level involves an NRC provision of explicit goals for the ,

reliability of the various reactor safety features. From a quality assurance
viewpoint, the . primary use of numeric probabilistic goals is to establish feedback

-

loops which will provide continuing, objective indications of the adequacy of the |
'

QA programs throughout the industry. These goals should permit identification of
attainable component reliability requirements, yet result in systen reliabilities
approprf ste to the task of protecting the public health and safety.

I

Ve believe that, initially, goals should be establ.ished for current sa f e ty

q systems that are compatible with NRC assessments of. the unreliability of systems

|
fulfilling a statlat role in the prevention or mitigation of sccidents in licensed-

nuclear plants. To make these assessments, it would be 'necessary for NRC to use
their own models or those obtained from industry together with test and operating
data representing industry experience. This would seem an appropriate first task

the longer
for part of the new group recommended .'s the next section, en route to

term objectives of evaluating QA performance in the industry and recommending
indicated adjustments in the regulatory approaches to QA. Guidance to applicants

consist' of the levels of reliability which are considered by the NRC to havemight
been achieved in operating plants.

NRC Quality Assurance Planning and Evaluation Function
-

We have noted, in the section of Chapter 111 titled Organization and Program,

importance of systenatic planning to industry quality assurance activities.
-

the

5
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The [Planning is also important f5r the regulatory aspects of the QA program..

i

number ~ 468 dt7er-stty or assurance activities involved in regulation is large, and*

the nature of the activities is such that they mus't be well coordinated to achieve
( '

ef fective regulation. For example, many quality assurance requirements are ,

. _ . - - !
' addressed by Standards Development, by Nuclear Reacgor Regulation, and byi

For ef fective regulation, these requirements should be . ,

Inspection and Enforcement.
treated in a coesistent manner within, and among, the various NRC 'crganizations. o

Program planning and evaluation are so closely related that neither is'

e f fective if it exists in isolation. Planning cannot resvit in legical choices
for changing program direction unles.s accurate assessments of present conditions
are available. Cosplete and accurate data, collected and analysed in timely

A _

fashion, is therefore the foundation upon which ef fective planning rests.
group of staf f specialists would be extremely useful for this planning and

skills required toevaluation fur.ction, since they would possess the time and the
collect information, analyse it, draf t proposals for improvement , and present these

proposals to line management.
_

In view of the above, there appears to be a need to create a separate staf f
The staf f performingassignment to perform the planning and evaluation function.

function v9uld be protecteG' from tha pressures of routine regulatorythis
operations, yet be dedicated to the continuing review of all aspects of the quality
assurance ef fort, and to making recommendations regarding program i=provements.

successful performance of this function would ensure a responsive, ad a pt ableThe

''e recommend that the cuality assurance olannine andquality assurance program. .'

This functionevaluation function in the NRC be assigned to a separate eroup.

voald include:
.

ic standards,
1) Performing continuint reviews of all assurance . measures

and adecuacy,_
Regulatory Guides and Standard Review Plans for consistency'

2) Evaluating overall OA ef fectivecess (ultimatelv by connaring
;

assessments of the reliabilite of reactor safety features from all
;

plants with established coals) and recommendina progracmatie
improvements when indicated, and

60*
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assurance techniques._
-

Developing and implementing improved ouality
- ..

-
_3)

. . . . . - - -

'

Sumary .

. .

h NRC quality assurance
.la this chap' er, we have recomended additions to t e functio ns',

4
t

prp.7s to improve the planning and implementation of quality assurancelity
-

i

cad 'to provide a more objective basis for evaluating the effectiveness, of qua
, *

While. the scope of the recomended additions is extensive,
cecurence activities. st'ep toward improvement of

-

6
we believe that their initiation i,s the most important

'

'

quality assurance Wich the NRC could take at this time.+.--

_

.

h-;# q
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i

" ~ oVERAIL CONCL::SIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS
.

Conclusions

l sions and cocaents
The earlie'r chs _er . of this report 'have presented conc uin the commercial nuclear

regarding specific aspects of quality assurance programsThis chapter presents an'
.

~

power industry and NKC regulation of those prograiss.f quality assurance a:di

overall evaluation of the regulation and implementat on o
f

improvements.
trings together all recocumendations for potential program

-

toward the improvement of qualitys.

The KRC has exerted a continuing effort
,

d (and the
g The design and production activities in the nuclear in ustrybecame so nurserous and widely dispersed
i-

asserance.:

organizations involved in these activities) ii tive1

large variations in the emphasis on, ard application of, adm n stra|
The development andthat

for assurance activities tended to exist. d this vatir.ti,on andd

implementation of 10 CFR 50, /ppendix B by the NRC has re uce Through Appendiz 3,
systems

estabi-ished minimu::r rgire ents fqr administrative systems. licias and
importance of 2:inistrative systems and the need for specific poThe administrative systensthe

to .1hress them have been identified.d implemented for the contr,il oforganizations
consonly :::sidered necessary have been defined an The result has

production, and operation.
nuc1 car re_; tor design, procurement,et of a substantial consistency in administrative con r

t ols used

the NRC has continuedbean ' 'e :hiev
e4oreover, despite the gains already made, Industry

i- ac industry. ii tive systems.

a further improve and enforce the application of adm n straB seems to be largely
i

re.ction to the requirenents established by Append xspecific provisions or
Although a variety of complaicts about l recognition by utilitiespositive.

intespretations were noted, there appear:, to be a genera Where the
i ts.

and their major contractors of the need for these requ remenis substantial industry cooperation
requirements need additional definition there
in the development of standards.

from the
The beneficial impact of NRC assurance activities is apparent d

flowever, given the nature of the de:r. ands on safety an
foregoing discussion.
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d
2nd the observations made in this study, the stu y group

further improvements are warranted in both the_imius3ry_qualiJy___. . _: _
.

olity saturance,
'

The areas in which iM clud-d that
Osurtnce prograss and the NRC regulation of those ' programs.

1

- d IV of this } *

Oprevencats would be desirable-are detailed in Chapters II, III, an
t

I

i. . _ ._ _ _ _ _
$ port and 'are summarized below. $:- *

to quality assurance and
The rapid grouth of regulatory activities pertinent 4

in the demands on the processes by which. regulations are
tea cansequent increase Lsprovements are warranted in the

Odeinistered .have given rise to some problems.
sousunication of regulations and guidance, in the definition and communication of

.

i nd in the
responsibilities and, authorities of of fices and other organizat ons, a

-

crpAbility for inspection and enforcement. ~
'

. ;..

Irprovements could also be made in the industry application of assurance
The recommended changes are primarily

-

cassures required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix 5. h i on.
directsd to the strengthening of planning activities and to increasing emp as s

Testing-, particularly at system and
cad'uf fectiveness of, testing and auditing.

impcreant of the quality assurance measuresis among the mostsubsystsa levels ,
Preoperational and startup testing provide assurance that nuclearrequired. h

facilities are capable of functioning successfully under normal conditions at t eand inspection programThe overall gurveillance testtime thsy begin operation. i i h pe rating ,

provides a substantial capability for detection of prob ems dur ng t e ofocus on pressure boundary components,
Preservice 'and inservice inspections

facility operation. It was found,phasa.
particularly significane for safewhich ate

hewaver, that qualification and proof testing are not utilized to full advantage.
-

C are needed
was concluded that more detailed requirements by the h*1

Therefore, it

to increase the use of qualification and proof testing.

found
The KRC has not tequired the use of certain techniques, which have been

-

P
latory

volatble La other quality assurance programs, into the industry or regu
These include the application of reliability models, and analysis of

programs. The use of these techniques would provide a
unreliability modes and rates. and thus strength =n the
systematic structuring of the quality assurance program,

Additional benefits, such as the provision of bases for utilizing testn e effectiveness, wouldprogr4m.
i

End operating experience and for determining qual ty assura s
<

derive from the use of these techniques.

6h
-. ,
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Recommendations
,

|
. ... . . . . _ _ _

,

ii useful to categorize the reconseadations in the previous chapters into ,
,.

* it

.

j those which we setieve can be implemented is a relat.vely short time , and those
*

Is the followang list, thoie recons'en--

}
which may take more time to implement.

implemented in a relatively short time are markad with andations which can be is also given to aid
i a'sterisk. The position of each recommendation in the report

materiel. We reconsend taat: .refe'rence to .the supporting #
,

+

The NRC strengthen, through its coanusicatiNas'to' industry, recognition of the*1. ~

Standard Review Plan as the basic sour:e of guidanc3 on quality assurance

,
requirements. (Page 25)

i
-

! .

10 CUR 50, Appetidix 3 be used in the regulation of all areas of power reactori 2.
design, construction, and operatio.n ubich are judged to have sufficient'

The selectiveimportance to safety to fall under other NRC regulation.'

items' notapplication of QA elements now. applied to safety-significant
falling under Appendia 3 should be replaced by an approach ininterpreted as

18 criteria of Appendix B are applied wouldwhich the degree to which the
reflect the safety significance of the item. (Pag'e 26)

*). The Transfer of Lead Responsibility Mens be revised (or that some supplementalr

means be established) to provide a s.chedule for completion o'f ac tivities and a
the Officese as reporting mechanism, for problass requiring action by b_oth

and the Of fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.4f Inspection and Enforcement

(Page 28)

.

*4. The NRC take steps to assure that each vendor inspected under the Licensee
r and Vendor Inspection Progras (LCVI?) is aware of the continuing

Contract
to vendor quality

responsibility and authority of the licensee with respect
assurance. (Page 28) -

IE headquarters clarify. responsibility for inspection of quality assurance*5.

activities of utility-run architect-e:gi eers as belonging either to the
program ce to toe Licensee contractor andregular inspection and enforcement

,

.
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|. Vendor inspectico Program (LCVIP). (Page 29) ,

.- - ~ -

- - . _ _ _ .
-

!Ins pe ction
Vendors to be inspected usder the Licensee Contractor and Vendor
_w_e

that every vendor hasS.
Program (LCVIP) be selected oc 4 basis which ensures

(Page 30)
some likelihood of being inspected.

be
DE isspection of material produced- under the ASME Code provisions.

include' 7.
only if the ASME requirements are expanded to

i endationclinicated, but
-Since . ef forts in this direction are under way, th s recomm,

operation. (Page 30)
intended to encouraga .uch ef forts.is

,

I staf f strengthen its review of the ~

| The Inspection and Enforcement ification requirements.
-

S.

inspectability and enforceability of' Technic ~al Spec
+

\ (Page 31)
! increased , and that
I Routiae direct NRC inspectica and testing of hardware be i ofI

to quality decisions made in the construction and operat on
9.

data pertineat (This includes the
he evaluated by the- KIC on a routine basis.,

| a plant i test data.) (Page

evaluation, for example, o'f radiographic and ultrason c

.
31)

,

inplementation during construction (Modules1Spections for QA progr: i

through 357%eB of the LE Manual) be conductei more frequently dur ng
*10. LE i:

357003
i (Page 35)

the period of personnel tuttover prior to operat on.

required for design verification when practicable.
11. Qualification testing be

(Page 36)

andStorage and Handling of Equipment
*12. LE inspections "QA Progras (2eceipt, (Test andof the IE Manual) and "QA Program

Materials)" (Module 357205 357368) be conducted mose frequently during --

Measurement Equipment)" (Madale

construction. (Page 39)

lif' ation

The SIC establish requirements and guidance for comprehensive qua _idance
programs, si=ilar in detail to the requirements and gu

1 74 .

The guidance should includeand proof test
for precperational and startup testing programs.
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(Page 42) |

criteria for practicability.
,

programs in the I

The NRC actively continue support of cooperstive audit ,

data among licensees*14.
industry, especially programs for the sharing of auditaudits. (Page 44)
and' contractors, acd for the conduct of joint

simple method ,

for nuclear ;ower plants, a more systematic , yeti i s th'at areThe NRC adopt, o15.

of representing hardware and human performance character st cThis method should address the importance to safety
significant to safety. i

liability modes
of these characteristics and should'also consider the r unrerance program ca'n

i

and rates, in order that a more comprehensive qual ty assu 'dl
Toward this end, we recommend the use of simplified event mo e s.

b e " applie d . (Page 48)
and equations within the industry and the NRC. _

C be assigned
The quality assurance planning and evaluation function in the NR

(Page 60-61) This function would include:i 16.
to a separate group.

in standards,
Performing continuing reviews of all assurance taasures d1)
Regulatory Guides and. Standard Review P1JQs 'for Consistency an
adequacy. -

Evaluating overall QA ef fectiveness (ultimately by comparing
;

I from all2)
| assessments of the reliability of reactor safety features

i

plants wi.th established goals) and recommending programmat c!

)
| improvements when indicated, and
!
4

hi es.

I. Developing and implementing improved quality assurance tec n qu
!

3)
$

:* *;
i

!
; ;

'
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Overview of NRC Program for Regulatics QA

,

. f.
Introduction

;

pawer industry, the Nuclear Regulatory
This Appendix describes the nuclear The description is based en information

' Commission, and the , regulatory process. for evaluation sf
i

t

- developed during the stuNy and establivnes fra teu~eral contexsiould be useful to those not
f

'

j

It
power quality assurance activities. i n and

' f amiliae *<ith the processes involved in the design, construction, operat o
nuclest

f

regulation of nuclear power plants..
l t is the '

The design, construction, and operation of nuclear power p an s
.

|
The mandate of theiii| responsibility of the utilities which own the fac l t es. i ation Act of 1974 isI

Nuclese Regulatory Commission (NRC), under the Energy Reorgan zi.e., to assure that the nuclear|

i

to protect the health and safety of the publ c, undue risk to public health and|
'

power plants can be, and are , operated withoutLa its regulatory capacity the NRC h as established standar sInspections and evaluations are comiucted
d for industry

,

safety.

activities aad facility characteristics. To enforce adherence to the
.

i t

to determine whether these standards are be =g me . ity to grant, suspend,
standards, when . required, the Commission has the author sus pend,

monetary penalties ; . grant ,
modify or withdraw Construction Permits; assestd deny app ications for Constructionl

modify, or withdraw Operating Licenses; ac
Permits or Operating Licenses.

Description of Nuclear Power Program
_

i is designed ,
The basic process by which a n? clear power rcactor facil tySome of these steps are

construc:ed, and operated involves several major steps. and operate the

completed by the utility (applicant) who wishes to constructA brief description of this,

of the NRC.Others are the responsibilit)
i facility.

~.
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is provided to establish a frame of reference for the discussion of
.

,

.-- .- .. . ... - . -
.

cveral} process
quality assurance and its regulationi

- ~

step'taken by a utility is to conduct a siting study.Sitina Study--The first ility;

The study considers the intended design and operation of the reactor fac
i d,su'croundings; and

..yalstion density and use characteristics of the s te an~ i l,

P ysical characteristics of the site, including seismological, meteorolog ca
Based on these considerations a site is

h

geolsci:al, end hydrologica'l fen. ures.
' t '

selected for the proposed facility. -
for a

Application for Construction Permit (CP)f-The utility's application(AER), antitrust
includes an Applicant's Environmental Report

,

Construction Permit The PSAR covers comprehensive
.

data, and Preliminary Safety 'Inalysis Report (PSAR). i f

data on the selected site; a facility description (especially a descript on o
_featerns af fecting safety); an analysis of " design basis" accidents andplanning.
consegmences; preliminary personnel asd operations plans; and emergency

information in
lication Review -Altet confiruing that there is suf ficientThis is primarilyATP

dhe NRC substantively reviews the document.the PSAR to review, design (at the system
a. detail'ed assessment of those ' characteristics. of the s plant

The intent is to determine whether
level) that the 'NEC believes af fect safety. f the facility that

i

there are any aspects of design, construction and operat on oThis process usually entails additional
will result in undue risk to the public. It

and requests for changes or additions to tho PSAR.cuestions to the applicant, i

also entails inspections of the applicant and major contractors to ver f y
The result of the review

implementetion of the programs described in the PSAR.
Ibe NRC staf f also studies the AER(SER).

process is e Safety Evaluation Report Following the NRC staf f review, an

and issues a Final Environmental Statenent. accomplished by the Coesission's
independent review of safety considerations is d then

Advisory Connittee on Reactor Safeguards ( ACRS) -- first by a subcoanit cee an'

The findings of the ACRS review are reported to the Chairman of.
, by 'he full ACRS.

the NRC.
the

~

Public Hearings--After completion of the Final Environmental Statement ,
_

public hearings are held by theand the ACRS Report,Safety Evaluation Report
.
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Atomic Safety and Licensing Board ( ASL5), usually in dSe vicinity of the proposed
-

These may be "uncontegied he.aiings." consisging_only_ot _ _ ~facility location.

testimony and documentation of the applicant and the Elc, or they may be " contested
.

A favorable finding
hearings," at which intervenors become a party to the process.i

of the ASLB, barring subsequent appeals results in issuasce of a Construction
,

;
1

Permit by the NRC.

of the detail design, or a
. Facility Design--Conceptual design plus 'a small part1

'

engineering, is normally completed at the time of application for the Construction *

the constructionj
Detail design work continues, essentially dirosshout

| Permit.
time the CP is issued, perhaps 20 to 30 percent of the detail designf

I phase. By the

|
has been completed. Procurement activity is conducted over the same general time

t,

f

The bulk of these activities is usually accomplished by a nuclear steam '

f..me.

system supolier (NSSS) and an architect-engineering (A-E) fira under contract toI

the utility.
.

i,
racility Construction--Construction for a single-usic facility typically

j Most often
extends over a five or six year period following issuaace of the CP.-

to the;
the basic construction task is handled by a construction firm under contract

The con'structi-od is frequently done by the ===* organization thatutility.

provides the architect-engineering service.

Preoperational and Startup Testine--As systems and sabsystees are completed , a
.

series of checkout and functional test operations is conducted to assure that each

system will perform its intended function. This preoperational testing increasesi

After an
in scope and complexity as the facility nears operatie:a1 status.

is loaded La tse reactor, startup testing
l Operaticg License is issued, and the fuel

I is performed, culminating in power ascension tests.
i

for Operating License (CL)f-During the censtruction phase,Aeolication Approximately
amend =ents are made to the original application as usek progresses.

for loa' ding, fuel in tbe reactor, a Final Safety24 months before the target date a.
These reports

Analysis Report (FSAR) and an updated AIR are submitted to the NRC.
| the PSAR and the AER submitted at the time of thecover the same general areas as T
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the "as built" plant. Coverage is in~

. application for CP, and represent E _

substantially g* eater detail,_however, particularly in areas pert,inen; to the _

safety of facility operation.
9

i
Review of Application for OL--In-its review of the application for an-e

i information bearing oc public
| Operating License, the NRC staf f considers all new

In addition to review of the final design.safety and its environmental impact.
considers siteincluding the planned facility operation and organization, it- I

' ~

4 The 'atent of the review!? =pection reports reflecting the status of construction.
the fac'ility was designed and t;oest'ructed and will be operated inis to assure that

undue danger to publicconforman:e with KRC rules and regulations, and without
j

health and safety or damage to the environment.
,

\
'

An independent review of the' application for an OL is again conducted by the
|

ACRS, whose findings are reported to the Commission. The general pattern of review
f and hearings by the ASLS for a Construction Permit may be repeated in the case of!

application for an Operating License.
~!

? fuel in
Operation--The Operating License normally' authorizes a utility to load!

the reactor, conduct low power levek tests , and operate the facility at increasing
It is expected that facilities

power levels until full power ope ation is reached.c

30 or 40 years before becoming obsolete (although nowill be operated for about
At the

reactors have been in operation long enough to validate this expectation).
facilities will be decommissioned.end of operating life th'e

foregoing is a very general description of the nuclear power programThe
to the regulatory program for nuclear power stations. Manyfeatures which relate

details such as docketing of applications, appeal processes, topical reports, etc.,
andThe role of quality assurance activities in the overall programare omitted.

the NRC regulation of those activities is addressed elsewhere in this report.

NRC Organization <

it pertains to the safetyWe now describe the NRC organizational structure as
T

.-
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associated

espects of commercial power reactor licensing an1 ta quality'assuracee
*

he description is therefore iscomplete, ignoria.g tse many
ptgthose plants., ,..

ctnar activities in thich the NRC is engaged.
iire

The NRC' carries out its responsibilities prin.arily through an E.iecutDe major Offices
Dirsctor for Operations uder doci are five major Of fices. M its regulation
involved directly in quality assurance for nuclear power plants a

IAsclear Reactor Reg.alation, and thspection asi
cre Standards De'velopment, Regulation

By statute, the director *of the Office of Nuclear Reactorand Safepards, and ,

Enforcement. f

the directors of the Of fices of Nuclear Material Sa etyCommissico oc matters(lik2

Nuclear Ragulatory Research) also reports directly to the
af fseting public health and safety.

it.cicriing the ,

The Commission is' also assisted by supportin orgatizations,f d Licen/ing

Advisory C)cznittee on Reactor Safeguards ( ACKS), the Atomic Sa ety anl Panel (ASIAP) .
Bosed Panel (ASLSP) and the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appea

ional Laboratories
The ACRS consists of technical experts, peiscipally from Natreviews safety st= dies and

staff. It
cod universities, and a small permanent i as well as

epplications for construction permits and facility operating L cecses,It reports en the reviews to the
othe.r matters referred to it by the Coexsission. i t d wit?

and Mvises the Cocuniss. ion with regard 'to haga, ds asscc a e
r

Corais sion,
rad with regard to the adequacy of regulations.facilities

i hearing

The ASI.5P tevelops policies and procedures applicable ta the var cusistory

boards and nakes recocatendations to the Cocrsittee relating to the repii to grant ,

The tuards under this panel conduct hearings and cake dec s ens
process.

fsuspend, revoke, or amend licenses.
,

i and perforza
The ASLAP provides the Appeal Boards dich exercise the anther ty

functions thich would otherwise be exercised aM perforwd by the
the review
Coexsission in licensing matters.

!

.
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Office of Nuclear Reactor
Of fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)y-TheiCh th= u ; lese-pcwet-industry -involvicg-

-

|

~~ ~~ Regulatiotr-is the prtutriput contver fadministers regulations, policies and proce ure
d s

FSAR's, SAR amendments,Itlicensing of ?< actors. '

licensing; and performs safety reviews of PSAR s,
,

i

It also determines the necessity of backfitting operat nggoverning
topical reports, etc. d ted.

tw regulations or requirements are a op
plants when ,

licensing in de'aling with an
A project manager is assigned to represcat NRRreview' activities within the of fice.

~

OL, and coordinates the f sep. rate branchesapplicant for a CP at
review activity 'itself is disseminated among a number othose aspects of the SARs

*

iThe

technical or administrative specialists rev ewFor example, a Quality Assurance Branchwhere
fall within their area of specialty. Af ter an OL is -

,

i to QA.i that

reviews parts of the SARs considered to be pert nentt s to the FS AR , -- ar e
d

gra.sted, licensing considerations - e.g., amen men This division possesses, in
Reactors.

transferred to the Division of Operating in the other divisions.
less depth, all of the areas of expertise present ld normally be handlad

somewhat
Consequently, QA considerations with operating reactor s wouQA Bearch.
by a staf f member in this division, rather than by the

ific

NRR reviews egpical reports which address spec. _ .

TheIn addition to SAR review, ilities or their major contractors.
technical or adstnistrative proposals by utso that r.ew or alternate proposals could beinitiated licensing tire.
topical report concept wasdelaying the SAR review, greatly helping reduce

l
been 4110we 1,

reviewed without utilities or major contractors have a so
h ompany is involved with a newTopicals on QA programs at

to eliminate the need for review each time t e c
plant.

d in a Standard Reviewi

The procedure s t sed by NRR to review SARs are publ she part , .the SRP
public . For the most

also goes beyond thisPlan (SRP), whien ia available to tne itindustry standards', but

references Regulatory Guides andis deemed necessary to address additional top cs.
i

itguidance where
_

!
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(IE)--The primary responsibility of the
ion and Enforcement programs foe the

_Of fice of Insent is- to develop and conduct -
.

,

Of fice of Inspertion and Enforcement of applicants and licensees. -These-- ~

iii
isspection and investigation of act v t es tions as appropriate) are not'
inspections and investigatioos (and enforcement ac<ith license provisions and Commiss on

i

cnly for the purpose of assuricg compliance health and safety, but also for the . . . _ _ _

rulao. regulations, and orders relating to
g ncsrol assurance of safety. ,

f the isspection and
the basic functions of IE are the development o ce policies and

program, and the imp'lementation of that program. . Inspection and Esforceaant Manual,e2 force.-ent
pr actices of the Of fice are detailed in t elicies and practices aM the programmatic and

h

which describes the administrative po
functional aspects of the IE act vities. .

i

of Reactorby the Divisine
Program development activities are carried outInspection Programs.These

| i l

Ecopsetion Programs and the Division of Mater a sand Enforcement Manual which
| i

divisions develop the portions of the Inspect on and manner of those
i. inspections to be performed and the frequencyibe the programs ofspecify the

Progetunatic chapters of the manual descrf it s tespocsibilities.inspections .

inspection to be conducted by 1E in fulfillment oidentify specific requirements whichIE inspectors must meet

Functional chapters i ities.

du ing inspections of' licensee and contractor act v4

f five Regional Of fices with the

Program implementation is the basic activity oi ld Operat' ions (DFC).~ Regional Of fices

guidance and support of the Division of F e findings regardingd report

the actual inspection of activities anproblems , and the inspection pregram itsement action (in excess of a letter
lf, to DFO.

conduct
sa fe ty-relatedcompliance , f

They also make recommendations to DF0 for en orceThe DFO is respansiblefor

ii
of citation) and for bulletins or inqu r es.fice inspectica anf enforcement
coordination snd support of the Regional Of Coordination and Enforcement

Routine matters are handled by the Field out ssde assistance
are

i

Investigations and major problems which may- requ retetivitie s.
Bracch. h.

coordinated by the Field Operation Support Branc

T '
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The above two' paragraphs describe the organization of IE s

p.."
as o[ the t@ of _ the_ study._ A.197-Z. reorganization of the

~

;

Headquarters staff has redistributed responsibilities, but
the overall IE effort has not been changed. .

~ i
.-

' A large ' percentage' of IE' efforts concern quality assurance. Meetings and
inspections; prior to issuance of the Construction Permit, are designed to assure
that a quality assurance program plan has been satisfactorily daveloped, and
implementec' where applicable. During the construction phase, many of the

, ,

~

inspections are directed to evaluation of QA procedures and records. .

-

Preoperational and startup activities are closely monitored by inspectors. D'uringe

Plant operation, nearly all licensee activities fall within the scope of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, and are inspected throughout the life of the plant. ~

~ . . .

Licensee Contractor and Vendor Inspection Program (LCVIP)--To monitor the
licensee's, contractor's, aud vendor's QA progr9ms, the NRC's IE Headquarters has

established an LCVIP which is isplemented by the Vendor Inspection Branch at Region
IV. Inspections are made by this' branch at firms designing nuclear steam systems,

architect-engineerin.g firma doin'g design work on nuclear power plants, and atat

cert. in selected vendors on a regular basis. Inspection procedur.es for' the LCVIP.

are issued by the IE Division of Reactor Inspection Programs. The Vendor
f Inspection Branch inspects the implementation of quality assurance .prograos which

have been approved by NRR in the form of Topical. Reports (reports of standardized
'

quality assurance programs from NSSSs and A-Es) .
.

I

When IE inspections confirm satisfactory implementation of the QA program;

j described in a Topical Report, a confirming letter is sent by LE to the NSSS or A-E
inspected. Licensees may use this confirming letter to fulfill their obligation
under Criterion VII of 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8 to establish that their contractor who

I

has been issued such a confirming letter is ef fectively implementing his QA program> i

as described in his Topical Report or standardized program. The NRC expression of '~~

. satisf action confirar only that the programmatic aspects of the NRC approved QA;
-

i program have been implemented, and does not as sure that any unique programmatic
requirements imposed by a lice'nsee are being implemented or that a specific product !

.
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IEShould subsequent , .

licen_see is of acce,ptable quality.the---cc-4eswice-pcovidad en
a contractor's QA program implementation is

,

insp2ctions determine that ,From the date of such a'

i d by letter.
unrecsptable, the licensee (s) will be notif e ~ required under

| provide the necessary_ assurance
lottor the licensee (s) bust
Critacion V11, Appendix B.

of the LCVI program is the Region IV component
*

t

I Another significant part The

intptet.'on activity of , vendors supplying safety-rela'ted cocponents. item is used as a basis
'

for

;f production volume and the performance history of aninstruments , and other ~~

,.

Cables,

| datsrmining which sappliera vill be inspected.the vendor per app'licable 10 CFR 20,
.

' *

olectrical items are normally inspected at inspected according toi Safety-related pressure items are ,

| App:ndix B requirements.
sa ASME accepted QA manual.

~

functico of the Office of Standards
Of fice of Standards Development _--The includes developing and

Development (SD), as given in the NRC organization chart, d regulations for
recommending nuclear safety standards, criteria, guides an The Officef reactors.

location, design, construction, operation and performance oin ANSI and International Atomic Energy
also coordinates Commission participation

Agsney (IAE A) standards-related . activities.

The Division of Engineering Standards and
SD is composed of two divisions: Ef forts related tod ds.

the Division of Siting Realth and Safeguards Scan arin the the Division of Engineering
the NRC QA program are primarily concentrated the production of Regulatory

Of the several functions performed by SD, f primaryStandards.
Guides and Regulations, and participation in couaittee work are o

to the NRC QA program.importance

ind,ustry as accept ~able ways of meeting
Regulatory Guides are off ered to the cenaitments to Regulatory

Licensees have found that d for a detailedregulatory requirements.
Guides greatly expedite the review p'rocess , eliminating the neeWherever possible, the
review of alternate approaches during the SAR review.repared by nationald d

kegutatory Guides approve the use of consensus stan ar s pthsreby providing industry with some sense of
.

societies ( ASME, ANSI, IEEE, etc.),
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i is the regulatory' process while avail,ing the NRC of the support 'or the
- -

'', , involvement ,

SD staf f me=hers work on the-industriat-- extensive industry standards ef fort,
standards cammittees to help assure ef ficient application of the standards' ef fort. f ,

!
i.

!
F.ollowing the development of a suitable industry standard -- a lengthy process

- itself -- the incorporation of 4 standard into a Regulatory Guide is a consensus *

operation withis the NRC. The concurrence of other Of fices that will use the
. .

*

Regu'latory Guide is sought, and comments from tjese sources are reaolved through
4

staf f reviews, often resalting in the RegulaLory, Guide . departing in some ,~

Af ter review by other NRC
particul' rs Seam the standards upon which it was based.

(RRRC), and the ACRS, the
groups , the Eagulatory Requirements Review Committe3
draft guide is published for a 60-day comment period, allowing indu:try and other

internal NRC taview process is normally repeated after .

-

public commente The
ccaments are received, so the total time for production of a Guide can approach two

Mossver, use of the Cuide mayyears from the time the standard was completed.
issued for comment, approximately one year af ter the standard isbegin when it is

completed.

functionsOther NRC Organizations--Many organizations within the NRC have

which are periphera'lly or occasionally related to the regq1stion of quality
A discussion of' the structure and function of ,all of theseassurance.

There are twocrganizations would contribute nothing significant here.
organizations, however, performing functions which have actual or potential

These are the Of fice ofcontributions to tne NRC quality assurance program.
Infor=ation and Program

Nuclear Regulatory Research and the Of fice of Management
,

Control.

The Of fice of Nuclear Regulatory Research administers those research ef forts
which are decaed necessary for the performance of the NRC regulatory functions.

for about half of the total NRC budget. Major divisiens ofThese ef fnets account
the Of fice are the Division of Reacto,r Safety Res2Erch (RSR) and the Division of

The RSR is further di sidedSafeguards. Fuel Cycle, and Environmental Research.
advancedinto two major fueetional areas -- water reactor saf ety research and

reactor safety research. A major ef fort in the wager reactor safety research area
!j wnich relates to quality assurance is the Loss of Fluid Test iLOFT) program which

!
.
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is being conducted to evaluate the ef fectiveness of light water reactor emergency
Also of importance to quality, assurance is a Probabilistic

i core cooling systems This branch is involved in
-

,
1
w _ Analysis Branch which reports to the RSR Director.

~ - _ . - _ -.

y[ developing the application of risk analysis techniques for the regulatory process.
~

\,

-!
The Of fice of Management Inf'ormation and Program Control htIPC) administers!

| information systems by which information on the perfctmance of reactor
{ management l ed,

construction and operation and various regulatory functions is collected, ana yz
Reports include routine computer listings of information, such as

k and re po rted.
findings and licensee event reports and reactorinspection and enforcement A series n' status reports is

operating experience, sorted as appropriate. ) In
pr$ pared and issued under the IDRDS (Licensing On-line Retrieval Data System .i l recuests for
addition to various other routine reports, MIPC responds to spec a

-

i

information and maintains certain data files.
to quality

NRC Interfaces--The overall regulatory functions with respectThat is , the staf f
in general, divided along organizational lines. entirely withinassurance are,

and supporting data is done almostreview of license applications A significant
and inspection and enforce' ment actions are the province cf IE.

of " standards" for regulation.NRR,
to the developmentexception exists with respect The result

"

Much of Chis, is the responsibility of. and is administered within, SD. *

Standard Review Plans and Branch|
is mainly the issuance of Regulatory Guides.
Technical Positions , however, also have the character of " standards," and these

are.

IE also generates " standards" in the guidance
developed by NRR. To some extent,
section of Inspection Modules.

. *

the regulatory functions are separated by organization.To the extent that Overall philosophy and policy
.a the organizatioas are important.interfaces bet across organizations. The NRR staf f

with regard to regulation shculd be consistent
IE should be aware of changes

needs information and evaluations developed by IE.
l

to Construction Permits and Licenses and understand the rationa ewhich NRR makes
SD personnet should ba privy to licer sing, inspection, and enforc'ement

Mechanisms for communicationfor the m.
actions and tha Edpact of standards on these actions.
and cooperation are, therefore, a necessity.

C
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i-ong4ese are the .,
. u:hanismo-withia*-cM ***

,

! J m:. : ion can flow upward through l~ TheYr-is m ariety f
-

normal organizational channels through which in orma 1sforcal exchanges (usually
~ ~ -

.,

h
one ceganir.at on structure and down through anot er. Writtes cotzeunication~

all levels. funeritten) take place between organizations at idas and standards (and the
is also accomplished by the circulstion of draf t g= Proposed guides and regulations.

'

cozzents on these drafis) and by hearir.48 t lines by publications issued
OG g

Inforsation is also disseminated across orgaaizatia:.a
?

by MI?C.j hrough staff meetings
Coordination of policies and practices can be achieved tAd hoc groups of

the need is perceived.
at the policy level which are conducted as deal with special problems.
representatives from various offices are formed to Interoffice Quality -

pertinent to the subject of this study i.s thea regularly _ scheduled basis
'

Fernaps most
Assurance Task Force - a standing group which meets on,

e M 1'esssk". E D *M .[;4 4 ,to address quality
.b

.,ry r
_ej

e

~.
,

Nuclear Industry

for coan.recial nuclear power facili, ties
Ibe design and contruction activities hemical, an' hydr. lic systemsi l

are applied to structural, mechanical, electr ca . ci l organizations. The utility

and ccesponents, and involve a hierarchy of industr .ae program, but the quality
must assure that not only its ows quality assuranc.is adequats and appropriate to thei
assurance progran of each involved organizat on Ts appreciate the significance
design or construction activities being performed.

i
for quality assurance

of the utility's respoqsibility and the im;licat s: sis necessary to understand the worki g of the overallindus tr ial

regulation. it follows.
A brief discussion of the processprocess.

j nagement for
Utilities _--Most utility companies provide overall pa ect maparticipate directlydo not

and construction of die reactor facilities. AtThere are m:sterocs exceptions wherein thedesigtt
in the design / construct on precess. and a few cases where they danign, procure

*

to seze degree, In theutilities do participate the nuclear steam supply system).
all of the facility (except

and construct ~.

=8he -

|
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, majority of cases, however, the responsibility for these activities, including th'e
quality assurance programs associated with.them. .* contracted to nuclear steam _ ,- -

.
* . ... ___

system suppliers, architect engineering , firms and construction contractors.

9 * Nuclear Steam System Suppliers--There are currently four active NSSSs involved"

i in the fabrication of light water reactors in the United States. They function as,9

the design and procurement organ.izations for that portion of the reactor facility
:

'

required to produce steam to prive turbine generators.c For a pressurized water

reactor this includes items su'ch as the reactar,kthe steam generators, the main.-

c oolant pumps, and the pressurizer. For a boiling water raector the steam supply
. includes items such as the reactor, the recirculation pumps, and the primary

system

contatament. -

.

; C<nerally speaking, an NSSS designs at the systes level. A result of this
f activity is the generation of component design specifications which identify the

required cosponent characteristics. The systee supplier then incorporates the
design requirements into a procurement document (or package) which is used for

procurement. from component man'ufac t u re r s . Included in the procurement document are
the QA requirements pe r t ine nt to the comp, ant. Since t'he steam supply sys tem is
pressure containing and safety related, the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
and the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vesael Code, Section III, apply.

.

Architeet-Engin-ers--Approximately twenty architect-engineering firms proyide
design services for complete nuclear power plants, except for the portion
comprising the nuclear steam supply system. The general pattern of design and

is the same as that described above for the nuclear steam system
procurement

suppliers. Sin:e parts of the facilities are safety related and parts are not, QA

provisions required by the NRC will apply to only part of the A-E activities. The

determination of applicability is one of the significant judgment areas for both
the utility and the A-E.

Constructors--Actual on-site construction of nuclear plants is usually
contracted to an organizrtion specializing 'in this type of activity. The !

receives the componen,ts and materials, designed and procured by the
constructor

33
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4 NSSS and A-E, at
the site and assembles.thes_ i=to a complete f~^ ,T~'i'Etzattons also - - . - - -,

j functisa as constructors.
- acility. Some A-Eog,

direction of project management, The constructor functions under the

organization with project management responsibilitywhien may be the utility, the A-E, or another
in this direction. 0A req irements are included.

,

e
'

Component
Manufact'urers-Thousanda of component manufactur .

foreign) suphly components of reactor facilities. ers (both US and
These m.anufacturers provide

components to satisfy the design specifications, either by sel
design Wiich they have developed for some prior pairpection of an existing

t' design. ose or by developing a new!
. Nate that act:al design is done by the component|

to a set of design requirasettes established by oth manufacturer, in responseP

| ers. Ibe component
manufacturer's QA requirements are transmitted r'ej . him in the procureaeata nd ,

for safety-related compocents, should include the quali
processs

| imposed on suppliers of parts and materials ty requirements to be
t
'.

.

I
:

Material Manufacturers , Material Suontiers-The|

ano of such materials processed to achieve required charsupp1*ers of ba.ic materials
;

the end of the overall procuresent acteristics and dia:asionsrepresent
' process.

component manufacturer and to the constructor Their ;roduct goes to the
for use

and structures of the facility. in fabricating the systems

requirements specified in procure entAgain, these products are designed and produc d tmeet
e o

docusents, and QA requirementsreceived in the same way. With respect rc

end of a cotmaunications chain as well as the end of theto regulatory require =ents, they are atthe
procerement chain.

_ Suppliers of Services--There are many organizations which provide specifi
services other than design or procurement, and the utilit c

cootractors may elect y company or its =ajor
to use such organizations rather than perform th sdirectly.

Examples ~re firms which provide inservice inspection e e tasks

definition, and siting studies. , QA program

Some QA provisions can be applicable to suppliersof services a:
well as to suppliers of design or hardware

.
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NRC 7aternal Interfaces -
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-
Since NRC has the responsibility for protecting the. health-and.44fety-ef-thc . -

public', by assuring that nuclear power plants are designed, constructed and
operated bia controlled manner, the basic external interface is obviously with the

- licensees. Some details of this interf ace have been given above, in describing the
functions of NRC organizations, but it is also useful to consider this interface in

more general terms.
,

4 .

interf ace consist of. Outgoing transmissions through the. NRC/ licensee
requirements , guidance , and decisions. ReqJirements are in "the form of Federal

Regulations and have the force of law. Guidance takes many forms including

Regulatory Guides, Standard Review Plans, Branch Technical Positions, standarda and
-

standard formats endorsed or provided by the Regulatory Guides, letters, and study
Decisions involve Construction Permits. Operating Licenses, andreports.

inspection reports.

i

f
Requirements , by their very nature, are stated in broad, general. terms.

only be enduring' but must also allowFederal Regulations, like other laws, must not
for options in the methods of satisfying them. Decisions, on the other hand , are

generally "yes" or "no" decisions and ar.e hence quite specific.

Despite the multitude of rules, regulations, requirements, and guidance
documents , the two oost significant coadunications are th),e related to the SAR
review proces's and those resulting from the IE activities.

.

The SAR review (for a CP or OL) is conducted in accordance with a Standard
theReview Plan (SRP) and Branch Technical Positions (which are considered part us

SRP). These documents -- which are available to the public -- cell the licensee
and his contractors precisely what NRR will look for in the SAR. -and how they will
determine its acceptability. Th$'SRP is a document prepared unilaterally by NRR,
although other of fices of NRC do have the opportunirv to comment on it.

The SRP approach-was developed as an aid fo. NP.Y. reviewers in order to
' s ." 7;traoch -km SRP," improve the quality and uniformity of staf f ie .

infurmation on the review process is also made w.+.. tble to . 'ry. The
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significance, therefore, of this communication is cuosiderable, representing NRR's i*

interpretation of all the other' guidance.

,_ , ___ _ . _ . - - - - ~
~

~

The other significant communication to the industry is that resulting from the
IE inspections of utilities an; plant sites by, all the regional of fices, and of !

4

ccatractors and vendors by Re'gion IV as part of the LCVIP. Each finding or
noncompliance represents an interpretation by 1E of how the regulations and

~

coenitments by the uti'lity must be measured, and constitutes a guiding influence as
! important as that of the ' review process.

.'

Incoming transmissions through the NRC/ Licensee icterface include a multitude
of submissions, but may be grouped into those required for license or permit '

judgments and those required for evaluating implementation cf commitments. Exce pt
_

,

' for soec ambiguity with regard to applicability (due to unclear definition of
,

6"cefety related"), the submissions required are quite well defined. 1

..

Prsblem Response--An important obligation of the NRC in assuring safety of I

nuclear plants is the evaluation of accidents, incidents , or other safety-related
problems that occur in the field. Such evaluation pcovides a major basis for the
orderly evolution af the nuclear technology and of the regulatory processes .

intended to control it. The NRC has provided channels for hahdling problems
observed in LLe field. The cognizant Regional Of fice is notified of certain events
by the utility in accordance with the technical specifications which are part of
the Operating License. Depending upon the seriousness of the event, the IE
inspector or an EE teaa, consisting of regional office personnel, will provide a
front lice investigation. Information collected. is transmitted to IE Headquarters

, .

for immediate determination of action and coesideration throughout the NRC. From

this point, the necessary additional NRC participation (including ACSS or ASLS
hearings) is called into play for whatever action the particular incident might
warrant. The entire NRC organization is on call as the needs of the problem
dictate.

' Af ter the plant has been restored to a satisfactory condition, and any
necessary enforcement action taken, follow up activities are conducted. Bulletins

.

e
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are of ten, distributed to all licensees that may have a similar problem, asking for .

Information on plant design or ordering specific actions or reviews. All incident .

.---- --+
-ports are dissstainated - ng-the-NRG-staff-for thf fr'~rev tew and reconnendations3

I for corrective action. Modifications to th'e Regulatory Guides, the SRP, or other

regulst)ry processes are often madt to preveat repeti ions of the problems 'in other '
,

--
-'

'

plants.

Interf aces with States--Since the elements of the nuclear industry in the'

e
United States also exist within state boundaries , they are subject to both federal I

I
and sta.e jurisdictions. Where these jurisdictions over1Jp, as in the regulation-

of by product saterial, the industry is accountable to both authorities. This dual Tt

{ control {s modified in some states (agreement states) in which the NRC has agreed
to allow the state to exercise regulatory authority in certain specific areas.

_g
' | -r
. .

The interface between the NRC and tate authorities may take several forms, {
*such as different degrees of coordination on emergency plans with the various

1evels of state and local government.

Another relation between the NRC and the states comes into play in those

states requiring inspection by an Authorized Inspection Agency for items which fall ;

under the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. This will be discussad further in
the next section.

The NRC/ASME Interf sce--Standards and codes approved by NRC as acceptable

means of satisfying regulatory requirements are produced primarily by national
professional societies. In the QA area, ASME is responsible for two of the basic
d oc ument s : the Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and ANSI Standard N45.2 (Quality

Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Power Plaats). To implement the Code,

ASME also provides a certification program for suppliers of Code items aad an
Authotized Inspection program as noted above.

The Code, and her:e the Authorized Inspection, is concerned only with the
pressure integrity of Code items and not their operability or reliability. This

.
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mes'as that two inspections are. required ca Code items, the Authorized Inspection
.

-
--

and cnother inspectica by the procuring agency.
- --

In addition* .t>

Other External Interf aces-The NRC has many external interf aces.
to some degree on

to those noted above, this section discusses others which impact

the overall QA pro, ram.

standards proiucing organizations, such as IEEE, interf ace with the NRC in.

The
NRC personnel participare in the cammittee wrk which produces the; two ways.

scandards, and thus have a direct input to c.5sse stanoards . Secondly, in the
endorsement of standards in Regulatory Guides, etc., there is a continuing dialogue
betineen the NRC and the standards organizatian (including the coordinating body,
the American National Standards institute). Draft Regulatory Cuides are issued for

,

ccannents from' the. standards organizations, the industry, and the public before
ludustry organizations, s=ch as AIF and EEI, also interface withbeing finalized,

the NRC.

to the use of nuclear power or
Organizations and individuals who either object

the present methods of regulating the prod-xtion of nuclear power are another

important inter f ace with the NRC. Such grops are collectively titled intervenors,
" in NRC

since the chie f form of interf ace available to thers is that of " intervening
interface, in this instance, is usually quite

hearings and court cases. ~he

for=.al, following legal practice, aithough there is much informal centnunication
'

either directly or thrugh the news media. ,
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Quality As'surance Principlesj
.

, ~

Introduction+

.

;

| This Appendix discusses the more general aspects of quality assurance which -

tha study group considers necessary' to actually provide assutance as defined in 10 t

CF3 50. A5pendix 5. Further elaboratiun of these aspects is provided in relation
,

to specific areas discussed in the main text. * * '

| :
i ;

,

i The study of the NRC QA program consisted primarily of comparisons of the |
, 4

) information collected from the NRC and the-industry (including the regulations and
-

*

' guidance provided by the NRC) with a formulation of basic quality assurance tenets.
The tenets relate to those functions , activities , and principles which generally
address " fitness fo r use ," in accordsace with the broad definition of quality
escurance given in the introduction of 10 CFR 50, Appendia 5. The evaluation of

ths NRC QA program reflects the results of this comparison between the NRC QA
Program s>s the tenets. Thus, the understanding and acceptance of the tenets is
critical to the value of this study.

By wav cf qualification, the tenets are the developsent of a study group whose
esmbers have a background in quality assura6ce for nuclear ordnance. Further, they
are based on the views of outstanding experts in the field of quality assurance
(e.g., Jcran) and the approaches used by other industries familiar with stringent
Safety regni.ements (i.e., DOD and HASA).

Thw Nature of Quality Assurance

The introduction to 10 CFR 50, Appendir. B states that QA " comprises all those
pitaned and systematic actions necessary to provide adequate confidence that a
structure. system or component will perform satisfactorily in use." Taken

literally, this definition implies that QA applies to all activities involved in
tha desiss, production, construction and operation of nuclear power stations. T

including KIC regulatory and evaluative activities.

89
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This is true to the same extent and in the same bay that fiscal control
applies to all activities Wich af fect budget and nroduce earnings. In pursuit of

.
either quality assurance.or H="'

mea +1-sn tsolattit etgunE4TiEc~arinot" achieve
the desired result. Each demands some sort of organization to guide those uhose
activities affect the particular goal Jesired and to integrate the results of the
numerous activities. -- -- * ~

.

In -aidition to the development of quality assurance, specialized sciences ora

methods have been introduced which supplement and interact with traditional 9

activities to achieve and maintain product fitness for use. They icelude
,

relisbility, safety, quality control, maintainabi' lit' ,y human factor = , logistics ,and other specialties.
In this report we refer to these disciplines as the

" quality sciences."
.

The quality sciences applied to the traditional design, production, and
operation activities perform what

Juran calls the " quality function" necessary to
achieve " fitness for use". Quality assurance is the response to manage:sent concern
with whethee the. quality function is performed adequately, and uses information
f rom the gaality sciences in addressing that concern.

Quality requirements are imposed wtien the behavior of systems in use may haveundesired out,comes. The outcomes may be in the fom cf direct ,

costs (e.g., the
is damaged or destroyed) or indirect costs (e.g.,system

the services provided bythe system are faulty or not available).
De outcome of concern to the NRC is that

nuclear power stations may behave in such a way as to endanger public bealth and
s a fe ty.

For the following discussion, we sonsider that any misbehavior of a system or
is the result of an " error" sade during design, production, construction

component

or operation of the component or systen. An error may arise from limitations of
,

technical knowledge or from human failure. In these terms, the objective af the
$

quality function is to deal successfully with these errors and their outcomes, so
that

system nisbehavior will not occur too frequently.

'

Fundamentally, there are three ways of dealing with errors: =
.

1
<

1

a |
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, Accommodation..

Prevention.
,

g .

* .-
Detectio'n and _ correction.

_
_ _- -

.

t
i . t M nommodation is an atteept to

~

I' i,
live with occasional errors I.,y circumventing

their .rffect. Prevention is an "a priori" ef fort to anticipate opportunities for~

error And etiainate cinea. Fi'nally, detection and correction is an "a posterinri"
'

effort to determine whether the present technological endeavor is free of error,
), and to provide af ter-the-f act correction of any errors found. More than or.e of

these apprc, aches may be combine) in a single activity. >

e
*

These three approa.:hes are normally considered separately; taken together,
however, they provide a da fense in depth against the misbehavior of systems. In a
practical situation, none is capable of dea 1ing with all errors, however, so that '

~

a

combination of apptosches is necessar'y to achieve the desired control. These

approaches to the control of error are important enough to warrant discussion i5
some detail.

Accom:nodation of Error-In the design, production and operation af complex systems,
. prevention of many errors is not practical. It is necessary .to detect and correct
each error made unless accoesiodation of such errors is possible. Accommod ation ,
therefore, has been a traditional pa' rt of design. Conservative design practice,
such as use of adequate design margins and derating of eq'aipment , allows for some
uncertainty or range in both the stress levels which design might ex pe rie nce in
use .nd the strength actually attained in the finished hardwart.

Witn the emergence of quality sciences - notably reliability, maintaina-
bility, and safety analysis - acconsmodation techniques have become a subject of
serious scientific iaquiry, resulting in a variety of methods for applying,

redundancy in useful forms. First, the desigs margins and derating techniques -
both of which represent a reduudancy of material -~ have been made more precise by
the application of probabilistic and statistical techniques to estimate variations

g and uncertainties involved in the building and use of equipment. To this have been
added techniques of ap. lyi::g discrete redunoancy in terms of cociponents and systems,

in ways to enhance reti.bility, maintainability, or safety, again using proba- -

bilistic and statistics. Lecant que s to provide measures of "how much is enough."
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' A guiding principal in the application of discrete i
redundancy is that the '

probability of an unde, sired behavior of a system can*

~ gnangr.4he-systear-in sIIcfi I way that- - - - be made as, small as desired by_ ... g dean. - ~

before the system misbehavior can result.a number of distinct events must' occur
!
,

,

The nuamber of distinct events required to reduce the
undesired 'syst em behavior to a given probability of an

level will depend upon the p obabilities of
occurrence of each of the distinct' events and the assunt
which exists between their occurrences. of statistical correlation

| correlated (i.e., they occur together moreFor example, if the events' are positively

chance), it will take more' dis *inct eve ' frequently than wou11 be expected due to
,

. (of the sas.e probability) than it would
if the events were not correlated, or were negati; '

vely correlated. In fac t , if the
posittve correlation approaches its maximum.value of 1.0 (where _

;

the occurrence ofone event
is always accompanied by the occurrence of other events)

, additional
-

events beyond the
| first provide no improvement.
>

Prevention of Errors--ne caost
adrainistrative or management common type of preventive ceasure involves

as a means of improving the systems which impose the use of formalized procedures
reliability of human performance.

Appendix B criteria require the adoption of administrativ The 10 CFR 30

documentation necessary to verify conformance.
e systems and the

These :aeasures can eliminate unduereliance on human wry by prescribing, step by step if necessaof a task. ry, the perfornance
They can also greatly improve cocununication between thos

whose activities interface with one another.
e personnt I

do address human perfctmance directly, they can representliovever, while administrative systess
only a broad barrageagainst errors,

if no consideration is given to how each error night
There are so many opportunities affect oafety.

for error that attespts to control all of thes
through procedures sculd completely overtax the avail bl

a e resources. As a result,
~ preventive measures such as administrative systems should be used sparingly,

address "the vital few" situations where their application to

will produce thegreatest bene fi t. They shor '.d not be expec ted to prevent all errors.!
.

;
. Detection and Correction of Errors-A significant part of coping with errors intechnological processes is!

the detection and correction of errors before they ,i
~

.
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produce undesired consequences. L2 general, it is necessary to consider one
A Pp egacJLpdo_r_, tq, the_tipdhe system is out into coeration and another._after__the

_ .

system is in operation. Prior to system operation, detection'of errors is best
tccamplished by the use of models (physical and mathematical) 2nd design reviews.,

.57 resorting to the use of models, designs can evolve without the risks which would
recult if the system were put into operation prematurely. In this approach, the
first model s are usually mathematical models. Each design discipline may.model
different aspects of a system. Of particular interest to quality or safety are e

modsis which describe the way's in which ce saent misbehaviors occur and combine to
praduce system misbehaviors.

..

There are numer)us ways of detecting errors during the design and construction
.

phases , besides modeling. Design reviews, inspections and tests, material -

c=clyses , audits, and examinations of records are all examples of ways to detect
erects. Ideally, mathematical models are followed by physical models which are
testid to detect errors that might have occurred. Successively closer
approximation of the redet hardware to actual hardware and of test ronditions to

tctual use conditions continues, expanding the opportunities for new types of
errors to display themselves. Finally, if nearly complete mystens are tested under
extrened of actual use conditions, these will be little opportunity for new types

1 of errors to a,iear when the system is put into use. Nearly all types of errors

will have been given an opportunity to display themselves so they may be
corrected.

Model u.3 full scale systems and testing them under extremes of use conditions

can become expensive and dif ficult. This is particularly true in programs
eddrsssing safety, because of the severe accident conditions in which hardware must

operate or survive. Ho wever , if the last steps of the modeling and testing process
are omitted, the errors which only those steps could detect will manifest
thssselves during actual use of the system. No number or variety of tests of less
thsa complete models can provide opportunity for those types of errors which
involve the synergistic or interactive ef fects among the . system elenents and the
combined environments in which they aust operate or survive.

O

Industrial experience indicates that errors will occur when a system is placed
is operation without completing the modeling and testing process. The current
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' emphasis o'n system testing' by D0D, MASA, ERDA and others grew from experience's
,

which showed tha t limited testing failed to detect many errors.
,

-
*

Af'ter a system has been placed in operation * it is necessary to con: ider
degradation due to age, misuse, wearout , and other factors, which might increase.

the chance of misbehavior. It is therefore necessary to monitor or test the .

critical characteristics of the system throughout its life. Degrad.stion can be
i detected prior to the time dhat it has progres sed to a dangerous point, if the

appropriate characteristic's to monitor are iden;Jtied and provision is made ta
, . monitor them. The development of the surveillance program should closely parallelt

i the development of the design itself.
_

Organizational Asocets of Assurance
.

*

In technological endeavors involving large and geographically dispersed3

industries, organizations usually have been established
to assure that the quality

function is preperly addressed (e.g., DGr. and NASA). These assurance organizations

the counterpart of the' comptroller organization, and represent quality issyesare

at high levels of management. This provides a check and balance system in which
design and production is the responsiSility of the traditional engineering
organizations, and the assurance that the design will meet requirements is the
responsibility of the 2rance Jrganizations. Inascuch as produc tion and
assurance considerations are sometimes in opposition, this arrangement fosters a
healthy conflict sitaation that gives balanced representation to these
considerations.

.

. In arrangements where assurance does not have a: cess to the highest levels of
,t management, it may be expected that most decisions will favor production, resulting

generally in a less expensive product with a higher risk of failurs,

to meet

requirements. This follows because the production and sale of product is the,

f primary reason a coapany exists, a fact that automatically g*ves production
considerations highest priority. L2 other words, even though most companies today

| recognize the value of attending to consumer desires, they would not be inclined to C

! them at the same level of priority as they would matters judged to af fect, treat

company survival directly.

|
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.cend to even up or reverse the :sbalance tFmtRegulatory agencies, of course,
.. .. . .. . --

' can result between product (producer) and requirement (customer or consumer),
,

| anterests, particularly if they make full use of the quality sciences in i

'

identif ying'and enforcing requirements. In the arrangement with a regulatory
agency, the representation of ,pcoduct and requirement interests are not brought

i together er a high company level for trade-of f decisions, but rather are brought
I. together at a political level. This, of course, ef fectively gives a voice to the
e

i voting public La establishing the proper trade-off. The regulatory agency
! represents the requirement intere s t s , leaving product interests to the companies

involved.

!

In addition- to the difference in viewpoint between the engineering achi the
quality sciences (product versus requirement), there are other dif ferences that
stem from the nature of the science s involved ; i.e, the engineeri=g activities
which support prod uc t interests and the quality activities which support
requirement int e re s t s . These dif ferences tend to further enhsace the check and

balance arrangement between these interests, with the different activities

providing inde pend ent and objective views of common problems. These complementary,
hat distinct, crientations are illustrated in Table B-1.

TABLE B-1

Prnduct Orientation Renuirements Orientation
Product Results or Requirements
De te rminis tic Probabilistic

Achieving Success Avoiding Failure

Avoiding High Costs Avoiding High Risk
Microscopic Macroscopic

Ther s dif ferences reflect the training of staf f and the cocplexity of product.
'"

The engineericg disciplines applied in reactor design are highly technical and
s pec ialized. Such complex eccities must be compartmentalized so that specialist s

_. .

can perform design or analysis within their own sphere of expertise (microscopic

approach). The quality sciences , on the other hand , focus on aspects that run
across all the disciplines (nacroscopic approach).

.
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something good to happen

The engineering activities concentrate m hew to geti
i'isomethina

-

-
_

(schieving-soccess)-wtthe thr quat 10Er1VThes concentrate on keep n
t

bad from happening (avoiding failure).

~ that the engineering
Another significant dif ference 1iis in the fact ies reflect a

disciplines are predominantly deterministic, while the quality activit
4

i probabilistic view.

i l

The individual quality sciences - reliability, safety, quality contro , etc.
' h

reiste to parts of the overall quality function, just as do t eFurther, the part of the- tend tu

individual activities within the engineering fields. is usually shared
'

|
overall quality function addrassed by a given quality sciencet

i or production. ,

j with one or vere of the engineering activities ,
e.g., des gn,

is usual that organizational arrangements provide for strong
i

Consequently, it still preserve for the
I interaction between these closely coupled activities, yet from pressures of productior

quality sciences the desired objectivity and independence
The assurance organization provides the administrative chain to ascure,

I interests. i.e., that quality

quality interests are given proper representation,
*

that lower management levels.
interests cannot be r.egated at

sec== clear that theinvolving a - 'gulatory agency, itt
'n an arrangement In fac t , it is easily argued'

' regulatory agency assumes the burden of assurance.t
is

l the assurance orgadi:ation whose respansibility itthat the regulatory agency _i
the quality function is properly accomplished.

! to assure tha t
I

f

! there are any number of arrangements possible for the conduct oBeyond that,
In particular, the regulatory agencf may choose to do some

'

tha quality function. they be performed by those
of the quality activities itself, or it may require that

| In the latter case, the regulatory agency is still responsible to
{

being regulated. tions
the activity is properly conducted, and it must undertake those ac

is, the agency (organization)i assure that
this is the case. That

f
necessary to determine that f

doesn't ha*e to do everything itself if (and only if) it can satisfy itselThe techniques
the tasks are being done properly by someone else.

j objectively that fundamental techniques for ._

therefore include those *

of quality assurance, per se, Audits,

deterinining whether aeeeeeeier tonJucted by others are being done properly.
t

r
[
i

$
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d Ascumeu*atian. and -
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,

inspections, requirements for reporting, review of rystts an .
a Thetechsiques used.4 h *

and verification activities, are ming t e[ beadch tect:.siques :ma.st.

ladependent test
form an assursace organization will take depends uno

e '

t.

"s '

.f utilized , and tuw.
-

be ef fectively applied is measuring overal
l tesalts ofi

As indicated earlier, this is zost easily
! techniques mustThese}

the per formance of the a,ua1Qy function. full-scale systes f:asecionally under|'
- t> w the the

accceplished when it lis' .#.. .fible to test periodically tnrou;hset
\ 'i initial operatiou a:hi me2 ante of

j use conditions, both praor ts This ess.tntially exstitutea a direct
,

d evaluation of th- t.stalstem.
operational life of th.i

fitness for use, and circurvints tt'e need for detailefor use , rw the quality function tsas
n is fit in ~

quality function; if the pr adt.ct Consequently, the assurance organization wouldt

suit able
accomplished sufficiently well. develop a:El conduct

tise needec r.)
this case be formed to provide the exper tests developed by sonsone else).

,

\

l the
.I* tests of fitness for use (or to eva uate

'

for use b, direct
f. f Eitness

is we possible to measure all aspects o"estream" ef forts regardingI
If it hi then it becomes necessary to evaluate t e. The assurance ceganizatiar. aust-

testing.tsst,l

errors that will not be visiole in the ine what q:ality coccert.s are asc coveredI

now include the expertise needed to determ h eco--rns, and Saw to erasure the
,
.

by test, how th. quality function addresses suc4

ly.*

e f fectivenes, of these activities direct'

inf ficient expertised
the assurance organization must Exlo e su fitness for us ,:

in any event, identify @ a: toastitutes
'

j
the quality and engineering sciences to fit css for t.;,e , under scat

| h stem affect die 6her fitness for
what characteristic aspects of t e syis needed, and how best t.s decernineI

go to find resultsI conditions fitness for use further " upstream" one zz st
e

use has been achieved. the larger s assuratee orgacir.stion
i The

Aln, tae e is( to determining fitness for use , indiviisal activities.pertinent l t
tenos to be because of the need to eva ua edatine nessures ta'sen io ebe',

greater dependence spon preventive and accommolevel f knowledgel limited by 2.e i| activities, both of which are inherent y tate of the quality sciences is know ngi h
avail $ble for anticipating errors and t e s !

how to deal with them.
,
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.l' Relationships'Between the-Assurance and the Ouality Function, .
.

t
!. ,_ , _ _;...___-- .- -- -

|The eaality functiqn has been identified as the task of achieving product
fitness for use, while the assurance function i:

,

the task of determining that the [

quality function is properly accomplished. La other words, a distinction is made
.

f-
i

between quality &nd assurance of quality. The importance of achieving quality in f
the nuclear power induatry is obvious. however, we also need the abilicy to

;
determine that this goal has been attained. While it is possible to have qualitj
without

having assurance of it, such uncertainty is unacceptable. Consequently, we
,

'

| insist on assurance of quality too.

Unfortunately, it is possible to believe (i.e., have assurance) that quality
-

..

I esists when, in fact, it does not This is possible because of the subjectivi*y.

involved in determining whether a given collcetion o_~ programs, activities, facts
.

and information justifies assuraace. It is inevitable that there will be
subjectivity insols-d in assuran. e, because our knewledge, our theories , and our
ability to test are cecessarily imperfect end inceaplete. The aim is to limit the
subjectivity to a degree commensurate wit-h the difficulty and imp 3rtance of
=chieving fitness for use.

The reduction of subjectivity in assura.nce depends upon the utilization of the
quality sciences and the adoption of systematic, methodical, paiestaking approacnes
to identifying and treating as many of the potential error .sicu-tions as is practi-
cal, and then verifying that the treatments are cf fective. To ignore such nethods
is to insite the risk that knowable, treatable problems will not be ioentified
before conssquences are suffered. The imposition of systematic approaches to the
conduct of the quality function . a major aspect of the assurance function.

Vhile it is not difficult to identify the quality function with the attainment
,

of qualtty and the assurance function with determining that; quality has been
attained, it is' nct sa casy to identify vnere the various quality and engineeri.ng,

! s cier.ces and activities fit into the structure. Is point of fact, .ney usually,

; s spport both the quality function sad the assurance functic".
T

Consen,uently, the assurance organization or egalatory .gency 52st draw
heavily on the quality and engineering scier.ces in determining whather er not
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fitne?s for use has been achieved, making use' of analytical or other tools I
'

- - - --developeFby-these sA.co . The urrique et;ntTt'Juritrris-by ther'ssurance
>

organization are the coordination of all activities in terms of both planning and I

k evaluation, and the assurance that. quality matt' era receive proper attention. The
basic functions necessary for an ef fecti' e~ assurance program for complex devices Iv

with stringent requirements are:
.-

.

Analysis of assurance requirements ".

* Assurance pisnnirg.

Prog ram implement a tion.,

. -Mkasurement of program effectiveness and use of

this measurement to influence program management. ~

J

These are accomplished by the assurance organization, and are in addition to f
the similar steps being taken by the individual participants in the quality
function; they relate to the unique contribution of the assurance role.

{

!

Analysis of Assurar.ce Requiremen,ts
,

I
An essential f =ature of an ef fective assurance program is that it be directed

to a clearly defined and meaningful goal. Such goals are typically expressed in
teres of probabilities or allowable defect or failure rates, a fact which brings us
to the first of several reasons for the probabilistic view reflected by the quality
sciences.

The quality sciences do not exclude treatment of cause and ef fec t , but they
have found probability to be useful in describieg the behavior of systems and
c om po nen t s . A deliberate choice is made to treat things as chance (prob .ilistic)
phenomena v.en the cause and ef fect relationships are unknt wn or are too cooplex to
treat individually. Reliability and safety requirements are identified in terms of
probabilities to permit a description of system behavior which may not identif y all

,

the cause and ef fec t phenomena involved, but which adequately reflects customer
requirements. For instance, it would be tot 111y impractical, if not impossible, to

,

try, throug'n deterministic methods, to determine precisely which items in a
population might fail, or at what instant in time a given item might fa il .
" Stat 'tical laws," however, are practical, and will do the next best thing.

I
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They can describs abcut what fraction of the item's might fail, or about how many

.
times during a year an item might fail. - . .

.

- A probabiltstic requirement also is an explicit way of acknewledging that
,

failures or othet misbehaviors will occasionally occur, and provides a way of'

identifying what is necessary to accommodate them. That is , while the misbehaviers

of systems can' t be completely eliminated, the *r probabilities of occurrense can be
coctrolled. The quality scienoks address the problems of quality in precisely

e

these terms.i

}
,

Given an everall goal for the assurance program, the next steps in developing ,

j an assurance program would be to identify which hardware has quality requirements, .

those requirements are, and under What conditions of use they must beI what
= | satisfied. The best method for identifying the pertinent hardware is through the

.

i use of logic medels. Appendix C of this report describes the use of these models,*

which show the 1>gical relationships between component misbehaviors and thoseI

j

I system misbehaviors which can af fect public health and safety. .
.

t
It is in connection with this modeling that another reason for the

probabilistic view emerges. There are endicss combi,nscions possible when all
possibilities are considered (the "what if" game), many of which af fect safety only
throu;h obscure combirations of numerous peculiar component behaviore and external
influences. A couplete logic codel, theref 6te, weuld assume proportions which put

.

[ it cocpletely beyo-V practical bounds. -

.

.

I
j However, through the introduction of probability consideration into the

j modeling process, it is possible to truncate the logic models Vhen it becomesa

! evident thar. the probabilities that would be associated with various combinations

f of component behaviors are negligiole. However, this question is not so trivial as
to simply maze comparisons between one of these low prolsbility combinations anda

one of the higher probabilite combinations. The number of low probabilityt

j
combinations may be great enoagh that there combinations cannot be ignored , or
there may be enamou-mode problems that af fect ?orrelations, but with proper

;

attention to these possibilities, the logic models can be sensibly truncated to

practical proportiens.*

?

- .
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The events depicting failure or. other mis:)chavior of components in the logic
admit 12 JeLamhMw hagdware @ich is. of _impo'rtaace to public hesich. and safety,

--

and to Wich assurance activities should be directed. The model itself. (plus the ,

definitions of the events in it) serves s's 5 scans of coc:municat*cg this
inforestion to all ' hose involved in the quality function, as it is relatively easyt

to interpret and understan'd . F.ardware not involved in any of the events in the
todat is, at mast, of secondary interest in the assurance program, only requtriag
er.ough attention to de'termine that probab'ilities which may have been assumed to
justify truncation of the codel are indeed low enough to warrant that ac t io n .

t

It is fortuitous that the . introduction of probability into the modeling
peccess is direct and straightforward. As discussed in Appendix C of this report , i

unreliability models - reduced to symbolic form - may be interpreted as
-

,

*

approximate unreliability equations. This s11ows one to assign values to the ,

individual events in the model in such a way that if each assigned value is met the
overall subsysren unreliability (computed directly in the equation as a function of
evsnt prolabilities) is maintained. at a desired level. If the assigned values for
the individual events appear sensible in terrs of Eat can be reasonably expected
as probabilities of loss of the involved components, they ma; .be taken directly as
croponent reliability requirements. ' As the modelirs; is expanded to include lower
levels of conponents, this dilocation proccas identifies the importance of each
itstm of hardware to performance of the system, and provides goals for those
activities associated with each item.

It is also necessary to establish for em:h ites in the model the conditions-
under which the item c:ust operate or survive. Baaed on this information, the
assurance program can be established in a deliberate, methodical way that will
assure attention to eac5 item in proportion to its importance to safety, and
minimize the possibility of something being missed.

- Assurance Planning

An overall quality assurance program should address each o' the components
involved in t!w model. For each component a quality assarance plan should be --

d valoped, based upon its operating requirements and environments, experience with
sioitar compcnents, and the failure rate allocation for events related to the
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; c ompo neu t . The
three approaches ts dealing with errors (accoamodation, prevention,

and detection and correcrian) m~t! M ccfucud ih.r quritty assur~adc~e ' plan..[
'm

Figure B-1 illuercate's Where the various approaches would normally come into play
t hroughout

the design, production, construction., and' operating life of the plant.A

Also identified are the engiceering and quality group's involved in the variouse
phases.

.

For example, the majcr a..ommodation ef fort is associated with design of the 4

system, where both the design and safety anal'ysis groups would inte act
~ to produce

I a design with the abi1ity to aren==sdate probabilities of component
,

failure or
other misbehavior reasonably expected to resultg

from the existing technology.
Similarly, the design and safety asalysis groups should design to prevent '

,

e rro rs ,
including those which may occur in aan.afacture and operation. Here, conservative
design margins, redundancy (with a miaimum potential for common mMe failures), and
utiliaation of compatible materials should Se applied as necessary. Selection of
manuf acturing and installation procesres and process controls which have a
. demonstrated capability to prodcce usat has been designed in a consistent

( and
controllable manner should be included.. For operations, those operational featuresi

which provide safety assurance, such as redunacney and competence of operators
;
i , and

ef fective surveillance and maintecasce processes should be incorporated.{
i

! *

i
i Detection activities (test

-

and i=spections) are scattered throughout the
e f fort . These activities form the backbone o,f an assurance ef fort, since it isalmost

exclusively through this apptsach that unknown and unsuspected errors will
be identifico.-

. Also, a strong program of detection (and the forcing of subsequent; correc. on)
serves as a powerful impetus to provide similarly strong efforts!

fori
prevention, accommodation, and even petemptive detection and correction, since$

[ these measures reduce the costly corrections that occur if the error awaits
datection in later testing.

As i plied above, ti:t
detection m:tivities are of little or no value antess

the errors are corrected or it is .oojectively determined that their ef fect on
safety is insignificant. The correctica of deficiencies found is normally not the

C
essponsibility of those conducting the detection activity which disclosed the
asficiency. (Figure B-1 shows that

feedback to desigr., manufacturing, or
operational groups ts necessary to achieve tha correction.) However, we believe it
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should fall within the purview of the' assurance organization to essure that *rrors ' '

N oebosee ste-$er suedaand-brought-to an- appropriate conclusion, whether that be a*

~

correction to design, manufacturing, etc., or an objective determination that th'e
e rror doas 'not have . significant import' to sa fety. Li che nuclear ordnance field,

,

the assurance organization normally ' chairs such investigations, and reports status
periodically until the investigation is concluded and appropriate actions have been -

assigned and accepted. The expertise for the investigstiun is drewn from design,
reliability, safety, and materials groups, as the needs of the inves t iga t ion
d ic tate.

'The degree of assurance achieved by testing depends on the extent to which it
provides infor5ation on function under the conditions experienced in use. The -

optimum information, for example, derives from functional testing of a complete
system under conditions which equal, or exceed, end use conditions. For nuclear

* 'reactosc this would be a full-scale test of a reactor, including tests similar to
LOFT. which is being conducted under the auspices of the Of fice of Nuclear
Regulatory Research.,

Full scale, complete system testing as described above is not feasible fo r
,

nuclear power facilities, for a variety of reasons. This applies also to nuclear
ordnance with which the study group is exparienced. I.i these cases , assurance muat

'u e sought through alternative tests which may involve less than the full system, or
may approximate the use environments, or be.th. For example, qualification testing

,

of cr=penents is pech.bly the most practical way to demonstrate capability of these
items under destructive accident conditions. The assurance value of these tests is

, less than that achieved through tests. of a full scale system, but is none the less
I

appreciable.i

Because of the significant assurance value of testing and ins pe c t ion in.

- detecting errors, a well conceived and well, executed comprehensive rest program is
[ an essential e'esent in assurance planning. The systematic identirication of

testing conducted on each safety-related item will provide a basis for determining:
whether an item has demonstrated a capability to operate or survive under all use
conditions; wheth.c oppoYtunities for observing interactions between it and other
parts of the system have been provided; whether hardware tested is representative
of hardware to be used in the plant; etc.
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Shortcomings in the~ test plan can then be climinated wherever fea sible , or
"f a il ing~tnit~tne~y7ad 54~Ed e5 t t t ted as area. where other approaches to assurance-~

i .

In these areas.I must be relied upon to prevent or accommodate possible. errors.
.

more extensive ef fort in analysis, use of administrative systems, design reviews,
e tc., is warranted , and can be planced. ~~ ~ ~ ~

The preventive approach is reflected largely in the use of administrative or
4

*
management systems in the conduct of ail actions whose incorrect pe r f o r=ance may
have a significant ef fect on safety. Administrative systems comprise those
organitar'.onal arrangements and formal procedures which are instituted to define
the measures 'necessary for assurance, and to assign the responsibilty for them.
The appropriate measures (such as design control, document control.m control of _

nonconforming material, etc.) have beeis defined in many quality assurance
d oc ume n t s . For the nuclear reactor industry, they have been embodied in the 18

| criteria of 10 CFR 50, Appendix 5.
I
1
! Program Implementation

I
i

Implementation of the assurar:e program also implies implementation of the
, activities which perfora the quality function. It is considered that the assurance

organization (regulatory agency) has the responsibility, the authority, and the

necessary expertise to direct that the necessary qu.ality activities be implemented ,

and, to some extent , by whoa. For example, the organization may decide to
implement certain parts of the quality function itself. Ib wev e r , it is nonnal that

the assurance organization would subsume only those activitie.s it considers will
not oe properly accomplished elsewhere, (even with inspection and enf orcement),
thereby taking the fullest advantage of existing organizational structures and

a c t iv it ic s .

I

e

I This now creates an obligation on the part of the assurance organization (the
I

1

; regulatory agency) to verify program implementation. That is, the assurance

( organitation must verify that the responsibilities for each of the necessary
,

activities are accepted and understood, that the necessary authority and expertise
.

,

j for its successful axecution exist, and that implementation is scheduled so that
.

| the full benefits of the activities may be realized.
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Measur sent of Ef fectiveness of the Quali v Function -

_. ._-
- - ;

Since quality assurance is concerned with whether the quality function is
properly accoepiished, the measurement of ef fectiveness of the quality function is
vital to the achievement of that objective. Ef fectiveness of the quality function

t

is of interest at several distinct levels.

"A t the first is of interestlevel,g.,,t,he e(fectiveness of individual actions. -

Either direct involvemant inI whenever it appeaq t.dat hi.p esy be in jecpardy.
.

-

! . such cases , or close stter.'.tou t'o the handling of these situations, is necessary to -
,

assure their ef fectiv.eness.1 un these individual cases, e.ch is judged to have been ,

v. . -

handled ef fectively or not.
_

At a more statistical level, the assurance organization must be concerned
with the ef fectiveness of individust progrsas, activities, and organizations~

I involved in performance of the quality function. Effectiveness of an activity is
t- determined fundamentally by how well the activity deals with the types of errors it

was intended t'o deal with. In the context of nuclear power stations, the errors of

interest would' be those that af fect safety of the power statt:.is. Consequently, an

activity intended to prevent safety-related errors would be ef fective if the
frequency with which euch errors occurred or escaped detection was sufficiently
low.

Finally, the e fectiveness of the performance of the total quality function
determines the real assurance of quality. Again, this is a s:stistical. measure
rstated 'to the frequer.cy with which all safety-related errora re sult in nisbehavior
of systens or components in operation.

Whether the total program (taaen in relation to either the total system or to
indi.vidual hardware items) is ef fective depends upon the comparison between the
observed and allowed rates of errors. L2 this regard, it should be noted that,

because of the desire for e<tremely high safety for the total system, an Lamense
number of years of reactor operation would be necessary to provide a suitable
statistical base to make useful conclusions about assurance observed if there have . '

been no system misbehaviors. While it may be true that this is the only
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'! irrefut able measure "of assuracce, it is not available to us. ,

f

Te.; i rel , h e are other methods of' meas'uring assurance. ' For example, it |
sA 7

I
has been afinowledged that errors will' occar that affect the performance at ,*

Further, these error rates are notideable and measur.bt'e, at least at ?hardware.
.

. . .

hardware levels below those where ac.oemod'arive measures such as redundancy have

been applied. By measuring or estimating these cates, and by using the

.
mathematical model to ' depict the ef fect of the accommodation .neasures used in the

fordesign of the systes, an estimate' of system level performance can be computed*

| comparison with aa allowable failure rate.t

1

Of the three levels at which ef fectiveness is of concern, the second level --
to dealef fectiveness of individual activities - is probably the most Jif f tcult

with. For example, there is difficulty in relating administ'rative procedures to
-

Is these activities the relationship between the actions taken and thesafety.

types of errors they treat are variable and dif ficult to trace. Consequently, it
'

to sessure ef fectiveness of such activities against substituteis usual to attempt
These arecriteria such as errors, (cror rates, the number of noncompliances, etc.

exameles of measurements of pseudo-ef fectiveness. These measureuents probably
correlate with effects on safety, but may not in all cases. For this reason, the
study group would minimise dependence on measures of pseudo-effectiveness.

C
.

*W
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p! -APPENDIX C
_ . _ _ _ _ _ .

- --- t--
t Modeling Illustration

j ' s

*$
j The purpose of this appendix Ts "to' illustrate some of the mthods which may be-

} used to cons'truct the codels discussed in Chapter IV. These xdels will be used to
n *apprczimate tha relationship between the reliability of co.mponeats and a'

subsystems, and the reliability of the systems they comprise. Bis process will *

provide a basis for the systematic structuring of the quality assurance program.

| We impact of these models on the quality assurance program is obtained through
I
; analysia of the models in order to define pertinent modes and rates of component
I unreliability. The models are also used to assist in identifyie:g appropriate test .,
f

and surveillsnee procedures, and to assure that the quality function is
,

satisf actorily accomplished.

..

! Dese quality assurance benefits are best ob'tained by the application of
simplified modeling which includes failure mode and ef fects analysis, maintenance

! considerations, and unreliability rate allocation, and which can be miepted to
*

1

g utilize data that can be made available routinely. Re modeling illustrated in
'

this appendix considers 'only lower-level systems and below, e.g. , as' shown for the *

-

accumulators systeu in Fig stes C-1 and C-2. The major prerequisite for such
modeling is a technical understanding comparable to that required to perform the
accident analys es now required in Chapter 1$ of the SAR. Bis appendix addresses

the few aiditional specialized techniques required.

.

Event Diagrams

-

Event diagrams show 6he logical relat'onships which exist among various

contributory (component or subsystem) events and a given system event. Bere are

* As used in this report, reliability relates to the probability that a device will

oper.re properly upon demand, and therefore includer considerations of
availability. Thus, causes of unreliability irclude both failures and other

conditions which make an item cavailable for use, such as being of f line because

of inspection or maintenance.

~
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U ACCUHUI.ATORS SYSTt:M -- 3 of 4 Required System / Subsystem t.evel
.

.

,o

A = Accumulator Subsystee A
E=.I.!i'la!.id'l -

t
; -, 3 * Accumulator 'Subsy, tem 3 'This podel describes the C 'S at C5 -

logleal relationship l'etween ,- A -
.

'the various subsystems of D . Accu:odlator Subsystem D
the accumulators systeir
when there has been no cold
leg pipe bre.sk. It is - * *

"-

assumed that output f r om 3 *
D -

5 ,.C + D)of the 4 a:cumulators is A -
, ,

required. Tha branches |- e a . (C + D)
*,

the four ditierenti _rep esent
| ways of achieving system +C*D_

j success ustng the minimum - . - -

A In the equation, the-
*

nunber of components. C symbols A, B, C, a nd DD --

Afif th parallel branch
-

-

are taken to weanincluding all four
subsystems has been ositted

unreliability of the
This respective subsystem,*

from the diagram. *

branch would be superfluous and U to mean~ unreliability of theand voisld not change the D
'

C
equation. ( A cold les P p* |

accumulators system.-

i 8 -

bre A could cause the loss
of one accumulator output.
In this event, ta'lurc of

remainingany of the
accumulator sabaystems muld

,

i
!constitute failure or the | l

accumulators system.) Figura C-1
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s. ACCUMULATOR SUESYSTEM Subsystes/C apanent Level .
.

m-

.

* A7 -Erplanation
Al + A2 + A3 + 44 + A5 + A6This se>Je1 describes the logical relation. ship 6-

between the individual ac;imulator components. 4

* 4

*"* .
,

** Valve' "E* ""' Valve -

Valve S910A g, gy-
ACCUM MOV Valve I 8955A

-

- -

-

8948A ITank 89%A-
A7~e IA ' A6'

I
*

# AS,

A4A3 -

A2 sAt*
I.

.

_ specific component Unreliability Events.
.

A7 s

A6A5A4 '

1. PluggcJ 1. Fa * * s to 1. Tails to 1. Izaks 1. leaks 1. 14aksA3A2Al Ruptures'
'

2.2. Ruptures ' *open 2. Puptures1. Rupturen OPen

2. Idater lo.# 2. kuptures 2. Ruptures2. Ruptures
3. Closed {

'

inadvertently i*

faulty signal

4. Closed for
maintenance .

Figs.re C-2 ! i
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DERIVATION OF SIMPLIFIED EVENT EQ0AT10N FROM EVENT DIACRAM OF FIGURE C-1.

.*

From the event disgram we write directly,
!

(B + C + D).
U = (A + 5 + C) * (A + 8 + D) * (A + C + D)

*

.

Multiplying the first two terms and the last two terms,
,

U = ( A* A + A* B + A* D + A* 8 + B * f + B * D + A* C + B *C + C* D)
*

-

( A* B + A*C + A* D + 8'C + C C + C'D + B D + C+D + D* D).*

J
d terms,

Utilizing the reistions X*X=X, X+X=X, and X+X*Y=X to simplify by eliminating redun ant
!

(C + D + A*B).U = (A + 5 + C*D) *

Multiplying the two terms,

U = A*C + A*D + A*A*B + B*C + B*D + A*S*8 + C*C C * C*D*b + A*S*C'D.

Again using the relations X*X=X, X+X=X,and X+X*Y=K to eliminate redundsat
terac,

t
',

I
-

t
U = Aap + A*D + A*3 + B*C + B*D + C*D.

.

Factoring,

U = A * (B + C + D) + B + (C + D) + C * D..[
*

t

I
e

} Figure C-3
i

! '
i
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all require some conventionh
omsereus ways such dia, gram'a may be prepared, but t ey

(
between the

f ar depicting the necessary I'ogics1 relationships which can occur.

* .

i

f
.e. _

*

. - . -

%~
i, events.

i
l flow diagrams.i

Event diagrams can of ten be ' derived directly from funct onai hin the bon representing
-

1

j
Component unreliability is visualized as an open switch w tidered to occur whenever there are

}

that componenti and system unreliability is consthe continuity from one end of the diagras
suf ficient "open switches" to interrupt logical ;

Thus, events in components connected in series describe
,

i
j ,*

,

loss of the systesto the acher.

situations in Which loss of sny single' compone'nt will causeSi.sitarly, components connected in parallel describe
,

| j ;

d to produce system
| portrayed by the diagass. logical situations in which loss of all components is requirein which loss of |

} (Figure C-1 depicts a more complicated parallel arrangementto cause system loss.)-

.

'' loss. .

two of the four ec-2aulator subsystems is necessary
;

|f -

!
|

l ways. These !i

Simplifications to such diagesas can be achieved in severaI
;

include:, .

lead to a given
Assuming that unreliability of a device would always iderations,

system fault when, depending upon a number of outside cons
.

sometimes be compensated for.
the failure of the device might

model to esclude relatively remote or obscure waysTruncating th?
i d..

in which. a system event might 'oe real ze

il, once a level
Not cart ying the model to additional levels of deta be obtained .
has been reached for which appropriate failure rate data can

.

to the danger ofdl

Of these simplifications, only the second exposes the mo e erinfluences on the unreliability of safety features, thereby
omittius significant ii i The techniques or

causing later probability assesaments to be unduly opt m st c. continuing r.crutiny to
i

guidelines used in truncating the modeling ef fort requ re
against this eventuality.protect

ih t level for
shows a lower-level system and represente the h g es :

Figure C-2 presents a model of oneFigure C-t
which simplified modeling is proposed.
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s level, it' is appropriate to f
accumulator subevstem at the component ' level. At thi,

events which would res.it in unreliability of the
fact, the basic concerns which cust be addres$ed'by the

jlist the specific cc. , orm.-*

I'

~Aubsystes. These a: * . A - '

~
They identify areas 9

designer, fab?icator, and operator of a reactor facility. i *

for testing and for data collection and analysis, and provide a defini- ,

sppropriate*

tion of safety-relatet components which is suf ficiently specific to allow concen-
,

,

facility har'dware. This is as far as !,

tration of quality assurance on the pertinent ~

i ilities.
7 j th'e modeling need proceed to satisfy normal quality assurance respons b e

i.
*'' Event Equations *

t
4

Information displayed graphically in any of the various forms of event
.

* ..

diagrams can also be written in equation form by providing symbols for the various
| t ,

I!

events and adopting a convention for symbolizing the necessary logical
,

;

I
A convention that will produce equations which may also be

relationships. the logical;

interpreted as numerical unreliability rate equations is to represent
"and'' (intersection, shown graphically by parallel arrangements) by a,

i

aultiplication symbol and the logical "or" (union, shown graphically by ser es
arrangements) by an addition symbol. If each fault is given a dif ferent symbol,| '

theoretic expressiona, or Boolean algebra
these event equations are essentially set l b
expressions, and are simplified by the use of basi,c set ' theory or Boolean a ge ra o

( E.g. .. A + A = A, A + AB = A, Ax A = A, e tc . ) Figures C-1 and ' 2relationships.

provide the simplified event equations for the event diagrams, where completeness
Figure C-3 illustrates derivation of a simplifiedo f the diagrams is assumed.

Certainly,
event equation directly from the event diagras of Tigure C-1.

in tore
experience leads to the use of shortcuts which can speed the derivation

However, the illustrated procedure is
complicated situations such as this. regardless of the
practict.ble and the resulting equations will be equivalent

methods used.

The simplified event equations can, to an excellent approximation, be
~

(The event
interpreted directly as numeric'ai unreliability rate equations. developed
equations must be simplified for this interpretation to be valid.) Having

theory considerations, one may ignore thosethe equations with the use of set
a normal mathematicalconsiderations entirely and treat each equation at in the

relationship between the unreliability rates of the events symbolized

114
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f in th3 squ:tisa

if each of the four unreliability 'retet
liability rate computed for thesquation. For - example ,

given. in Figure C-1 were 0.01 per demand, the unre .
--

i
i

accumuistors system would be 0.0006 per demand. i.__
!

ents

These equations assume independence among component and subsystem evllent appror.imations to the
!

addeled in parallet arrangements, and provide exce d common-mode influences among
f actual failure rates 'in the absence of unanticipateCommon-mode influences resultin
!

these para'11e1 component or subsystem events. llel components or

positively correlated, muttiple events of concern in parafrom a single initiating cause , where
subsystems; suen influened, can result The presence of unanticipated common-mode

,

"cause" is used in it $$f$estcontext. baint far too low.
influences could result in the calculated unreliability rate *

,

to examine
Conseqhently, to prese-3p the desired accuracy, it is necessary

H *

e of common-modej
components and subsystems arranged in parallel for the presencllel arrangement in which an,

!

potentials. . For example, figure C-1 illustrates a para potential is prompted byd

examination of the accumulator subsystems for conson-mo ei 1'ied together in the
that the accumulator subsystem eJen'es are mult pi

|' factthe llet).

equation (i.e., the subsystems are arranged in paraf
i

I Given that an
l, The unreliability rate equations have another important use.d, it is , po s sib le to;

acceptable unreliability rate for the system fault is stateThese allocations then
allocate unreliability rates to the contributory events.'

!

i of the

became goals to be achieved in the design, production, and operat on .

pertinent systems.

Conclusion
i l d

The modeling process described in this appendix is relatively s mp e an
j f systems comprising a

straighttorward, given suf ficient technical understand ng o
facility. The end result is:

the extent
An analysis of the reliability of the safety-related features to

,

.
; a quality assurance progras.necessary to support
.

Identification of data ' required for assessment of QA progres T.

e f fectiveness .
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APPENDIX D.-_
*

-

{ Background of the Study Croup ,

I
.-

.

Quality Assurance at Sandia Laboratories
c,

Sandia Laboratories' Quality Assurance organization establishes and manages

continuing evaluation progress ta assure that Sandia-designed weapon material
f throughout its stockpile

possesses the high reliability and safety r+ quired of it
A Memorandum of Understanding between Sandia Laboratories and the Energy

life.

Research aNd Development Administration (ERDA) delegates the Quality Assurance
stafes that Sandia Labora:ories shall: .

fLnction to Sandia Laboratories. It

Develop, maintain and cond act continuing Duality Assurance engineering and1.
test programs throughout production and stockpile lifs to assure that
[ERDAl-secepted material conforms to design and quality requirements, both

|

expressed and implied.

Periodica'.ty issue a report of the reliability of stockpiled weapons.2.

3. Corduct a continuing review of curr,ent quality methods and mivanced

techniques.

Make recommendations to [ERDA] as necessary to maintain a properly4

balanced Ouality Assurance function.

To enhance objectivity, Quality Assurance has been assigned to a Sandia
foris independent of project groups responsibtsLaboratories organization that

design, development, and production engineering.

In addition to the activities described is the foregoing paragraph, the
quality assurance techniques developed for nuclear weapons have been applied to

field. These include radioisotopic
various projects outside the nuclear ordnance I

thermoelectric generators for use in space, sensor systems for nuclear burst
items.detection satellites, and conventional ordnance

117
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d experience for scuoers of the
-

.

'*

.isi description of pertinent background an' intMs ,

sher:teries staf f mo participated in the study is presented 6

i

i

11-r, Principal Investigator _

Coapleted company sponsored Masters level program is fo Tesaw A&M. + i 1 Statistics,
ml Engineering and substantial graduate work in.Mstnemat c.: I

Ess been a member of the Sandia laboratories staf f sincery of New Mexico. as a system
to 1965, was a member of the Reliability Department devel$; mentrant dl

ity esgtneer, and supervisor of a training and metho o ogyAuthored macog'raphs |

wher2 he developed improved reliability techniques. since 1965, has been ,

bility teclinology sad cuserous methodological papers, Advanced Planniog Division, with a resp >nsibility:
,

or cf Q2ality Assurart.4 k
continuing review of all aspects of Sandia's QA Program; to ma a

formulate plans and develop improved QA philosophies and
.ru a

canduct research,

es.

of study group proposing statisti.o1
. cot with NRC has iscluded canagement

for IE, review of the methodology epplied in, WASit 1403,proceJure
benefit analysis of NRC research program, and review of NRC.=r bin in cost

I.valuttion Group study of IE.

-i s b i n_

Tecent study includes courses
1 BA J:urnali.:m, Washington State University.

d consequences of radioactive releases
tr2 angineering, radiation effects, an

Employed by Boeing Airplane Cor.pany from 1951 through
:Isce accidents. taff

ut has been a member of the Sandia Laboratories Quality Assurance s
in development and implementation

M6. Most of the latter period was spent in anal-sis oflesser periods were spent
progrcas for nuclear ordnance.

reliability analysis and planning of quality assurancenocccafo rmarree ,
leader for a study to develop a statistically based sampling !

W:o project i

ica program for coassercial nuclear reactors under Sandia Laborator es
a.
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contract with NRC Of fice of Inspection and Enforcement.
,

l .. .

._ & _

A. C. Ellingsonj
d post-graduate work,

8A degree with major in Mathematics Augustana College, anstudies include physics of interacti>n of rad at on
.

I i i
i

'Jniversity of Wyoming. diation chemistry, nuclear engineering,Recent
f

iwith materials, radiation ef fects, bas c ra f radicactive releases
reactor the ry and radiation transport, and consequences o d electronics~

Was an instructor in mathematics, science, an
a

f rom nucleaf accidents. Employed as a design engineer attwenty years.,

| in public and D0D schools for about Itas beer a member of the Sandia Laboratoriesg

Consolidated Vultee for one year. includes design andt

Experience at Sandia Laboratories and automated data systemsv

} staf f since 1952. for test equipment
supervision of design and development Was chairman of working

,

t

i i i ince 1964.|
through 1963, and quality assurance act v t es s Requirements for Research

f
group preparing ANSI Standard N402, " Quality AssurancePastteipated in study to develop a statistically-based samp

ling

f RecentlyReoctors." st.

icspection program for NRC Of fice of Inspection and Enforcene
,

111, research reactor.
established a quality easurance program for SPR

M.A. Criesel
Graduate School.

BA Mathematics, UCLA; MA, PhD Mathematics 'JCR; HBA, Clarecontatical applications inh

Major fields were numerical analysis, probability, mat emJoined the Sandia Laboratories
otronizational studies, and business economics. of a new program

Activities include development1974. analysisQuality Assurance staff in for ERDA acceptance, c'ost-benefit
for quality assurance of products built of eval'uation methods for quality
of alternative corrective actions, development is in ene Draft Environme nt al_l

assurance programs, and a critique of econcaic ana ysNRC related work includes
far the WESCO Coal Casification Pro}ect.WASH 1400 Reactor SafetyStatement

participation in a critique of the methodology of the
study of reactor safety research.

and a cost-benefitStudy

.

R. L. Hannigan_

studies include physics of interaction of
Rec entBSEE, University of Kentucky. i total quality program,

sdiation with materials, materials analysis, develop ng a
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Has been a sember of the -

sad statistical design and analysis of experiments.
5:ndia Laboratories staf f since l'e551 in Q ality Aasu:4,ce since 1959. Ex pe rience

~
"

'

retivities, quality assurAuce advanced
>

- -itetudenaality siirvey ass support
onic devices, and product . .

planning, testing and evalu.ation of electrical an; el-;

| ecceptance progress. During the past ten years . as in project engineer for

several quality assurance programs associated with the ELA Space Nuclear Systems
| Division.
\ . o

J. Kirby, Jr.

'

Was Chief Inspector for Superior Electric Company diere he established and directed,

j
Was responsible for prodact acceptance activities atI the quality control ,rogram..o

for USAFj 30 plants producing mechanical, electrical and electronic components '

Has
during World War II. Was production supervisor in. clock and watch industry. ,

1949. Hasbeen a metaber of the Sandia laboratories Quality Assurance staf f since ,

been a major contributor in the. establishment and maintenance of quality assurance
|
i survey activities in the nuclear weapons field. Has provided consultant and

services for prograss of the US' Navy, ERLA Spah Nticlear1

p.ogram develc*inent

Systems Division, and Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.
.-

C. J.. Lynch

$
I, BSEE Villanova. US Army Signal Corp.1%9 to 1955. Performed resident inspec tion
j

for quality assurance, analpis of cot rective action for QA procless', anda

| developeent of quality assurance inspection progra=s and procedures. Mas been a;

f member of the 'Sandia Laboratories Quality Assurance staf f since 1955. Expe rience

f includes preparation of quality assurance procedure. for AEC manual. Current

[ activity includes planning and development of ERDA acceptance programs

1 (inspections surveys, and data analysis) for weapon systems and cast equipment,
and technical consultation to ERDA on corrective action. Also provides technical;

', direction for hardware evaluation, process surveys, and data analysis --
identifying critical product characteristics r.2d establishing allowable levels of
defeetiveness.
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1, E A i_2 P5yaics, Colorado College; MA in Physics, Dartmouth; substantial graduate
| work is statistics and computer sciences' at t;niversity of New Mexico. Joiaed
i

Sandia Lsboratories in 1962. Involved in component development work for three
years and in support of Joint Task Force Two in design and analysis of large-scale

h
,

pecgrams investigating the :apabilities of military aircraf t and crews intest

low-altitude flight Worked in analysis of safety risks of SNAP
, for three y, ears..

applicacicas for AEC Spec ' .hlear Systems Division, as a member of the Sandia,

| t . - * -
Laboratories Aerospace.iu:1cl[ Safety Croup during 1963 and 1s69. Publications '

l

| incit.de several papers on .riliation release risks and consequences pertinent to
I space maclear sys tems. nas been a member of the Sandia Laboratories Quality

~

1
j Assurasce staf f since 1969, pt imarily in advanced planning and program improvement.

~

| Participated in critique of the methodology of WASH 1400 iteactor Safety studv.
e

I
' 3. 3. Tiright

i

EmploM is the Sandia Laboratories Quality Assurance organization since 1948.
Most of this period was .gnt in developing and coordinating the performance of
evalution programs for electronic and electromechanical nuclear wapoa components
and seas s y s t em s . Vas supgrvisor of component test and analysis group far

approxi .ately fourteen years. Activities nave also included the performance of
a udit s for supplier manufacturing and quality related operations. Is currently
e ng a t e-d is the develop nent and isplementation of nuclear ordnance system test
programs.
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' For: The Comissioners

From: Edson G. Case, Acting Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor1

Regu}ation *

,

'

Thru: Executive Director for Operations
4

Subject:
P11NNED STAFF ACTIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE SANDIA STUDY OF

-

THE NRC QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM {
'

t
Purpose _: To inform the Comission of planned staff actions regarding

the recomendations of sub ect program.J
~

iDiscussion: On May 4,1976 in SECY-75-254, we informed the Comission of .i
our plans to procure an independent study of the NRC quality S. ,assurance activities regarding nuclear power stations. :,
Authorization to conduct the study was issued to the Sandia j

-

Laboratories. The study has been completed and a final y
report thereof entitled, "A Study of the Nuclear Regulatory j

'

Comission Quality Assurance Program," was provided to us in
August 1977 and has been published as NUREG-0321. ,

;

The report of the study contains 16 recommendations that the I

} study team believes wi]] enhance the quality assurance activ-
ities of the NRC and the nuclear power industry. The staff
has considered these 16 recomendations and has developed a

,

planned course of action. A condensed status report of the i
planned action regarding each recomendation is contained in :

Enclosure I and a more detailed discussion of the recomen-
dations and planned action is contained in Enclosure 2.

,
.

With respect to 12 of the 16 recommendations, the staff has Iin progress, or has completed, actions that are consistent
iwith each study recomendation; in almost all cases, these -=

;
actions were underway prior to receipt of the Sandia report, t

For three of the study recomendations, the staff has con-
cluded that further study is necessary in order to determine

,
,

!

the appropriate action and has initiated such study. For
)the remaining study recomendation, no staff action is planned.

Contact:
D. J. Skovholt, NRR

-

49-27492
,

!

|
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i
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Enclosure 1
.

STATUS REPORT

PLA!!NED STAFF ACTIONS
.

Action is a Action to be
Action Continuing Action Determined by No Action

'

Recommendation Comoleted Effort In Progress Further Study Planned :

Id 'Il.c o. 1 -

y

t 2 X.; c /g/

da/16 3 X

1 5 4 IX
.

5 X-
-

..

6 *

X,-

M4 7 X-

8 X
'

9 X'
.

h 10 X

if/tvtl. ll-

X-, .

7C 12 X' '
$9/oA13 m X,

'

(W 14 X
:

.

NrO/sP 15 . X.

(llA 16 'x

,

<*

I
s

+

4
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Enclosure 2

Discussion of
Planned Staff Actions

Reco mcndation #1

"The NRC strengthen, through its comunications to industry, recognition of
the Standard Review Plan as the basic source of guidance on quality assurance
requirements."

Status: Action in Progress

Discussion:

It has been the objecti'/e of NRR to assure that Chapter 17 of the Standard
Review Plan (SRP) identifies all guidance relevant to licensing activities
concerning quality assurance requirements, either through inclusion or
reference, and that industry thoroughly understands the purpose of the SRP
in the licensing process, hhile this objective has been largely accomplished,
the fact that some elements of the SRP are no longer up-to-date has resulted
in some limitation of its usefulness as a basic source of guidance. However,
a number of actions have been initiated which have strengthened this activity
since discussions with Sandia personnel during the summer of 1976.

The SRP identifies: (a) what will be reviewed by tmR, (b) who will perform
the review, (c) what acceptance criteria will be employed, and (d) what
finding will be made by the staff. Thus, the SRP will either contain spec-
ific control and acceptance criteria or will reference pertinent documents,~

such as regulatory guides and industry standards, which must be considered
and addressed in the applications. The'SRP, in conjunction with its sister,

document, the Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for
Nuclear Power Plants, are the mechanisms by which documents produced by the
Office of Standards Davelopwnt and actions identified by the Office of'

Inspection and Enforcement are appropriately identified and incorporated
into the licensing process. In this manner, a controlled, consistent, and
documented review process is assured.

Over the past year, the following actions have been initiated with regard
to the QA section of the SRP (Chapter 17).

(a) The industry and other NRC offices were asked to comment on the SRP
OA guidance. As a result, extensive coarnents were received from AIF,
IE and Standards,

i
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(b) The role and importance of the SRP continue to be highlighted in
speeches and meetings with industry. For example, this subject
was discucced in formal presentations at: the Third and Fourth
Annual Conferences of the ASOC Nuclear Division in San Francisco
in October 1976 and in Washington, D. C. in October 1977, the
IGE Conference on Quality Assurance in !!iami in September 1976,
and the AIF Warkshops in Atlanta in Decerber 1976 and in Boston
in October 1977.

(c) NRR has initiated a program for the updating of the SRP on a
consistent basis. Chapter 17 on QA has been extensively
revised and updated and is now undergoing management review.

(d) Actions have been initiated to assure that Regulatory Guide
1.70 covering the Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports
and the SRP are consistent.

'

I.

Based upon the abo /e, the thrust of the Sandia recommendation has been and '

is being carried out. NRR certainly concurs in the objective of the recomm-
dation and will continuy'.to seek additional vehicles to strengthen the
communication with industry on the SRP.

1

Recommendation #2
j

"10 CFR, Appendix B, be used in the regulation of all areas of power reactor
' design, construction, and operation which are judged to have sufficient

importance to safety to fall under other NRC regulation. The selective
application of QA elements now applied to safety-signficant items not inter-

3

i preted as falling under Appendix B should be replaced by an approach in
I which the degree to which the 18 criteria of Appendix B are applied would

reflect the safety-significance of the item."
*

.

Status: Action in Progress
|

Discussion:
|

We agree that there is need for additional guidance in determining what
structures, systems, and component , important to safety fall within the

|requirement of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. We also agree that Appendix
B requir es a graded approach to implementing quality assurance practices
such that the degree to which the 18 criteria of Appendix B are applied

|

|

,-
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should reflect the safety-signficance of the item. The Office of Standards
Develop ent has a regulatory guide (PS Task 704-4) presently under devel-
op e.it concerning the applicability of the quality assurance eriterla of
A; pan'lix B to 10 CFR Part 50 to structures, systems, and components of
nuclear power plants. It is expected the guide will be issued for public
connent in mid calendar 1978.

Recomendation #3

"The Transfer of Lead Responsibility Meao be revised (or that some
supplemental means be established) to provide a schedule for completion
of activities and a status reporting mechanism, for problems requiring
action by both the Office of Inspection and Enforcement and the Office,

of Nuclear Reactor Regulation."

Status: Action Completed
.

' Discussion:

At t% time of the discuss' ions with Sandia personnel in the summer of 1976,
'

it was indicated that the formal guidelines covering lead responsibilicies
and interfaces between NRR and IE were out of date and, as a result, there
were some uncertainties. The previous formal procedures on this subject
were established via a December 29, 1972 meno from L. Manning Muntzing to

2 J. F. O' Leary and P. E. Kruesi.J

A revised agreement between NRR and IE was documented in a merorandum to: -

Lee V. Gossick from Ben C. Rusche and Ernst Volgenau dated March 21, 1977, /
subject: Agreement on NRR/IE Interface and Division of Responsibility.
This memorandum recorded the general areas of responsibilities of each
office and specific agreement on the division of responsibility between the

' Offices in those areas where interfaces or overlaps existed in the functions
,

assigned to each organization.

A schedular and status-reporting mechanism for items involving both NRR and
IE was established via a memorandum for Lee V. Gossick from Edson G. Case,
Ernst Volgenau and William G. Mcdonald dated July 1,1977, subject:' Plan
for Tracking of IE-Oriented Items Impacting NRR Licensing Activities. This
memarandum discussed the Interoffice Action Items and the suggested
improvements in. the present NRR procedures and management information
tracking system, particularly the Blue and Pink Books, to identify for
management attention, each such item, the date of transfer or action

1

6
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request, the responsicle branch and individual, the completion date anc
the current status. This meTorandum also noted that procedures had been -

developed to track the IE-originated items (Interoffice Action Items)
and to clarify the internal tua interface between DPM and IOR on items
affecting cps, OLs and ors.

In addition, monthly NRR/IE interface meetings ccntinue to be held to
resolve any questions regarding bgplementation of the policies and proce-
dures regarding NRR/IE interfaces.

In sum, the need.for action on this recommendaticn was recognized and
implemented prior to submittal of the Sandia report. The actions noted
above responded to each aspect of the Sandia reccmmendation, cnd thus,
this item has been classified as completed. Further improvements in <

these procedures will be made as the need and our experience dictate. )
.

Recommendation #4
~

,

"The NRC take steps to assure that each vendor inspected under the Licensee
Contractor and Vendor Inspection Program (LCVIP) is aware of the continuing
responsibility and authority of the licensee with respect to vendor quality
assurance."

Status: Action Completed

Discussion:

Substance of recommendation is published in the White Book, Licensee Con- )
. tractor and Vendor Inspection Status Report (Forward and Sample Confirming I

Letter). The White Book is updated quarterly and distributed to all vendors!

*

listed in the document.
]

To further emphasize vendor notification of licensee responsibility, the
IE cover letter to each vendor inspection report has been modified to include
a standard paragraph with the recommended information. '

,

|

|
J
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Recommendation #5

-:|
.

"It headquarters clarify responsibility for inspection of quality assurance
activities of utility-run architect-engineers as belonging either to the
regula'r inspection and enforcement program or to the Licensee Contractor and
Vendor Insf>ection Program (LCVIP)."

Status: Action Completed
|

Discussion:
-

Responsibility assignment for the inspection of independent architect
engineering firms (LCVIP) and the utility who performs its own inhouse

|
architect engineering (Region) was stated in the early draft MC-2720,
Architect Engineer Inspection Program. A subsequent redraft, reidentified
as MC-2710, includes the responsibility assignment. It is currently l

also designated in MC-2500 of the IE Manual, pages 2500-4 and 5, dated j
January 1,1977.

.
'

.

Recommendation #6 .-

,

" Vendors to be inspected under the Licensee Contractor and Vendor Inspection
Program (LCVIP) be selected on a basis which ensures that every vendor has.

some likelihood of being inspected."

Status: Receiving further study.
.

Discussion:
i The criteria usad for selecting vendors for inspection must continue to be

based primarily upon safety cons'iderations. Since vendor work volute is
constantly changing proportionate to overall nuclear industry activity,
the vendor population is not fixed at any given time. Further, the majority
of vendors are small, single item suppliers, or suppliers of equipment
which may et .may not be used in a safety important rystem. It is, therefore,
not practical to ensure that every vendor is inspected at some point in time
nor is the expenditure of limited NRC resources for inspection of vendors
justified under any circumstances if the vendor is not supplying safety-
'related products or services *

.

IE will review implementation of present criteria applied for the selection
of vendors for inspection to assure as broad a coverage as possible.

.
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Peco m ndation #7

"IE.insp?ction of material prodticed under the AS'I Code provisions be
eliminated, but only if the ASiE requiremnts are expanded to include
opration. , Since efforts in this direction are underway, this recomien-
cation is intended to encourage such efforts."

Status: Action is a Continuing Effort |

Discussion:

Use of the word " material" in the recommendation is unclear since the
ASfE Code covers the design, manufacture, assambly of parts and components
as well as providing rules specific to materials. From the text preceding
the recommendation, we assume that material is meant to mean all "pr<x1ucts
and services" provided a nuclear facility in accordance with ASIE Code
rules.

In response to the recommendation, as stated, efforts are underway to
utilize the AS!E vendor certification and inspection system to supplement
direct NRC inspections. NRC recognition and utilization of the AS:E
certification and inspection system is contingent upon two things:
(1) developmnt and application of AS:E standards that are equivalent
to NRC requirements and (2) extension of ASIE rules to include all parts
of dynamic-type components (e.g., pumps, valves) rather than si:: ply their
pressure boundary. Assuming that these conditions are satisfied, the NRC
will have a basis for reducing direct NRC inspection of AS!E certified
vendors. Part of current NRC resources used to inspect ASE vendors will
be redirected to the auditing of the ASME certification and inspection
system.

A two-year trial program for evaluating the AS!E certification and
inspection system for supplementing NRC inspections is currently underway.
Tnis program will continue to receive priority attention.

Reconmendation #8 -

"The Inspection and Enforcement staff strengthen its review of the
inspectability and enforceablity of Technical Specifi. ation requirements."

Status: No Action Planned

|

I

!

|
-
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Discussion:

In accordance with existing procedures, all Standardized Technical
Specifications were reviewed for inspectability and enforceability by
both IE Headquarters and the Regional Offices. All facility Technical
Specificaticas are reviewed for inspectability and enforceability by
the appropriate Regional Offices.

Isolated examples may occasionally be identified ehere requirements are
unclear causing some difficulty in inspection. However, if these over-
sights have significant safety impact, internal procedures are available
for achieving clarification and correction.

In IE's view, sufficient effort is currently allocated to this subject
area. No further action is deemed necessary.

Recommendation #9
.

" Routine direct NRC inspection and testing of hardware be increased, and
that data pertinent to quality decisions made in the construction and
operation of a plant be evaluated by the NRC on a routine basis. ('Ihis
includes the evaluation, for example, of radiographic and ultrasonic
test data.)"

.

Status: Action in Progress

! Discussion:
t

The principle of direct inspection and testing of hardware and work |
activities has been recognized as a valid technique for not only
measuring the effectiveness of quality assurance programs but for con-:

,

i firming the adequacy of designs. One of the major offices (Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research) authorized by the Reorganization Act of,

i 1974 was specifically established to provide the NRC with a capability
for performing confirmatory research and product qualification.

IE currently has two major efforts underway, utilizing' private contractors,
for the prime purpose of identifying and evaluating specific activities
where direct NRC inspection and/or testing could be applied. Also, IE
inspectors routinely examine and evaluate test data (radiographs,

i
L
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ultrasonic results) on a sample basis covering prc>Suct auality. These
examinaticns are not perforud to provide " product acceptr.nce" for the ,

;

licensee but are performed as a technique for evaluating QA program
effectiveness.

A third init'iative underway which will provide further implementation
of this recommendation is the Resident Inspection Program. Tnis program
will provide additional IE capability for the surveillance of all licensee
activities including the direct inspection and testing of hardware and
fabrication-construction..

We plan to carry out to completion the contracts for evaluating possible
technicues for indepandent test and measurement by IE and to implement
proposals as practical. We shall also continue and expand inspector
activities relating to direct observation of hardware and examination of
test data.

Recommendation #10
.

"IE inspactions for QA program implementation during construction
(Modules 35700B through 35736B of the IE Manual) be conducted more
frequently during the period of personnel turnover prior to operation."

Status: Action in Progress

Discussion:

1The major portion of the Construction Inspection Program is focuseo on
implementation of the OA program and fully reflects the content of modules
357003 - 35736B. It should be noted that the referenced modules were
specifically designed for operational readiness determination. Frequency
of conduct is not germane to assuring readiness for operation. It appears
inappropriate to reen= mend actions by module number. In this specific
case, modules 357003 - 35736B were superseded by other inspaction procedures
on 10/1/76.

Initiation of the Resident Inspection Program will provide additional IE |

surveillance capability of all licensee activities, including the transition
period between construction and operation. This program, in conjunction
with the current inspection programs, is designed to permit additional
observation and surveillance of licensee activities and will meet the intent

- .. .
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of the specific recommandation. The Pesident Inspection Program is
expected to start in early 1973 with the assigr. ment of insyctors to
eight selected sites. Full implementation is scheduled for FY 1992.
Revisions to the inspction modules for the Resident Inspection Program
have been prepared.

Recommendation #11
.

" Qualification testing be required for design verification when
practicable."

Status: Action in Progress

Discussion:

As noted in the report, App 2ndix B to 10 CFR Part 50, and Regulatory Guide
1.64 which endorses ANSI N45.2.11, indicates that qualification testing
is one method of performing design verification, but not the only method.
Other methods are by means of design reviews and alternate calculations.
NRC has established and is continuing to establish guidelines for quali-
fication test programs (sde discussion for Recorraendation #13). These
guidelines indicate qualification ' testing methods which NRC considers to . )
be an acceptable method of performing design verification. Other methods !

I of design verification may be used where specifically justified.
|

It appears that Reconraendation #11 on qualification testing has been some-
what amplified and clarified in Reconraendation #13 wherein they recomended

| NRC establish requirements and guidelines for a comprehensive qualificaticn
and proof test program. The report notes in connection with Recontnendationi

! (13 on page 4" that, "Since the cost of testing is high, indneriminate
! application of qualification and proof testing should not be rNuired. |

Instead, the criteria for application should be carefully and clearly
developed, as they have been for pre-operation and startup testing,
inservice inspection, and surveillance, so that testing will be applied
where it is practical and avoideo where it is not." We agree with this
recontnendation and have developed and are continuing.to develop guidelines
for qualification testing as noted in the response to R2comendation #13.

,
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Recomendation #12
*

I

"IE inspctions "0A Program (Receipt, Storage and Hr.dling of Equipment
and Materials)" (Module 25720B of the IE Manual) and "0A Program (Test
and Measurement Equipment)" (Module 35736B) ce conducted more frequently
during constructicn."

.

Status: Action in Progress
,

Discussion:

The referenced modules are op? rational preparedness modules and do not
relate to construction activities. The suoject matter covered by tha
reference modules is fully covered by the construction inspection program
in many modules, each related to the functional construction activities
in progress.

!

Our plans are that more extensive observation of the activities described'

by the recommendation will be performed upon initiation of the Resident
Inspection Program. (See Recomendation #10.) -

!

Recomendation #13 [ l
;

"The NRC establish requirements and guidance for comprehensive qualifi- |
cation and proof test programs similar in detail to the requirements and
guidance for preoperational and startup testing programs. The guidance,

should include criteria for practicability."

Status: Action in Progess

Discussion:
.,

We agree with the recomendation that "the NRC establish requirements'

and guidance for comprehensive qualification and proof test progra:rs
similar in detail to the requirements and guidance for preoperational j
and startup testing programs." We have been and are continuing to
iqplement this recomendation.

For the past several years, NRC has been establishing requirements and i
'

guidelines for comprehensive qualification test programs for equipnent,
starting with the basic criteria of IEEE 279-1968, " Proposed IEEE

,
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Criteria for riuclear' Plant Protection Systems," which was incorporatmJ
by reference into the Co:rmission's regulations. This standard, and its
successor, IEEE Std 279-1971, require that type test data or rea:.onable
engineering oxtrapolation based on test data be availabla to verify that
equipment that must operate to provide protection system action will
meet, on a continuing basis, the performance requirements determined
to be necessary for achieving system requirements,

i

Regulatory guides delineating acceptable methods for qualifying specific
kinds of equipment for LOCA, seismic, and normal ambient environments have
already been developed and issued as follows:

1. Regulatory Guide 1.40, " Qualification Tests of Continuous-Duty
llotors Installed Inside the Containment of Nater-Cooled Nuclear
Power Plants",

2. Regulatory Guide 1.63, " Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment
Structures of Light-Water-Cooled tioclear Power Plants"

3. Regulatory Guide 1.73, " Qualification Tests of Electr fc valve Oper-
alors Installed Inside the Containment of Nuclear Power Plants"

~'

4. Regulatory Guide 1.100, " Seismic Qualificat ion of Electric Equipment
for Nuclear Power Plants"

5. Rogulatory Guide 1.131, " Qualification Tests of Electric Cables,'

Field Splices, and Connections for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power'

| Plants"

As part of NRC's continuing-and comprehensive efforts in the area of
qualification testing, the preparation of regulatory guidance is also
planned for those vital electric equipments not subject to IDCA
environments, such as cable fire stops, fire breaks, switchgear,'

batteries, motor control centers, modules (including sensors), battery
chargers, inverters, transformers, and diesel generators. In the

: development of such guidance, the NRC will take into account all avail-,

able empirical information and shall apply experience gained in prior
activities, such as the recent qualification of electrical connectors.
In addition, a general standard for qualifying mechanical, as well as.

electric, equipment is being prepared by IEEE. This standard, when
published in acceptable form, will be endorsed by a regulatory guide.

,

Sp2cific mechanical equipment qualification guides are also being
developed including guides on snubbers, valve assemblies, and pumps.

t
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Recomendaticn #14

"The : RC actively continue support of ccogrative audit programs in
the industry, especially programs for the sharing of audit data arrong
licensees and contractors, and for the conduct of joint audits."

Status: Action is a Continuing Effort
t

Discussion:

Redundant audits are a problem area which was identified and discussed
by OAB with Sandia personnel in the sumer of 1976. Accordingly, the +

Sandia recomendation is endorsed, and actions continue to be irolemented
along the 1.ines suggested by Sandia.

i

The principal thrust of the Sandia recomendation is to encourage
various approaches, such as coop?rative audits, which offer the potential ''

of reducing the audit burden without reducing the confidence that work l
is proceeding satisfactorily. Over the past year, the following actions j '
have been initiated towards this objective: -

t

(a) The CASE (Coordinating Agency for Supplier Evaluation) concept jwhich allows for sharing of audit findings for supplier evaluation ,
through publication of a quarterly register has been endorsed by ;
NRR (letter dated July 1977). The detailed topical report reqaires i:

only minor revision before it will be accepted as an adequate basis i3

. for implementing and inspecting tha '.ASE system. With NRC endorsement I,' of this system, redundant pre-a.ard audits by purchasers should be
minimal or non-existent.

(b) The NRC and the ASME have had a number of discussions over the pas:
; year on the possibility of the NRC ehdorsing the AMSE certification
| and inspection program as a " third party." If successful, the
! attainment of this objective should further reduce the need for

pre-award audita and for yearly programatic audits by purchasers.i

It should also greatly reduce the number of-audits / inspections by ;NRC personnel. The initiation of a two-year trial program with the
ASME was approved by the Comission in May 1977, and staff dis-
cussions are continuing. 7te ASME anticipates the submittal of a
topical report to the NRC this year which would be a major milestone
in this activity.

?
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,

(c) The IC Licensee Contractor. and Vendor Inspection Program (LCVIP)
also has the potential of reducing the nurer of audits purchasers
must perform on their subcontractors. The LCVIP is continuing t3
evolve, and greater benefit towards reducing audits may result from
future program directions. A major milestone in this regard was
the approval by the Comission of the !LVI? concept and program in
May 1977.

The actions noted above reflect a continuing effort by NRC to eliminate
redundant anJ unnecessary auditing. Actions already completed and those
in progress should greatly aid in this regard. Additional actions. will
be initiated by NRR, working with IE and Standards, as the need is
identified.

.

*
.

Recomendation #3 5

"The NRC adopt, for nuclear power plants, a more systematic, yet simple
method of representing hardware and human performance characteristics that.

are signficant to safety'. This method should address the importance to
safety of these characteristics and should also consider their unrelianility
nodes and rates, in order that a more comprehensive quality assurance pro-
gram can be applied. Toward this end, we recommend the use of simplified
event models and equations within the industry and the NRC."

Status: * Receiving further study. |.

Discussion: |. ,

,
'

Sandia strongly believes that the use of statistical reliability modeling,:

i.e., mathematical determinations of hardware and human performance.
reliablity, will provide an improved basis for defining, assessing and
balancing quality assurance programs on a component and sub-systems level.

,
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! ic
It is suggested by Sandia (pages 56-59) that reliability rrodels and

a

related operating and test data snould be included by applicants in {

the SAns (prepared in conjunction with the Chapter 15 accident analysis), }

and reviewed by NRC in the context of predetermined numeric procabilistic j
'

goals based upon "... system reliabilities appropriate to the task of
protecting the public health and safety."

Sandia recognized that there would be impacts associated with this
approach on the industry and the NRC, although Sandia believed the NRC
SAR reviews could be performed with a staff increase of from one to two'

special ists. Sandia identified this recomendation as one of a longer-
|

term nature.. t
i

Although the importance to safety and unreliability modes and rates are
factors in determining quality assurance requirements for a particular
item, these factors are not sufficient by themselves to allow rach

Other factors include the complexity and uniqueness of
-

determinations.
the item, the quality history of the item, the degree of standardization,
and the degree to which functional compliance can be demonstrated by J.

| inspection and test. Simplified event models and equations as'

recomended by Sandia must be used in conjunction with other factors,
:and thus, engineering judgment must be used in structuring and -

assessing QA programs.

However, the overall usefulness of the reliability modeling methodology ;,

has been recognized and continues to be seriously investigated by the
Starting with the initiation of the Reactor Safety Study (KASH <=,

NRC.
1400) in 1972 by the AEC, the methodology and results of this approach
have been used by the AEC/NRC to assess the relative safety and critical
failure modes of commercial reactors. As a result of this work, the
NRC has continued to expand inhouse expertise on the applications and
limitations of the pertinent assessment methodologies, and has initiated
activities directed at: (1) expanding the application of these techniques
from those currently being accomplished in the normal NRR review process,,

(2) expanding staff capability through intensive training courses, and
(3) pursuing outside expert advice and recomendations on the application'

of these methodologies. The focus of these activities, however, has been
broader in nature than just the potential quality assurance advantages.
Rather, these efforts are part of a coordinated effort directed at
defining how the NRC can best take advantage of these techniques.

.
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Although our plans have not been finalized, we M1ieve that Sandia may
have seriously underestimated both the oifficulty and the resources
required to conduct the recomended activities. For example, such
mathematical determinations wi]] require an extensive data base. This
data base, presently teing built from the Nucicar Plant neliability Data
System and associated Licensee Event Reports, is still in'an early
stage of development; many years of growth wi]] be necessary before
useful data are forthcoming. Tnerefore, while we believe that these
techniques may give added insight and assistance in developing regu-
latory positions and assessing generic design features having critical
safety signficance, we do not believe that application of this
nethodology along the lines of the Sandia reco=endations to specific
plant SAka is currently practical.

We recognize that these techniques should provide additional insight
into such items as relative safety signficance of components and sub-
systems, the importance of human performance in achieving satisfactory
system function and the need for testing under worse-case environments.
Tnese aspects were discussed with Sandia personnel in the sumer of
~1976, and subsequent steps have been initiated to develop some inhouse
capability along these lines. Jie plan to focus more specifically on

,

such considerations in future reliability modeling investigations.
The specific scope of tnis work will be defined in conjunction with
the development of the NRC Probabilistic Safety Analysis Plan now
targeted for approval by the end of the second quarter of FY 78. If
appropt iate, the assistance of the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
may be requested through a specific research request.

In sum, we do not believe that the full scope of this recomendation
should or can be adopted by the NRC without further work. We propose
to initiate more focused efforts towards determining the usefulness
of risk methodologies, but we see problems in application and in obtaining
the necessary 6taff capability.

Recommendation #161

"The quality assurance planning and evaluation function in the NRC be
assigned to a separate group. This function would include:

(1) Performing continuing reviews of all assurance measures in standards,
Regulatory Guides and Standard Review Plans for consistency and
adequacy,

.
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| ( 2) Evaluating overall 04 effect'veness (ultimately by comparing
| a:wessments or the reliacility of reactor safety features from
( all plants with established goals) and recomending programatic
| Inprovements when indicated, and

(3) Developing and implementing quality assurance techniques."

Status: Receiving further study. *

Discussion.

Sandia observe 6 the potential for inconsistencies to develop anong the
various NRC organizations (NRR-SD-IE) involved with QA for comercial
reactors. Additionally, they believed an advantage would exist from an
independent assessment and overview of QA activities from a separate
group focusing on QA uniquely across the NRC. This group would have a
broader parspective and charter than the rather specific QA responsi-
bilities of the individual offices and would have the ability to balance
Ca measures, analyze results and problems, and recoaraend change ~s without
",ard to the office where improvements are needed. !

,

The report is silent, however, on any specific examples or other bases |

which support the need for this reco:rmendation. It makes no mention
of existing coordinating and concurrence mechanisms established to assure
consistency, such as regulatory guide review process, Interoffice QA
Task Force, NRR-IE interface agreements and meetings, formal coordination
on the development ar.d interpretation of standards or the extensive dis-
cussion and coordination that occurs among the offices. Additionally, ,

it fails to note that a number of independent organizations, such as the
ACRS, individual licensing boards and the GAO have looked at QA activities
from an overview perspective.

|
Further, it recoaraends that improved QA techniques be developed and imple- I
mented without specifying what these techniques shculd be or why they are
needed (other than those proposed in part 2 of the recommendation). We
are not aware that improved techniques are in fact needed or that if a
need is identified, a separate group should be responsible for their
development and implementation.

The present organizational arrangement involving QA responsibilities has
proven to be practical and workable, of course, improvements may be
possible and the Sandia recomended organizational change warrants
consideration, but the overall need for an additional " review" group

.
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without specific responibilities for defining, applying or assuring
OA activities in terms of CPc and OLs is not readily apparent. In

fact, IE also notes that the present organization arrangement has
proven to be satisfactory, and in view of no identifiable deficiencies
by Sandia, believes that this recomendation should not be adopted.

On the other hand, we are aware that inconsistencies in QA provisions
can and have develop'd among the various offices. For the most part,
these have been or are being resolved through existing mechanisms.
Additionally, the Sandia recomendation is largely based upon having
the capability to evaluate QA effectiveness through reliability studies
and, as noted in our response to Recomendation 15, the need for this l
capability remains to be fully evaluated. Tnus, the information will
not exist in the foreseeable future to fully evaluate the worth of
an organization change in terms of this icoortant aspect of the
recomendation. Thus, we propose to defer action on this recommendation

,

until the results of work associatM with Recomendation 15 (dealing '

with mathematical reliability modeling) are available,
,
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THE NUCLEAR RECULATORY COMMISSICT . ,A STUDY Of
* h

l- QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM ]
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CHAPTER I ,

,.
* .

=

, ', , a.n

INTRODUCTION

i .

I i Laboratories -

At the request of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Sand af

i h respect to
,

has conducted a study of the Commission'a regulatory activities w t
!
!

The study encompassed a detailed!
for nuclear power plants. (QA) program, anquality assurance

analysis of representative aspects of the NRC quality assuranceidentification ofr
o

i s, and the'

. evaluation of the prog am's philosophy and pract ce (1) discussionsInformation was gathered through:
potential program improvements. id try organizations,
with individuals and with representatives of the NRC,. n us.and industry standards development' groups; (2) observat onsi

a
g

professional societies, tion .ind literature,| f t

of industry and NRC activities; and (3) reviews of documen a'

)
pertaining to nuclear power and its regulation.(

g;

is presented in five chapters, with core detailed1

The study group's report This chapter provides the
i
;

i
I discussion of some topics given in the appeedicesp f the study andi, | definition of quality assurance used in detersining the scope o i ;

f { . Chapters II and III deal with observat ons
describes how the study was conducted.

sr .

11 addresses
[ | relating to the current program and methods for improving it; Chapterh implementation of the8

general aspects of the program and Chapter III-addresses t eChapter IV discuases recotusended additions to the--
,

j 10 CFR 50, Appendix B criteria. study and summarizes(

Chapter V presents the overall conclusions of thu
4

'

; program. I;

I the recoassendations.
,
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